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“[...] Ó sono! Unge-me as pálpebras... 

Entorna o esquecimento 

Na luz do pensamento, 

Que abrasa o crânio meu. 

Como o pastor da Arcádia, 

Que uma ave errante aninha... 

Minh’alma é uma andorinha... 

Abre-lhe o seio teu.  

 

[...] Ó sono! Ó Deus noctívago! 

Doce influência amiga! 

Gênio que a Grécia antiga 

Chamava de Morfeu, 

Ouve!...E se minhas súplicas 

Em breve realizares... 

Voto nos teus altares 

Minha lira de Orfeu!” 

 

Hino ao Sono  

Castro Alves 
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Resumo 

Sono e memória são dois aspectos essenciais na vida da maioria dos seres 

vivos. Durante o sono, nossos músculos e nossos órgãos internos repousam, o gasto 

de energia é reduzido, nosso sistema imunológico é recuperado e os metabólitos 

produzidos nos nossos cérebros durante a vigília são expurgados; todas atividades 

necessárias na preparação do nosso corpo para o próximo dia de experiências. 

Simultaneamente, a memória é uma função cognitiva que nos permite caracterizar 

padrões, armazená-los, construir e desenvolver ideias e definir quem somos. 

Curiosamente, as últimas décadas de pesquisa levaram à noção de que esses dois 

importantes processos fisiológicos podem andar de mãos dadas; ou seja, que a 

função do sono na memória não é meramente limpar informações desnecessárias e 

ajudar passivamente aumentando a relação sinal-ruído. As novas evidências sugerem 

um protagonismo do sono em trabalhar ativamente no processamento de memória. 

Além do abundante conjunto de evidências implicando uma fase específica do sono 

chamada de sono não-REM (movimento ocular rápido, do inglês rapid eye movement 

– REM) na consolidação da memória, o presente trabalho se concentra no 

entendimento do mecanismo pelo qual o sono REM beneficia o processamento de 

memória dependente do hipocampo. Fizemos uma extensa revisão da literatura,  

projetamos, realizamos e analisamos experimentos visando avançar na compreensão 

do papel do sono REM no processo de fazer memórias dependentes do hipocampo 

persistirem e dependerem gradualmente de estruturas neocorticais (corticalização) ao 

longo do tempo. Nossos resultados indicam que existem janelas temporais especiais 

relacionadas ao sono REM que auxiliam na promoção da plasticidade e corticalização 

do traço de memória após o aprendizado, com atenção especial para uma janela 

precoce 3 a 4 horas após o treinamento, e uma tardia cerca de 12 horas depois. 

Mostramos evidências de uma interação entre o hipocampo e o córtex retrosplenial 

(duas regiões intimamente relacionadas ao processamento de memória) durante o 

sono REM, e que essa interação durante a janela precoce está correlacionada com a 

expressão da memória. Nós também exibimos evidências que sugerem que o 

aumento da expressão de genes relacionados à plasticidade sináptica durante o 

período tardio, que tem sido consistentemente implicados na persistência da memória, 

pode depender do sono REM. Ao todo, os resultados relatados no presente trabalho 

suportam a noção de que as janelas de sono REM após o treinamento são importantes 
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para o processamento de memória offline e para a corticalização. Eles também 

sugerem que os mecanismos da ação do sono REM compreendem a interação entre 

regiões corticais e subcorticais relacionadas à memória, e promover a expressão 

gênica induzida pelo aprendizado necessária para a remodelação otimizada de redes 

corticais, a fim de introduzir novas experiências no cabedal de conhecimento 

preexistente. 
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Abstract 

Sleep and memory are two essential aspects of the life of most living beings. 

During sleep, our muscles and internal organs rest, energy expenditure is reduced, our 

immune system is recovered, and the metabolites produced in our brains during 

wakefulness are purged; everything necessary to prepare our body for the next day of 

experiences. Simultaneously, memory is a cognitive function that allows us to 

characterize patterns, store them, build and develop ideas, and define who we are. 

Interestingly, the last decades of research had led to the notion that these two 

important physiological processes may keep holding hands, i.e., that the sleep function 

on memory is not merely by cleaning unnecessary information and passively helping 

by increasing the signal-to-noise ratio. The new evidence suggests a protagonism of 

sleep in actively working on memory processing. Besides the plentiful evidence 

implicating a specific phase of sleep called non-rapid eye movement (NREM) in 

memory consolidation, the present work focuses on understanding the mechanism by 

which REM sleep benefits hippocampal-dependent memory processing. We have 

gone into an extensive review of the literature, designing, performing, and analyzing 

experiments aiming at step forward in the understanding the role of REM sleep in the 

process of making hippocampal-dependent memories persist and gradually depend 

on neocortical structures (corticalization) over time. Our results indicate that there are 

special time windows for REM sleep-dependent plasticity and memory corticalization 

after learning, with particular attention to an early window 3 – 4h after training and a 

late one about 12 h after. We show evidence of an interplay between the hippocampus 

and the retrosplenial cortex (two regions closely related to memory processing) during 

REM sleep, and that this interplay in the early window is correlated with memory 

expression. We also exhibit evidence suggesting that the upregulation of genes related 

to synaptic plasticity during the late time window, which have been consistently 

implicated in memory persistence, may depend on REM sleep. Altogether, the results 

reported in the present work support the notion that windows of REM sleep after 

training are important for offline memory processing and corticalization. They also 

suggest that the mechanisms of REM sleep action comprise the cross-talk between 

memory-related cortical and subcortical regions, and to provide training-induced gene 

expression necessary for the optimized remodeling of cortical networks for the 

introduction of new information into preexisting knowledge. 
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Lista de abreviações1 

ACA – Córtex cingulado anterior 

CFC – Condicionamento de Medo Contextual (do inglês, Contextual Fear 

Conditioning) 

DG – Giro denteado (do inglês, Dentate gyrus) 

EEG – Eletroencefalograma/Eletroencefalografia 

GC – Causalidade de Granger (do inglês, Granger causality)  

HM – Henry Molaison 

HPC – Hipocampo  

LFP – Potencial de campo local (do inglês, local field potential) 

mPFC – Córtex pré-frontal medial (vide PFC abaixo) 

PFC – Córtex pré-frontal (do inglês, Prefrontal cortex) 

PGO wave – Ondas ponto-geniculo-occipitais (do inglês, ponto-geniculo-occipital 

wave) 

phREM – REM fásico (do inglês, phasic REM; vide REM abaixo) 

PPTg – Núcleo pedúnculo-pontino tegmental (do inglês, pedunculopontine tegmental 

nucleus) 

REM – Sono de movimento rapido dos olhos (do inglês, rapid eye movement) 

RSC – Córtex Retrosplenial 

SWR – Deflexões agudas associadas a ondulações rápidas (do inglês, sharp wave-

ripple) 

SWS – Sono de ondas lentas (do inglês, slow wave sleep) 

                                            
1 Devido esta tese estar escrita num formato de artigo, alguns dos capítulos consistem em 
artigos escritos em inglês publicados ou em finalização para publicação (II-IV). Desse modo, 
algumas abreviações foram mantidas na sua versão em inglês para melhor conectar o texto 
dos demais capítulos aos artigos publicados e a literatura cientifica 
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Capítulo I – Introdução 

Desde os primórdios da civilização e da história, o entendimento comum é de 

que o sono é um estado de relaxamento; um momento de descanso das atividades 

do dia, a fim de que as energias sejam repostas para os avanços que hão de vir 

adiante; o merecido descanso daquele que cumpre com seus deveres. Como diria 

uma frase suméria: “o sono do trabalhador é doce”. Todas estas referências aludem 

a um estado passivo; hiatos necessários entre aquilo que realmente importa. 

Na mitologia grega, algumas referências indicam outros atributos do sono. 

Hipnos, o deus do sono, mora em uma caverna onde nenhuma luz ou som alcançam, 

em perfeita paz. Perto de sua morada passa o rio Lete (esquecimento), cujo correr 

das águas nina quem visita suas margens. Porém, seus irmãos (ou filhos, em algumas 

fontes) são os Oneiros Morfeu, Ícelo e Fântaso, relacionados às atividades criativas 

do sonho, pesadelo e formas inanimadas ou fantasiosas, respectivamente. 

Essa representação mitológica mostra uma dubiedade flagrante à medida em 

que traz uma imagem do sono como passivo e relacionado ao esquecimento, 

contrastada com uma visão ativa de produção de imagem e vivência onírica. 

Curiosamente, assim também o foi no desenvolvimento da ciência sobre o sono. 

Até bem pouco tempo acreditava-se que o sono tinha como função primordial 

apenas trazer o corpo de volta ao equilíbrio, à homeostase. É bastante sedutor e 

intuitivo acreditar que aquele terço do dia que passamos repousando o corpo e a 

mente serve apenas para recarregar as baterias para as atividades que este mesmo 

corpo terá que executar no dia seguinte. A ressaca após cada noite de sono perdida 

funciona como reforço a essa teoria. Não à toa, boa parte das teorias e investigações 

empíricas foram direcionadas com esse viés, e realmente mostraram que o sono 

auxilia na recuperação de funções motoras, cognitivas e de funcionamento dos 

órgãos. Nas neurociências, foi mostrado que o sono inclusive funciona como o rio 

Lete, lavando os metabólitos produzidos durante o dia e apagando informações 

desnecessárias, preparando o cérebro para um dia de novas experiências. 

Acreditava-se inclusive que o efeito benéfico do sono na memória era apenas passivo 

e devido a uma melhora da relação sinal/ruído, como se o apagamento das 

informações desnecessárias aumentasse o contraste das coisas importantes. 
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 Isso não deixa de ser verdade, mas, por outro lado, existem diversos relatos 

históricos de soluções criativas durante o sono, inclusive com importantes soluções 

para problemas científicos. A organização da tabela periódica por Mendeleiev, ou do 

anel benzênico por Kekulé; a estrutura do átomo por Niels Bohr; ou os experimentos 

definitivos para demonstrar a neurotransmissão química por Otto Lewi. Todos 

problemas que geraram transpiração intensa durante a vigília, mas que foram 

resolvidos quando a mente destes geniais cientistas estava em aparente descanso, 

livre das amarras cognitivas que limitavam a imaginação. O Fântaso mitológico e 

criativo revelou-se a eles de forma fantástica e simbólica, mas com uma 

fundamentação teórica que os ajudou a resolverem seus problemas; negando o que 

as mentes racionais da época tendiam a acreditar, de que o sonho era simples produto 

aleatório do trabalho de limpeza do sono. 

Esses e outros fenômenos levaram à investigação do papel ativo do sono; de 

que talvez o benefício do sono na memória não era apenas passivo, mas ativo; de que 

o sono poderia ser uma ótima janela temporal para o reprocessamento (agora sem 

ruído, como na caverna de Hipnos) da informação recentemente codificada; que ele 

poderia ser uma oportunidade de otimizar a integração da informação nova em toda a 

rede moldada desde o nascimento  pela integração gradual de informações; que ele 

poderia servir de câmara de simulação da integração dessas novas informações 

produzindo sonhos e fazendo associações que seriam improváveis durante a vigília, 

quando os faróis da razão estão ligados. Todas essas hipóteses têm sido testadas 

atualmente e está cada vez mais claro que o sono não é só passivo e não só favorece 

o esquecimento, mas tem papel ativo na consolidação de memórias e, no pensamento 

criativo. 

O presente trabalho é fruto também de muita atividade onírica e é mais um 

esforço na direção de acrescentar evidências que corroborem o papel ativo do sono 

na consolidação de memórias, especialmente durante a parte do sono onde sonho 

mais aparece, quando Morfeu age como guardião do sono do irmão Hipnos. 

Que Morfeu nos proteja!  
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O sono  

Sono vem do latim Somnus, que inclusive é o correspondente romano do grego 

Hipnos. É um estado comportamental complexo altamente conservado 

filogeneticamente, que se alterna com a vigília e é caracterizado por reduzida 

comunicação com o meio externo, representada pelo alto limiar de excitação sensória 

e pela reduzida expressão motora voluntária (Stickgold e Walker, 2010). Além disso o 

sono é caracterizado por mudanças fisiológicas centrais e periféricas que vão desde 

o sistema nervoso central ao sistema imune, bem como consciência reduzida e/ou 

alterada (Stickgold e Walker, 2010). Está relacionado a menor gasto de energia, viés 

metabólico em direção ao anabolismo, recuperação dos sistemas muscular, endócrino 

e imune, além de limpeza dos metabólitos cerebrais produzidos durante a vigília 

(Madsen e Vorstrup, 1991; Maquet, 1995; Dworak et al., 2010; Xie et al., 2013). 

Durante muito tempo o sono pôde ser estudado apenas através das 

características fenomenológicas comportamentais relacionadas, como o sonho, o 

movimento rápido dos olhos, a maior dificuldade de reagir a estímulos em 

determinados períodos do sono, e assim por diante. Em 1929, o neurologista alemão 

Hans Berger desenvolveu um aparato capaz de medir as alterações elétricas que 

aconteciam no couro cabeludo das pessoas em diferentes estados comportamentais, 

o que ele chamou de eletroencefalograma (EEG). A partir desta descoberta, foi 

possível dar os primeiros passos principalmente na pesquisa sobre a neurofisiologia 

do sono (Stickgold e Walker, 2010). 

Por meio de tais pesquisas, constatou-se que o ciclo sono-vigília possui uma 

regulação biológica intrínseca que é modulada por fatores circadianos extrínsecos 

como a luz, em uma harmonia que caracteriza o estado natural fisiológico de 

alternância entre o sono e a vigília (Yasenkov e Deboer, 2012). Ao contrário dos 

humanos que possuem um sono monofásico (uma vez ao dia) e noturno, os roedores 

possuem um sono polifásico com predominância diurna (diversas vezes durante o dia, 

com maior prevalência durante o dia) (Yasenkov e Deboer, 2012). 

Nos mamíferos em geral, o sono pode ser dividido principalmente em dois tipos, 

o sono de movimento rápido dos olhos (REM), e o sono sem esses movimentos ou 

sono não-REM (NREM) (Mccarley, 2007; Brown et al., 2012). O sono NREM 
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representa cerca de 75% do sono total e é subdividido em 3 estágios (N1, N2 e N3) 

em humanos (Berry et al., 2012). 

 Durante a vigília, predomina uma atividade dessincronizada, de baixa voltagem 

e oscilações mais rápidas (> 15 Hz). Após o fechamento dos olhos, há uma gradual 

desaceleração das frequências oscilatórias, concomitante ao aumento da amplitude, 

iniciando com uma frequência em torno de 8 – 12 Hz (banda alfa). O estágio N1 inicia 

quando tais oscilações lentificam ainda mais, chegando a 3 – 7 Hz (oscilações teta), 

acompanhadas de diminuição do tônus muscular em relação à vigília. O estágio N2 é 

o mais prevalente no sono NREM e é caracterizado por oscilações ainda mais 

lentificadas, e acelerações (12 – 14 Hz) transitórias e intermitentes chamadas fusos 

(do inglês, spindle), além de deflexões de alta amplitude (para cima, seguida de outra 

para baixo), também transitórias, chamadas complexo K. Finalmente, o estágio N3 

apresenta as oscilações mais lentas no sono (0,5 a 3 Hz, banda delta) e com maior 

amplitude, por esse motivo, sendo também chamado de sono de ondas lentas (do 

inglês, slow wave sleep – SWS). Esses estados tendem a apresentar uma evolução 

sequencial N1→N2→N3, com rebotes de volta ao estágio N2 pouco antes da entrada 

no sono REM. Os ciclos completos de N1 a REM duraram fisiologicamente cerca de 

90 a 120 minutos e repetem-se de 4 a 6 vezes em adultos saudáveis, com um 

gradativo aumento da prevalência de sono REM dentro de cada ciclo entre o início do 

sono e o despertar (Stickgold e Walker, 2010; Berry et al., 2012; Rasch e Born, 2013) 

(Figura 1A,B). 

Em roedores, objeto do nosso estudo, o sono NREM não é classicamente 

subdividido (Brown et al., 2012), embora essa mesma classificação em estágios N1, 

N2 e N3 tenha sido montrada em roedores recentemente com o uso de análises mais 

refinadas da eletrofisiologia e comportamento animal (Lacroix et al., 2018). O sono 

NREM em roedores é também caracterizado pela lentificação do ritmo oscilatório, 

alcançando a chamada atividade de ondas lentas (0,5–4 Hz), que inclui oscilações 

lentas (<1 Hz) e na banda delta (1–4 Hz) (Figura 1B). Além disso, o córtex cerebral de 

roedores durante o sono NREM apresenta fusos e deflexões-agudas de alta amplitude 

associadas a ondulações de alta frequência (> 140 Hz), chamadas em inglês de sharp-

wave ripples (SWR) (Rasch e Born, 2013; Khodagholy et al., 2017) (Figura 1B). Estas 

últimas também são bastante prevalentes especialmente na camada piramidal do 

hipocampo, que será abordado mais adiante (Buzsáki, 2015).  
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Figura 1. Os estágios do sono. A) Clássico perfil da arquitetura do sono de um 

humano adulto. (B e C) Sumário das principais características eletrofisiológicas (B) e 

moleculares (C) dos estágios do sono. (Adaptado de Rasch e Born, 2013). 

 

Na vigília observa-se elevação da concentração dos principais 

neuromoduladores e hormônios, com destaque para a acetilcolina, noradrenalina, 

serotonina e cortisol (Steriade et al., 2001; Steriade, 2004; Rasch e Born, 2013). 

Durante o sono NREM, os tônus de atividade colinérgica e de cortisol são mínimos, 

enquanto as atividades noradrenérgica e serotonérgica caem a níveis moderados 

(Steriade, 2004; Rasch e Born, 2013) (Figura 1C). 
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Sono REM 

Durante o sono REM, como o próprio nome diz, ocorrem movimentos sacádicos 

dos olhos (Stickgold e Walker, 2010). A atividade elétrica eletrográfica tende a ser 

mais dessincronizada e de baixa amplitude na superfície cortical, como na vigília 

(Brown et al., 2012); enquanto algumas regiões subcorticais, especialmente o 

hipocampo, apresentam um ritmo teta (4 – 12 Hz) bastante regular e proeminente 

(Buzsáki, 2002) (Figura 1B). Além disso, o sono REM tem como característica 

bastante evidente uma atonia muscular quase completa (Chase e Morales, 1990). 

Durante o sono REM também observam-se eventos fásicos transitórios, advindos do 

tronco cerebral e chamados ondas P (por advirem da ponte), ou ondas PGO (do inglês 

ponto-geniculo-occipital waves), pois foram incialmente descritas propagando-se da 

ponte para o núcleo geniculado lateral, e enfim para o córtex occipital em estudos do 

sistema visual de gatos (Datta et al., 1992; Datta, 1997) (Figura 1B). Estas ondas estão 

associadas a sincronização cortical disseminada e a eventos também transitórios no 

hipocampo chamados REM fásicos (do inglês, phasic REM), estando também 

associadas temporalmente ao movimento rápido dos olhos nos humanos (Amzica e 

Steriade, 1996; Karashima et al., 2005; Montgomery et al., 2008).  

Sobre o perfil neuromodulatório, o sono REM é bastante semelhante à vigília, 

com alta atividade colinérgica e de cortisol, porém com baixa atividade aminérgica 

(noradrenalina e serotonina) em relação à vigília (Figura 1C). Devido às semelhanças 

neuromodulatórias e eletrofisiológicas com a vigília, porém com um estado de 

aparente inatividade, o sono REM é também chamado de sono paradoxal (Jouvet, 

1965).  

Durante as primeiras fases da ontogênese de mamíferos, o sono tem maior 

duração em relação à idade adulta, com uma participação maior do sono REM 

(Roffwarg et al., 1966; Thurber et al., 2008; Frank, 2011; Yang e Gan, 2012), 

concomitante com a janela de intensa plasticidade sináptica relacionada com a 

maturação do cérebro (Lohmann e Kessels, 2013). Por esse motivo, acredita-se que 

o sono REM tem um papel importante na plasticidade sináptica (Marks et al., 1995). 

De fato, foi mostrado que genes relacionados com plasticidade sináptica têm 

expressão elevada durante o sono REM após novas experiências (Ribeiro et al., 1999; 

Ribeiro et al., 2007), e que o sono REM é necessário para o refinamento das redes 

neurais durante o desenvolvimento e após o aprendizado (Li et al., 2017). 
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Classicamente, os sonhos são associados ao sono REM, com pessoas 

relatando sonhos em cerca de 80% das vezes em que são acordadas neste estado 

(Dement e Kleitman, 1957). Por outro lado, novas evidências mostram que sonhos 

também são prevalentes durante o sono NREM, porém com características próprias 

(Stickgold, Malia, et al., 2001). Devido a sua relação com sonho e plasticidade, 

associado ao efeito benéfico e renovador que o sono em geral promove em diversos 

aspectos fisiológicos, a teoria que prevaleceu por muito tempo era de que que o sono 

em geral teria um papel cognitivo principal de promover o esquecimento, “limpando” o 

excesso de informação, a fim de destacar os aspectos importantes das experiências 

do dia a dia, enquanto traz o sistema de volta à homeostase, preparando para o 

próximo conjunto de experiências (Tononi e Cirelli, 2014). Em consonância com essa 

ideia, as teorias de explicação do sonho durante o sono REM sugeriam que o sonho 

ajudava a esquecer, um processo chamado de aprendizado reverso (Crick e 

Mitchison, 1983). 

No entanto, as evidências fenomenológicas e empíricas mostrando como a 

criatividade viceja durante os sonhos e o fator adaptativo que essa criatividade pode 

ter desafiam essas teorias (Stickgold et al., 1999; Stickgold, Hobson, et al., 2001; 

Walker et al., 2002; Cai et al., 2009; Tamminen et al., 2010; Walker e Stickgold, 2010; 

Krippner et al., 2012; Landmann et al., 2015). As evidências mais recentes mostram 

reativação durante o sono das experiências recém vividas e a importância dessa 

reativação para a consolidação da memória (Skaggs e Mcnaughton, 1996; Poe et al., 

2000; Booth e Poe, 2006; Destexhe et al., 2007; Ji e Wilson, 2007; Girardeau et al., 

2009; Peyrache et al., 2009; Ramadan et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel e Wilson, 2010; Carr 

et al., 2011; Lewis e Durrant, 2011; Schouten et al., 2017); também o reforço e não só 

a depressão de sinapses (Yang e Gan, 2012; Yang et al., 2014; Li et al., 2017). De 

modo geral, as novas evidências parecem apontar para uma síntese entre a tese de 

que o sono promove esquecimento e a antítese de que ele simplesmente reforça 

memória (Ribeiro e Nicolelis, 2004; Ribeiro, 2012). Uma vez que as evidências 

indicando o fator homeostático do sono na cognição são mais evidentes, o presente 

trabalho preocupa-se em aprofundar a investigação sobre o papel ativo do sono na 

consolidação de memórias, especialmente o sono REM. Para isso, é preciso saber 

um pouco mais sobre memória. 
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Memória 

A memória é uma das funções cognitivas mais importantes e estudadas, uma 

vez que ela molda nosso comportamento e, portanto, nos define. Na década de 50 do 

século passado, o estudo sobre a memória foi revolucionado pela descoberta da sua 

relação com o hipocampo. Os estudos sobre o comportamento de pacientes após 

cirurgia com lesão no lobo temporal, tendo como maior destaque o famoso paciente 

HM (Henry Molaison), ajudaram a definir o hipocampo (HPC) como região crítica para 

a memória declarativa [aquela relacionada a experiências próprias (episódica) ou 

informações simbólicas (semântica)]. 

HM foi submetido a cirurgia para excisão dos lobos temporais bilateralmente 

(onde ficam os HPCs) devido a epilepsia refratária a medicação. Após a cirurgia, HM 

apresentava praticamente todas as funções cognitivas intactas, exceto por 

incapacidade de formar novas memórias e uma perda da memória adquirida logo 

antes da cirurgia (recente), porém recuperação gradual das memórias à medida em 

que lhe era solicitado lembrar de eventos cada vez mais distantes em seu passado 

(amnésia retrógrada gradualmente no tempo) (Scoville e Milner, 1957). Essa 

descoberta foi mais tarde expandida e confirmada em outros mamíferos, inclusive 

roedores, indicando que o hipocampo é uma região necessária para a formação de 

memória episódica e que a recuperação dessas memórias fica cada vez mais 

independente do HPC com o passar do tempo (Anagnostaras et al., 2001; Andersen 

et al., 2006). 

Novas investigações levaram à conclusão de que as memórias inicialmente 

dependentes do hipocampo tendem a depender cada vez mais de regiões corticais, 

um processo chamado corticalização (Bontempi et al., 1999; Frankland e Bontempi, 

2005; Restivo et al., 2009). Além disso, essas memórias permanecem lábeis a 

perturbações durante as primeiras horas após sua codificação na circuitaria neural 

(memória de curto prazo). Ativações artificiais de circuitarias, novos aprendizados ou 

injeção de fármacos podem comprometer a expressão da memória de curto prazo 

com facilidade neste período (Duncan, 1949; Nader, 2003). Após cerca de 24h, o traço 

de memória, ou as modificações iniciais geradas pelo aprendizado, passam por um 

processo chamado consolidação, onde a síntese de novas proteínas está relacionada 

à plasticidade sináptica que modifica a circuitaria, a fim de resguardar a memória 

recém-adquirida por prazos mais longos (memória de longo prazo) (Mcclelland et al., 
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1995; Mcgaugh, 2000). Embora a definição de consolidação e a independência 

gradual do hipocampo já tenham sido questionadas, e evidências mostrarem que o 

traço de memória pode voltar a ser lábil, parece ser consenso a gradual dependência 

do neocórtex e de que a síntese de proteínas é importante para o processamento das 

memórias recém adquiridas (Nadel e Moscovitch, 1997; Nader, 2003; Nader e Hardt, 

2009; Goshen et al., 2011; Nadel e Hardt, 2011).  

Durante dias a semanas, o processo de consolidação caminha concomitante à 

corticalização. O hipocampo parece ter papel fundamental não só para evocar a 

memória durante este período, mas também para auxiliar no processo de reforço do 

traço de memória cortical (Kitamura et al., 2017). Dentre as regiões corticais, podemos 

destacar o córtex retrosplenial (RSC) e o córtex pré-frontal (PFC) (Frankland et al., 

2004; Frankland e Bontempi, 2005; Vetere et al., 2011; Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et 

al., 2013; Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et al., 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2014; Katche e 

Medina, 2017). 

As evidências apontam para um maior engajamento do córtex pré-frontal com 

o passar do tempo após o treino em roedores. Esta região passa a ter um papel 

fundamental, uma vez que a evocação da memória remota fica comprometida com a 

sua inibição, como se o papel que o HPC exerce durante a memória recente fosse 

assumido pelo PFC na memória remota (Frankland et al., 2004; Frankland e Bontempi, 

2005). É interessante que o RSC parece ser importante para a recuperação da 

memória tanto recente quanto remota (Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et al., 2013). A 

interação entre o HPC e o RSC é também importante para a consolidação de memória 

remota (Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et al., 2013; Miller et al., 2014). O PFC e o HPC 

conectam-se bilateralmente com o RSC (Vann et al., 2009; Miller et al., 2014), que 

parece agir como um hub funcional entre o PFC e o HPC em humanos e roedores 

(Greicius et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2012) (Figura 2). Além disso, foi mostrado que o RSC, 

o PFC (mais especificamente o córtex cingulado anterior - ACA) e o HPC todos 

apresentam alta atividade celular durante o sono REM (Renouard et al., 2015). E a 

inibição do ritmo teta do HPC durante o sono REM após o treino também compromete 

a evocação da memória dependente do hipocampo (Boyce et al., 2016). 

Outras evidências mostram que sequências de ativação neuronal ocorridas 

durante uma tarefa espacial na vigília reaparecem durante o SWR no HPC, e a inibição 
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da SWR compromete o desempenho da tarefa (Diba e Buzsáki, 2007; Girardeau et 

al., 2009; Ramadan et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel e Wilson, 2010; Buzsáki, 2015; Averkin 

et al., 2016). Padrões de ativação celular também repetem-se no córtex durante as 

ondas lentas que ocorrem no sono NREM (Ji e Wilson, 2007). Além disso, a densidade 

das ondas PGO durante o sono REM está relacionada ao desempanho do 

aprendizado (Datta, 2000; Datta et al., 2004; Datta et al., 2008).  

 

 

Figura 2. O córtex retrosplenial como “hub” funcional entre o córtex pré-frontal e o hipocampo. 

A) Estudo com associação de tractografia por DTI (Difusion Tensor Imaging) e ressonância 

magnética de conexão funcional (fcMRI) em humanos. (Adaptado de Greicius et al. 2009). B) 

Estudo do cérebro de ratos usando ressonância magnética funcional (fMRI) (Adaptado de Lu 

et al. 2012). 

 

Sobre o presente trabalho 

Todas essas evidências apontam para um papel importante do sono na 

consolidação da memória. O presente trabalho tem o objetivo de investigar mais a 

fundo o estado da arte das pesquisas desta área. Para tanto, começamos com uma 

colaboração para a elaboração de um capítulo intitulado “Sono, Plasticidade Sináptica 

e Memória” (Sleep, Synaptic Plasticity, and Memory) do livro Learning and Memory: A 

comprehensive Review, editado pelo Prof. J.H. Byrne (Apêndice A). 

Aprofundamos na pesquisa sobre o estado da arte dos estudos sobre 

alterações celulares e plasticidade relacionadas ao sono REM. Publicamos 

recentemente um artigo de opinião/revisão bastante completo na revista Celullar and 
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Molecular Life Sciences, sobre o papel do sono REM na consolidação de memória, 

destacando seu papel em janelas temporais distintas (com especial atenção às 

janelas de 3/4 h e ao redor de 12 h após o teino) até a consolidação e corticalização 

propriamente dita, semanas após o treino (Capítulo II). 

Paralelamente a este trabalho, e em colaboração com o laboratório do Prof. 

Pierre-Hervé Luppi do Centro de Pesquisa em Neurociência de Lyon, França, 

publicamos um artigo na prestigiada revista The Journal of Neuroscience, confirmando 

os resultados recentemente achados por aquele grupo (Apêndice B). Usando um 

marcador molecular de atividade neuronal, eles haviam mostrado que o ACA, o giro 

denteado no HPC e o RSC estão bastante ativos durante o sono REM (Renouard et 

al., 2015). Nós confirmamos e avançamos esses resultados usando eletrofisiologia. 

Mostramos que os neurônios do RSC e do ACA estão mais ativos durante o sono 

REM do que qualquer outro estado comportamental. Mostramos também que os 

neurônios e as oscilações rápidas do RSC estão acopladas à fase do ritmo teta 

hipocampal, indicando uma interação importante entre essas duas regiões 

relacionadas com memória durante o sono REM. 

Afim de investigar a relevância desta interação para a memória, analisamos 

dados de registro eletrofisiológico simultâneo do HPC e do RSC durante o sono REM 

precoce, 0 – 3 h após um protocolo de condicionamento de medo contextual (CFC); 

um protocolo clássico para testar memória dependente do hipocampo (Capítulo III). 

Mostramos que a recuperação da memória 24h após o treino é dependente da 

mudança no padrão de interação entre o HPC e o RSC através do ritmo teta durante 

o sono REM na janela precoce. Essa interação acontece principalmente de forma 

transitória e esporádica, em sincronia com os chamados REM fásicos, eventos 

relacionados às ondas PGO (já reportados como tendo relevância mnemônica). 

Finalmente, no capítulo IV mostramos os resultados preliminares de 

experimentos realizados para investigar o papel do sono REM na expressão tardia 

(~12 h após o treino) de fatores de plasticidade induzidos pelo condicionamento de 

memória contextual, que foram relacionados com a persistência da memória testada 

uma semana ou mais após o treino (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, et al., 2007; Katche et 

al., 2012; Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et al., 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2014; Nakayama 

et al., 2015). Até o presente momento, nossos resultados indicam que a privação de 
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sono total na janela temporal entre 8 e 16h após o treino compromete seletivamente 

a memória remota testada 7 dias após o treino, mas não a memória recente testada 2 

dias após. Para este trabalho, também desenvolvemos um aparato de privação 

seletiva de sono em ciclo fechado (Apêndice C). Usando este equipamento, 

conseguimos mostrar que a privação seletiva de sono REM, mas não a de sono 

NREM, compromete a evocação da memória testada 7 dias após o treino. Concluímos 

este capítulo falando um pouco sobre experimentos futuros na continuação deste 

trabalho. 

Em conjunto, os resultados do nosso trabalho reforçam a hipótese de que o 

sono REM é importante para corticalização e processamento de informação 

mnemônica após o aprendizado.   
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Capítulo II – Uma revisão sobre a corticalização de memória durante 

o sono REM e seus mecanismos 
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Abstract
Once viewed as a passive physiological state, sleep is a heterogeneous and complex sequence of brain states with essential 
effects on synaptic plasticity and neuronal functioning. Rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep has been shown to promote 
calcium-dependent plasticity in principal neurons of the cerebral cortex, both during memory consolidation in adults and 
during post-natal development. This article reviews the plasticity mechanisms triggered by REM sleep, with a focus on the 
emerging role of kinases and immediate-early genes for the progressive corticalization of hippocampus-dependent memo-
ries. The body of evidence suggests that memory corticalization triggered by REM sleep is a systemic phenomenon with 
cellular and molecular causes.

Keywords Plasticity · Long-term memory · Offline consolidation · Trace propagation · Cortical engagement

Introduction

Remembering is indispensable to all living animals. Mem-
ory formation is the biological transformation through which 
sensory, motor and cognitive experiences are encoded in 
the brain for future use. The long-term retrieval of stored 
information is only possible after memory consolidation, 
which is how memory traces stabilize over time. Memory 
corticalization is a hallmark of consolidation and can be 
operationally defined as the physiological process govern-
ing the progressive engagement of neocortical structures in 
the retrieval of memories acquired through experience. This 
phenomenon is reflected in electrophysiological, biochemi-
cal and gene regulatory changes that, altogether, allow the 
maturation of an observable memory trace into long-lasting 
neural representations, recognized in behavior as long-
term memory (LTM) [1–5]. As recently acquired memories 
undergo long-term storage [3, 4, 6, 7], memories encoded 
by the hippocampus (HPC) are stabilized into neocortical 
regions, where cortico-cortical connections are slowly estab-
lished and strengthened [8–10]. As a consequence, memory 

corticalization can support successful memory retrieval, can 
promote reconsolidation, or can prompt forgetting [11–14].

The standard systems consolidation model posits that 
declarative memories in humans, as well as spatial memories 
and certain kinds of conditioning in rodents, are depend-
ent on the HPC for their acquisition, but become gradually 
independent from it over time [3, 8, 10, 15], as demonstrated 
by several studies of bilateral hippocampal lesions (Fig. 1a) 
[16]. Some recent optogenetic evidence detailing the cir-
cuitry responsible for fear memory retrieval is also consist-
ent with the divergent model, the multiple trace theory [17, 
18], which argues against the progressive HPC independ-
ence [11, 19]. Despite this contention (i.e., the hippocampal 
role in long-term memory), both theories agree about the 
increasing role of the neocortex in memory retrieval (i.e., 
corticalization). The quality of retrieval may be impaired 
in the conditions produced by several HPC interventions, 
as argued by multiple trace theory [11, 19]. However, most 
of the experimental approaches demonstrate successful 
retrieval related to increased neocortical involvement and 
decreased HPC engagement over time.

For instance, rabbits subjected to trace eyeblink con-
ditioning followed by bilateral hippocampal lesions 24 h 
after training showed significant memory impairment 
when retested. However, no memory deficit was observed 
when hippocampal lesions were made 30 days after train-
ing [20]. In rats subjected to the inhibitory avoidance task, 
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memory formation in the HPC corresponds to a sequence 
of biochemical events that involve the successive activa-
tion of glutamate receptors and protein kinases, followed 
by changes in glutamate receptor subunits and immediate 
early gene (IEG) expression [21]. Retrieval a few days 
after training requires intact hippocampi and amygdalae, 
as well as entorhinal and parietal cortices. After 30 days, 
just the two latter are needed, and after 60 days only the 

parietal cortex is essential for retrieval. Altogether the data 
support the notion that long-term storage requires activity-
dependent modifications of extra-hippocampal networks 
[21]. Socially acquired food preference in rats is also sen-
sitive to post-training hippocampal lesions, with memory 
impairment for lesions performed 1–2 days after training, 
but not for lesions performed at longer intervals [22].

Fig. 1  Evidence of memory corticalization. a Rats trained in a clas-
sical CFC protocol and submitted to electrolytic lesions bilaterally 
in the dorsal HPC (filled circle) or the cortex above it (filled square) 
1, 7, 14 or 28  days after training show different patterns of behav-
ior; indicating a progressive disengagement of the HPC in contextual 
fear memory retrieval. (open circle), control. [282]. b (14C)2-deox-
yglucose color-coded autoradiographs from mice trained in a spa-
tial discrimination task and tested after either a 5-days (recent—left 
column) or a 25-days (remote—middle and right columns) delay. 
The right column shows the results for a representative animal of the 
group that was trained in a given context and tested in a different one. 
Note the different activation pattern between recent and remote con-
ditions within the highlighted regions. aCC anterior cingulate cortex, 
FC frontal cortex, pCC posterior cingulate cortex, PC parietal cor-
tex, dHPC dorsal HPC, CA1 and CA3 Cornu Ammonis areas 1 and 
3, respectively, DG dentate gyrus (modified from [23]). c Rats also 
trained in a CFC protocol but with a pharmacological inactivation of 

the ACC show a progressive engagement of the ACC in the retrieval 
of fear memory (modified from [56]). d Rats with excitotoxic lesions 
bilaterally in the dorsal HPC were trained ~ 12 days after surgery in a 
strong CFC protocol (prolonged exposure to the context and strong 
multiple shocks), which was previously shown to produce fear con-
ditioning in the absence of the HPC. Animals were tested 1, 3, 10, or 
30 days after training and, compared to animals with intact HPC, they 
showed a reduced memory persistence, indicating a requirement of 
the HPC to memory consolidation (modified from [78]). e Schematic 
of the regions related to encoding, maturation, recent and remote 
retrieval of CFC assessed at the level of neuronal engrams and cross-
regional projections. These results corroborate previous findings 
related to the HPC-dependence for recent memory retrieval and con-
solidation, here described as PFC engram maturation, which becomes 
progressively sufficient for remote memory retrieval. It also raises the 
question about the mechanisms and behavioral states related to this 
maturation process. Is sleep involved? (modified from [ 18 ])
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In agreement with these results, mice trained in a spa-
tial discrimination task and subjected to functional brain 
imaging with (14C)2-deoxyglucose during retesting showed 
hippocampal disengagement and neocortical engagement 
25 days after training, in comparison with an opposite trend 
5 days after training (Fig. 1b) [23]. In humans’ functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), the HPC and the poste-
rior parietal cortex show increased activity and interconnec-
tivity during early encoding of a spatial memory, followed 
by gradual dissociation across repeated training sessions, 
i.e., decreased HPC and increased posterior parietal corti-
cal activity [24]. Additionally, humans trained in a faces 
remote memory test, and subjected to fMRI when retested, 
showed temporally graded changes in the medial temporal 
lobe (MTL), with hippocampal disengagement after a few 
years, but involvement of the entorhinal cortex for up to 
20 years post-training [25]. In conclusion, human and rodent 
studies suggest a progressive relocation of information rep-
resentation within brain structures. But, what are the mecha-
nisms underlying the corticalization of memory traces? In 
the past 20 years, several lines of evidence indicate that 
sleep is directly involved in the HPC-guided maturation 
of memory traces in extra-hippocampal sites. Sleep com-
prises two main stages, rapid-eye-movement (REM) sleep 
(a.k.a. paradoxical sleep) and non-REM (NREM) sleep. In 
the present article we will review the main tenets of sleep-
dependent memory corticalization, with emphasis on: (1) 
memory corticalization after contextual fear conditioning, 
(2) the role of post-learning REM sleep windows for LTM 
corticalization, (3) sleep-dependent cortical plasticity during 
development, (4) selective pruning and maintenance of cor-
tical dendritic spines by post-training sleep, (5) the role of 
the HPC in the coordination of cortical reactivation, and (6) 
how sleep-dependent gene expression can contribute to the 
gradual hippocampofugal stabilization of mnemonic traces.

Memory corticalization after contextual fear 
conditioning

The experimental paradigm of contextual fear conditioning 
(CFC) offers one of the best-documented examples of mem-
ory corticalization over time. CFC is a behavioral paradigm 
defined as the association between a context (neutral stimu-
lus) and an aversive stimulus (usually foot-shock) [26]. The 
standard protocol involves the placement of experimental 
animals in a specific context (usually an inescapable box) 
with multiple sensory cues (odor, visual, tactile and audi-
tory) in which they receive one or multiple foot-shocks 
through a metal floor. During testing, animals are placed 
back in the context after different time delays to evaluate 
if the exposure to the previously neutral stimulus is suffi-
cient to elicit the behavior related to the aversive stimulus 

(usually freezing). The percentage of time spent in freezing 
(complete immobility except for breathing movements) is 
understood as a measure of memory retrieval, i.e., animals 
are expressing a behavior indicating that they “remember” in 
which context the aversive stimulus was given [27].

In the temporal domain, this proxy of memory can be 
classified as recent or remote LTM. Since the HPC was 
shown to be necessary for the retrieval of memories during 
the first ~ 1–2 weeks after training (Fig. 1a) [16], we will 
refer to recent LTM in this review as those tested from 1 to 
5 days after training (in which the HPC is still a protagonist), 
whereas remote LTM will comprise those assessed 7 days or 
more after training (in which memory retrieval do not need 
an intact HPC) [7, 10].

In this respect, the first week after training seems uniquely 
suited to investigate corticalization, and some findings cor-
roborate toward this idea. For instance, the activation of the 
N-methyl-d-aspartate receptor (NMDAr) in the CA1 region 
during the first week after training is required for long-term 
potentiation (LTP) expression and LTM consolidation [28].

LTP and long-term depression (LTD) are supposed to be 
markers of structural plasticity and memory trace chang-
ing [29]. LTP was extensively studied in the HPC through 
its induction by electrical stimulation [30]. Direct evidence 
that LTP and LTD represent memory trace changing related 
to retrieval is scarce. However, it was shown that LTP is 
also induced in the HPC by spatial learning in vivo [31]. 
Additionally, infusion in the HPC of an inhibitor of protein 
kinase mzeta (PKMζ), which is selectively related to LTP 
maintenance, but not formation [32], hinders the persistence 
of LTP and spatial memory [33]. Moreover, LTP and LTD 
seem to induce the same processes in other regions [34]. 
For instance, learning also induces LTP in the cortex [35], 
and LTP- or LTD-like mechanisms modulate learning when 
triggered in the cortex [36] or amygdala [37].

Although some exceptions may exist [38], LTP and LTD 
are usually induced by NMDAr activation [39, 40]. This 
activation may elicit different types of LTP [39], but the 
maintenance of potentiation through stable synaptic changes 
requires gene expression and protein synthesis [39, 41–43]. 
Despite some controversy regarding the consolidation/recon-
solidation model and its dependence on gene expression and 
protein synthesis due to technological and experimental 
limitations [44–49], there is compelling evidence that gene 
expression and protein synthesis represent the best alterna-
tive to explain how experience induces structural changes 
related to remembering and memory updating in the long-
term [44, 45, 49].

The  Ca2+/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II 
(CaMKII), a kinase that has been related to LTP, synap-
tic plasticity and memory consolidation, is a main actor 
in the downstream pathway of the NMDAr activation [50, 
51]. Although other molecular actors may be also involved 
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[52], the LTP and LTM retrieval dependency on NMDAr 
activation within the first week after training is probably 
driven by CaMKII, since its inhibition within the same time 
window [53] produces similar effect as NMDAr impair-
ment [28]. In fact, mice homozygous for a null mutation 
of α-CaMKII−/− show impaired HPC-dependent spatial 
learning [54], while the heterozygous strain, show normal 
acquisition and LTP in the HPC, but impaired persistence 
of spatial memory, neocortical engagement (especially the 
mPFC) in remote retrieval, as well as LTP in the neocortex 
[55, 56]. This is in line with the notion that the corticaliza-
tion process is intensified during the first week after training 
and is dependent on the reactivation of the NMDAr, leading 
to gene expression and protein synthesis able to induce LTP 
initially in the HPC and later in the cortex.

In short, the NMDAr-dependent molecular cascade trig-
gered by experience and conveyed by calcium entry into the 
cell leads to synaptic remodeling, dendritic spine turnover/
stabilization and LTP terminating in synaptic consolidation 
[52, 57–61]. In this sense, during the first week after train-
ing, selected cortical regions would undergo gradual synap-
tic changes able to harbor some aspects of the memory trace 
necessary for remote LTM retrieval while HPC promptly 
established changes would fade out quickly. In agreement 
with this, new dendritic spines in the HPC were shown to 
survive for ~ 1–2 weeks while cortical spines were shown to 
be more stable [62]. Also, multiple evidence shows dendritic 
spine changes in several cortical regions following a multi-
tude of experimental paradigms [18, 63, 64]. An important 
feature that may sustain the memory trace within cortical 
circuits is the laminar rearrangement of neuronal activity 
and synaptic changes, which would establish cortico-cortical 
connections that are supposed to build and stabilize neuronal 
assemblies related to LTM retrieval [65, 66]. Consistent with 
this hypothesis, recent LTM retrieval engages the cortical 
layer VI, whereas remote LTM engages the supragranular 
layers II/III and the granular layer IV [67, 68]. Due to its 
dense bidirectional cortico-cortical connections [65], layers 
II and III comprise an important site to look for structural 
changes related to memory corticalization. However, a ques-
tion remains about which cortical regions to analyze.

Regions of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), more 
specifically the prelimbic (PL), infralimbic (IL), and ante-
rior cingulate cortex (ACC) regions, have been proposed to 
play a role in the encoding of remote memories, analogous 
to the role played by the HPC for recent memories [10]. 
For instance, the ACC has been shown to be important for 
the recovery of remote LTM (18–36 days), but not recent 
LTM (1–3 days after training) (Fig. 1c) [56]. In a follow-up 
study, Restivo and collaborators demonstrated an increased 
dendritic spine density in the HPC 48 h after CFC, while in 
the ACC a similar effect within layers II/III only occurred 
37  days later [69]. Following this reasoning, they also 

showed that a bilateral dorsal hippocampal lesion immedi-
ately after CFC suppresses both the behavioral correlate of 
remote memory and the dendritic modifications previously 
observed in the ACC. In contrast, impairing hippocampal 
function 24 days after conditioning failed to produce these 
effects, which corroborates the notion that the memory trace 
relies on the HPC initially, including for its cortical stabiliza-
tion, and evolves to depend less on this structure as it relies 
over time on neocortical areas, including the ACC.

In another study, Vetere and collaborators [70] used a 
viral vector-based strategy to activate the transcription of 
the MEF-2 gene (myocyte enhancer factor 2)—a negative 
regulator of synaptogenesis in vitro [71] and in vivo [72]—
to inhibit dendritic modifications in ACC neurons within 
layers II/III resulting from CFC. The highest levels of den-
dritic modification in ACC neurons occurred in the window 
between 1 and 8 days after CFC, which was compatible with 
the time window of robust MEF-2 upregulation following 
viral vector micro-infusions into the ACC (up to ~ 7 days). 
Animals injected with the viral vector at 24-h post-con-
ditioning showed a decreased formation of new dendritic 
spines in ACC neurons, as well as deficits in remote memory 
retrieval, 7 or 48 days after infusion. These morphological 
and behavioral changes were absent in animals injected with 
the viral vector 42 days after conditioning.

Together, these data suggest the existence of a window of 
opportunity for HPC-dependent memory corticalization, in 
which the activity of hippocampal neurons can transiently 
affect the anatomical structure of cortical neurons.

Extra‑hippocampal tagging at the time 
of encoding

This set of results obtained with CFC was replicated and 
advanced using the social transmission of food preference 
(STFP) test in rats [73]. The paradigm involves a natural, 
non-spatial learning task, in which the performance has 
been shown to depend on the HPC [74]. The expression 
of the memory trace decreases in the HPC as it increases 
the recruiting of the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) [73], simi-
larly to what has been described in the ACC after CFC. In 
addition to corroborating the previous findings that remote 
LTM requires hippocampal activity early after training 
(1–2 weeks), and that this is related to early synaptogenesis 
in prefrontal cortical areas, this study revealed that informa-
tion-specific networks in the prefrontal cortex were tagged at 
the time of initial encoding and maturated thereafter through 
an AMPA- and NMDAr-dependent process which involves 
histone-tail acetylation through the MAPK/ERK pathway; 
a cascade of events necessary for the expression of synap-
togenesis and the remote memory 30 days after training [73]. 
This supports the notion that neural signaling at specific 
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synapses creates targets for subsequent plasticity [58, 75], a 
possible mechanism by which hippocampo-cortical dialogue 
can promote cortical plasticity.

Such early cortical tagging seems to also occur in the 
mPFC during CFC. Contrary to the classical finding of com-
plete anterograde and limited retrograde amnesia after exten-
sive medial temporal lobe resection in humans [15], rodents 
trained after dorsal or complete bilateral HPC lesions can 
express recent (24 h after training) contextual fear memory 
[76]. Freezing response was positively correlated with the 
duration of context exploration before the shock and with the 
number of applied shocks (one or three 1.5 mA shocks with 
2-s duration) during training [76], suggesting the existence 
of two learning mechanisms, one dependent on the HPC and 
the other not. Later, it was proposed that this phenomenon 
depends on a network comprising the PL and IL sub-regions 
of mPFC, with special involvement of PL neurons projecting 
to the amygdala [77]. However, the evidence that this HPC-
independent fear learning monotonically fades out within 
30 days, compared to a stable retrieval in HPC intact animals 
tested 1, 3, 10, and 30 days after training (Fig. 1d) [78], 
suggests that, although not necessary for memory forma-
tion in specific conditions, hippocampal inputs to neocor-
tical networks are required for memory consolidation and 
maintenance.

Recently, Kitamura and collaborators corroborated these 
results by showing that inputs from the basolateral amygdala 
(BLA) and the medial entorhinal cortex (MEC), the main 
gateway between the HPC and the neocortex [79], are neces-
sary during conditioning to tag memory traces in the mPFC, 
whose maturation over days to weeks requires hippocampal 
activity [18]. The study used retrograde and anterograde 
tracing, optogenetics, confocal imaging of dendritic spines, 
calcium imaging and activity-dependent cell-labeling to pro-
vide robust evidence for the specificity of the projections and 
cells involved in the cellular and network consolidation of 
CFC over time (Fig. 1e).

These results are in line with the hypothesis that hip-
pocampal guidance is required for the activity-dependent 
maturation of cortico-cortical connections involved in the 
consolidation of memory traces. Additionally, they sug-
gest that prefrontal regions may act as network hubs that 
organize the expression of remote LTM [10]. Importantly, 
the consolidation of CFC involves other brain regions in 
addition to the HPC and the neocortex, such as the amygdala 
[80]. For instance, the selective ablation of neurons overex-
pressing CREB in the amygdala disrupts fear memory [81]. 
Furthermore, synaptic potentiation of the cortico-amygdala 
pathway is restricted to those neurons recruited during the 
training and expression of CFC [82]. The reactivation during 
memory retrieval of amygdala neurons activated at the time 
of encoding in a classical CFC task suggests that tagging 
also occurs in the amygdala [83]. Moreover, the same cell 

ensemble is recruited for recent or remote recall, but with a 
switch from the HPC-amygdala to the PFC-amygdala recall 
circuit [18].

A role for REM sleep in memory 
corticalization

It has long been known that declarative memory consolida-
tion in humans is benefited by sleep [84–90]. In addition 
to the decrease in sensory inputs during sleep, which pro-
duce less information interference for previously encoded 
memory traces, sleep-dependent memory facilitation relies 
on brain activity that occurs specifically during the vari-
ous quiescent state comprised by sleep. Since sleep can be 
divided into two main stages, REM and NREM sleep (which 
includes slow wave sleep, SWS), one may ask which sleep 
state better contributes to memory consolidation. The psy-
chological evidence indicates that both NREM and REM 
sleep contribute to learning and memory [91], with a preva-
lence of NREM for declarative memories [92–94] and REM 
for procedural and emotional memories [95–98]—but see 
disagreements [99].

Based on very different experimental designs, several 
theories of how sleep-dependent mechanisms affect memory 
processing have been proposed to date. For instance, the 
reactivation of hippocampal place cells during SWS that fol-
lows spatial experience [100–103] could in principle trigger 
synaptic plasticity in cortical target structures, as hypoth-
esized early on [104–106]. According to this basic notion 
of the role of sleep in memory processing, the rehearsal of 
specific patterns of neuronal activation during SWS would 
directly strengthen the synapses activated during waking, at 
the time of memory encoding [107, 108]. Also concerned 
exclusively with SWS, the synaptic homeostasis hypothesis 
(SHY) proposes that this sleep state promotes the elimina-
tion of weak synapses, producing a rescaling of memory 
traces that strengthens memories not in absolute terms, but 
only relatively [109]. In contrast, the sequential hypothesis 
proposes that while SWS weakens the ecologically irrelevant 
or competing memory traces, eliminating the non-adaptive 
ones, subsequent REM sleep actually strengthens the rel-
evant, adaptive memory traces [110]. In partial agreement, 
the synaptic embossing theory proposes that the reactiva-
tion of cell assemblies during SWS is followed by synaptic 
upscaling and downscaling in complementary networks dur-
ing REM sleep, affecting, respectively the synapses tagged 
or untagged by waking experience [13, 111–114]. Finally, 
the active systems consolidation theory proposes that system 
consolidation takes place during NREM rather than REM 
sleep, which would work passively providing the molecu-
lar milieu necessary for synaptic consolidation [89, 115]. 
This theory is mostly based on human studies from the same 
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group [87, 92]. There is also some empirical support for this 
notion in animal models: An investigation of somatosensory 
evoked potentials showed a boosting effect associated with 
SWS and dependent on the joint activation of AMPA and 
NMDA receptors [116].

Although these theories are not all mutually compatible, 
they may just reflect different aspects of the same phenom-
enon. Are sleep-specific neural oscillations, neuronal activ-
ity and molecular mechanisms related to the molecular and 
cellular changes underlying memory processing and, more 
specifically, memory corticalization (Fig. 1e). Behavioral 
states in which subjects are not engaged in relevant expe-
rience (or “off-line” states), like waking immobility/rest 
(a.k.a., quiet waking) or NREM sleep, are characterized by 
large irregular activity in both HPC and neocortex. Unlike 
active waking or REM sleep, these states share an increased 
prevalence of low-frequency oscillations, and hippocampo-
cortical sharp-wave ripple (SWR) events [117, 118]. On the 
other hand, thalamo-cortical spindles have been exclusively 
described during NREM sleep, a sleep state in which corti-
cal neurons displaying classical inhibitory firing patterns 
(fast-rhythmic-bursting and fast-spiking) show decreased 
activity compared to waking [119]. During REM sleep, fast-
spiking neurons are even more active than during waking, 
whereas fast-rhythmic-bursting neurons are less active than 
during NREM [119]. Neurons exhibiting a regular-spiking 
firing pattern are usually excitatory and show less variation 
across sleep states, with a trend of gradual increase across 
the waking → NREM → REM sequence [119].

Sorting neuronal types (excitatory pyramidal × inhibi-
tory interneurons) using only firing patterns by intracel-
lular recordings may lead to misclassification [120–123]. 
Likewise, differentiating these modes of activity using extra-
cellularly recorded action potentials or imaging techniques 
(voltage sensitive dyes or calcium indicators) is challenging 
[124, 125]. Notwithstanding, single wire, tetrode and silicon 
probe recordings all suggest that SWS has the lowest mean 
firing rate among vigilant states, both in the HPC [126, 127] 
and neocortex [128, 129], while the discharge rate in both 
regions is increased during REM sleep episodes [126, 127, 
129, 130]. REM sleep also shows minimal firing synchronic-
ity among hippocampal neurons [126, 127].

However, recent studies using optical imaging suggests 
the discharge rate increment during REM sleep is restricted 
to inhibitory (parvalbumin-positive—PV +) neurons [131], 
which most probably correspond to the fast-spiking neurons 
previously detected through intracellular recordings [119]. 
Interestingly, only the subset of putative pyramidal cells or 
PV + cells most active during waking displayed sustained 
or increased activity from SWS to REM, respectively [131]. 
These results suggest that the long held notion that REM 
sleep is an active state was due to the biased extracellular 
detection of a subset of extremely active neurons, especially 

inhibitory PV + neurons. Nevertheless, the function of this 
inhibitory drive during REM sleep remains to be deter-
mined. One possibility is that it is required for the massive 
synaptic pruning elicited by REM sleep [114].

Yet, the assessment of neuronal activity across differ-
ent sleep states reveals a glimpse of the different effects of 
NREM and REM sleep on neuronal excitability. The clas-
sical view argues that NREM sleep triggers a homeostatic 
process leading to net synaptic downscaling and decreases 
neuronal activity [128, 132]. However, in the cerebral cor-
tex, neuronal activity is decreased after a REM sleep epi-
sode, with a stronger effect on those with low firing rates, 
while an episode of NREM sleep only significantly reduces 
the activity of neurons displaying high firing rates [130]. 
In the HPC, a detailed analysis of the effects of sleep states 
on neuronal excitability showed that putative pyramidal 
and inhibitory neurons gradually increase their firing rates 
across NREM sleep episodes. During REM sleep episodes, 
both neuronal types exhibit a rapid and pronounced activ-
ity reduction. The decreased firing rate and the increased 
synchrony measured during NREM episodes with an inter-
leaved REM episode are correlated with theta power during 
the interleaved REM episode [126]. Altogether, these results 
corroborate the notion that REM sleep plays an important 
and previously ignored role in the modulation of neuronal 
activity in the HPC and cortex.

With regard to the mnemonic function during “off-line” 
states, a large body of evidence corroborates to the notion 
that they promote the reactivation of previous waking expe-
riences [101–103, 133–136] during hippocampal SWR [137] 
and cortical up-states [138], which coincide with thalamo-
cortical spindles and cortical unit activity in the mPFC dur-
ing NREM sleep [118]. Also, it has recently been shown 
that the HPC-amygdala system is reactivated during SWR 
after an aversive task [139]. This coordinated activity repre-
sents a privileged window for hippocampal communication 
with dispersed regions relevant for memory consolidation 
[118, 139–145], or even for a top–down neuronal coordina-
tion between cortical regions, with relevant implications to 
perceptual memory consolidation [146]. This notion is sup-
ported by the fact that spatial learning can be improved by 
artificially increasing the coordination of NREM sleep elec-
trophysiological markers between the HPC and the mPFC 
[147]. Moreover, cued and electrical stimulation during 
NREM sleep can enhance memory [87, 92, 148, 149]. 
Additionally, rewarding stimulation triggered by place cell 
activity firing mostly during SWR events can promote spe-
cific place field-directed behavior [150]. Importantly, the 
selective disruption of SWR, both during sleep [142] and 
rest [151], and abnormal hippocampal sharp wave-cortical 
spindle coupling [152] impairs spatial memory.

Memory reactivation during SWS has been proposed 
to serve as the first step to activity-dependent memory 
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consolidation [153, 154], but at present it is unclear how 
it relates to protein synthesis able to stabilize long-lasting 
memory traces [58, 155, 156]. Indeed, studies of gene 
expression during sleep have demonstrated that REM sleep, 
not SWS, triggers the calcium-dependent phosphorylation 
events and transcriptional upregulation of gene expression 
related to LTP and LTD and, ultimately, to synaptic remod-
eling [157–165]. Importantly, these effects are experience-
dependent, i.e., only occur in animals/brain regions affected 
by novel experience during waking.

The search for the mechanisms underlying the corti-
calization of memory traces was significantly advanced by 
research on experience-dependent IEG expression across 
the sleep–wake cycle. This thread began with the discov-
ery that the mRNA levels of Zif-268 (a.k.a. Egr1) can be 
either down- or up-regulated in the brain during REM 
sleep, depending on the absence or presence, respectively, 
of novel experience before sleep [157]. The Zif-268 gene 
encodes a transcription factor with a major role in long-
term learning [41], and its transcription is induced by post-
synaptic calcium influx via NMDAr and activation of the 
MAPK(ERK)/CREB pathway [42]. The transcription factor 
Zif-268 binds promoter regions of hundreds of genes, and 
leads to the transcriptional upregulation of synapsins I and 
II, for instance [43]. The gene Arc, which encodes an effec-
tor protein directly related to the remodeling of dendritic 
spines [166], and other IEG involved in learning, such as 
Fos, CREB and phosphatases Ppp2ca and Ppp2r2d [41, 
167–172], are also transcriptionally upregulated by REM 
sleep [159, 161, 165]. Importantly, similar experience-
dependent activation was observed for calcium-dependent 
kinases upstream of IEG regulation [127, 159].

The discovery of experience-dependent IEG transcrip-
tional upregulation in the neocortex and HPC during 
REM sleep prompted a follow-up study in which novel 
object exploration was replaced by the induction of LTP 
in the hippocampal dentate gyrus of freely behaving ani-
mals, using high-frequency electrical stimulation of the 
perforant path (Fig. 2a) [158]. This experimental design 
substantially narrowed the anatomical entry of novel syn-
aptic changes, producing an initial upregulation of Zif-268 
mRNA levels exclusively in the dentate gyrus. Overall the 
results revealed a series of 3 spatiotemporally separate 
waves of Zif-268 upregulation after LTP induction. The 
first wave began locally at the dentate gyrus 30 min after 
LTP induction, and after 3 h of waking, it reached proxi-
mal sites such as the hippocampal CA1 and CA3 fields, the 
laterodorsal nucleus of the amygdala and the auditory cor-
tex (Fig. 2a). This wave was terminated by the first SWS 
episode after LTP induction. A second wave began during 
the first REM sleep episode after LTP in the entorhinal and 
auditory cortices, and in the laterodorsal nucleus of the 
amygdala. This wave propagated in the next 3 h of waking 

to distal brain regions, such as the primary somatosensory 
and motor cortices. The second wave was terminated by 
the following (second) SWS episode, and then a third wave 
began in all these extra-hippocampal regions during the 
ensuing REM sleep episode (Fig. 2a). Presumably, this 
third wave would end during a subsequent SWS episode, 
but this was not assessed in the study and remains to be 
determined. Importantly, the pharmacological inactivation 
of the HPC during REM sleep using a sodium channel 
blocker considerably decreased the transcriptional upregu-
lation of Zif-268 in the neocortex and amygdala, which 
suggests that extra-hippocampal Zif-268 expression dur-
ing REM sleep is subjected to hippocampal control [158].

To investigate whether late post-experience REM sleep 
also correlates with IEG expression corticalization after 
more naturalistic training, rats were subjected to novel 
object exploration and then allowed to sleep freely for 4 h 
(Fig. 2b, top left), which corresponded in average to 28 
full sleep–wake cycles. The results showed that REM sleep 
promotes the transcriptional upregulation of Zif-268 and 
Arc mRNA in the supragranular and infragranular layers 
of the neocortex, but not in the HPC (Fig. 2b), which sug-
gests that REM sleep naturally produces hippocampofugal 
plasticity waves [161].

Importantly, Arc expression was proportional to the 
power of neural oscillations in the frequency range of 
cortical spindles (10–14 Hz). Neuronal firing rates during 
REM sleep showed robust temporal dependence across 
brain regions: while changes in cortical firing rates during 
object exploration predicted hippocampal firing rates dur-
ing REM sleep in the first hour post-experience, changes 
in hippocampal firing rates during object exploration pre-
dicted cortical firing rates during REM sleep in the third 
hour post-experience. Along with other lines of evidence 
[157, 158, 165, 173], this corroborates the hypothesis that 
REM sleep is important for the stabilization of memory 
traces within cortico-cortical connections, specially in 
supragranular and infragranular layers [65].

More recently, these results were extended to the IEG 
Fos and two major phosphatases related to LTD [174, 175], 
Ppp2ca and Ppp2r2d (Fig. 2c) [165]. This result offers 
direct support to the notion that sleep-dependent memory 
processing is a complex, multifaceted process comprising 
both synaptic potentiation and synaptic depression, as pro-
posed by the Synaptic Embossing Theory. Altogether, the 
results show that when the interval between novel stimula-
tion and sleep was of 1 h, REM-dependent IEG reinduc-
tion occurred only in the HPC [165]. When this interval 
was around 2 h, the phenomenon occurred in both the HPC 
and the neocortex [157]. At 3–4 h intervals, the sites of 
IEG reinduction were restricted to the experience-related 
neocortical regions (Fig. 2d) [158, 161].
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A sleep‑dependent window for remote LTM 
consolidation?

A different set of learning and memory studies, albeit uncon-
cerned with the effects of sleep on IEG expression, corrobo-
rate the observation of multiple waves of IEG expression 
after learning (Fig. 3a). After inhibitory avoidance train-
ing, Katche and collaborators reported two waves of Zif-268 
expression in the HPC at 3 h and 12–24 h (Fig. 3a) [170]. 
The inhibition of Zif-268 expression with antisense RNA 
during the 12–24 h window led to the selective impairment 

of remote LTM tested after 7 days, in comparison to recent 
LTM tested at a 24-h interval (Fig. 3d) [170]. Arc showed 
similar results, with two waves of expression in the HPC 
peaking at 2 and 12 h after CFC (Fig. 3a). The first wave 
occurred in the three main nodes of the hippocampal tri-
synaptic pathway (DG, CA3, and CA1), while the second 
wave only appeared in CA1 [171]. Importantly, this late Arc 
expression was restricted to the cells activated during learn-
ing, and it was dependent on the Brain-Derived Neurotrophic 
Factor (BDNF), whose levels 12 h after fear conditioning 
have been implicated in LTM persistence and late Zif-268 

Fig. 2  REM sleep-dependent gene expression. a Activity-dependent 
expression of Zif-268 as induced by unilateral high-frequency stimu-
lation (HFS) into the main gateway to the HPC, the perforant path. As 
time passes, Zif-268 expression spreads from the DG in the HPC to 
cortical and other limbic regions in a hippocampofugal manner, espe-
cially during REM sleep and selective to the stimulated hemisphere. 
DG dentate gyrus, CA cornu ammonis, EC entorhinal cortex, LaD 
dorsolateral nucleus of the amygdala and the auditory (Au), primary 
somatosensory (S1), and primary motor (M1) cortices (modified from 
[158]). b Top left: rats exposed to novel objects in the dark were left 
undisturbed for 4 h and then killed after reaching criteria for specific 
behavioral states (WK, SWS and REM). Top right: model to inter-
pret IEG expression results. Bottom: IEG (Arc and Zif-268) expres-
sion showed a marked difference between animals exposed (WK—

EXP) and not exposed (WK—control) to novel objects, including in 
V1, despite lights off during experience. During SWS, IEG expres-
sion was generally downregulated, followed by a significant enhanced 
expression during REM sleep restricted to S1 (modified from [161]). 
c Same protocol as in b, but with 1-h sleep deprivation after expe-
rience, followed by animals killed after reaching criteria for specific 
behavioral states. Plot shows the housekeeping gene-normalized 
expression of different plasticity-related genes measured by real-time 
PCR during REM sleep relative to the expression of the same genes 
from rats not exposed to novel objects (control). Note a significant 
expression of IEGs and phosphatases during REM sleep restricted to 
the HPC 1 h after the experience (modified from [165]). d Summa-
rized model for the REM sleep-induced experience-dependent IEG 
expression waves
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expression (Fig. 3a, b) [176]. The selective inhibition of the 
late Arc wave with antisense spared recent memories, but 
impaired the retrieval of remote memories, as well as the 
remodeling of dendritic spines and the reactivation of the 
neuronal ensembles activated during training (Fig. 3c) [171]. 
Importantly, inhibition of neuronal activity and protein syn-
thesis in the mPFC 12 h after fear learning has been shown 
to impair remote LTM assessed 7 days, but not recent LTM 
tested 2 days after training [177]. Similar to results from dor-
sal CA1 in the HPC [178], this study reported that remote, 
but not recent LTM is modulated by D1/D5 dopaminergic 
receptors in the mPFC 12 h after training. This set of results 
demonstrates that the experience-dependent upregulation 
of plasticity genes in the HPC 12 h after training is neces-
sary for long-term memory persistence (Fig. 3). Neuronal 
activity, protein synthesis, and dopaminergic modulation 
in the mPFC within the same time window, lead to similar 

outcomes in the HPC. Since sleep was not controlled in these 
studies, it is quite possible that sleep-dependent plasticity in 
the HPC-cortical loop underlies the results.

A first indication is that the inhibition of the elevated 
c-fos expression 12 h after training within the retrosplenial 
cortex (RSC) also selectively impairs the remote (7 days), 
but not the recent (2 days) LTM [179]. The RSC has been 
linked to memory formation [180], recent or remote retrieval 
[180, 181] and consolidation [182–184]. Moreover, the 
remote LTM impairment caused by protein synthesis inhi-
bition in dorsal CA1 12 h after training in the inhibitory 
avoidance task can be rescued by dopaminergic stimulation 
in the RSC, and vice versa [179]. Additionally, the inhibi-
tion of the training-induced c-fos expression in the RSC 12 h 
after training hinders the c-fos expression within both dorsal 
CA1 and RSC for animals killed 24 h after training, and the 
inhibition of c-fos expression within dorsal CA1 produces 

Fig. 3  A critical window for fear memory consolidation 12  h after 
training. a Compilation of results of IEG expression in the HPC after 
fear learning (inhibitory avoidance—IA or contextual fear condition-
ing—CFC). Note the higher IEG expression within the time win-
dow ~ 12  h after fear learning, and that BDNF expression inhibition 
by anti-BDNF antibody precludes c-fos, Arc, and Zif-268 expressions 
(modified from [170, 171, 176]). b BDNF antisense applied bilater-
ally in the HPC of rats 10 h after IA training hinders the expression 
of remote (7 days), but not recent memory tested 2 days after train-
ing (modified from [176]). c Top left: experimental protocol. Bot-

tom left: the same pattern as in b is seen if Arc antisense is applied 
in the HPC of mice 7 h after CFC. Right: dendritic spines from the 
HPC of mice sacrificed 7  days after CFC. Note that the inhibition 
of Arc elevated expression ~ 12 h after CFC by antisense impairs the 
experience-dependent dendritic spine pruning (modified from [171]). 
d In the downstream pathway of the BDNF elevated expression, Zif-
268 expression in the rat HPC 12 h after training is also selectively 
required for the remote memory retrieval 7 days after CFC, as shown 
by antisense application 8 h after training. (modified from [170])
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the same effect, indicating an interplay between both regions 
12 h after training [179]. Fos cell-labeling showed that, 
besides being strongly active during waking, the RSC is 
also activated during REM sleep hypersomnia [185]. We 
recently showed that ~ 70% of RSC neurons are more active 
during REM sleep than any other behavioral state; and that 
these neurons, along with RSC high-frequency oscillations 
(40–160 Hz) amplitude are coupled with the HPC theta 
rhythm during REM sleep, but not during active wake [129]. 
Although additional experiments are still ongoing, this evi-
dence corroborates the idea that the HPC-RSC interplay 12 h 
after training required for LTM persistence probably take 
place during REM sleep.

Likewise, an earlier group of studies of the active 
(shuttle) avoidance task showed post-training REM sleep 
increases that lasted up to 7 days after training [186, 187]. 
This coincides with the temporal window of accelerated 
spine formation and maturation in the mPFC circuit, which 
is required for the expression of remote LTM for CFC [18, 
70]. Most interesting, there are specific windows of REM 
sleep increase after learning [186, 187], and selective REM 
sleep deprivation between 9 and 12 h impairs learning [188], 
although total sleep deprivation within the first 3–5 h has 
also been reported to hinder memory formation [189, 190]. 
Of note, Ravassard and collaborators reported that REM 
sleep amounts within the 4 h time-window after training 
regulates LTP, the abundance of hippocampal neurons rich 
in Zif-268 protein, and contextual memory expression [172]. 
Specifically, less REM sleep decreases these features, and 
more REM sleep increases them.

It has also been shown that injection of a dopaminergic 
antagonist immediately after training in the hippocampal-
dependent Novelty Preference Task selectively reduced 
REM sleep amount, impaired performance and down-regu-
lated the protein levels of phosphorylated CaMKII, Zif-268, 
and BDNF in the HPC at specific time windows after train-
ing [191]. The anti-dopaminergic treatment down-regulated 
BDNF expression specifically 12 h after training [191]; in 
agreement with the 12 h peak of BDNF expression in the 
HPC related to the long-term persistence of aversive memo-
ries (Fig. 3a, b) [176].

It is possible that the interval 12 h after experience is 
simply one of multiple post-learning offline windows char-
acterized by waves of enhanced plasticity, as suggested by 
studies from our group (Fig. 2) [157, 158, 161, 165].

In addition, the 12-h interval between training and plastic-
ity windows may be particularly related to the physiology of 
learning. Since relevant experiences can only occur during 
waking periods, animals expressing a 12:12 h light–dark cir-
cadian rhythmicity are probably sleeping 12 h after a major 
learning event [192]. In other words, the 12-h time win-
dow seems especially suited for sleep-dependent memory 
consolidation.

Furthermore, circadian rhythmicity is a well-conserved 
biological feature spanning all phylogeny and has been 
implicated in memory formation, persistence and synaptic 
plasticity [193–195]. Cortical spine remodeling is, in fact, 
different between the dark sleep-poor and the light sleep-rich 
circadian periods [196]. Direct evidence has linked dendritic 
spine formation after motor learning with glucocorticoid 
variation across the circadian cycle in mice [197]. This 
study shows that low levels of endogenous corticosterone 
during the inactive phase (lights on), when mice are prob-
ably sleeping, are required for the preservation of dendritic 
spines formed after training, thus enabling performance 
improvement. This corticosterone decrease occurs 12 h after 
a corticosterone peak when training-dependent spine forma-
tion also peaks [197]. However, sleep was not controlled in 
this study and thus the additive effect of sleep along with 
glucocorticoids cannot be ruled out.

Selective pruning and maintenance 
of synapses by post‑training REM sleep

Since synaptic plasticity is one of the key features of mem-
ory formation and consolidation [64], a key debate in the 
field concerns whether sleep inevitably promotes synaptic 
downscaling, as proposed by SHY [109, 198] or rather an 
experience-dependent mix of synaptic downscaling and 
upscaling, as proposed by the sequential hypothesis and the 
synaptic embossing theory [110, 111, 113, 199].

This debate began to be resolved empirically in recent 
years with the application of new technologies involving 
electron and two-photon microscopy and genetic manipu-
lation to assess synaptic features in different conditions 
[200, 201]. While the so-called serial block-face scanning 
electron microscopy (SBEM) is more prone to evaluate the 
detailed synaptic morphology of brain slices in 3D [200], 
transcranial two-photon imaging can survey the dynamic of 
dendritic spines in vivo across long periods of time [201]. 
A static SBEM study comparing different groups of ani-
mals reported a net effect of total sleep (NREM + REM) in 
decreasing synaptic strength in primary motor and soma-
tosensory cortices of mice that had explored novel objects 
(Fig. 4a) [202]. Reduction in axon–spine interface area was 
selective for small synapses, those that lacked endosomes, 
and those in spiny dendritic branches [202]. Overall, this 
study supported SHY by showing a sleep-dependent res-
caling with a net decrease in synaptic strength, selective to 
recently formed small spines [109].

The contribution of NREM and REM sleep was not dis-
sociated in this study, although SHY argues that NREM is 
a candidate protagonist. SHY hypothesizes the molecular 
milieu and the electrophysiological features of NREM sleep 
(slow wave activity, neuronal reactivation, SWR, spindles, 
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etc.) would lead to activity-dependent down-selection [109, 
203]. However, opposing theories argue that the same fea-
tures support experience-dependent upscaling during sleep 
[108]. In fact both processes seem to be possible, since it 
was shown that HPC neuronal activity within SWR is related 
to LTD in circuits not related to a newly acquired memory 
[204], while specific synapses related to relevant new infor-
mation undergo LTP [205].

SHY argues that synaptic upscaling would take place pref-
erentially during waking periods, while activity-dependent 

down-selection during SWS would lead to the renormaliza-
tion of synaptic weights [132]. In this context, sleep would 
favor global downscaling, with the pruning of weak syn-
apses and comparatively less depression of stronger syn-
apses [109]. Computation simulations showed that such 
a model would increase signal-to-noise ratio and could in 
principle promote memory consolidation, gist extraction, 
and the integration of new information among consolidated 
ones, while upscaling during sleep would be detrimental to 
these functions [206, 207]. More recently, the proponents 

Fig. 4  Sleep and cortical plasticity. a Distribution of axon–spine 
interface (ASI) sizes in layer II of primary motor (M1) and primary 
somatosensory (S1) cortices of mice in 3 different conditions: killed 
after SW, spontaneous wake at night; EW, enforced wake during the 
day through the exposure to novel objects or S, ad libitum sleep dur-
ing the day. Results display a significant net reduction in ASI sizes 
after sleep (S) compared to the other groups [202]. b Top left: tran-
scranial two-photon imaging to track motor cortex layer V pyramidal 
neuron apical dendritic spines from head-restrained wake transgenic 
mice before and after running in a rotarod paradigm. Top right and 
middle left: sleep deprivation during ~ 7  h immediately after motor 
training significantly attenuates the training-induced motor cortex 
spine formation. F forward running, SD sleep deprivation, S sleep, 
Cort. corticosterone injection. Bottom: two-photon calcium imaging 
of animals expressing GCaMP6 reveals a NREM sleep-related reac-

tivation of cells activated during motor training. Middle right: injec-
tion of the NMDAr blocker MK801, as well as a different learning (B 
backward running) reduces the rate of training-induced spine forma-
tion in the motor cortex (modified from [208]). c Using the same two-
photon imaging protocol of head-restrained mice as in b, the authors 
reported that the majority of the new spines formed in the motor 
cortex during the first 8 h after motor training are eliminated within 
the next 8 h, as opposed to the majority (~ 70%) of the persistent new 
spines which increase in size. Both processes were impaired by selec-
tive REM sleep deprivation within this late 8 h-time window. d Selec-
tive MK801 pulse injection into the motor cortex at the beginning 
of REM sleep episodes impaired the elimination of training-induced 
new spines and the size increment of persistent new spines. (c and d 
modified from [ 114 ])
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of SHY argued that some downscaling may happen during 
waking, and some upscaling may happen during sleep, but 
these phenomena would be exceptional and irrelevant for 
memory consolidation [109].

However, quite different conclusions were reached with 
the use of two-photon microscopy to address the same prob-
lem dynamically, by imaging individual synapses over time, 
as mice learned tasks and were selectively deprived of spe-
cific sleep states [114]. The researchers used mice geneti-
cally engineered to express a fluorescent protein that labels 
cell membranes, which were imaged trans-cranially through 
a delicate thinning of the skull [201]. This method allows 
individual dendritic spines to be tracked with exquisite detail 
over time, and its application to the sleep and memory field 
provided unprecedented direct insights regarding the theo-
retical controversy in the field.

For instance, in mice subjected to 7 h of total sleep dep-
rivation immediately after motor training, the number of 
new spines drops dramatically in the dendrites of layer V 
pyramidal cells in the motor cortex (Fig. 4b, top and middle 
left) [208]. The sleep-dependent formation of new synapses 
was shown to rely on neuronal reactivation and NMDAr 
activation during NREM sleep (Fig. 4b, bottom and middle 
right), but was insensitive to selective REM sleep depriva-
tion [208].

It is worth considering that, in this study; the deprivation 
of REM sleep was incomplete, with ~ 21% of the REM sleep 
preserved. Interestingly, neuronal activity in the cortex dur-
ing NREM sleep is stronger in the first hours after learning 
[161], and REM sleep rebounds after sleep deprivation lead 
to enhanced LTP and increased Zif-268 expression [162, 
172]. Moreover, in the neocortex, a single minute of REM 
sleep is enough to renormalize the global firing rate increase 
produced by waking activity lasting several minutes [130]. 
Most methods for REM sleep deprivation are directly or 
indirectly based on the early detection and interruption of 
REM sleep, as was the case in this study. These procedures 
succeed in reducing the duration of REM episodes and the 
total time in REM sleep, but most often fail to reduce the 
number of REM sleep episodes [114]. It is thus possible that 
the marked NMDAr activation during NREM sleep, summed 
with brief entrances into REM sleep during short rebound 
episodes, may have circumvented the attempt to prevent the 
effects of REM sleep on the formation of dendritic spines 
during the initial consolidation period of motor learning.

In a follow-up study with a similar approach, Wen-biao 
Gan and his team carefully investigated the influence of dif-
ferent sleep states in a later phase of consolidation (> 8 h 
after motor learning) by assessing the persistence of den-
dritic spines [114]. It was found that REM sleep, but not 
NREM sleep, plays a key role in the pruning of newly 
formed spines after motor learning (Fig. 4c), facilitating 
subsequent spine formation after a different motor learning, 

which is related to improved performance. Moreover, REM 
sleep strengthens the majority (> 70%) of the persistent new 
spines formed after learning (Fig. 4c), facilitating their long-
term survival [114].

Although pruning after motor learning task in the neo-
cortex was restricted to REM sleep, structural plasticity in 
the hippocampus may depend on NREM sleep [204]. In 
this study, the authors showed that SWR complex decrease 
Schaffer-evoked fEPSP in CA1. The excitability reduction 
was restricted to those neurons that were not activated dur-
ing the exploration of a new environment and it was accom-
panied by decreased spine volume as a function of time (or 
accumulated SWR events), mainly the ones with tiny and 
stubby morphologies [204]. The downscale of unspecific 
spines has been linked to Hebbian potentiation of specific 
excitatory synapses in the visual cortex [209]. Although 
sleep was not assessed in this last study, synapse remodeling 
was dependent on Arc-mediated plasticity. Interestingly, the 
REM-dependent pruning and strengthening of newly formed 
spines after learning was dependent on the activation of the 
NMDAr (Fig. 4d), increased calcium signaling specifically 
in the dendrites related to the mnemonic trace, and CaMKII 
activation, which in turn, can interact with Arc [210] (for a 
review see [211]).

These phenomena were observed both during develop-
ment and adult learning [114]. Additionally, the time of 
training (8:00 or 20:00) did not modify the formation of 
dendritic spines [208], and was insensitive to corticosterone 
levels as well as the REM sleep-dependent late selective 
pruning/strengthening of dendritic spines [114, 208]. These 
results corroborate to the idea that synaptic remodeling was 
sleep-specific and not just a result of hormonal modulation 
or circadian rhythmicity.

A recent study detailed early activity-dependent dendritic 
spine remodeling in the visual cortex by pairing optoge-
netic stimulation to visual stimulation in vivo [209]. It was 
found that a small subset of spines undergo rapid and strong 
structural LTP (sLTP), followed by additional increases 
in amplitude in the following hours. Concurrently, nearby 
spines undergo rapid weak depotentiation (structural LTD—
sLTD), followed by prominent depotentiation in the next few 
hours [209]. Interestingly, AMPA receptors redistribution 
mediated these effects via targeted expression of the IEG 
Arc after NMDAr-activation [209]. Since Arc expression is 
upregulated within previously excited cortical circuits dur-
ing REM sleep in the first hours after experience (Fig. 2b) 
[161], this further suggests that REM sleep may be neces-
sary for dendritic spine remodeling early after experience, 
and not only at longer time delays [114].

Although theta rhythm was not quantified in these studies, 
selective structural remodeling may rely on hippocampal 
theta oscillations, since numerous studies implicate theta 
oscillations with synaptic plasticity [212–216]. Additionally, 
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neocortical neurons and oscillations phase-lock to hip-
pocampal theta rhythm during REM sleep [129, 217], and 
selective REM sleep theta disruption impairs spatial memory 
[218]. Altogether, the active monitoring of individual spines 
supports the notion that REM sleep is required for the early 
bidirectional spine remodeling and later selection of specific 
new cortical spines to undergo elimination, strengthening, 
and persistence related to previous experience.

We conclude that both upscaling and downscaling hap-
pen during waking and sleep [111, 113]. During waking, 
sensory inputs are conveyed to hippocampo-cortical circuits 
so as to induce massive synaptic upscaling as well as down-
scaling. Sleep seems to be tuned to the refinement of these 
circuits through reactivation-dependent neuronal upscaling, 
followed by generalized synaptic downscaling plus selective 
upscaling. This goes against the notion that upscaling during 
sleep would be exceptional. Instead, the evidence argues in 
favor of a crucial role of REM sleep in the early remod-
eling of existing spines and selection of experience-related 
recently formed spines. Prior difficulties in finding evidence 
of experience-dependent upscaling of specific synapses dur-
ing sleep are likely related to the fact that only ~ 0.04% of 
the new synapses formed in the neocortical region in relation 
to a specific training (for instance, motor cortex after motor 
learning) persist until the end of a mouse’s life [64].

Sleep‑dependent cortical plasticity 
during development

The effort to elucidate sleep-dependent cortical plasticity 
involved not only adult animals undergoing learning and 
therefore synaptic plasticity in selected circuits, but also 
developing animals undergoing high levels of plasticity 
across multiple circuits [219]. Notwithstanding the major 
differences between these levels of analysis, there is a sub-
stantial amount of parallelism [114]. REM sleep amounts 
are specifically and dramatically elevated in humans and 
other mammals in the postnatal period [220–222], in paral-
lel with elevated synaptic plasticity (Fig. 5a, left) [196, 219, 
223]. Experimental monocular deprivation (MD) is a very 
common paradigm used to study plasticity in the visual cor-
tex during critical periods of development [224, 225]. MD 
causes ocular dominance plasticity (ODP), which stands for 
the response shift of visual cortex cells in favor of the intact 
eye [225]. ODP is understood as a physiological process of 
cortical network response adaptation to naturalistic stimuli 
through a competitive Hebbian interaction, followed by 
non-Hebbian homeostatic plasticity to remodel the network 
[225–227].

Using this paradigm, Frank and collaborators showed that 
NREM sleep enhances ODP in the developing cat visual cor-
tex after 6 h of MD [228]. Despite an increase in REM sleep 

amount, particularly in the first 2 h after MD, this study 
was not conclusive about the role of REM sleep in cortical 
plasticity during development.

Further studies showed that cortical activity is required 
for sleep-dependent plasticity after MD, since reversible 
inactivation of the primary visual cortex (V1) during sleep 
(REM and NREM) precluded ODP in a critical time window 
that could not be recovered by additional post-inactivation 
sleep [229, 230]. Also, multiunit activity [231] and fir-
ing rates of putative principal neurons in layers 2/3 [232] 
recorded from V1 during both NREM and REM sleep are 
elevated after MD and positively correlated with ocular 
dominance change. The mechanism governing this corti-
cal activity-dependent synaptic plasticity during sleep is 
dependent on NMDAr and cAMP-dependent protein kinase 
(PKA), since their specific blockade during sleep impairs 
ODP [231]. Moreover, during post-MD sleep, there is an 
increase in the phosphorylation of CaMKII and extracel-
lular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) [231], two LTP-related 
kinases in the downstream pathway of the NMDAr activa-
tion [233, 234].

ODP is positively correlated with NREM sleep amount 
[228] and with the spike-field coherence in V1, which was 
calculated using the discharge of principal neurons and delta 
(0.5–4 Hz) and spindle (7–14 Hz) oscillations [232]. More 
recently, REM sleep was shown to be required for proper 
ERK phosphorylation and ODP expression [235]. NMDAr-
mediated activation of CaMKII comprise a necessary step 
for cortical ERK phosphorylation [236], and NMDAr and 
CaMKII activity in the cortex of adult mice are prominent 
also during REM sleep [114]. REM sleep deprivation is 
related to reduced NMDAr surface expression [237] and 
NMDAr-LTP in the HPC [238]. Signaling through the mam-
malian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is another mechanism 
involved in the late phase of NMDAr-dependent hippocam-
pal LTP, synaptic plasticity and memory consolidation [239, 
240]. mTOR signaling inhibition by rapamycin specifically 
during sleep, but not waking, impairs ODP and decreases 
the levels of various synaptic plasticity-related proteins (Arc, 
PSD-95, BDNF and eF1A). Rapamycin also decreases the 
phosphorylation of a target downstream to mTOR, the eukar-
yotic initiation factor 4E (eIF4E)-binding protein 1 (4E-BP1) 
[240, 241]. Experiments in adult mice using the orientation-
specific response potentiation, a learning paradigm to assess 
plasticity in the visual cortex, shows the same pattern of 
sleep deprivation-dependent impairment in V1 response 
potentiation as the developing visual cortex [242].

On the other hand, extended recordings from V1 of young 
rats suggest that a resetting of firing rates after neuronal 
activity decay due to prolonged MD (days) may take place 
only during waking [243]. This finding is at odds with the 
body of evidence reviewed above [229–232], for reasons 
yet unclear. One possible explanation is that this work did 
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not assess the response shift of the neurons in the deprived 
hemisphere after short-term MD (6 h), but the homeostatic 
effect of different behavioral states to bring neurons up to 
its baseline firing rate set-point across many days. The eve-
ryday homeostatic drive is more prone to downscale circuits 
excited during experience [109], than upscale local circuits 
to its baseline set-point after prolonged stimuli deprivation. 
It is possible that these homeostatic processes comprise 

different mechanisms. Since external input to deprived cir-
cuits is limited during waking, sleep may be involved in 
only stabilizing the circuit to sustain the wake-dependent 
increased neuronal activity instead of reducing excessive 
activation as in normally stimulated cortical circuits [130]. 
Although it is still unclear how complex structural changes 
affect neuronal firing rate and vice versa [244], Zuo and col-
laborators showed that prolonged sensory deprivation shifts 

Fig. 5  Plasticity across life and the framework for contextual fear 
conditioning corticalization during REM sleep. a Framework of 
dendritic spine dynamics across the mouse life. Left (purple): spine 
dynamics during the postnatal period showing accelerated spino-
genesis followed by experience-dependent pruning during a critical 
developmental period. Middle (green): adult new learning induces a 
similar process by which spines are rapidly formed and posteriorly 
selected (pruning and strengthening). Right (yellow): a small frac-
tion of spines from different life experiences is maintained along 
with a majority of persistent spines from development (modified 
from [64]). b Framework for REM sleep-dependent CFC corticaliza-
tion. i Key regions related to CFC memory. ii After training, an ini-
tial sleep-dependent plasticity wave (0–3/4  h) is related to memory 
formation. 12 h after training, a second plasticity wave is critical for 
memory persistence, although not yet related to sleep (dashed line 
around ellipse). During the following days, other plasticity waves 
would proceed with the corticalization process. iii Each plasticity 

wave initiates in the HPC, probably by previous NREM reactivation 
of memory traces, and continues in a hippocampofugal manner dur-
ing REM sleep, episode after episode, gradually reaching the neo-
cortex and other related regions (e.g., amygdala). iv Within regions 
undergoing plasticity during sleep, experience-related cells and den-
drites are reactivated and undergo branch-specific clustered plasticity 
[58, 208], leading to sleep-dependent formation of new spines, fol-
lowed by REM sleep-dependent pruning of the majority of new and a 
minimum of pre-existing spines, along with the reinforcement of the 
majority of the persistent ones. v In summary, during the first hours/
days the CFC memory trace relies mainly on the HPC, amygdala and 
other related cortical regions to produce retrieval as described in [18]. 
As time passes, sleep-dependent plasticity waves would lead to a 
gradual stabilization of the CFC memory trace, making the retrieval 
less dependent on the HPC and progressively dependent on the inter-
play between cortical regions and the amygdala, until the HPC is no 
longer required for remote LTM expression
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the balance of dendritic spine remodeling towards forma-
tion [245]. While dendritic spine formation is sustained, 
spine elimination is reduced in the deprived cortex, with 
a stronger effect in young compared to adult mice [245]. 
Since REM sleep is related to spine elimination during 
development [114], the increased firing rate during waking 
towards the set-point showed by [243] may be sustained by 
sleep-dependent structural changes, since they do not return 
to the previous firing pattern after complete sleep epochs. 
Although other homeostatic processes may participate as 
neuronal regulation of intrinsic excitability [246], they may 
be also sleep-dependent [247].

This evidence is in line with REM sleep-dependent den-
dritic spine alterations and molecular mechanisms of adult 
learning and development in the motor cortex [114]. In 
conclusion, despite the many differences that exist between 
developing and adult animals, they share key activity-
dependent mechanisms of memory consolidation during 
NREM and REM sleep [114, 248, 249].

Corticalization as a systemic phenomenon 
with REM sleep‑dependent molecular causes

A comprehensive view of the literature supports a frame-
work by which the HPC-dependent memory trace of rel-
evant experiences is consolidated during REM sleep, with 
increasing dependence on neocortical structures and HPC-
independence over time (Fig. 1e, 5b). During the experience, 
a subset of cells within cortical and subcortical (i.e., HPC 
and amygdala) structures are tagged (Fig. 5bi). During sub-
sequent sleep, tagged cells go through a maturation process 
that is transiently HPC-dependent, and increasingly more 
cortical, as cortico-cortical connections get to be strength-
ened (Fig. 5bv), in parallel with the integration of the newly 
acquired memories within the pre-existing network of stable 
memories (Fig. 5a, middle and right).

As a HPC-dependent memory trace is relocated to the 
neocortex during sleep, how does the representation change? 
How does the new memory maintain subjective identity 
with the original memory, despite the engagement of very 
different, only partially, overlapping neuronal sets? The 
mechanisms underlying trace change and in particular the 
displacement of the main routes required for retrieval remain 
to a large extent uncharted. The computational simulation 
of LTP during sleep in a homeostatic artificial fully con-
nected neural network fed with real action potentials from a 
rat’s HPC showed that the presence or absence of LTP can 
explain trace strengthening and weakening [127], respec-
tively. However, the most interesting and unexpected conse-
quence of sleep-dependent LTP is trace restructuring, char-
acterized by a rank reorganization of synaptic weights that 
could in principle account for sleep-enhanced creativity [85, 

88, 250–254], understood as the generation of new memory 
traces from pre-existing ones. The research suggests that 
even little amounts of LTP during sleep can greatly change 
memories [127]. It is important, although, to understand the 
mechanisms that regulate the where, when, and how much 
of LTP is given that avoids detrimental effects like over-
restructuring which would include new traces with loss or 
an excessive cost for old ones, as proposed theoretically by 
the stability plasticity-dilemma [255].

Another important question that remains open has to do 
with the determination of the conditions both necessary and 
sufficient to trigger synaptic plasticity during sleep. While 
some minimum amount of REM sleep is required [127, 157, 
158, 161, 172], neocortical spindles and hippocampal SWR 
during the immediately precedent NREM sleep, involving 
both SWS and intermediate sleep, appear to be important 
as well [127, 161], possibly contributing to the NREM 
sleep-dependent increase in intracellular calcium theoreti-
cally [107], and recently verified empirically [204, 256]. 
Interestingly, Seibt and collaborators reported that calcium 
activity was higher in rodents’ somatosensory cortex during 
intermediate sleep. They also found a positive correlation 
between calcium activity during REM sleep and spindle 
power during the previous SWS-intermediate sleep joint 
episode [256]. These results are in line with ours, which 
correlated the amount of spindles immediately before REM 
sleep initiation with the amount of phosphorylated CaMKII 
protein immediately after REM sleep episodes [127].

It is important to point out that dendritic calcium spikes 
were dramatically more prominent during late REM sleep 
in the motor cortex after motor learning than during NREM 
sleep, and were abolished by pulsed infusion of the NMDAr 
inhibitor MK801, along with the impairment in the prun-
ing and strengthening of the experience-dependent newly 
formed dendritic spines [114]. This indicates that NMDAr 
activation and calcium influx during REM sleep is also 
important for dendritic spine remodeling and memory 
persistence.

In this framework, NREM reactivation may be reinforc-
ing experience-related tagged circuits by inducing transient 
synaptic facilitation, while REM sleep may induce the nec-
essary protein synthesis able to promote structural changes 
and memory persistence; which is in line with the synaptic 
tagging and capture (STC) theory of cellular consolidation 
[75, 257]. However, no direct evidence has been given that 
corroborates this proposition, and the mechanisms linking 
neural processing and calcium activity during SWS to neu-
ral processing and calcium activity during subsequent REM 
sleep, and the role of cortical spindles at SWS/REM transi-
tions in that coupling, remain to be determined.

An explanation may rely on the change in neuronal 
excitability across different behavioral states, which indi-
cate that plasticity initiates during hippocampal SWR and 
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cortical spindles, but is implemented during REM sleep 
[258]. PV + cells, which induce somatic inhibition onto 
pyramidal neurons in the cortex, are thought to be related 
to the generation of cortical spindles and theta rhythm, 
and show increased activity during spindles and REM 
sleep [131, 259–263]. In contrast, somatostatin positive 
(SOM +) are related to dendritic inhibition and show 
decreased activity during spindles and REM sleep [131, 
262]. It is hypothesized that this shift in the excitatory/
inhibitory balance during NREM cortical spindles would 
open a window for reactivated memories to reach disin-
hibited distal dendrites, while PV + perisomatic inhibitory 
drive would provide temporal windows for coincident 
detection through spike-time dependent plasticity and that 
the same would happen during REM sleep theta oscilla-
tions [262]. This is in line with recent findings, since there 
is a decouple between L5 pyramidal neurons’ output firing 
and dendritic activity during spindles [256].

However, this hypothesis is not clear about how this 
would happen during REM sleep, and some points should 
be considered in this interpretation. (1) Intra and juxtacel-
lular recordings show pyramidal cell firing rate invariance 
across different behavioral states [119, 256], concurrent 
with increased perisomatic PV + inhibition during spin-
dles and REM sleep [131, 262]; (2) Cortical spindles are 
short-lasted, while theta rhythm is a continuous oscillation 
[264, 265]; (3) Cortical spindles correlate with dendritic 
calcium activity and CaMKII phosphorylation during the 
ensuing REM sleep [127, 256]; (4) Although calcium 
activity is usually much higher during NREM than during 
REM [256], the pattern is inverse in recently stimulated 
cortical regions [114].

This indicates that spindle-related plasticity may not be 
entirely mirrored to REM sleep. Instead of been continu-
ously suppressed during PV + increased inhibitory activity 
as during spindles, the sustained pyramidal activity during 
REM sleep suggests that inhibition is transient, probably 
coupled to the ongoing theta rhythm [260]. Additionally, 
the spindle-related activity in the neocortex may reactivate 
memory traces [262] to undergo intense synaptic remodeling 
during REM sleep [114]. The mechanisms underlying the 
memory function of sleep are not entirely elucidated, but 
the current evidence leads to the notion that NREM sleep 
induces synaptic downscaling through the addition of many 
new weak synapses, while REM sleep triggers massive syn-
aptic pruning with the strengthening of selected synapses 
[114, 208, 262]. A non-exclusive hypothesis is the possibil-
ity that NREM sleep reactivates relevant distinct features of 
the experience, which need to be rehearsed within the pre-
existing memory traces in the cortical network during REM 
sleep to be integrated in an optimized manner [266]. The 
tagging and optogenetic manipulation of experience-related 
region-specific networks [18] during sleep, along with the 

assessment of structural change dynamics [201] may shed 
some light on this issue.

One more important question that remains unanswered 
is the characterization of the neurotransmitter milieu dur-
ing REM sleep that permits synaptic plasticity. Dopamin-
ergic neurons from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) fire in 
burst during REM sleep [267], but experience-dependent 
VTA reactivation during REM sleep was not observed in 
recent studies, which found increased reactivation during 
quiet waking and SWS [268, 269]. Noradrenergic neurons 
in the locus coeruleus (LC) show similar dynamics [270], 
and there is evidence of coupling between noradrenergic 
and dopaminergic release [271]. It has been hypothesized 
that dopaminergic and noradrenergic neurons may release 
neurotransmitters from VTA and LC axonal terminals, 
respectively, even in the absence of action potentials, due to 
subthreshold variations in membrane potentials [157, 158].

It is also possible that REM sleep-dependent plastic-
ity is governed by cholinergic mechanisms [272, 273]. 
For instance, it was shown that the NMDAr-dependent 
glutamatergic inputs from PFC into the VTA regulate the 
dopaminergic modulation of the HPC-dependent memory 
consolidation 12 h after training [177, 178, 274], which is 
consistent with the mPFC-HPC loop that sustain memory 
persistence by HPC dopaminergic stimulation 12 h after 
mPFC dopaminergic inhibition during training. Interest-
ingly, this regulation of VTA activity by mPFC was modu-
lated by cholinergic inputs from the pedunculopontine teg-
mental nucleus (PPTg) [274]. Increased PPTg cholinergic 
activity induces burst firing of VTA dopaminergic neurons, 
leading to massive dopamine release [275]. Although a large 
body of evidence implicates PPTg activity in the initiation 
and maintenance of REM sleep [276–281], and VTA dopa-
minergic neurons fire in burst during REM sleep [267], to 
the best of our knowledge, a direct evidence that the VTA-
dopaminergic modulation of learning and memory is related 
to PPTg cholinergic inputs during REM sleep was not yet 
demonstrated.

Finally, the search for the mechanisms underlying 
memory corticalization must consider that this system-
level phenomenon may derive from the molecular proper-
ties of the IEG response, and in particular Zif-268, whose 
expression effectively couples early dendritic changes 
(e.g., calcium entry through NMDA receptors, CaMKII 
phosphorylation) to late axonal changes (e.g., changes in 
synapsin levels), as revised in [111]. Our investigations 
spanned a window until 4 h after the HPC-dependent rel-
evant experiences (Fig. 2d). Sleep and IEG expression in 
the first hours after training are usually related to memory 
formation [170, 172, 189, 190], while the elevated IEG 
expression in the HPC 12 h after training is related to 
memory persistence (Fig. 3) [170, 171, 176–178]. Since 
HPC-dependent memories still depend on the HPC for 
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retrieval (Fig. 1a) [16, 282] and corticalization (Fig. 1d, 
e) [18, 69, 78] for little more than 1 week, it is possible 
that other rounds of hippocampofugal plasticity waves take 
place after this initial 4 h (Fig. 5bii,v), until the trace may 
be considered mostly cortical (Fig. 5bv).

Additionally, the REM sleep-dependent analysis of den-
dritic spine remodeling was restricted to the newly train-
ing-induced early formed spines [114], reinforcing REM 
sleep’s role in newly formed spine selection (elimination or 
strengthening), an effect that was present even for the late 
time windows examined (8–36 h). Due to the difficulty of 
completely depriving animals of REM sleep (discussed in 
“Selective pruning and maintenance of synapses by post-
training REM sleep”), the role of this stage in training-
induced spine formation during the initial hours after train-
ing remains a possibility [208]. The training itself generates 
patterns of stimulation that rapidly induce potentiation and 
a marginal depression during waking [209]. But the corti-
calization process that lasts for ~ 1–2 weeks after training 
might need sleep for the formation and selection of dendritic 
spines during this period to integrate the new memory into 
pre-existing cortical networks (Fig. 5d) [114, 208]. Indeed, 
the role of complete sleep cycles (NREM and REM) during 
longer delays remains to be assessed.

However, the training-induced formation of new spines 
in the cortex and their selection for survival also lasts days 
to weeks [18, 64, 70, 114, 197, 208]. REM sleep amount is 
elevated for ~ 1 week after training [186, 187], overlapping 
with the regional-dependence and spine remodeling induced 
by training. Altogether, these evidences point to the notion 
that hippocampofugal plasticity waves recur in time during 
this period (~ 1–2 weeks), with a critical importance for the 
12 h window, in which HPC-cortical networks would be 
engaged in Zif-268-dependent memory trace maturation in 
the neocortex during sleep (Fig. 5bii), which is associated 
with repeated rounds of cortical dendritic spine formation 
and selection (Fig. 5a, middle, 5biii,iv). This would ensure 
an optimized inclusion of new experiences into pre-existing 
networks (Fig. 5A, right), maybe to efficiently accommodate 
ever-growing complex information into increasingly stable 
networks, from early periods of development to late adult-
hood (Fig. 5a) [64]. This is indicated by the fact that sleep 
contributes to the consolidation of new information related 
to an already consolidated schema (related or similar experi-
ence) [283–291]. Some mechanisms have been proposed to 
support this idea [203, 292]. Importantly, the inclusion of 
new hippocampal-dependent information within an already 
consolidated schema in rodents undergoes accelerated cor-
ticalization and involves the same regions (HPC, mPFC and 
RSC) and molecular factors (NMDAr activation, dopamin-
ergic modulation, Zif-268 and Arc upregulation) as the clas-
sical ones reviewed in this work for CFC of “naïve” animals 
[288, 293–296].

Critical experiments to test this hypothesis require, for 
instance, blocking Zif-268 expression during specific REM 
sleep episodes, like the experiments recently performed to 
block NMDAr activation using MK801 micro-injections 
[114]. Although the slow dynamics of the current methods 
to block gene expression make this experiment impossible 
at present, ongoing experiments with antisense are target-
ing periods enriched in REM sleep. The hypothesis is that 
under translational inhibition of Zif-268 expression during 
REM-enriched periods during critical windows after train-
ing (12 h), memory corticalization will be impaired, and the 
memory will be much more sensitive to interference after 
that.

Finally, it is important to investigate the role in memory 
trace stabilization of successive waves of Zif-268 expres-
sion during multiple post-training REM sleep episodes 
(Fig. 5bii), for instance using the CFC paradigm in which the 
memory trace is dependent initially on the HPC and later on 
the PFC [18, 56, 69, 70]. Altogether, the data are compatible 
with the notion that REM sleep is a privileged window for 
systems consolidation and structural plasticity, with a likely 
instructive role of the HPC in the stabilization of memory 
traces in the cerebral cortex.
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Abstract 

 

Hippocampal (HPC) theta rhythm during post-training rapid-eye movement (REM) 

sleep is required for contextual fear learning. HPC theta rhythm also modulates 

neuronal and oscillatory activity in the retrosplenial cortex (RSC), leading to prominent 

phase locking to theta rhythm during REM sleep. To investigate whether contextual 

fear conditioning leads to changes in the neurophysiological interactions between HPC 

and RSC, local field potentials (LFP) were recorded from these areas in freely-

behaving rats implanted with multi-electrode arrays. Recordings were continuously 

performed 3h before and 3h after contextual fear conditioning, and the signals were 

analyzed for Wiener-Granger causality at theta band during REM sleep episodes. In 

rats with poor retrieval 24h after training the HPC influence onto the RSC theta rhythm 

increased, while animals with excellent retrieval showed a significant trend in the 

opposite direction, i.e. increased RSC influence onto the HPC theta rhythm. The 

causality between HPC and RSC peaked during phasic REM sleep events, i.e. 

transient periods within REM sleep with accelerating high-power theta oscillations. 

Importantly, both the density and the magnitude of causality peaks across REM sleep 

episodes were proportional to memory retrieval. None of these effects were observed 

in unconditioned animals. Altogether, these results provide original evidence of the 

functional relevance of phasic REM sleep and suggest that causality modulation 

between RSC and HPC during phasic REM sleep may underlie the memory 

consolidation required for contextual fear learning. 
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Introduction 

 

Neuronal networks within the hippocampal (HPC) formation and selected 

neocortical regions [e.g., the anterior cingulate and retrosplenial (RSC) cortices] have 

been considered  critical for the encoding,  consolidation, and the gradual 

corticalization of new spatial memory traces  (Frankland and Bontempi 2005, Restivo 

et al. 2009, Vetere et al. 2011, Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et al. 2013, Katche, Dorman, 

Gonzalez, et al. 2013, Miller et al. 2014, Kitamura et al. 2017). Although the 

mechanisms responsible for the transfer of memory traces from the hippocampus to 

the neocortex  are not entirely clear (Kitamura et al. 2017), it has been suggested that 

hippocampal oscillations during sleep could boost synaptic plasticity in long-range, 

extra-hippocampal networks (Lewis and Durrant 2011, Chauvette, Seigneur, and 

Timofeev 2012, Timofeev and Chauvette 2017, Almeida-Filho, Queiroz, and Ribeiro 

2018). 

Two distinct electrophysiological patterns observed in the HPC during sleep 

have been consistently related to memory processing: the sharp-wave ripple (SWR) 

complex (Girardeau and Zugaro 2011, Buzsáki 2015) and the sustained theta 

oscillation (Buzsáki 2002, Hutchison and Rathore 2015). While the former is mainly 

observed during the slow wave sleep (SWS), and in a minor extent, during quiet 

immobility, the latter is the hallmark of the rodent rapid  eye movement (REM, a.k.a. 

paradoxical) sleep (Brown et al. 2012). Experiments in rodents have demonstrated that 

neuronal patterns exhibited during experience replay during SWR events in SWS 

(Wilson and McNaughton 1994, Skaggs and McNaughton 1996, Lee and Wilson 2002, 

Ramadan, Eschenko, and Sara 2009, Schouten et al. 2017). Abolishing SWR complex 

during SWS impairs the performance in a spatial task in rats (Girardeau et al. 2009), 

and leads to abnormal spindles (Gelinas et al. 2016). Also, blocking sustained theta 

oscillation during REM sleep impairs memory expression (Boyce et al. 2016). While 

hippocampal SWR synchronization with neocortical ripples and spindles during SWS 

has been largely implicated in spatial memory processing (Peyrache, Battaglia, and 

Destexhe 2011, Maingret et al. 2016, Khodagholy, Gelinas, and Buzsáki 2017, Skelin, 

Kilianski, and McNaughton 2018), there is scarce direct evidence relating REM sleep 

theta rhythm to the memory trace corticalization (Popa et al. 2010).  
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We have recently reported that the hippocampal theta rhythm during REM sleep 

modulates oscillatory and neuronal activity within the retrosplenial cortex (Koike et al. 

2017). Although already hypothesized (Gilboa and Marlatte 2017, Koike et al. 2017, 

Almeida-Filho, Queiroz, and Ribeiro 2018), the relation of the HPC-RSC interplay 

during REM sleep with memory processing was not yet demonstrated. In the present 

study, we used the Wiener-Granger causality (GC) to investigate the interplay between 

the HPC and the RSC of rats during REM sleep immediately before and after 

contextual fear conditioning. The GC is a tool used to infer the strength and direction 

of the exchanged influence between time series in the time and frequency domains 

(Barnett and Seth 2014), which have been largely used in the neuroscience field 

through the past few years (Jenison 2014, Seth, Barrett, and Barnett 2015, Kang et al. 

2015, Benito et al. 2016, Broggini et al. 2016, Han et al. 2016, Karalis et al. 2016, 

Nguyen Chi et al. 2016, Place et al. 2016, Ruan, Young, and McNaughton 2017, Lu, 

Dong, and Zheng 2018, Taub et al. 2018). In our dataset, we observed a change in the 

causality estimates within the theta range between both structures during REM sleep, 

which correlated with memory performance tested 24 hours after training. Interestingly, 

the exchanged influence in the HPC-cortical network boosted during phasic REM 

episodes (transient increase of theta frequency and power). These results point to a 

specific role of theta oscillation during REM sleep in spatial memory processing, 

especially conveyed by the HPC-RSC interaction during phasic REM events. 

 

Materials and Methods 

Animals: Male Sprague-Dawley rats (n = 10, 3–4 months old, 250–300 g, RRID: 

RGD_5508397) supplied by Javier Labs and Charles River Laboratories and 

individually housed in a well-controlled environment (temperature 22 ± 2°C and 

humidity at 75%) under a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 07:00), with food and water 

ad libitum. The experimental design was approved by the institutional animal care and 

use committee of the University of Lyon 1 and the French Ministère de l’Enseignement 

Supérieur et de la Recherche, and were in accordance with the French and European 

Community guidelines for the use of animals in research, as well as the Ethical 

Committee on Animal Use of the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil 

(permit # 025/2014).  
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Multielectrode implantation: Rectangular-shaped arrays of tungsten microelectrodes 

(35 µm diameter; with ~100 – 350 kΩ impedance at 1 kHz; California Fine Wire) were 

manufactured and chronically implanted in the dorsal HPC (AP: 3.0–4.4; DV: 3.8; ML: 

1.1–2.6 mm) and RSC (AP: 6.5– 8.0; DV: 2.2; ML: 1.2–2.9; angle: 13°; (Paxinos and 

Watson 2007), as previously described (Koike et al. 2017), to record Local Field 

Potentials (LFP). Two stainless steel screws were implanted over the right frontal and 

left parietal cortices for monitoring electrocorticographic activity (ECoG), as well as two 

additional spherical electrodes placed in the nuchal muscles for electromyography 

(EMG) recordings. A screw was placed over the cerebellum as a common reference 

for all electrodes. The animals were allowed to recover for at least 7 days after surgery. 

 

Electrophysiological recordings: Before the beginning of experiments, animals were 

handled and habituated to the recording chamber for 3 days. For each recording 

session, rats were plugged after sufficient handling to keep animals still (~2 min). The 

freely moving animals were recorded continuously throughout the experiment for at 

least 6 hours, except during behavioral conditioning, for which the recording was 

interrupted but the animal was not disconnected from the headstage cable. The 

recording was resumed immediately after training. The analysis was focused on the 

period between 10:00 and 18:00. The electrophysiological recordings were performed 

using a multichannel acquisition processor (MAP System, Plexon). Signals were pre-

amplified (VLSI headstages, 20X gain, Plexon), filtered (0.1–500 Hz for LFP), amplified 

(20–100X), digitized at 1 kHz, and stored for further analysis. 

 

Behavioral Conditioning: The animals were divided into two groups, Sham (n = 5) and 

Shock (n = 5). For a comparative analysis, electrophysiological data were recorded 

from rats of both groups during 3 h before (PRE) and 3 h after (POST) the training 

session in a Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC) paradigm. Training and subsequent 

testing were performed in a custom-made conditioning chamber (40 × 40 × 60 cm) with 

a stainless steel grid floor as previously described (Ravassard et al. 2016). The 

chamber was cleaned with 10% ethanol before each session. Training sessions of the 

Shock group consisted of placing the animal in the conditioning chamber for a 2-min 
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habituation period, followed by two 2 s, 0.7 mA footshocks, spaced by 2 min (at minutes 

2 and 4). After another 2-min period, animals were retrieved and returned to the 

recording chamber, where they could freely behave while electrophysiological data 

were continuously recorded during the 3-h POST period (Figure 1A). Animals from the 

Sham group went through the same protocol but did not receive any footshock and 

were used as controls. Animals from both groups were placed in the same conditioning 

chamber for 2 min 24 h later in the absence of footshocks (testing session). Freezing 

behavior (defined as the complete absence of movements except for breathing) was 

automatically quantified as the percentage of time animals froze during pre-training (2 

min) and testing (2 min), using a video actimetry-based paradigm with a side view 

(Ravassard et al. 2016).  

 

Data analysis: LFPs were analyzed using customized scripts running in Matlab® 

(MathWorks, RRID:SCR_001622). Five-second epochs of electrophysiological data 

(LFP, ECoG and EMG) were used to sort behavioral states into 5 categories: active 

waking (aWK), quiet waking (qWK), slow wave sleep (SWS), intermediate sleep (IS), 

and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep, according to standard criteria (Maloney et al. 

1997, Boissard et al. 2002) (Figure 1C). Behavioral states were classified by two 

experienced researchers (BDVK and FB) and all further analyses were performed on 

state-tagged data epochs lasting a minimum of 15 s. For each 5-s period, the power 

spectral density (PSD) of LFP signals were calculated using the Welch’s method 

(pwelch function, 1 s windows, no overlap), and normalized as a percentage of each 

frequency relative to the total power. We calculated the mean relative power by 

averaging each 5-s epochs for each state for each animal. Grand averages were 

calculated averaging all animals according to the behavioral state. Since subsequent 

analyses were executed exclusively on REM sleep periods, one representative 

channel for each region (HPC and RSC) was chosen based on the following criteria: i) 

a classical profile of relative power within specific frequency bands (delta: 0.5 – 4 Hz, 

theta: 5 – 10 Hz) for each behavioral state; ii) strong theta oscillations during REM 

sleep compared among all channels; and iii) strong phase-amplitude coupling during 

REM sleep, defined as high-frequency oscillations (gamma: 40 –100 Hz and fast 

gamma: 100–160 Hz) amplitude modulation by the theta phase to a minimum intensity 

of 1x10-3, well above what has been considered significant (Tort et al. 2010, Koike et 
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al. 2017). In addition to these criteria, the representative HPC channel for each animal 

was chosen by histological confirmation of electrode positioning in the pyramidal layer 

of the dorsal CA1 in the HPC, followed by a second confirmation to check for the phase-

amplitude coupling profile specific of the pyramidal layer (Scheffer-Teixeira et al. 2012, 

Scheffer-Teixeira and Tort 2017). For statistical comparison, the peak frequency and 

relative power within the theta band frequency for channels of each animal were 

defined respectively as the absolute frequency with maximum power in the normalized 

PSD and the total power summed across the theta band (5 – 10 Hz) normalized by the 

total power of all frequencies (Figure 1E-G).   

 

Granger causality analysis: As previously described (Bressler and Seth 2011, 

Sameshima and Baccala 2014), the Wiener–Granger causality (GC) method was used 

to determine the directionality and strength of the exchanged influence between LFP 

signals recorded from electrodes located in the HPC and the RSC during REM sleep 

(Koike et al. 2017). This method determines to which extent one time series improves 

the prediction of another time series, in comparison with the prediction obtained using 

solely its own past values. GC was computed on the selected HPC and RSC LFP 

channels using the multivariate GC (MVGC) toolbox (Barnett and Seth 2014). This 

toolbox is optimized to produce reliable results on the influence of one time series onto 

another simultaneously recorded time series in the frequency domain, using vector 

autoregressive models. The input data were z-scored LFP from both regions 

decimated to 200 Hz, and organized as 15-s chunks. No filtering was performed 

because it potentially compromises causalities estimates (Bressler and Seth 2011). 

The model order, i.e. how many data points of the past are used to predict the present 

values of a time series, was calculated using the Levinson–Wiggins–Robinson (LWR) 

algorithm for the regression mode, as it is default for the MVGC toolbox, associated 

with the Akaike information criteria (Barnett and Seth 2014). A single model order was 

defined across data sets (animals/periods) using a heuristic approach. Because the 

computed model order varies with the size of the time series, we separated the 

decimated LFP (HPC and RSC) from REM sleep periods of all animals into chunks of 

sizes ranging from 5 to 100 s. Small chunks were created by subdividing REM 

episodes. Longer chunks were produced from longer REM episodes only, without the 

concatenation of state-specific episodes. Chunks of data were arranged as trials of a 
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given animal/period and were used to calculate the model order for different chunk 

lengths. We found that chunk lengths higher than 60 seconds for all animals/periods 

narrowed to a model order of 25 data points (Supplementary Figure 1). This model 

order value was used for all the subsequent GC analysis. The computation of GC for 

a pair of time series elicits two values (one for each direction). However, the absolute 

GC value is necessary but not sufficient to determine the dominance of one timeseries 

onto the other. We then defined the relative RSC GC (𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶) as the subtraction of 

the GC peak value within theta band in the HPC→RSC direction from the RSC→HPC, 

as a measure of the leadership in the interplay between both regions:  

𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 = 𝐺𝐶(𝑅𝑆𝐶→𝐻𝑃𝐶) − 𝐺𝐶(𝐻𝑃𝐶→𝑅𝑆𝐶) 

In our data set, if RSC theta information helps predict HPC theta rhythm better 

than HPC theta information helps predict RSC theta, 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶> 0 and we say that 

the RSC leads the HPC theta. If 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶< 0, we say that the HPC leads the RSC. 

We also performed a grangerogram analysis by computing the GC in a 3-s moving 

window with 250 ms steps. This window length was used because it was the minimum 

time interval that elicited more than 95% (97.7% average, minimum of 89%) of 

significant GC values for at least one direction among windows for each animal/period, 

as computed using Granger’s F-test (p < 0.05, with multiple hypothesis test correction 

based on a false discovery rate - MVGC toolbox - (Barnett and Seth 2014). Non-

significant windows were excluded from subsequent analyses. To further check the 

reliability of grangerogram values, we computed grangerograms inputting the real HPC 

time series with the flipped RSC time series from the end to the beginning of each REM 

sleep episode. This calculation using the surrogated RSC time series elicited only 5.41 

± 0.52% (mean ± SEM) of significant GC values for at least one direction across 

animals/periods. Candidate GC peaks were determined as the positive-to-negative 

zero-crossings of the derivative of grangerograms. Because the grangerogram is not 

stationary and we wanted to detect only relevant transient GC increases, candidate 

GC peaks were narrowed down to those displaying a 0.3 minimum prominence. 

Prominence was determined as the GC absolute difference between a given peak and 

its deepest neighbor trough within a time window limited bilaterally by the closest peak 

higher than the given peak or the left/right end of the REM sleep episode. Since we 

found that theta rhythm acceleration is related to GC modulation, we also checked if 

the acceleration itself would yield higher GC values as a spurious result of GC 

(

1) 
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computation, instead of been a product of real causality modulation. Because the 

MVGC toolbox is based on vector autoregressive models and to ensure naturalistic 

theta acceleration, we used the HPC time series to generate a simultaneous 

autoregressive RSC time series, based on the following sequential equations (2, 3, 

and 4). We first projected a simulated RSC LFP time series in relation to the past 

values of the HPC time series: 

𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡) =  𝑃 𝑥 (0.57 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐶 (𝑡−1) +  0.28 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐶 (𝑡−2) + 0.14 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝐻𝑃𝐶(𝑡−3)); 

where 𝑡 is in milliseconds (ms) and 𝑃 is the ratio between the average power of 

RSC theta rhythm for the real time series and the HPC theta rhythm for each 

animal/period. This was intended to make the RSC simulated time series to have 

a similar power as the real one. We then added a white gaussian noise (𝜀) with half 

the power of 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶 in (2): 

𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡) =  𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡) + 𝜀; 

finally, we added the 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶 simulated time series (3) with information from its 

own past values: 

𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡) =  0.67 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡) +  0.19 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡−1) +  0.095 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶(𝑡−2)  

+  0.048 𝑥 𝐿𝐹𝑃𝑅𝑆𝐶 (𝑡−3) 

As expected, our simulated data elicited significant GC values in the theta range 

only for the HPC→RSC direction when computed for the total REM sleep for each 

animal/period (Granger’s F Test). By computing the grangerogram using the HPC real 

and RSC simulated time series during phasic REM events (see below), we showed 

that theta acceleration itself does not induce transient GC modulation (Supplementary 

Figure 6). 

 

Theta frequency variation analysis: For the calculation of theta frequency variation in 

the vicinity of grangerogram peaks (Figure 3D,E), we first calculated the spectrogram 

using the short-time Fourier transform restricted to the theta band (5 – 10 Hz, 0.1 Hz 

bandwidth) in the same windows in which the grangerograms were calculated (3 s 

windows, 0.25 s steps). Next the peak frequency for each data point was detected from 

-5 to +5 s centered at the grangerogram peaks. We then determined a baseline 

(

2) 

(

3) 

(

4) 
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frequency time series as the average of the time series in the neighborhood of 1,000 

random data points for each animal/period (PRE or POST). Finally, we defined theta 

frequency variation by the subtraction of the baseline time series from each peak 

frequency time series. To determine the temporal difference of theta rhythm 

acceleration between the HPC and the RSC channels in the vicinity of grangerogram 

peaks, we went through the following steps (Supplementary Figure 2): 1) first, we 

performed the Morlet wavelet spectral decomposition (scaled pseudofrequencies of 5 

– 10 Hz, 0.1 Hz bandwidth) on HPC and RSC chunks of LFP timeseries spanning ±2 

s in relation to grangerogram peaks (4000 data points from each region’s time series; 

Supplementary Figure 2A,B). 2) we then detected the frequency with maximum 

power for each data point to extract the instantaneous frequency time series for each 

region (one 4000-data points vector for each region; Supplementary Figure 2C,D). 3) 

Next, we computed the cross-correlation between vectors of instantaneous frequency 

time series from both regions (Supplementary Figure 2E), then 4) we used the 

normalized cross-correlation coefficient related to each time lag as a weight 

(Supplementary Figure 2F), and we computed the weighted time lag average for each 

cross-correlation vector (Supplementary Figure 2G). These weighted average values 

depict the asymmetry seen in the cross-correlation functions, indicating a trend of 

precedence of a given time series in relation to the other. 

 

Phase–amplitude coupling: The modulation index (MI) was computed to quantify the 

phase–amplitude coupling between different frequency oscillations (Tort et al. 2010). 

The MI is defined as the normalized Kullback–Leibler distance of a uniform distribution 

from the mean amplitude distribution of a high-frequency oscillation across all phases 

of a simultaneous low-frequency oscillation. Phase and amplitude information were 

obtained from signals recorded from the previously selected HPC and RSC channels. 

Low-frequency oscillations were restricted to the theta band range (5 – 10 Hz), 

whereas high-frequency oscillations were subdivided into gamma (40–100 Hz) and fast 

gamma (100–160 Hz) frequency bands. Comodulogram maps were produced by 

calculating the MI between the phase of frequencies ranging from 5 to 10 Hz (0.5 Hz 

bandwidth) and amplitudes ranging from 40 to 160 Hz (5 Hz bandwidth). No overlap 

was used for phase or amplitude. The LFP data were filtered using a linear finite 

impulse response filter coded in the eegfilt Matlab® function from the EEGLAB toolbox 
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(Delorme and Makeig 2004; RRID:SCR_007292). Phases and amplitudes of filtered 

data were obtained using the Hilbert transform. We used 18 phase equal bins ranging 

from – 𝜋 to 𝜋 radians to project the distribution of mean amplitudes per phase bin. For 

the analysis of comodulation across the whole amount of REM sleep recorded for each 

animal/period, a threshold was computed to define significant MI values by shuffling 

REM epochs (5 s windows) of the amplitude time series of a given high-frequency 

oscillation respective to the phase time series, prior to computing comodulogram 

maps. Significant MI values were defined as those above the 75th percentile of the 

distribution of the maximum values of each shuffling-elicited comodulogram map, 

summed with its interquartile range, which yielded a threshold of MI = 8.93 x 10-5. For 

the calculation of the MI on GC peaks for a given direction, we used the simultaneous 

phase and amplitude of time windows spanning 1 s before and after the 10 highest GC 

peaks and computed the MI for this subset of data as described above. As a control 

we used the same analysis for each animal/period and computed the average of 20 

comodulogram maps, each produced by windows centered at 10 random data points 

selected from a pool containing only data points of each REM episode with GC 

absolute difference between directions lower than the 5th percentile. 

 

Phasic REM detection: Phasic REM events (phREM) were detected as previously 

described (Montgomery, Sirota, and Buzsáki 2008, Mizuseki et al. 2011). First, the LFP 

of HPC channels of each REM sleep episode was filtered within the theta band range 

(5 – 12 Hz). The peaks of the theta cycle were retrieved by the detection of positive-

to-negative zero-crossings of the derivative of the filtered data. The inter-peak interval 

was smoothed with an 11-sample rectangular kernel. Candidate phREM events were 

defined as those subsets of continuous data points below the 10th percentile of the 

smoothed inter-peak interval distribution. Finally, phREM events were retrieved 

whenever candidate phREM events met all following heuristic criteria: 1) duration 

longer than 900 ms; 2) minimum inter-peak interval within the candidate phREM 

shorter than the 5th percentile of smoothed inter-peak intervals; and 3) mean amplitude 

within theta band of the candidate phREM higher than the mean theta amplitude of all 

REM sleep. Consistent with previous results (Montgomery, Sirota, and Buzsáki 2008, 

Mizuseki et al. 2011, Brankack et al. 2012), an average 3.06% of all REM sleep 

recorded were deemed as phREM across animals/periods. We also computed an 
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average grangerogram time series in windows centered at phREM events. To that aim 

we normalized phREM events by their respective lengths prior to getting the 

grangerogram time series centered at them. A linearly spaced vector of 303 data points 

was created and GC values within -2 to +2 phREM units were interpolated across these 

points. For the determination of GC modulation by phREM, we first computed a 

baseline grangerogram for each direction by getting the average of 100,000 random 

grangerogram time series with the same 303 data points. GC modulation was 

determined by the ratio between the grangerogram related to each phREM event and 

its respective baseline (animal/period/direction wise). These modulations were 

classified as positive or negative based on the average modulation across the data 

points within the normalized phREM event (-0.5 to +0.5 phREM units). An average 

baseline modulation distribution was also computed using the 100,000 random time 

series described above. Positive modulation was defined as the average 

grangerogram modulation higher than the 60th percentile of the distribution of average 

baseline modulation, whereas negative modulation was defined as those below the 

40th percentile. 

 

Histology: At the end of experiments, rats were euthanized with pentobarbital (100 

mg/kg, i.p.) and transcardially perfused through the left ventricle with ringer lactate, 

followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution at 4oC. The brains were removed and 

stored sequentially at 4oC in 4% paraformaldehyde and 30% sucrose for at least 24 h 

each treatment, then frozen, frontally sectioned at 30 m in a cryostat (Microm). The 

positions of the electrode tips were determined based on a rat brain atlas after 

examination of the brain sections counterstained with neutral red (Paxinos and Watson 

2007). 

Statistical analysis: The behavioral and electrophysiological data were analyzed using 

one-way, two-way or three-way analyses of variance (ANOVA), with Tukey-Kramer 

test for multiple comparisons. We used paired and unpaired t tests for post hoc 

comparisons between pairs of data with a bootstrap strategy (10,000 resamplings) to 

control for multiple comparisons. The Spearman’s correlation coefficient (𝜌) was used 

to determine the ranked dependency between two variables, and a p value was 

determined for each correlation using the distribution of 𝜌 for all possible permutations 
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of values within compared variables. For each correlation, we also computed a least-

squares linear regression and the coefficient of determination (R2) to quantify how well 

the linear fit model explained the distribution of data points. For all analyses, 

significance was set at 5%. The data are reported as mean ± SEM. 

 

Results 

Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC) elicits fear behavior 24 h after training 

We have previously shown that the RSC is more active during REM sleep than 

any other behavioral state, and that RSC neurons and high-frequency oscillations are 

modulated by the hippocampal theta rhythm during REM sleep (Koike et al. 2017). 

Because both regions are related to contextual fear memory processing 

(Anagnostaras, Gale, and Fanselow 2001, Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et al. 2013, 

Cowansage et al. 2014, Tanaka et al. 2014), and their cross-talk has been related to 

memory performance (Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et al. 2013, Miller et al. 2014, 

Corcoran et al. 2016, Alexander et al. 2018), we investigated whether REM sleep could 

support this interplay and improve memory processing. We then chronically recorded 

LFP from the HPC (dorsal CA1) and RSC (granular and agranular) of rats freely 

behaving for 3 hours before (PRE) and after (POST) a contextual fear conditioning 

(CFC) training and tested this memory 24 h later. During training, animals were divided 

into two groups (Sham, n = 5 and Shock, n = 5) (Figure 1A). The Shock group was 

effectively trained, whereas animals from the Sham group were placed in the 

conditioning chamber but did not receive any footshock (see Methods). During testing, 

animals from the Shock group expressed the fear behavior (freezing), whilst animals 

from the Sham group behaved similarly as before training (Sham: training x test, p = 

0.45 and Shock: training x test, p = 0.007; paired t test. test: Sham x Shock, p = 0.008; 

unpaired t test; Figure 1B). 

 

Sleep architecture  

Table 1 and Figure 1C illustrates the rat’s higher propensity to sleep during the 

light phase, especially during the PRE period (Yasenkov and Deboer 2012, Lacroix et 

al. 2018), and the sorting of behavioral states into 5 different categories [active wake 
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(aWK), quiet wake (qWK), slow wave sleep (SWS), intermediate sleep (IS), and rapid 

eye movement (REM) sleep]. After fear training (POST), animals from the Shock group 

remained awake for about 1 h, as expected (Sanford et al. 2003) (Figure 1C). Figure 

1D shows a marginal trend for reduced REM sleep amount after actual or sham 

conditioning (PRE x POST: Sham, p = 0.08; Shock: p = 0.49; paired t test). There was 

no significant difference in the number of REM sleep episodes before and after training 

(PRE x POST: Sham, p = 0.16; Shock: p = 0.42; paired t test; Table 1). 

 

LFP analysis in the frequency domain 

Figure 1E shows the relative power of low-frequency oscillations spanning from 

0 to 15 Hz within selected channels, across all behavioral states. As classically 

reported (Maloney et al. 1997, Rasch and Born 2013), delta band oscillations (0.5 – 4 

Hz) are prominent during SWS, whereas theta band oscillations (5 – 10 Hz) are 

especially present during aWK and IS, and prominent during REM sleep. To further 

our analysis on REM sleep, we quantified the theta peak frequency (Figure 1F) and 

relative theta power (Figure 1G) in the HPC and RSC during REM sleep of animals 

from both groups throughout PRE and POST recordings. Theta peak frequency was 

not different for any comparison among groups, periods, or structures (three-way 

ANOVA). However, the HPC displayed an average relative theta power higher than 

the RSC (three-way ANOVA for groups, periods, and structures, Tukey-Kramer test, 

factor: structures, F(1,33) = 7.21, p = 0.011), although no significant difference in the 

post hoc analysis were seen with pairs of HPC x RSC (Sham-PRE, p = 0.38; Shock-

PRE, p = 0.19; Sham-POST, p = 0.58; Shock-POST, p = 0.07; paired t test). 

 

The change in Granger causality (GC) estimation during REM sleep is related to fear 

memory expression 

We have recently reported that the activity of the RSC is modulated by the 

hippocampal theta rhythm (Koike et al. 2017). In this previous work, we computed the 

Granger causality (GC, Barnett and Seth 2014) to show that the HPC statistical 

causality onto the RSC (HPC→RSC) within theta band during REM sleep was stronger 

than the opposite direction (RSC→HPC) (Koike et al. 2017). The GC is a statistical 
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framework used to estimate how the past information of a given time series 𝑋 helps 

predict the present/future of another time series 𝑌, over and above the past of 𝑌 itself 

(Granger 1969, Barnett and Seth 2014). If the past of 𝑋 significantly improves the 

prediction of 𝑌, we say that 𝑋 statistically causes or G-causes 𝑌 (Barnett and Seth 

2014).  

If the HPC theta modulates RSC function (Koike et al. 2017, Alexander et al. 

2018), and both regions are related to contextual memory processing (Anagnostaras, 

Gale, and Fanselow 2001, Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et al. 2013, Corcoran et al. 

2016), we asked whether GC between the HPC and the RSC would change in 

response to an experience with intense emotional content (i.e., the CFC). Consistent 

with our previous report, we show that in average the HPC leads RSC theta rhythm 

(three-way ANOVA for groups, periods, and directions, Tukey-Kramer test, factor: 

directions, F(1,32)  = 8.28, p = 0.007; Figure 2A,B), albeit only the Shock group during 

PRE exhibited this result in a paired post hoc analysis (p = 0.013; paired t test; Figure 

2B). The GC peak frequency within the theta range did not show any difference among 

groups, periods or directions (three-way ANOVA for groups, periods, and directions; 

Figure 2C). 

Because the absolute values of GC are interpreted by comparing between 

directions, we defined the relative RSC GC (𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶) as a more straightforward 

quantification of dominance between both time series (see Methods). For our data set, 

𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 > 0 indicates RSC theta rhythm dominance over the HPC, and 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 < 0 

indicates HPC dominance over RSC theta. To deepen the investigation of the visually 

notable change in GC seen in Figure 2A exclusively in the Shock group from PRE to 

POST, we plotted the individual 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 change for the animals of both groups (Figure 

2D), and we found that the Sham animals show minimal change in 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 from PRE 

to POST (Figure 2D, left), whereas animals from the Shock group exhibit evident 

𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 modulation (Figure 2D, right), even with cases showing leadership inversion 

(zero crossings). Because 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 modulation in the Shock group was heterogeneous 

across animals (increasing or decreasing from PRE to POST; Figure 2D, right) we 

investigated if they were related to memory expression. By comparing the freezing 

behavior during test with the 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 change from PRE to POST (∆ 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶), we 

discovered that memory retrieval 24 h after CFC training is positively correlated with 

∆ 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 for the Shock group (R2 = 0.75; coefficient of determination; 𝜌 = 1, p = 0.017; 
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Spearman correlation), i.e., the influence of HPC theta onto RSC theta reduces and 

the influence of RSC theta onto the HPC theta increases (Supplementary Figure 3), 

whereas  𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶  is nearly invariant for the Sham group (∆ 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 ≅ 0). This result 

indicates that CFC induces divergent changes in the pattern of exchanged influence 

between the HPC and the RSC theta rhythm during REM sleep. While bad learners 

show increased HPC relative influence onto RSC theta, good learners exhibit an 

inversed pattern, with increased RSC relative influence onto HPC theta. 

 

Grangerogram peaks are informative about memory retrieval and are related to theta 

rhythm transient acceleration 

In the analysis of GC during total REM sleep for each animal, we detected that 

all animals expressed significant GC values for both directions (p < 0.05, Granger’s F-

test, MVGC toolbox). This indicates that not only information from the hippocampal 

time series helps predict RSC’s, but also that RSC’s time series helps predict that of 

the HPC. Thus, we set out to investigate this interplay between both regions across 

time by calculating a grangerogram, i.e, the GC peak within theta band within 3 s 

moving windows (250 ms steps) (see Methods). We found that grangerograms are not 

continuous, but irregular time series, anti-correlated between directions, with sporadic 

peaks of intensified causality throughout REM sleep (Figure 3A; Supplementary 

Figure 4). This suggests that the exchanged influence between the HPC’s and the 

RSC’s theta rhythm during REM sleep is not a continuous stream, but rather a phasic 

process (Figure 3A). We then selected expressive peaks of causality for each 

grangerogram direction for all animals and periods (see Methods). We found that, 

similarly to the results found using the GC theta peak value computed for total REM 

sleep (Figure 2B), the HPC→RSC supersedes RSC→HPC direction when the density 

(three-way ANOVA for groups, periods, and directions, Tukey-Kramer test, factor: 

directions, F(1,32) = 4.48, p = 0.042) and the magnitude of grangerogram peaks are 

assessed (three-way ANOVA for groups, periods, and directions, Tukey-Kramer test, 

factor: directions, F(1,32) = 4.16, p = 0.049; Table 2), although no paired comparison 

showed this result in our dataset for both variables (paired t test; Table 2).  

Because of this similarity, we applied the same framework used to compute  

𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 (previous topic; Figure 2E) to test whether the change in the relative 
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grangerogram peak density or magnitude could also be related to freezing behavior 

tested 24 h later. We discovered that relative grangerogram peak density and 

magnitude (Shock group; frequency: R2 = 0.86, 𝜌 = 1, and p = 0.017 and height: R2 = 

0.83,  𝜌 = 1, and p = 0.017; coefficient of determination; Spearman correlation for the 

Shock group only; Figure 3B,C) are also informative about memory retrieval.  

Altogether, these results suggest that the increased RSC relative influence onto 

HPC theta rhythm during REM sleep related to memory performance is a consequence 

of episodic GC modulations, detected as peaks of the grangerogram time series. We 

then asked whether these peaks would be related to known electrophysiological 

phenomena already involved in memory processing. Because grangerogram peaks 

are phasic processes, our main hypothesis was to investigate if grangerogram peaks 

could be related to the known phasic REM (phREM) events. phREM are transient 

acceleration in the REM sleep theta rhythm lasting ~2 s, related to increased 

hippocampal neuronal activity and high-frequency oscillations’ power, in addition to 

increased theta and gamma band coherence between and within the tri-synaptic 

pathway in the HPC (Montgomery, Sirota, and Buzsáki 2008, Mizuseki et al. 2011, 

Brankack et al. 2012). Because of these characteristics, phREM events have been 

hypothesized to be related to memory processing, and to constitute a window for output 

information from the HPC to cortical targets (Montgomery, Sirota, and Buzsáki 2008). 

Our first analysis included identifying if the hallmark of phREM events, i.e. theta 

rhythm transient acceleration, was present during grangerogram peaks. Because peak 

magnitude was strongly correlated with memory performance, we selected the 10 

strongest grangerogram peaks from each direction for all animals and periods (200 

peaks for each direction), and verified that theta frequency within both, HPC and RSC 

channels, was indeed higher in the vicinity of grangerogram strongest peaks, as 

compared to flanked time windows at a 2-s offset bilaterally to them (HPC channel, 

HPC→RSC x flanks: p = 1.18x10-4, and RSC→HPC x flanks: p = 1.24x10-8; RSC 

channel: HPC→RSC x flanks: p = 3.35x10-4, and RSC→HPC x flanks: p = 1.67x10-8; 

paired t test; Figure 3D,E). Also, we identified that theta accelerations were most 

prominent in the vicinity of grangerogram strongest peaks in the RSC→HPC direction 

(HPC channel, RSC→HPC x HPC→RSC: p = 1.98x10-3; RSC channel: RSC→HPC x 

HPC→RSC: p = 0.87x10-3; paired t test; Figure 3D,E). 
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Next, we hypothesized if the GC results would be reflected in the time lag 

between theta acceleration within both regions, i.e., whether the HPC theta accelerates 

first in the vicinity of HPC→RSC strongest grangerogram peaks, and RSC theta 

acceleration precedes the HPC in the vicinity of RSC→HPC strongest grangerogram 

peaks. We approached this investigation by first performing the wavelet spectral 

decomposition of the HPC and the RSC LFP time series from -2 to +2 s centered at 

strongest grangerogram peaks (200 peaks for each direction) to calculate the 

instantaneous theta frequency within both regions with improved temporal and spectral 

resolutions (see Methods; Supplementary Figure 2). Then, we computed the cross-

correlation function between the instantaneous HPC and RSC theta frequency time 

series for each one of the selected grangerogram peaks (Figure 3F). The cross-

correlation functions were often asymmetric respective to its peak (Supplementary 

Figure 2E,F), indicating that the anteriority of one instantaneous frequency time series 

onto the other was not consistent across the whole window. Thus, to accurately grasp 

this precedence trend, we computed the weighted time lag average, using the values 

of the cross-correlation functions as weights (See Methods; Supplementary Figure 

2G). The results corroborated our hypothesis, since during HPC→RSC strongest 

grangerogram peaks, the HPC was biased to accelerate before the RSC, whereas this 

trend was reversed during RSC→HPC strongest grangerogram peaks (HPC→RSC: 

+2.9 ± 1 ms and RSC→HPC: - 2.3 ± 0.9 ms in relation to the HPC; p = 1.78x10-4; 

unpaired t test; Figure 3G).  Moreover, they indicate that transient acceleration may 

be involved in the mechanisms of theta rhythm exchanged influence related to 

mnemonic information processing between both regions during REM sleep. 

 

Modulation of high-frequency oscillations by the REM sleep theta rhythm is stronger 

during grangerogram peaks 

Another important feature of phREM events is that they are related to increased 

gamma and fast gamma oscillations in the HPC (Montgomery, Sirota, and Buzsáki 

2008). Because the coupling of these oscillations in the HPC and the RSC with theta 

rhythm is present during waking (Alexander et al. 2018)  and prominent during REM 

sleep (Koike et al. 2017); and hippocampal gamma oscillations nested within theta 

cycles are thought to be related to mnemonic processing (Lopes-dos-Santos et al. 
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2018), we investigated if comodulation would be higher in the vicinity of grangerogram 

peaks (Figure 4A).  

In our previous work investigating the interplay between the HPC and the RSC, 

we showed that the amplitude of gamma and fast gamma frequency bands were both 

modulated by the HPC theta rhythm phase (comodulation) (Koike et al. 2017). The 

pattern of comodulation within the HPC has already been investigated during phREM 

events (Brankack et al. 2012), which exhibited less prominent values than during tonic 

REM. However, the comodulation between mnemonic relevant regions during REM 

sleep before and after learning was not yet assessed. We initiated this investigation by 

computing the comodulogram maps during total REM sleep for Sham and Shock 

groups during PRE and POST and considering all combinations of HPC and RSC as 

the phase or the amplitude channel [Figure 4B, plots with the HPC as the phase 

channel and normalized by the maximum modulation index (MI) within each 

comodulogram map].  For this analysis, we only used phase frequencies within the 

theta range (5 – 10 Hz), whereas investigating amplitude frequencies spanning from 

40 to 160 Hz (gamma: 40 – 100 Hz and fast gamma: 100 – 160 Hz). Consistent with 

our previous results (Koike et al. 2017), there was no difference in the MI values for all 

conditions if the HPC or the RSC was used as the phase channel (p = 0.88; paired t 

test; Supplementary Figure 5A). When analyzed as amplitude channels, the HPC 

and the RSC gamma and fast gamma oscillations were modulated by a similar theta 

frequency (two-way ANOVA for regions and fast oscillation band, Tukey-Kramer test. 

Mean frequencies were gamma: HPC, 6.74 ± 0.07 Hz; RSC, 6.69 ± 0.07 Hz, and fast 

gamma: HPC, 6.76 ± 0.07 Hz; RSC, 6.72 ± 0.06 Hz; Supplementary Figure 5B). 

Likewise, the gamma and fast gamma band frequencies modulated by theta 

oscillations within the HPC was also similar with their respective counterparts within 

the RSC (paired t test. Mean frequencies were gamma: HPC, 79.12 ± 1.67 Hz; RSC, 

83.13 ± 2.08 Hz, and fast gamma: HPC, 129.42 ± 2.33 Hz; RSC, 131.53 ± 1.43 Hz; 

Supplementary Figure 5C).  

Because theta modulation of high-frequency oscillations has been related to 

memory processing, we investigated whether theta-gamma or theta-fast gamma 

comodulation, using every combination of the HPC or the RSC as phase or amplitude 

channel, would change during REM sleep after learning. Figure 4C shows that, in 

general, comodulation patterns are consistent across groups and periods (two-way 
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ANOVA for groups and periods, Tukey-Kramer test. One test for each combination of 

high-frequency oscillation with amplitude channel, i.e., each one of the 4 plots in Figure 

4C).  

Next, we finally looked for differences in comodulation related to grangerogram 

peaks. Figure 4A shows 1.5 s representative time windows centered at grangerogram 

peaks [ a): HPC→RSC and c): RSC→HPC] and centered at a control data point with 

minimal causality difference between directions (b). The location of these windows 

respective to grangerogram time series are depicted in Figure 3A. We then quantified 

the MI within time windows spanning from -1 to +1 s centered at the 10 strongest 

grangerogram peaks or control points with minimal difference between directions (see 

Methods). The result shows that the modulation of high-frequency oscillations (gamma 

and fast gamma) is much stronger in the vicinity of grangerogram peaks for paired 

comparisons using every combination of the HPC or the RSC as the phase or 

amplitude channel (p = 9.3x10-34; paired t test; Figure 4D). Moreover, we verified that 

the comodulation is similarly increased irrespective of the direction or period (three-

way ANOVA for periods, groups, and directions, Tukey-Kramer test. One test for each 

combination of high-frequency oscillation with amplitude channel, i.e., each one of the 

4 plots in Supplementary Figure 5D).  

Altogether, these results suggest that the grangerogram peaks may comprise 

windows of enhanced processing of CFC-related memories within and between the 

HPC and the RSC. 

 

Phasic REM events are related to transient modulation of Granger causality 

As we found that grangerogram peaks seem to show characteristics previously 

seen during phREM events, we now investigated causality measures under the 

perspective of phREM events. Using classical criteria previously described 

(Montgomery, Sirota, and Buzsáki 2008, Mizuseki et al. 2011, Brankack et al. 2012) 

(see Methods), we detected phREM events and studied their relation to grangerogram 

time series (Figure 5A). Consistent with previous results (Montgomery, Sirota, and 

Buzsáki 2008, Mizuseki et al. 2011, Brankack et al. 2012), an average of 3.06% of 

REM sleep duration was classified as phREM. phREM events lasted 1.92 ± 0.06 s and 

showed an average density of 0.99 ± 0.08 events/min, with no difference between 
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groups or periods (phREM mean duration and density, one two-way ANOVA for each 

variable for groups and periods; Figure 5B,C). However, as we can see in Figure 5A 

(top, 4 events/min) the phREM events seem not to be evenly distributed across REM 

sleep epochs (not quantified).  

We noted that phREM events are related to grangerogram positive modulations 

in both directions (Figure 5A, dashed grey lines across all plots). This was expected 

because grangerogram peaks from both directions were related to transient theta 

acceleration (Figure 3D). We then normalized the phREM events respective to their 

lengths and plotted the average normalized grangerogram (divided by the baseline) 

from both directions in a window from -2 to +2 units of phREM (see Methods). As we 

wanted to identify the general grangerogram modulation within phREM events 

irrespective of the direction, for each phREM event, we sorted directions into two 

categories (Dominant or Opposite) based on their integrated GC value within a one 

phREM unit (-0.5 to +0.5 phREM units, Figure 5D, grey shade). 

Figure 5D gives a glance of the phenomena of grangerogram modulation 

related to phREM events. We then quantified the modulation for the dominant and 

opposite directions by averaging the normalized GC across one phREM unit (-0.5 to 

+0.5 phREM units, Figure 5D, grey shade). We found significant positive modulation 

in the dominant direction and negative modulation in the opposite direction (628 

phREM events for real or control; dominant x control, p = 6.91x10-40; opposite x control, 

p = 1.03x10-7; Figure 5E). Importantly, these differences were not significant when the 

real RSC LFP was surrogated by a simulated time series projected using the HPC LFP 

as input of an autoregressive model (628 phREM events for simulated or control; 

dominant x control, p = 0.39; opposite x control, p = 0.88; Supplementary Figure 6; 

see Methods). Because GC showed positive and negative modulations, we also 

investigated the modulation profile related to phREM events by determining the 

positive and negative modulation disregarding dominance and focusing on HPC→RSC 

and RSC→HPC directions (see Methods). We found that both directions show a similar 

probability to be up or downmodulated during phREM events [two-way ANOVA for 

directions and modulation quality (positive or negative); Tukey-Kramer test].  This 

reinforces our previous finding that directions tend to be anticorrelated 

(Supplementary Figure 4), a common (Figures 3A, 5A, middle) but not obligatory 

feature of the relation between directions, since, as explained previously, it is 
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theoretically possible and empirically verified (Figure 5A, middle, purple dashed line) 

that even in a short time window of 3 s, influence exchange can elicit significant 

causality values for both directions.  

Our results with GC during total REM sleep and grangerograms peaks (density 

and magnitude) all showed an increase in the relative RSC influence onto HPC theta 

rhythm related to memory performance (Figures 2E, 3B,C). We then asked whether 

the proportion of phREM events with RSC dominance would also increase from PRE 

to POST induced by sham or CFC training, which was not confirmed by our analysis 

(two-way ANOVA for groups and periods, Tukey-Kramer test; Figure 5G). Because 

both directions can be upmodulated during phREM events as previously discussed, it 

is possible that upmodulation is not sufficient to change dominance, i.e., to make the 

GC value of one upmodulated direction sufficiently higher than the other to transiently 

change dominance. To circumvent this bias, we calculated the probability of one given 

direction to assume dominance when it is positively modulated during phREM events 

(Figure 5H). The results showed that the probability of assuming dominance is 

significantly higher for the HPC→RSC direction (three-way ANOVA for groups, 

periods, and directions, Tukey-Kramer test, factor: directions, F(1,32) = 7.16, p = 0.012. 

No significant difference for directions in the paired post hoc analysis; paired t test). 

Importantly, in the paired comparison between groups, exclusively the probability for 

the RSC→HPC direction during POST was significantly higher for the Shock group (p 

= 0.033; paired t test), which suggests that, during phREM, the increased influence of 

the RSC over the HPC triggered by the CFC training and related to memory 

performance is sufficient to induce transient dominance onto the HPC theta rhythm. 

 

Discussion 

We used a statistical tool tuned to infer causality between time series -  the 

Wiener-Granger causality (GC) (Barnett and Seth 2014, Seth, Barrett, and Barnett 

2015) - to investigate the exchanged influence between two brain regions relevant for 

memory processing after CFC training: the HPC and the RSC. We report a modulation 

of the HPC and RSC relative influence onto each other within theta band during REM 

sleep that follows CFC training, which is significantly related to subsequent task 

performance. This exchanged influence is episodically strengthened during transient 
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time windows synchronized with theta rhythm acceleration within both regions, in 

association with local and cross-regional information processing related to phasic REM 

sleep. 

The interplay detected between the HPC and the RSC during REM sleep 

supports the notion of a close neurophysiological relationship between these brain 

regions. A subset of inhibitory cells within dorsal CA1 in the HPC fires rhythmically at 

a theta pace, projects to the RSC (Jinno et al. 2007, Cenquizca and Swanson 2007), 

and is related to memory training (Tanaka et al. 2014). During waking, several 

electrophysiological markers as theta, gamma and fast-gamma bands, as well as 

sharp-wave ripple activity are all coordinated and/or phase-locked between the HPC 

and the RSC, and related to RSC neuronal function (Khodagholy, Gelinas, and Buzsáki 

2017, Alexander et al. 2018). More importantly, the coherent activity within theta 

rhythm between the HPC and the RSC is increased during the processing and retrieval 

of emotional memory (Corcoran et al. 2016, Corcoran et al. 2018). 

Since most of our results rely on GC estimates, it is important to discuss the 

reliability of GC values in the face of potential confounds such as volume conduction, 

variations in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), signal stationarity, the use of small moving 

windows, and the possibility of a common input, which could lead to erroneous 

causality estimates and misleading interpretations (Bastos and Schoffelen 2015).  

The first important issue is the possibility of volume conduction of theta rhythm 

from the HPC to the RSC during REM sleep (Sirota et al. 2008), which may hazard GC 

estimates. While some volume conduction may exist, the coupling of RSC neuronal 

activity to theta rhythm is a strong indication that a local theta generator is present 

within the RSC (Sirota et al. 2008, Koike et al. 2017, Alexander et al. 2018). Since 

there is no optimal tool tuned to rule out the specific effect of volume conduction on 

causality estimates (Barnett and Seth 2014, Seth, Barrett, and Barnett 2015, Bastos 

and Schoffelen 2015), we mitigated this confound through a rigorous selection of 

representative electrodes for both regions (histological, oscillatory, and comodulation 

pattern criteria; see Methods), and by way of two controls for the comparison of 

causality estimates within (PRE x POST) and between (Sham x Shock) subjects. An 

important new piece of evidence provided here is the time lag difference in theta rhythm 

acceleration between HPC and RSC in the vicinity of grangerogram peaks (Figure 
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3F,G), which make it quite unlikely that volume conduction from the HPC is the only 

effect responsible for RSC’s theta rhythm. Indeed, the RSC theta frequency tends to 

accelerate before the HPC in the vicinity of RSC→HPC grangerogram peaks. 

SNR variation is another important confound that may lead to false negative or 

false positive causality estimations (Bastos and Schoffelen 2015, Sommerlade et al. 

2015). Many theoretical frameworks could be used, in principle, to compute and 

mitigate the effects of noise on simulated data (Nalatore, Ding, and Rangarajan 2007, 

Sommerlade et al. 2015). However, as is the case with filtering, changing or removing 

information from the data may also be misleading (Barnett and Seth 2014). Here we 

relied on well-controlled experiments with relative quantifications, and the use of 

rigorous criteria for selecting representative electrodes, thus reducing the effect of 

different noise levels between channels or periods.  

To minimize the effect of non-stationarity, in addition to choosing electrodes with 

regular means across data, each sample data (15 s chunks for all REM and 3 s chunks 

for grangerograms) was detrended and z-scored before computing GC estimates.  

Since small window sizes may also hazard GC estimates (Sameshima, 

Takahashi, and Baccalá 2015), besides testing the significance of our grangerogram 

calculation within 3-s moving windows using Granger’s F test, we further checked the 

amount of false positive values by computing the grangerograms using a surrogated 

data set (see Methods). This analysis elicited only an average of 5.41% of significant 

GC values for at least one direction across animals/periods, in comparison with the 

real data set which yielded 97.7%. 

Another caveat worth considering is the possibility that a third-party node 

outside of this hypothetical binary network exerts influence on the HPC and RSC theta 

rhythm during REM sleep, in a manner relevant for memory processing. It was shown 

that the selective inhibition of gabaergic neurons from the medial septum (MS) after 

training in HPC-dependent memory tasks dramatically decreases HPC theta rhythm 

and memory performance (Boyce et al. 2016). The MS is thought to pace the 

hippocampal theta rhythm mainly by parvalbumin positive (PV+) cells inhibitory drive 

onto other PV+ interneurons within the HPC (Mitchell et al. 1982, Tóth, Freund, and 

Miles 1997, Wulff et al. 2009, Amilhon et al. 2015). These cells in the MS typically burst 

in a theta rhythmic pace (Simon et al. 2006) and project also to RSC interneurons (Unal 
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et al. 2015). Furthermore, it was recently shown that PV+ interneurons in the cortex 

are most active during REM sleep, especially the subset which was also active during 

previous waking periods (Niethard et al. 2016). These results suggest that theta 

oscillatory patterns within the HPC and the RSC may arise from a similar mechanism 

dependent on the MS, although many other regions may participate, as for instance 

the supramammillary nucleus (Kirk 1998, Ruan, Young, and McNaughton 2017),  or 

the claustrum, whose projections were shown to activate respectively the dentate 

gyrus in the HPC and the RSC during REM sleep (Renouard et al. 2015). Until all these 

regions are studied simultaneously using, for instance, conditional causality analysis 

(Barnett and Seth 2014, Sameshima, Takahashi, and Baccalá 2015), evidence of theta 

driven exchanged influence between the HPC and the RSC should be interpreted 

carefully (Buzsáki 2002, Vertes and Kocsis 1997). 

Yet our results suggest that GC phasic increases during REM sleep underlie 

modulation both in relative GC exchanged influence and task performance (Figure 3), 

a possible indication that the HPC-RSC crosstalk is genuine. Indeed, these phasic 

increases are related to phREM events (Figures 3D-G; 5A,D). Moreover, phREM 

events are related to positive and negative modulation of GC in both directions (Figure 

5E,F), which were not related to GC putative spurious estimates due to transient theta 

acceleration (Supplementary Figure 6). Only the experimental (Shock) group 

exhibited an increased probability that this positive modulation in the RSC→HPC 

direction would lead to RSC dominance over HPC theta rhythm (Figure 5H). These 

results indicate that phREM events and GC modulation may be intrinsically linked, 

revealing a privileged window for information processing between brain regions 

relevant for memory. 

The transient increases in the power and frequency of theta rhythm during REM 

sleep that define phREM events typically last ~2s and are related to increased 

coordination between the theta and gamma bands, within and between the tri-synaptic 

pathway, including increased neuronal activity, muscle twitches, rapid-eye 

movements, and accelerated or irregular heart-rate and respiration (Montgomery, 

Sirota, and Buzsáki 2008, Mizuseki et al. 2011). PhREM events are also linked to 

ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves (Karashima et al. 2005) generated in the 

brainstem (Datta et al. 1998), and propagated through thalamo-cortical systems with 

widespread cortical (Amzica and Steriade 1996), and subcortical  distribution (Datta et 
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al. 1998). PGO waves were first defined in studies of the cat visual system, and are 

called P-waves in rodents (Karashima et al. 2005). P-waves initiate seconds before 

REM sleep, commonly during the transition from SWS to REM sleep (i.e., the 

intermediate state, IS) in a single spike form, and evolves to a cluster of spikes as REM 

sleep initiates, in parallel with a progressive cortical widespread synchronization 

related to gamma band frequency increase (Amzica and Steriade 1996, Karashima et 

al. 2005). The frequency of P-waves in rats is ~40 waves/min (Datta 2000, Datta et al. 

2004, Karashima et al. 2005), which seems consistent with our findings of ~20 

grangerogram peaks/min using stringent criteria (Table 2, both directions). Since we 

have detected only ~1 phREM event/min in our dataset, it may be that only a subset 

of P-waves is capable of generating phREM events. Alternatively, it may be that the 

criteria classically used to detect phREM events is too stringent. For instance, Figure 

5A (bottom, white arrow) shows an event with theta acceleration and increased power 

related to a prominent grangerogram peak, which was not detect as a phREM event. 

This could also explain why our results of increased comodulation around the 

grangerogram peaks are at odds with previous results  which showed decreased 

comodulation during phREM events, as compared to tonic REM sleep (Brankack et al. 

2012). 

Another indication that grangerogram peaks are related to P-wave/phREM 

events is that theta acceleration in the HPC in the vicinity of P-waves recorded at the 

pons of rats show an average variance of ~0.2 and ~0.4 Hz, respectively for single or 

clustered P-waves (Karashima et al. 2005). These values are similar to our own for the 

HPC→RSC and RSC→HPC directions, respectively (Figure 3E). Because clustered 

P-waves are related to stronger activation of the P-wave generator (Datta et al. 1992), 

it is possible that communication in the cortical-HPC direction needs stronger cortical 

activation biasing the P-waves towards the clustered type, a hypothesis that needs 

further investigation. It has been reported that the frequency of HPC theta rhythm 

peaks right after the peak of the negative deflection of P-waves in the pons of rats 

(Karashima et al. 2005). Consistent with the hypothesis that grangerogram peaks are 

related to P-wave/phREM events, we showed that grangerogram peaks occur after the 

theta frequency increase in both channels (HPC and RSC; Figure 3E). Moreover, theta 

rhythm within the HPC exhibits a trend to accelerate before the RSC during 

HPC→RSC grangerogram peaks, and this order is inverted for the RSC→HPC peaks 
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(Figure 3G). This indicates that P-waves may provide windows of synchronized activity 

between cortical and subcortical structures within accelerated theta rhythm to facilitate 

memory-relevant information transfer. In fact, it has already been envisioned that theta 

synchrony within the HPC-neocortical network could promote the reinforcement or 

weakening of synaptic interaction between distant neuronal units (Miller 1991, Kirk and 

Mackay 2003, Buzsaki 2006, Buzsáki 2002, Sirota et al. 2008), for instance through 

synchronized activity within different phases of the ongoing theta rhythm (Pavlides et 

al. 1988, Hyman et al. 2003, Hölscher, Anwyl, and Rowan 1997), ultimately resulting 

in cross-regional mnemonic information processing. 

The results on grangerogram peak density variation (Figure 3B) are in line with 

the evidence that learning and gene expression in the dorsal HPC correlates with 

changes in the density of P-waves from PRE to POST training REM sleep (Datta 2000, 

Ulloor and Datta 2005), and that P-waves recover the cognitive impairment caused by 

REM sleep deprivation (Datta et al. 2004). Moreover, the theta coherence among 

basolateral amygdala, HPC, and medial prefrontal cortex during REM sleep is 

correlated with emotional memory performance (Popa et al. 2010), and the theta 

synchrony in the HPC-amygdala circuit is related to P-wave density during REM sleep 

(Karashima, Katayama, and Nakao 2010). The results about the specific increase of 

RSC dominance over the HPC support the notion that theta acceleration putatively 

driven by P-waves constitute privileged windows of opportunity for the reprocessing of 

recently encoded information (Datta 2000, Datta et al. 2004, Karashima et al. 2005, 

Datta, Li, and Auerbach 2008), with potential relevance for synaptic plasticity that 

depends on REM sleep (Ribeiro et al. 1999, Ribeiro et al. 2002, Ulloor and Datta 2005, 

Blanco et al. 2015, Calais et al. 2015, Dumoulin Bridi et al. 2015, Ravassard et al. 

2016, Li et al. 2017, Almeida-Filho, Queiroz, and Ribeiro 2018). 

In addition to the evidence supporting the independent relevance of the HPC 

and the RSC to memory encoding and consolidation during recent or late time windows 

after training (Anagnostaras, Gale, and Fanselow 2001, Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et 

al. 2013), these regions reach each other mutually (Vann, Aggleton, and Maguire 

2009), and the interplay between them has also been shown to be relevant for memory 

consolidation especially in a late time window (12h after training) (Katche, Dorman, 

Gonzalez, et al. 2013). However, this may also take place right after training since 

HPC-dependent plasticity during REM sleep early after CFC training is related to 
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memory performance (Ravassard et al. 2016), and RSC plasticity early after HPC-

dependent fear training is also necessary for memory consolidation (Katche and 

Medina 2017). Additionally, it was recently shown that the optogenetic stimulation of 

the RSC ensemble related to contextual fear conditioning exclusively during offline 

states (anesthesia or sleep) promote systems consolidation and the increased gamma 

band power (~100 Hz) within distant regions related to recent and remote memory 

expression, i.e., the HPC and the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), respectively (de 

Sousa et al. 2019). Along with our results, this corroborates the notion that REM sleep 

provides windows especially suited for neuronal plasticity and memory processing 

during early and late time windows after contextual fear conditioning (Almeida-Filho, 

Queiroz, and Ribeiro 2018). Interestingly, the RSC is a functional hub between the 

HPC and prefrontal regions, especially the ACC, in humans and rodents (Greicius et 

al. 2009, Lu et al. 2012). Since recent evidence implicate the RSC as a hotspot for the 

oneiric activity (Siclari et al. 2017), it may also be that mnemonic information 

processing and dreams during REM sleep partially share common mechanisms. 

To the best of our knowledge, the present results provide the first direct 

evidence that the interplay between the RSC and the HPC during REM sleep is 

relevant for memory consolidation, that it is triggered by transient theta frequency 

acceleration related to phasic REM events, leading to increased exchanged influence 

between both regions.  
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TABLES 

 

Table 1: Sleep architecture 

State SWS IS REM sleep aWK qWK 

Sham (PRE / POST) 
     

Duration (%) 50.5 ± 7.0 /  
34.3 ± 4.4 

2.8 ± 0.6 /  
2.2 ± 0.0 

16.8 ± 1.9 /  
6.6 ± 2.6 

21.1 ± 6.3 /  
40.0 ± 3.3 

8.7 ± 3.1 /  
17.0 ± 3.5 

# of episodes 76.2 ± 9.7 /  
56.2 ± 12.6 

16.8 ± 3.1 /  
11.4 ± 1.1 

13.6 ± 2.3 /  
7.2 ± 1.9 

84.2 ± 6.1 /  
65.6 ± 16.2 

70.2 ± 9.2 /  
73.4 ± 14.0 

Shock (PRE / POST) 
     

Duration (%) 43.9 ± 7.1 /  
28.6 ± 2.4 

2.1 ± 0.5 /  
1.2 ± 0.2 

9.2 ± 3.1 /  
6.5 ± 1.8 

34.1 ± 6.5 /  
47.1 ± 0.6 

10.7 ± 5.1 /  
16.7 ± 1.6 

# of episodes 57.0 ± 6.8 /  
59.6 ± 4.8 

11.6 ± 2.8 /  
7.4 ± 1.3 

9.2 ± 2.8 /  
6.2 ± 1.7 

76.6 ± 19.4 /  
63.8 ± 6.6 

74.0 ± 28.6 /  
83.2 ± 7.8 

Results are mean ± SEM 

 

 

Table 2: Grangerogram statistics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Peak of cross-
correlograms 
between directions 

Peak Density in peaks/min 
(HPC→RSC / RSC→HPC 

Median of Peak Magnitude 
(HPC→RSC / RSC→HPC) 

Mean ± SEM 
PRE POST PRE POST PRE POST 

Sham -0.30 ± 0.05 -0.27 ± 0.05 
10.7 ± 1.6 /  
8.0 ± 2.2 

10.2 ± 1.3 /  
8.4 ± 1.7 

1.1 ± 0.2 / 
0.8 ± 0.2 

1.0 ± 0.2 / 
0.8 ± 0.1 

Shock -0.38 ± 0.06 -0.44 ± 0.06 
13.0 ± 2.0 /  
8.6 ± 1.3 

14.6 ± 3.2 /  
11.2 ± 1.7 

1.3 ± 0.2 / 
0.9 ± 0.1 

1.4 ±0.3 / 
1.1 ± 0.3 
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FIGURES 

 

 

Figure 1: Experimental protocol, sleep architecture and electrophysiological 

features of behavioral states. A) Contextual fear conditioning (CFC) protocol. B) 

Mean freezing across animals for each group. C) Sleep architecture throughout PRE 

and POST recordings averaged across animals and spanning 5 behavioral states:  

active wake (aWK), quiet wake (qWK), slow wave sleep (SWS), intermediate sleep 

(IS), and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep. Data expressed as the percentage (%) of 

each state per 30 s epochs, 15 s overlap. D) Percentage of REM sleep within each 

period (PRE or POST) for groups Sham (top) and Shock (bottom). E) Relative power 

of low-frequency oscillations (0 – 15 Hz) of HPC and RSC selected channels during 

the 5 behavioral states. (F and G) Theta peak frequency (F) and Relative theta power 

(G) of HPC and RSC selected channels during REM sleep of Sham and Shock groups 

during PRE and POST. *p < 0.05. Graphs show mean ± SEM (lines/bars ± 

shades/lines). Lightning bolt, footshock (A).  
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Figure 2: The change in Granger causality (GC) estimates during REM sleep is 

related to fear memory expression. A) GC between HPC and RSC channels of rats 

from both groups during REM sleep PRE and POST CFC training. Data plotted in the 

frequency domain ranging from 3 to 12 Hz. Grey shade, theta rhythm range (5 – 10 

Hz). (B and C) GC theta peak value (B) and peak frequency (C) during REM sleep of 

animals from both groups PRE and POST training. D) Relative RSC GC (𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶) 

during REM sleep from PRE to POST. Black dashed line (no dominance, threshold for 

dominance inversion). Note that most of the animals show HPC dominance over RSC 

theta rhythm during PRE for both Sham (left) and Shock (right) groups. E) The change 

in 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶 from PRE to POST (∆ 𝑟𝑅𝑆𝐶𝐺𝐶) plotted against the freezing behavior 

assessed 24 h after CFC training. Data points are the variation of the strength of 

RSC→HPC dominance over the HPC→RSC direction (RSC→HPC – HPC→RSC GC 

theta peak values) from before to after training (POST – PRE) for individual rats (see 

Methods). Pink and purple represent Sham and Shock groups data points, 
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respectively. Purple line, least-squares linear regression for the Shock group data 

points. *p < 0.05. Graphs show mean ± SEM (lines/bars ± shades/lines) [(A) to (C)]. 

Dark blue, HPC→RSC direction and dark red, RSC→HPC direction [(A) to (C)]. 
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Figure 3: Grangerogram peaks are informative about memory retrieval and are 

related to theta rhythm transient acceleration. A) 60 s of smoothed (2 s rectangular 

kernel) maximum GC values within the theta range (grangerogram) during REM sleep 

from a representative animal. Dark blue, HPC→RSC; dark red, RSC→HPC. Dots, 

grangerogram peaks. a) and c), exemplary grangerogram peaks from HPC→RSC and 

RSC→HPC directions, respectively. b), exemplary data point displaying minimal 

causality difference between directions. (B and C) Change in the relative 

grangerogram peak density (B) and magnitude (C) from PRE to POST for individual 

animals from Sham and Shock groups. Data points are calculated as in Figure 2E, 

using grangerogram peak density (B) or median of peak magnitude (C) instead of GC 

peak value (see Methods). Pink and purple represent data points from the Sham and 

Shock groups, respectively. The purple line indicates the least-squares linear 

regression for the Shock group. D) Average theta frequency variation (∆𝐻𝑧) in the HPC 

and RSC channels within a window centered at grangerogram peaks across all 

animals/periods. Grey shadow, 4-s window averaged and used to check significant 

theta frequency increase in the neighbor of grangerogram peaks. Yellow shadow, 4-s 

window (2 s from each side) used as a control. E) Averaged theta frequency variation 

for the HPC and RSC channels. Each yellow bar represents a control for the 

subsequent bar related to grangerogram peaks in a specific direction. Black lines with 
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asterisk, comparison with control. Grey lines with asterisk, comparison between 

directions. F) Average cross-correlation functions between HPC and RSC 

instantaneous theta band frequency in the vicinity of HPC→RSC (dark blue) and 

RSC→HPC (dark red) grangerogram peaks (see Supplementary Figure 2A-E). Grey 

shadow, window limited at ±329 ms, centered at zero lag respective to HPC 

instantaneous theta band frequency time series (see Supplementary Figure 2H). G) 

Weighted time lag average of cross-correlation functions between the RSC 

instantaneous theta band frequency and the HPC instantaneous theta band frequency 

in the vicinity of grangerogram peaks in both directions (see Methods; see 

Supplementary Figure 2F,G). *,*p < 0.05. Graphs show mean ± SEM (lines/bars ± 

shades/lines) [(D) to (G)]. Dark blue, HPC→RSC direction and dark red, RSC→HPC 

direction [(A) and (D) to (G)]. 
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Figure 4: Comodulation during REM sleep is higher during grangerogram peaks. 

A) 1.5 s of LFP raw traces from the HPC and RSC, and filtered in the theta, gamma, 

and fast gamma frequency bands in a window centered at 2 grangerogram peaks (a, 

HPC→RSC and c, RSC→HPC), and a data point with minimal GC difference between 

directions (b). (a), (b), and (c) are represented in Figure 3A. Black dashed line, time 

stamps of (a), (b), and (c). Grey dashed lines, theta peaks. B) Comodulogram maps 

for HPC and RSC channels normalized by the maximum value and averaged across 

groups/periods during total REM sleep. HPC as the phase channel. C) Gamma and 

fast gamma peak MI values in the HPC and RSC channels modulated by the HPC 

theta phase for each group/period during total REM sleep. Grey dashed line, limit for 

significance (8.93 x 10-5; see Methods). D) Log2 of normalized peak MI values 

calculated in the neighborhood of grangerogram peaks (both directions) compared with 

data points with minimal GC difference between directions (control). Each data point 

normalized by the respective peak MI value of the comodulogram maps from total REM 

sleep. *p < 0.05. Graphs show mean ± SEM [(C) and (D)]. two-way ANOVA with Tukey-

Kramer test, variables: groups and periods (F – one test for each plot of high-frequency 
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oscillation in a specific amplitude channel). Paired t test with bootstrap correction for 

multiple comparisons (G). Light blue, HPC region and light red, RSC region [(A) and 

(C)]. Dark blue, HPC→RSC direction and dark red, RSC→HPC direction [(A - dots)]. 

Purple, grangerogram peaks, and white, controls (D). 
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Figure 5: Phasic REM events are related to transient modulation of granger 

causality. A) 60 s of data from a representative animal showing phasic REM (phREM) 

events in relation to the simultaneous grangerogram time series and spectrogram in 

the theta range. Top, HPC LFP raw trace in black, phREM events in red. Left and right 

insets, zoom in (3 s window) on exemplary phREM events in which the RSC leads 

HPC theta rhythm (left) and HPC leads RSC (right). Grey dashed lines highlight the 3 

s windows of the insets across all plots. Middle, grangerogram time series for both 

directions with their selected peaks (dots). Purple dashed line, exemplary data point in 

which GC is strong and significant in both directions. Bottom, HPC spectrogram 

showing the characteristic transient theta rhythm acceleration related to phREM 

events. White arrow, transient theta acceleration synchronous with a grangerogram 

peak (RSC→HPC) which was not detected as a phREM event. (B and C) phREM mean 

duration (B) and density (C) averaged across groups/periods. D) Grangerogram 

windows centered at phREM events normalized by phREM length (x-axis) and by each 

respective baseline grangerogram (y-axis) averaged across groups/periods (see 

Methods). Plot shows the difference in the normalized GC modulation between the 

dominant direction (purple) and the opposite direction (black), which were defined by 

the integrated GC difference between directions within one phREM unit (grey shadow). 

Black dashed lines, vertical: center of phREM events; horizontal: baseline. E) The 
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normalized GC averaged across one phREM unit (D, grey shadow) for the dominant 

and opposite directions of all the Real phREM events compared with the Control 

(centered at random data points). Black dashed line, baseline. F) Percentage of 

phREM events with positive or negative GC modulation respective to each direction. 

G) Percentage of phREM events with RSC dominance averaged within groups and 

periods, i.e., GC of RSC→HPC > HPC→RSC direction, as integrated within one 

phREM unit, (D, grey shadow). H) Probability of assuming dominance during phREM 

events when GC is positively modulated for all groups/periods/directions. *p < 0.05. 

Graphs show mean ± SEM (lines/bars ± shades/lines) [(B) to (H)]. Light colors, Sham 

group and dark colors, Shock group [(B), (C), (G), and (H)]. Dark blue, HPC→RSC 

direction and dark red, RSC→HPC direction [(A - middle), (F), (G), and (H)]. Purple, 

dominant and black, opposite directions (E). 
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES 

 

 

Supplementary Figure 1: Definition of the model order for GC calculations. Plot 

showing the relation between REM sleep dataset length (s) and the model order 

computed using the default parameters of the MVGC toolbox (see Methods). Red line 

represents the median and the red shaded area are limited up and down by the 3º and 

1º quartiles, respectively. Grey shaded area highlights dataset lengths ≥ 60s, in which 

the median of model orders seem to reach a plateau around the value of 25. The inset 

shows the error percentage between the model order calculated for all animals/periods 

on data set lengths spanning the grey shaded area (60-100 s) and specific model order 

values ranging from 15 to 35. Error percentage values were normalized by the 

maximum error (model order = 35; mean error = 12.27). Note the u-shaped curve with 

the through on a model order = 25, indicating that this model order seems ideal for the 

estimation of GC across different animal/periods. 
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Supplementary Figure 2: Calculation of the lag of theta rhythm acceleration 

between HPC and RSC channels in the vicinity of grangerogram peaks. (A and 

B) Wavelet spectral decomposition of HPC and RSC time series (top and middle, 

respectively) in the vicinity of HPC→RSC (A, bottom) and RSC→HPC (B, bottom) 

exemplary grangerogram peaks (± 2 s). (C and D) Instantaneous theta frequency time 

series from both regions (HPC, light blue and RSC, light red) acquired by the detection 

of the peak frequency for each time point from (A), depicted in (C), and from (B), 

depicted in (D). E) Cross-correlation functions plotted from -330 to +330 ms in relation 

to zero lag to the HPC time series, as calculated using the instantaneous theta 

frequency time series in the vicinity of the HPC→RSC (dark blue) grangerogram peak 

(A and C), and the RSC→HPC (dark red) grangerogram peak (B and D). F) The 

average of cross-correlation functions across 66 ms windows (no overlap) plotted as 

bars to highlight the asymmetry of cross-correlation functions. G) The weighted time 

lag average for each direction (HPC→RSC, dark blue and RSC→HPC, dark red), using 

the values of the cross-correlation functions as weights. The plot shows weighted 

averages laying at different time lags expressing the different asymmetric patterns of 

cross-correlation functions related to grangerogram peaks in different directions. H) To 

determine the window size which maximizes the statistical difference between 
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weighted time lag averages from both directions, we computed the unpaired t test for 

these variables using window sizes from 2 to 4000 ms. The plot of the log10 of p values 

in relation to the window sizes shows that the window size of 658 ms (± 329 ms in 

relation to zero lag) elicits the lower p value. 
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Supplementary Figure 3: Causality change from PRE to POST for both 

directions. (A and B) For each of the animals, dots show the subtraction of the 

Granger causality (GC) peak value within theta band during PRE REM sleep from 

during POST REM sleep (A), or the subtraction of the grangerogram peak density 

during PRE REM sleep from during POST REM sleep (B) in the HPC→RSC (dark blue) 

and RSC→HPC (dark red) directions. Vertical dashed lines separate data points from 

animals of group Sham from Shock. Dark blue (HPC→RSC) and dark red 

(RSC→HPC) lines represent least-squares linear regressions calculated using only 

data points from animals of group Shock. A) The correlation between freezing 

percentage and change in GC  is significant for the HPC→RSC direction (R2 = 0.91; 

coefficient of determination; 𝜌 = -1, p = 0.017), and moderate but not significant for the 

RSC→HPC direction (R2 = 0.54; coefficient of determination; 𝜌 = 0.9, p = 0.083; 

Spearman correlation). In this graph, modulation in the RSC→HPC direction seems 

lower than in the HPC→RSC direction, except for the animal with the highest freezing 

percentage. This may be explained by an actual stronger modulation in the HPC→RSC 

direction. Additionally, the low dynamic variation range of GC values may play a role, 

especially for further decreases in the RSC→HPC direction, which is already very low. 

We then plotted the grangerogram peak density change from PRE to POST REM sleep 

for both directions (B), as this variable shows a broader dynamic range for variation 

(Table 2). The results show that the RSC→HPC direction (R2 = 0.85; coefficient of 

determination; 𝜌 = 1, p = 0.017) is similarly modulated as the HPC→RSC direction (R2 

= 0.84; coefficient of determination; 𝜌 = -1, p = 0.017). This suggests that the CFC 

protocol weakened the influence of the HPC onto RSC theta rhythm, simultaneously 
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to the strengthening in the opposite direction in the good learners, whereas bad 

learners showed increased HPC influence and reduced RSC influence onto its 

respective counterparts theta rhythm.  
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Supplementary Figure 4: Cross-correlation between grangerogram directions. 

Average normalized cross-correlation functions between grangerogram directions 

across animals from Sham and Shock groups during PRE or POST. The Shock group 

expressed a stronger peak anti-correlation between directions than Sham (two-way 

ANOVA for groups and periods, Tukey-Kramer test, factor: groups, F(1,16) = 5.27, p = 

0.036), which was not revealed by post hoc paired comparisons (unpaired t test; Table 

2). 
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Supplementary Figure 5: Characteristics of comodulation calculated during total 

REM sleep and in the vicinity of grangerogram peaks. A) Peak modulation index 

(MI) averaged across all possible conditions, comparing the HPC vs. RSC as the phase 

channel. (B and C) Phase frequency (B) and amplitude frequency (C) of the peak MI 

within each comodulogram map averaged across all conditions. HPC and RSC labels 

represent the channel in which the amplitude of high-frequency oscillations (gamma 

and fast gamma) are modulated. D) Gamma and fast gamma log2 of normalized peak 

MI values in the HPC and RSC channels calculated in the vicinity of grangerogram 

peaks for both directions. The Sham group showed a higher modulation increase for 

the HPC gamma frequency than the Shock group (F(1,32) = 8.76, p = 0.006), but results 

were not significant in the post hoc analysis (Sham x Shock: HPC→RSC – PRE, p = 

0.39, and POST, p = 0.09; RSC→HPC – PRE, p = 0.13, and POST, p = 0.15; unpaired 

t test). 
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Supplementary Figure 6: Checking whether transient theta acceleration induces 

spurious GC increase. A) Exemplary traces of real and simulated LFP during a REM 

sleep episode. Top, simulated RSC LFP (see Methods). Middle and bottom, real HPC 

and RSC simultaneous LFP, respectively. B) The grangerogram traces centered at 

phasic REM events, as depicted in Figure 5D, but using the real HPC and simulated 

RSC traces as input for GC calculation. C) GC normalized averaged across one 

phREM unit as in Figure 5E, but using the simulated data compared with control (no 

significant difference). Black dashed line, baseline. Note that, contrary to the 

calculations using real data depicted in Figure 5D, transient theta rhythm acceleration 

during phasic REM events do not modulate GC calculated using a simulated RSC 

trace. 
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Capítulo IV – Investigando a consolidação de memória durante o 

sono REM na janela temporal tardia após o treino2 

1. Abstract 

The mechanisms by which sleep benefits memory have been extensively 

investigated in the past years. The complex aspect of hippocampal-dependent memory 

consolidation and persistence have been related to the late (12 h after training) 

expression of genes related to synaptic plasticity within the hippocampal-cortical 

network. Because rapid eye movement (REM) sleep has been also implicated in gene 

expression, plasticity, and memory performance; in the present work, we investigate 

the role of REM sleep in this late time window for memory persistence and gene 

expression. Our preliminary results show that REM sleep is indeed necessary for the 

persistence of hippocampal-dependent memory. Our ongoing experiments aim at 

checking whether these results are related to REM sleep-dependent gene expression, 

which includes testing the role of REM sleep-dependent zif268 expression for memory 

persistence. Altogether the present work corroborates that sleep, and especially REM 

sleep, is involved in the reprocessing of mnemonic information even during late time 

windows after training, and that this may be related to the REM sleep-dependent gene 

expression.  

2. Introduction 

A very prolific line of investigation has implicated the upregulation of plasticity-

related factors in a late time window about 12 h after hippocampal-dependent training 

in memory persistence. These works spanned the upregulation of several immediate 

early genes (IEGs) related to synaptic plasticity (bdnf, arc, zif268, and cfos) in different 

brain regions [hippocampus (HPC), retrosplenial cortex (RSC), and medial prefrontal 

cortex (mPFC) – including the anterior cingulate cortex (ACA)] (Bekinschtein, 

Cammarota, et al., 2007; Katche et al., 2012; Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et al., 2013; 

Gonzalez et al., 2014; Nakayama et al., 2015).  

It was also shown that the same genes are also upregulated during rapid eye 

movement (REM) sleep after training in the HPC and neocortex (Ribeiro et al., 1999; 

                                            
2 Este capítulo é uma descrição dos resultados preliminares de um de nossos trabalhos. Ele foi escrito 
em inglês e em formato de artigo a fim de manter consistência organizacional com a tese como um 
todo e respeitando as orientações do Regulamento Discente do Programa de Pós-Graduação em 
Neurociências-UFRN, uma vez que a tese está apresentada em formato de artigo. 
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Ribeiro et al., 2002; Ribeiro et al., 2007; Calais et al., 2015), and that REM sleep-

dependent gene expression is related to long term potentiation (LTP) and memory 

expression (Ravassard et al., 2016). Additionaly, the assessment of dendritic spine 

dynamics in the motor cortex shows that REM sleep deprivation in a late time window 

after motor training (8 – 16h) hinders plasticity (Li et al., 2017).  These results led to 

the hypothesis that the above-mentioned upregulation related to memory performance 

is dependent on REM sleep (Almeida-Filho et al., 2018). 

In the present work, we investigate this hypothesis using the contextual fear 

conditioning (CFC), a hippocampal-dependent protocol classically used in the learning 

& memory field (Anagnostaras et al., 2001), which also exhibit the same pattern of 

gene upregulation in a late time window after training (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, et 

al., 2007; Nakayama et al., 2015). Our preliminary results indicate that this upregulation 

may indeed be dependent on REM sleep. We also present some preliminary 

experiments demonstrating the feasibility of our ongoing and proposed future 

experiments aiming the investigation of zif268 expression during REM sleep in this late 

time window and its relation to memory persistence. 

 

3. Materials and Methods 

3.1. Subjects: We used male Wistar rats (2 – 3 months old / 250 – 350 g) from 

the breeding colony of the Brain Institute – UFRN – Brazil. Animals were housed four 

per cage (maximum) for protocols restricted to behavioral tests and one per cage for 

implanted animals. Vivarium was controlled for temperature and humidity, with water 

and food ad libitum, under a 12 h light/dark cycle (lights on at 6:00). Experimental 

protocols were approved by the Ethical Committee on Animal Use of the Federal 

University of Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil (024/2016 – Anexo A). 

3.2. Multielectrode implantation: Rectangular-shaped matrices of tungsten 

microelectrodes (35  or 50 µm diameter, spaced by 250 µm, with ~100 – 350 kΩ 

impedance; California Fine Wire) were manufactured and chronically implanted in the 

dorsal HPC (AP: -3.5 – 3.8 ; DV: 2.2 – 2.5; ML: 2.1 – 3.3 mm) (Paxinos e Watson, 

2007), to record Local Field Potentials (LFP) and accelerometry. For the experiments 

of selective sleep deprivation, 8 electrodes (2 x 4 matrices along the ML direction) were 

aimed at the dorsal HPC in a depth profile spanning from the granular layer of the 
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dentate gyrus (DG) to the CA1 pyramidal layer to maximize the chance of acquiring 

strong theta rhythm during REM sleep (Figure 1A). A screw was placed over the 

cerebellum as a common reference for all electrodes. 

3.3. Surgery and infusion procedures: Rats were implanted under deep 

ketamine/xylazine anesthesia with the above described multielectrode matrices or 22G 

guide cannulae aimed bilaterally at the dorsal CA1 region of the HPC at coordinates 

AP 4.3, ML ±3.0, DV 2.4 (Paxinos e Watson, 2007) (Figure 1B). The matrices or 

cannulae were fixed to the skull with dental acrylic. After surgery, animals received one 

i.p. dose of enrofloxacin, tramadol, meloxicam, and dexamethasone to prevent 

infection, manage post-surgery pain, and help recovery. Meloxicam and enrofloxacin 

were further administered during the following 2 days, along with paracetamol 

(acetaminophen) diluted in one of the bottles of water. Animals were allowed to recover 

from surgery for at least 7 d before any protocol was applied.  Drug infusion 

experiments consisted of bilateral 1μl infusion. The entire infusion procedure lasted ~2 

min, including handling and 45 s for the infusions themselves, first on one side and 

then on the other.  

3.4. Contextual Fear Conditioning (CFC): Training and subsequent testing 

were performed in a conditioning chamber (31 × 33 × 54 cm; EP111, Insight LTDA) 

with a stainless steel grid floor as previously described (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, et 

al., 2007). The chamber was cleaned with 70% ethanol before each session. Training 

sessions consisted of placing the animal in the conditioning chamber for a 3-min 

habituation period, followed by three 3-s, 1.2 mA inescapable footshocks, spaced by 

30 s. After another 1-min period, animals were retrieved from the apparatus. The 

complete procedure lasted 5 min. Testing consisted in placing animals again in the 

conditioning chamber for 5 min without any footshock. Freezing behavior was defined 

as a complete absence of movement except for breathing and was quantified as the 

percentage of time animals froze during pretraining (3 min) and testing (5 min). 

Quantification was made manually by an experimenter blind to animals’ groups. 

3.5. Novel Objects Recognition Test (NOR): Habituation, training, and 

subsequent testing were performed in a black box (45 x 45 x 40 cm) with two 3D-

printed black pieces (12.8 x 6.4 cm) fixed on the floor, separated by 11 cm, with equal 

offset from the walls, and following classical guidelines (Bevins e Besheer, 2006; 

Antunes e Biala, 2012). Animals were habituated to the box 20 min/day during the 3 

days prior to training. The training protocol consisted of 3 sessions (4 min duration, 
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spaced by ~1 h) in which animals explored 2 identical sample objects (shape, texture, 

and color) made of toy building blocks mounted over the 3D-printed pieces. Testing 

consisted of a single 4-min session in which one of the objects was the same sample 

object used during training, and the novel object was made of pieces with the same 

texture and shape, but different colors and mounted differently than the samples. The 

time animals remained actively exploring the objects was manually quantified. We then 

defined a discrimination index of the novel object (DI) as below: 

𝐷𝐼 =
duration exporing novel − duration exploring sample

duration exporing novel + duration exploring sample
, 

in which positive values indicate a preference for the novel object. We then 

compared between groups and between training (whole 3 sessions) and testing. For 

this experiment, we also quantified the amount of time spent exploring both objects, as 

a percentage of total session duration. This is defined as the Index of Global 

Habituation and can also be useful in interpreting data from NOR tests (Ennaceur e 

Delacour, 1988; Antunes e Biala, 2012). 

3.6. Total Sleep Deprivation (SD): For the experiments with total sleep 

deprivation (TSD – NREM and REM), we took animals from the vivarium ~10 min 

before the protocol initiated. Because experiments were performed during the day, 

sleep deprivation 12 h after training was executed during the night under red light. 

Animals were placed with water and food ad libitum in sample home cages without 

their respective covers. Cage mate animals that were randomly selected for SD were 

placed in the same cage during the procedure. Each SD session included 4 – 6 

animals, and they were gently handled every time they stood immobile and/or with 

eyes closed for more than 15 seconds.  

3.7. Selective SD: For the selective sleep deprivation (SSD) protocol, we used 

a custom-made equipment developed to disturb specific behavioral states in a closed-

loop with electrophysiological recordings from the animals’ brains (Apêndice C). 

Briefly, the apparatus consisted of an acrylic cage (24 x 40 x 42 cm) with a vertically 

movable floor covered with the same wood shavings as used in the rats’ home cages, 

with food and water ad libitum. The procedure for habituation comprised 3 sessions (1 

session/day) as described. 1) Three days previously to training, animals were placed 

unplugged in the box for the first session during 4 h in a habituation protocol consisting 

of an alternation between 1 h of deprivation and 1 h with no deprivation during the 
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afternoon (~1 to ~5 pm). 2) Two days before training, the second session included 

plugging the animals to the recording apparatus (only habituation, no recording in this 

period) and placing them again in the SD box for another 4-h habituation period with 

the same 1-h alternation, although during the morning, in which rodents are more prone 

to sleep (~7 to ~11 am). 3) Finally, the last habituation session comprised plugged 

animals in the 1-h alternation protocol for 8h during a similar period in which they would 

be selectively sleep deprived the following day (from 6 – 9 pm to 2 – 5 am). During 

habituation, each hour of deprivation was comprised of disturbances every random 

interval between 5 and 6 min. Disturbances included a random amount of 3 – 8 shakes, 

spaced by 1s. Each shake consisted of a subtle ~2 cm free fall of the box floor, followed 

by a repositioning after 100 ms. About 7.5 h after training, animals were plugged and 

placed back in the SD box for protocol set up.  

3.7.1. REM sleep deprivation (REMD): During the period between 8 and 16h 

after training, REM sleep deprived animals received a random amount of 10 – 15 

shakes every time they reached REM sleep criteria (see below).  

3.7.2. NREM sleep disturbance (NREMd): Experiments with NREM sleep 

disturbed animals were made after the first 3 REMD animals underwent the protocol 

to get the average number of disturbances used for REM sleep deprivation (1 

disturbance every 8.4 ± 1.24 min). To control for the number of disturbances between 

REM and NREM deprived animals, we used the frequency of disturbances during REM 

sleep deprivation to create a credit system. Every 8.4 min NEM deprived animals 

received a credit for disturbance. If they reached NREM sleep criteria (see below) and 

had credit, they would be disturbed and debited from 1 credit. Every disturbance, for 

NREM deprived animals was followed by a refractory period of 4 min, in which they 

were not further disturbed to allow them to reach REM sleep.  

3.8. Experimental protocols: We have performed 4 different experiments in 

this work. Training and testing sessions were carried out between 9 am and 13 pm. All 

animals were handled for at least 3 periods of 5 min within 2 – 3 d before the initiation 

of protocols.  

3.8.1. Experiment 1 (Total sleep deprivation around 12 h after CFC training 

selectively impairs remote memory retrieval?): In this experiment we used 24 animals 

divided into 4 groups, all trained in the CFC protocol. Half of the animals underwent 

TSD as described above, whereas the remaining animals were not deprived from any 
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behavioral state (Controls). Within TSD or Control animals, half were tested 2d 

(recent), and half 7d (remote) after training.  

3.8.2. Experiment 2 (Total sleep deprivation around 12 h after NOR training 

selectively impairs remote memory retrieval?): This experiment followed the same 

procedures as Experiment 1, except that we used NOR as the training protocol.  

3.8.3. Experiment 3 (Is NREM or REM sleep selectively necessary in the 

window around 12 h after training for memory persistence?): For this experiment, we 

used animals with implants in the HPC (8ch), which were used to sort between 

behavioral states during sleep. Animals were sorted into 3 groups (Control, disturbed 

NEM – NREMd, and deprived of REM – REMD). Animals from the NREMd and REMD 

groups underwent the habituation protocol for SSD as described above. During the last 

habituation period of 8 h, they were recorded for 3 h to determine the stability of the 

signal and to later be used as a control within animals. Animals were retrieved from 

the SD apparatus and returned to their home cages at least 2 h before being trained 

in the CFC protocol. They were then placed in the SD apparatus ~7.5 h after training 

for SSD, as described above. 

3.8.4. Experiment 4 (The REM sleep deprivation impairment is related to zif268 

expression during REM sleep?): For this last experiment (in execution), we will use 

animals with the 8-ch matrix in the HPC, associated with 2 cannulas aimed also at the 

HPC bilaterally. Animals will undergo the same protocol as Experiment 3 – REMD 

group, whereas with 4 h of SD, and will receive zif268 antisense bilaterally into the 

HPC. They will be sorted into 3 groups (antisense oligonucleotide (ASO) 

early/continuous, ASO early/alternate, and ASO late/continuous). The ASO 

early/continuous group will receive a bilateral infusion of zif268 ASO into the HPC 8 h 

after training and will be REM sleep deprived continuously from 8 to 12 h after training. 

The ASO late/continuous group will go through the same protocol as the ASO 

early/continuous, except for a later infusion of ASO 10 h after training. Animals from 

the ASO early/alternate group will receive the infusion of zif268 ASO 8 h after training 

but will be sleep deprived during 2 windows of 2 h each (8 – 10 h and 12 – 14 h after 

training).   

3.9. Electrophysiological recordings: For each recording session, rats were 

connected to the recording system with no anesthesia. Freely moving animals from 

Experiment 3 were recorded during at least 3 h as baseline. Baseline was recorded 

~12 h before training to compare the sleep architecture between SD and non-SD 
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windows. Electrophysiological recordings were performed using the RHD2000 

recording system (Intan Technologies) with the OpenEphys GUI (open source 

software). Signals were preamplified (20x gain, RHD2132 amplifier/accelerometer 

board, Intan Technologies), filtered (0.1–500 Hz for LFP), amplified (20–100X), and 

digitalized (2 kHz).  

3.10. Data analysis: All LFP was analyzed using customized scripts running in 

MATLAB® (MathWorks). We used 3-s epochs of electrophysiological data (LFP and 

accelerometer) to sort behavioral states into 2 categories: rapid eye movement (REM) 

sleep and non-REM (NREM) sleep, according to classical criteria (Maloney et al., 1997; 

Boissard et al., 2002). The classification was made automatically. We calculated the 

standard deviation of accelerometer time series from each one of the 3 axis, within 2-

s moving windows (1 data point step). Then we determined a movement index (Mov.I.) 

by summing the standard deviation values across axes. We also determined a 

theta/delta (T/D) ratio by dividing the average amplitude of the theta band (4 – 10 Hz) 

across 2-s moving windows (1 data point step) by the amplitude of the delta band (0.1 

– 4 Hz). LFP was filtered using using a linear finite impulse response filter coded in the 

eegfilt MATLAB® function from the EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme e Makeig, 2004). 

Amplitudes of filtered data were obtained using the Hilbert transform. NREM and REM 

sleep criteria were carefully adjusted for single animals during the 8-h habituation 

period 1 day before training through the online observation of behavioral states, aiming 

at setting stringent criteria for NREM sleep and more flexible for REM sleep. The 

reason is that we wanted to avoid any REM sleep on the REMD group (avoid false 

negatives), whereas only disturb NREM sleep in the animals from NREMd group. For 

NREMd or REMD groups, Mov.I. criteria was set as below 0.01 – 0.012. T/D ratio 

criteria for REMD was set as higher than 1.6 – 2, and for NREMd, as below 0.6 – 0.8. 

These criteria were also used for post hoc confirmation and quantification of behavioral 

states. Because NREM disturbances tended to also reduce REM sleep, we excluded 

animals from the NREMd group which exhibited less than 5% of REM sleep during the 

8 – 16 h window after training. Similarly, animals from REMD which showed more than 

5% of REM sleep were also excluded. 

3.11. Immunohistochemistry (immuno) and tissue staining:  

3.11.1. Testing the immuno protocol: To test our protocol, we perfromed 

experiments with animals that were not submitted to surgery. Protocol were conducted 

for pairs of animals. One of them was infused with pentylenetetrazole (PTZ; a.k.a. 
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metrazole) 60 mg/kg i.p. to induce seizure and whole-brain neuronal activation capable 

of inducing immediate early genes (IEGs) expression (Szyndler et al., 2013). The other 

animal was infused with the same volume of saline. 90 min after infusion, animals were 

anesthetized with isoflurane and transcardially perfused with phosphate buffered 

saline (PBS), followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA). Brains were isolated and 

sliced. Slices were subjected to an immunohistochemical assay with an anti-zif268 

antibody (1:250; SC189 – Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA), anti-cfos 

antibody (1:1000; SC52 – Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA), and DAPI 

(1:1000; Sigma-Aldrich). The reaction product was then visualized using Alexa 488 in 

the fluorescence microscope.  

3.11.2. Testing the ASO washout: To determine the time delay for ASO 

washout from the infused regions, we used animals bilaterally implanted with cannulae 

at the dorsal CA1 in the HPC. Animals were infused with biotinylated ASO into the right 

hemisphere, then into the left hemisphere 2 h later. After another 2-h period, brains 

were extracted and sliced as described above. The location and difusion of biotinylated 

ASO was determined by avidin-biotin staining (PK-6100 ABC Kit, and SK-4100 DAB 

Peroxidase kit, Vector Labs) (Taubenfeld et al., 2001).  

3.12. Drugs: Oligonucleotides (ODN) (Integrated DNA Technologies – IDT) 

were phosphorothioated 18-mer sequences, biotinylated at the 5’ terminal, 

resuspended in sterile saline to a concentration of 2 nmol/µl. The zif268 sequence was 

defined as 5’-Bio-G*G*T*AGT TGT CCA TGG*T*G*G-3’, in which asterisks represent 

phosphorotioated bonds used to increase stability and reduce toxicity of the ODN 

(Katche et al., 2012; Crooke et al., 2017). The sequence was subjected to a BLAST 

search on the National Center for Biotechnology Information BLAST server using the 

Genbank database. ASO is specific for rat zif268 mRNA.  

3.13. Statistical analysis: Behavioral and electrophysiological data were 

analyzed using one-way, two-way or 3-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), with Tukey-

Kramer test for multiple comparisons. We used paired and unpaired t tests for post hoc 

comparisons between pairs of data with a bootstrap strategy (10000 resamplings) to 

control for multiple comparisons. For all analyses, significance was set at 5%. The 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (𝜌) was used to determine the linear dependency 

between two variables, and a p value was determined for each correlation calculation 

using a Student's t distribution for a transformation of the correlation. For each 

correlation, we also computed a least-squares linear regression and the coefficient of 
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determination (R2) to quantify how well the linear fit model explained the distribution of 

data points. Data are reported as mean ± SEM. 

 

4. Preliminary Results 

4.1. Experiment 1 – Total sleep deprivation around 12 h after CFC training 

selectively impairs remote memory retrieval? 

To begin our investigation, we first asked whether the results implicating protein 

synthesis and gene expression around 12 h after hippocampal-dependent training in 

memory persistence was related to sleep-dependent upregulation of plasticity related 

genes (Ribeiro et al., 1999; Ribeiro et al., 2002; Bekinschtein, Katche, et al., 2007; 

Ribeiro et al., 2007; Rossato et al., 2009; Katche et al., 2012; Katche, Dorman, 

Gonzalez, et al., 2013; Gonzalez et al., 2014; Calais et al., 2015; Nakayama et al., 

2015; Ravassard et al., 2015; Almeida-Filho et al., 2018). 

These works reported a selective impairment of remote (≥ 7 d) in comparison 

to recent (≤ 2 d) memory retrieval caused by the specific inhibition plasticity related 

genes. We then tried to replicate these results using total sleep deprivation (TSD) from 

8 to 16 h after contextual fear conditioning training (CFC) as the single intervention 

(Figure 2A). To this end, we equally sorted 24 rats into 4 groups; two groups were 

sleep deprived from 8 to 16 h after training, while the other half remained in their home 

cage, but in a different room than the vivarium. From the two sleep deprived (SD) 

groups, one was tested 2 d, whereas the other was tested 7 d after training. The same 

procedure was applied to the control groups (Figure 2A).  

All groups showed satisfactory learning, since freezing behavior was prominent 

during test compared with immediately before training (Tr x Ctrl 2 d, TSD 2 d, Ctrl 7 d, 

or TSD 7 d, p < 0.001; unpaired t test; Figure 2B). Importantly, we could replicate the 

results found by the inhibition of gene expression, since total sleep deprivation 

selectively hindered memory retrieval when tested 7 d after training, but no difference 

was seen for animals tested 2 d after training (2 d: Ctrl x TSD, p = 0.57; 7 d: Ctrl x TSD, 

p < 0.01; unpaired t test; Figure 2B). Interestingly, freezing behavior lasted more when 

tested 7 d compared with 2 d after training (Ctrl: 2 d x 7 d, p < 0.05; unpaired t test; 

Figure 2B). This results indicate that the increased gene expression between 8 and 
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16 h after training, which is related to memory persistence, may take place during REM 

sleep, as early hypothesized (Almeida-Filho et al., 2018).  

4.2. Experiment 2 (Total sleep deprivation around 12 h after NOR training 

selectively impairs remote memory retrieval?) 

Our group had already shown that novel objects exploration induces early IEGs 

upregulation during REM sleep in the HPC (~1 h), as well as later (3 – 4 h) selectively 

in the neocortical region related to the animal’s exploration behavior (Ribeiro et al., 

2007; Calais et al., 2015). Therefore, we tested whether the results of Experiment 1 

could be replicated using the novel objects recognition (NOR) test.  

We used the same protocol as in Experiment 1, except for the training in which 

we replaced the CFC by the NOR protocol (see Methods). In our NOR paradigm, all 

groups were also capable of expressing recent and remote memory, which was shown 

by a higher Discrimination Index (DI) during testing than during training (Tr x Ctrl 2 d, 

TSD 2 d, p < 0.01; Tr x Ctrl 7 d, p < 0.001; Tr x TSD 7 d, p < 0.05; unpaired t test; 

Figure 2C). However, sleep deprivation had no significant effect on the retrieval of 

recent or remote NOR memory (2 d: Ctrl x TSD, p = 0.74; 7 d: Ctrl x TSD, p = 0.4; 

unpaired t test; Figure 2C). 

We also used the Index of Global Habituation (i.e., the percentage of time spent 

exploring both objects in relation to total session duration) to assess learning 

performance for our NOR protocol (see Methods). Curiously, animals from the control 

group tested 7 d after training explored the objects significantly more than during 

training and compared to the control animals tested 2 d after training (Tr x Ctrl 7 d, p < 

0.001; Ctrl: 2 d x 7 d, p < 0.05; unpaired t test; Figure 2D). However, the TSD group 

animals did not exhibit this behavior (Tr x TSD 7 d, p = 0.15; TSD: 2 d x 7 d, p = 0.28; 

unpaired t test; Figure 2D), and TSD had no effect in the total time exploring both 

objects (7 d: Ctrl x TSD, p = 0.25; unpaired t test; Figure 2D). 

4.3. Experiment 3 (Is NREM or REM sleep selectively necessary in the 

window around 12 h after training for memory persistence?) 

To continue our investigation on the role of sleep during late time windows for 

memory consolidation, we implanted animals with matrices of 8 electrodes aiming at 

the HPC, associated with accelerometry recordings through the headstage to sort 
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behavioral states and be able to selectively deprive animals from NREM or REM sleep 

(see Methods). 

After recovery, animals were divided into 3 groups (Controls, disturbed NREM 

– NREMd, and REM deprived – REMD; Figure 3A). Before training, animals were 

handled and habituated to our home-made SD apparatus (see Methods; “Apêndice 

C”). The floor of the SD apparatus moved to wake REMD animals up, every time they 

spent 2 s or more within the criteria for REM sleep (low movement and high theta/delta 

ratio; see Methods). The NREMd animals were disturbed in average nearly the same 

amount of times REMD animals were disturbed, but during NREM sleep (NREMd x 

REMD, p = 0.23; unpaired t test; see Methods; Figure 3G). 

The results showed that our apparatus significantly reduced REM sleep across 

the entire 8-h window (Ctrl x REMD, p < 0.001; NREMd x REMD, p < 0.01; unpaired t 

test; Figure 3C), as well as total sleep (Ctrl x REMD, p < 0.01; NREMd x REMD, p < 

0.01; unpaired t test; Figure 3F) for the REMD group compared to both Control and 

NREMd groups, whereas NREM sleep and Total Sleep were invariant between groups 

(unpaired t test; Figure 3D,E). 

During testing 7 d later, the behavior of animals from the REMD group was 

indistinguishable from before training (Tr x REMD, p = 0.06; unpaired t test), whilst 

animals from the NREMd and Control groups showed significant memory retrieval (Tr 

x Ctrl, p < 0.001; Tr x NREMd, p < 0.001; unpaired t test; Figure 3B). Additionally, 

Control animals exhibited significantly more freezing behavior during testing than 

REMD animals (Ctrl x REMD, p < 0.05; unpaired t test; Figure 3B). Moreover, when 

we compared REM or NREM sleep amount with the percentage time spent in freezing 

behavior during testing for individual animals from all groups in a log-log plot, there 

was a significant positive linear correlation only for the comparison of REM sleep (%) 

vs. Freezing (%) (REM percentage: R2 = 0.5; coefficient of determination; 𝜌 = 0.71, p 

< 0.05; Pearson correlation; NREM percentage: R2 = 0.38; coefficient of 

determination; 𝜌 = -0.62, p = 0.06; Pearson correlation; Figure 3H). 

Altogether, these results add support to our hypothesis that the training-induced 

upregulation of plasticity related genes during late time windows (8 – 16h after training) 

which is necessary for memory persistence may take place during REM sleep. 
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4.4. Experiment 4 (The REM sleep deprivation impairment is related to zif268 

expression during REM sleep?) 

The zif268 upregulation 12 h after hippocampal-dependent memory training was 

implicated in memory persistence (Katche et al., 2012), and it was shown to be 

upregulated also during early REM sleep (Ribeiro et al., 2002; Ribeiro et al., 2007; 

Calais et al., 2015), with important implications to LTP and memory performance 

(Ravassard et al., 2016). Because our results from Experiment 3 showed that REM 

sleep between 8 and 16 h after training is necessary for memory persistence, we 

designed a new experiment to test if the zif268 upregulation within this time window is 

REM sleep-dependent (Figure 4A). 

ASO action seem to peak about 2 h after infusion and washout after ~ 5 h 

(Taubenfeld et al., 2001; Bekinschtein, Cammarota, et al., 2007; Katche et al., 2010). 

Katche and cols (2012) showed that the infusion of zif268 antisense (ASO) 8 h after 

training selectively hindered memory persistence tested 7 d after training. Our main 

idea was to use the pharmacokinetics of ASOs and the physiological REM sleep 

rebound after REM sleep deprivation to desynchronize the REM sleep-dependent 

upregulation of zif268 and the ASO window of action (Beersma et al., 1990; Ravassard 

et al., 2016; Crooke et al., 2017) (Figure 4A). .  

Since this experiment was not yet completely performed, we will only report here 

the experiment design and our achievements until now. For this experiment, we intend 

to perform the CFC training in 15 animals implanted with the 8-ch matrix, associated 

with bilateral canulae implants into the dorsal HPC (see Methods). They will be sorted 

into 3 groups (ASO early/continuous, ASO late / continuous, and ASO early/alternate). 

The rats from the ASO early/continuous group will be infused with zif268 ASO at the 

same time (8 h after training) it was reported to hinder memory persistence, which will 

be followed by a 4-h period of continuous REM sleep deprivation (from 8 to 12 h after 

training). The animals from the ASO late/continuous group will go through the same 

continuous REM sleep deprivation but will receive a late infusion of the zif268 ASO 10 

h after training.  The animals from the ASO early/alternate group will receive ASO 

infusion 8 h after training, followed by an alternated scheme of 2-h windows of REM 

sleep deprivation (8 – 10 h and 12 – 14 h). All animals will be tested 7 d after training 

(Figure 4A). 
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We expect from the results that the ASO early/continuous group will exhibit a 

normal pattern of memory retrieval because the ASO will be almost entirely washed 

out when REM sleep rebound 4 h after the infusion putatively upregulates zif268. We 

expect that memory retrieval will be hindered in the ASO late/continuous group, 

because the ASO action will peak synchronously with REM sleep-dependent zif268 

expression. To further implicate REM sleep in the upregulation of plasticity-related 

genes within this late time window (8 – 16 h), we designed the ASO early/alternate 

group to counterbalance the expected results from the ASO early/continuous group. In 

this group, zif268 ASO will be infused at the same time as the ASO early/continuous 

group. However, the 4-h period of REM sleep deprivation will be divided into two 2-h 

periods separated by another 2-h period. We expect that, contrary to the ASO 

early/continuous group, animals from this group will exhibit impaired memory 

persistence, because the ASO activity peak will parallel with REM sleep rebound, and 

thus with the putative REM sleep-dependent zif268 upregulation. 

To accomplish this experiment, we have first to show that continuous or 

alternate schemes of smaller windows of sleep deprivation (4 h) do not impair memory 

persistence. We have already tested this hypothesis and, indeed, animals from control 

(no deprivation), continuous (TSD 8 – 12 h after training), and alternate (TSD 8 – 10 h 

and 12 – 14 h after training) groups all exhibited significant and similar memory 

performances when tested 7 d after CFC training (Tr x Ctrl, Alt. TSD, or Cont. TSD, p 

< 0.001; Ctrl x Alt. TSD, p = 0.78; Ctrl x Cont. TSD, p = 0.85; Alt. TSD x Cont. TSD, p 

= 0.65; unpaired t test; Figure 4B,C). 

Parallel to that experiment, we needed to test if the zif268 ASO would work on 

the specific inhibition of zif268, and check the washout period of the ASO from the 

system. Our first approach was to set up a protocol of zif268 immunohistochemistry 

(immuno) to be able to quantify the impairment of zif268 expression due to ASO 

infusion (see Methods). We also prepared a positive control by setting up an immuno 

protocol for cfos as well, another IEG upregulated by HPC neuronal activity (Guzowski 

et al., 2001). 

Our test comprised the infusion of pentylenetetrazole (PTZ - 60 mg/kg i.p.) or 

an equivalent volume of saline (i.p.) in rats 90 min before been killed and transcardially 
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perfused. We used 4 pairs of animals for this experiment and we show on Figure 5A-

C that, after the necessary adjustments, our immuno essay is plainly functional. 

Additionally, to make our Experiment 4 work properly, we will need to show that 

the ASO will exhibit a high activity 2 h and low activity 4 h after infusion. Prior to testing 

the ASO functionality, we used rats bilaterally implanted with canulae over the dorsal 

HPC and biotinylated ASOs (bioASO) to determine the washout period of the ASO 

from the system. We infused the bioASO into the right dorsal HPC, followed by infusion 

into the left dorsal HPC 2 h later. After another period of 2 h, animals were trascardially 

perfused for avidin-biotin staining (see Methods). In Figure 5D we can see that, for our 

protocol, zif268 ASO is abundant in the dorsal HPC when assessed 2 h after the 

infusion, whereas exhibited a nearly complete washout 4 h after the infusion. 

Altogether, these results indicate that our Experiment 4 is feasible and can be 

readily performed in the next few months.  

 

5. Discussion 

In this work, we showed that REM sleep deprivation between 8 and 16 h after 

hippocampal-dependent training selectively hinders remote (7 d) memory 

performance, while leaving recent (2 d) memory intact. Our results corroborate the 

hypothesis that the upregulation of plasticity-related genes about 12 h after training, 

which was related to memory persistence (Bekinschtein, Cammarota, et al., 2007; 

Rossato et al., 2009; Katche et al., 2012; Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et al., 2013; 

Gonzalez et al., 2014; Nakayama et al., 2015), depends on REM sleep (Almeida-Filho 

et al., 2018).  

Importantly, it was shown that the ventral tegmental area (VTA) dopaminergic 

input onto the HPC 12 h after training regulates memory persistence (Rossato et al., 

2009), and that cholinergic input from the pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus (PPTg) 

putatively modulates this VTA-HPC connection (Lima et al., 2013). Interestingly, PPTg 

activity leads to burst firing of dopaminergic VTA neurons (Floresco et al., 2003), which 

also fire in burst during REM sleep (Dahan et al., 2007). Additionally, PPTg has been 

related to the initiation and maintenance of REM sleep (Leonard e Llinás, 1994; Datta 

e Siwek, 1997; Rye, 1997; Datta, 2002; Lu et al., 2006). Moreover, PPTg seems also 

to be related to the induction of ponto-geniculo-occipital (PGO) waves (Datta, 1997), 
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which are prominent during REM sleep, were related to memory processing (Datta et 

al., 2001; Datta et al., 2004), and were reported to be related to the training-induced 

dorsal hippocampal expression of the same genes linked to memory persistence 

during the late window after training (Datta et al., 2008). Although no direct evidence 

corroborates this idea, this is a plausible physiological mechanism explaining the 

molecular framework and circuitry putatively involved in memory processing during 

REM sleep in the 8 – 16 h window. 

We have also shown that remote NOR memory performance was not impaired 

by TSD during the late time window (8 – 16 h after training) (Figure 2C). The NOR test 

is recognized as a hippocampal-independent memory, since it can be encoded and 

retrieved in short time delays in the absence of the HPC (Winters et al., 2008). 

However, our previous works have shown that exploring novel objects induces the 

upregulation of plasticity-related genes in the HPC during early wake and REM sleep 

(Ribeiro et al., 2007; Calais et al., 2015). Corroborating these results, it was recently 

shown that early TSD (during the first 2 h after training) hinders memory persistence 

as assessed by testing novel object recognition 3 weeks after training, with no effect 

when tested 1 week after (Sawangjit et al., 2018). Moreover, this work also reported 

that memory performance 3 weeks after training was correlated with spindle number 

and duration within early slow wave sleep (SWS) during the first 2 h after training, 

implicating also SWS in memory processing. Since the perirhinal cortex is implicated 

in codifying features of the objects (Winters et al., 2008), Sawangjit and cols (2018) 

suggest that the hippocampus is only necessary in a second step of memory 

processing in which memory trace reactivation during sleep helps incorporate the new 

memory into the preexisting network in a spatiotemporal meaningful way. In this sense, 

our previous results showing REM sleep-dependent upregulation of plasticity factors, 

may be indicative of the process of shaping the network after memory trace 

reactivation. Experiments assessing gene expression, REM sleep during this early 

time window, and/or modulating REM sleep or plasticity factors in the late time window 

(8 – 16 h) with tests 3 weeks later, may help clarify this issue. It is also still to be 

determined why animals spent more time exploring both objects when tested 7 d 

compared with during training or when tested 2 d after training (Figure 2D). 

Another important issue to discuss is the possibility that the remote memory 

impairment was related to stress induced by sleep deprivation. However, some 
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evidence indicate that this is an unlikely hypothesis. First, because we controlled our 

experiments for the number of disturbances generated for the deprivation of REM or 

NREM sleep (Figure 3G). Second, if this was the case, we would expect that the 

different schemes of continuous and alternate TSD would yield different results, which 

was not showed in Figure 4C. Third, although corticosterone levels were shown to 

regulate dendritic spine remodeling (Liston et al., 2013), selective REM sleep 

deprivation exactly within this late time window (8 – 16 h) after motor training, induced 

marked alterations in the pruning and growth of training-induced new spines in motor 

cortex, that could not be explained by corticosterone levels itself (Li et al., 2017). 

Finally, if the sleep deprivation disturbance was the cause of stress, we would expect 

that memory retrieval would be inversely correlated with the number of disturbances, 

which was also not confirmed [Number of Disturbances x Freezing; 𝜌 = 0.51, p = 0.09; 

Number of Disturbances x Freezing (loglog plot); 𝜌 = 0.35, p = 0.26 Pearson’s 

correlation; plots not shown]. 

In conclusion, REM sleep early after CFC training was previously related to 

zif268 expression, LTP induction, and recent memory performance (Ravassard et al., 

2016). Our results suggest the implication of REM sleep during a later time window in 

memory persistence. It was already shown an increased REM sleep amount during 9 

– 12 h after a two-way shuttle shock avoidance task, which was related to memory 

performance (Smith et al., 1980; Smith e Butler, 1982; Smith e Lapp, 1986), and is 

encompassed by our 8 – 16 h window. Our results using a one-trial task (CFC) 

reinforces these results. Moreover, REM sleep during this window seems to be also 

important for the remodeling of cortical networks after training (Li et al., 2017). As an 

effort to merge sleep studies with the classical works on the molecular basis of 

memory, we intend to keep a long-term collaboration with SidartaLab to continue our 

investigation with Experiment 4 (Figures 4 and 5) aiming at implicating REM sleep-

dependent zif268 upregulation in memory processing. This also may include the 

possibility to investigate the role of other important genes as arc, which is also 

upregulated in the HPC and neocortex during REM sleep (Ribeiro et al., 2007; Calais 

et al., 2015), is necessary in the late time window for selective remote memory 

persistence (Nakayama et al., 2015), and is related to synaptic downscaling (Bramham 

et al., 2010; El-Boustani et al., 2018), an important feature related to REM sleep and 

plasticity (Li et al., 2017).  
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Altogether, we believe this work is extremely relevant for the implication of REM 

sleep in the classical finding of the plasticity-related genes upregulation during late 

time windows after training, and a step forward in the understanding of the relevant 

factors involved in memory processing and persistence. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Distribution of microelectrodes and canulae into different brain regions. A) A 

matrix of 8ch (2 x 4) with different depths spanning from the dentate gyrus (DG) 

granular layer to the CA1 pyramidal layer were implanted into the right dorsal HPC for 

Experiment 4. B) For the pilots of Experiment 5, animals were implanted with canulae 

bilaterally into the dorsal HPC. For the actual Experiment 5, implants shown in (A) and 

(B) will be merged. 
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Figure 2. Total Sleep Deprivation (TSD) during the 8 – 16h window after Contextual 

Fear Conditioning (CFC), but not after Novel Objects Recognition (NOR) test, impairs 

remote memory retrieval tested 7d after training (Experiments 1 and 2). A) Design for 

experiments 1 and 2 with animals deprived of total sleep or controls (no deprivation) 

tested 2 or 7d after training. B) Results for the CFC training (Experiment 1) as assessed 

by percentage of freezing behavior, with 4 groups (n = 6 per group), showing that 

remote memory retrieval (7d) is impaired by TSD, whereas recent memory retrieval 

(2d) is intact. C) Results from Experiment 2 [same 4 groups as in (B) with n = 6 each], 

in which the training was changed from CFC to NOR assessed by the Discrimination 

Index (DI) of the new object, showing that remote NOR memory is not impaired by 

TSD. D) Total time spent exploring both objects (Index of Global Habituation) during 

Experiment 2 shows that animals from the control group tested 7d after training explore 

both objects significantly more than during training or than control animals tested 2d 

after training.  ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01, and *p < 0.05. Results are Mean ± SEM. 

Unpaired t test.  
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Figure 3. REM sleep deprivation during the 8 – 16h window after Contextual Fear 

Conditioning (CFC) impairs remote memory retrieval (Experiment 4). A) Experimental 

design for Experiments 3 (only control group) and 4 (control, NREMd, and REMD 

groups). Animals were trained in a CFC paradigm and tested 7d later. REMD animals 

were selectively deprived from REM sleep. NREMd animals were disturbed during 

NREM sleep. Control animals freely behaved from training to testing. B) Animals from 

the REMD group did not show significant freezing behavior compared to training when 

tested 7d after CFC, and also showed lower memory retrieval than Control animals. (C 

and F) REM sleep over the entire 8 – 16h window (C) or over the total time sleeping 

(F) was significantly reduced in the REMD groups as compared to Control or NREMd 

animals. (D and E) NREM sleep (D) and total duration in sleep (E) were not different 

among groups. G) The number of disturbances used to deprive animals from REM 

sleep or disturb NREM sleep were similar. H) The log-log plot of percentage time spent 

in NREM (blue) or REM sleep (green) for animals from all groups. Results show that 

memory retrieval is positively correlated with the amount of REM sleep in the 8 – 16h 

window. Because of initial problems in the recordings, some animals considered for 

the quantification of freezing in the Control group (B) were not used for the statistics of 

sleep architecture (C – F, and H). As well, due to problems with implant stabilization 

during the 7d after training until testing in the first rats used in the control group, some 
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animals used for the statistics of sleep architecture (8 – 16h after training) were not 

used to assess behavior (B). The animals from REMD (n = 4) and NREMd (n = 4) 

groups were the same across all plots. 8 animals were used in the control group for 

freezing assessment, whereas 6 animals were used for the control group in the 

statistical characterization of sleep architecture (C – F, and H). Only 2 of the control 

animals were satisfactorily recorded and tested, and were included in (H). ***p < 0.001, 

**p < 0.01, and *p < 0.05. Results are Mean ± SEM. Unpaired t test. Pearson’s 

correlation (ρ) and coefficient of determination (R2) of the linear regression for 

percentage of REM (green) or NREM (blue) sleep, plotted against percentage freezing 

(H). 
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Figure 4. Experiment 5 design to implicate REM sleep-dependent zif268 expression 

in remote memory consolidation, and its preliminary results. A) Design of Experiment 

5 in which zif268 ASO is infused bilaterally into the dorsal HPC at early (8 h) or late 

(10 h) time points, synchronized or not with REM sleep rebound induced by continuous 

(8 – 12 h) or alternate (8 – 10 h and 12 – 14 h) schemes for short periods (4 h) of REM 

sleep deprivation. B) Design of a pilot experiment to test if the short periods of TSD in 

continuous or alternated schemes induce remote memory impairment. C) The 

preliminary result shows that control animals (n = 6, not deprived) exhibit similar 

memory retrieval as animals that went through TSD after CFC training in a continuous 

(n = 7) or alternate (n = 6) scheme. ***p < 0.001. Results are Mean ± SEM. Unpaired t 

test.  
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Figure 5. Immunohistochemistry setup and ASO washout result. (A and B) Results of 

immuno against cfos (left) or zif268 (right), alone (top) or merged with DAPI (bottom), 

for brain sections from the DG of the dorsal HPC of animals that were transcardially 

perfused 90 min after receiving PTZ (A) or Saline (B). PTZ induced spread neuronal 

activation which was specially seen in the DG of the HPC (A), which was not present 

in the DG of animals which received Saline (B). C) A brain section showing the DG of 

an animal infused with PTZ with the nucleus of the cells marked with DAPI, but without 

the primary antibody yielding negligible background of the secondary antibody used. 

D) Brain section of an animal infused with biotinylated ASO bilaterally into the dorsal 

HPC and stained with an avidin-biotin reaction, revealed with DAB. Labels show the 

delay between ASO infusion and animal perfusion, which demonstrates that the ASO 

is still present in the HPC 2 h after infusion, whereas 4h after infusion there is a nearly 

complete washout of the ASO. 
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Capítulo V – Discussão 

As evidências fenomenológicas de que o sono influencia a memória levaram a 

incontáveis investigações e profundo escrutínio (Rasch e Born, 2013). Diversas 

teorias tentaram conciliar as clássicas investigações sobre memória e os achados 

cada vez mais abundantes sobre o sono, sugerindo mecanismos pelos quais o sono 

poderia auxiliar no processamento de informação mnemônica. A maioria destas 

teorias mais recentes têm focado no papel do sono NREM (Diekelmann et al., 2009; 

Diekelmann e Born, 2010; Tononi e Cirelli, 2014), principalmente devido aos achados 

de que atributos desta fase do sono estão relacionados com a performance da 

memória, como a reativação de padrões previamente aprendidos durante a vigília 

(Skaggs e Mcnaughton, 1996; Ji e Wilson, 2007; Lewis e Durrant, 2011; Schouten et 

al., 2017), os quais foram relacionados com os SWR do hipocampo (Girardeau et al., 

2009; Buzsáki, 2015; Girardeau et al., 2017). Estes últimos aparecem associados 

temporalmente com seus homólogos corticais e com os fusos (spindles) (Siapas e 

Wilson, 1998; Averkin et al., 2016; Khodagholy et al., 2017), os quais também já foram 

extensivamente relacionados com memória (Sejnowski e Destexhe, 2000; Marshall et 

al., 2006; Tamminen et al., 2010; Hennies et al., 2016; Groch et al., 2017; 

Latchoumane et al., 2017; Sawangjit et al., 2018). Dentro deste modo de entender o 

papel do sono na memória, o sono REM participaria apenas como promotor do 

ambiente neuromodulatório necessário para induzir plasticidade e moldar a circuitaria 

neural previamente reativada (Diekelmann e Born, 2010). 

A fim de aprofundar sobre estes mecanismos, produzimos um capítulo de livro 

no qual dissertamos sobre os principais achados envolvendo sono, memória e 

plasticidade (Apêndice A). Focamos então no papel do sono REM, em uma 

característica específica chamada corticalização da memória hipocampo-dependente, 

ou seja, a gradual independência do hipocampo e maior dependência de regiões 

corticais. Com essa investigação inicial, publicamos um artigo onde, além de 

compilarmos os principais achados sobre a influência do sono REM na corticalização 

da memória hipocampo-dependente, sugerimos um mecanismo mais abrangente no 

qual o sono REM teria protagonismo na gradual corticalização (Capítulo II). Suportado 

por recentes evidências (Yang et al., 2009; Yang e Gan, 2012; Yang et al., 2014; Li et 

al., 2017), este mecanismo dar-se-ia pela repetida formação seguida de seleção de 

novas conexões entre unidades neuronais dependente de sono, através de dias a 
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semanas, durante janelas temporais específicas, com atenção especial às primeiras 

3-4 h após o aprendizado, e também a uma janela tardia ao redor de 12 h após. 

Em colaboração com o laboratório do Prof. Pierre-Hervé Luppi do Centro de 

Pesquisa em Neurociência de Lyon, França mostramos então que o ritmo teta 

característico do HPC durante o sono REM modula a atividade neuronal do RSC 

(Anexo B), região também relacionada com o processamento de memória (Vann et 

al., 2009; Miller et al., 2014). Avançamos nesta linha e investigamos qual a relevância 

que a troca de informação entre estas regiões teria para o processamento de memória 

durante o sono REM precoce, nas primeiras horas após o treino (Capítulo III). 

Mostramos de forma inédita que a modulação da influência mútua entre as oscilações 

teta do RSC e do HPC induzida pelo treino está relacionada com a expressão da 

memória recente testada após 24h. Mostramos também evidências de que esta troca 

de informação acontece de forma intermitente e provavelmente está ligada ao 

conhecido fenômeno do REM fásico (phasic REM); acelerações transitórias do ritmo 

teta hipocampal durante o sono REM (Montgomery et al., 2008). 

Sobre a janela tardia, investigamos o papel do sono REM na persistência da 

memória em uma janela temporal entre 8 – 16 h após o aprendizado, que foi 

classicamente relacionada a expressão de fatores relacionados à plasticidade 

sináptica no HPC, PFC e RSC (Bekinschtein, Katche, et al., 2007; Katche et al., 2012; 

Katche, Dorman, Gonzalez, et al., 2013; Katche, Dorman, Slipczuk, et al., 2013; 

Gonzalez et al., 2014; Nakayama et al., 2015; Katche e Medina, 2017). Mostramos 

resultados preliminares implicando o sono REM também na janela temporal tardia 

para a persistência da memória, e estamos com investigação em andamento 

buscando entender se o mecanismo desta influência está relacionado à expressão 

gênica dependente de sono REM (Capítulo IV). 

Nossos resultados reforçam a hipótese das janelas temporais de plasticidade 

apresentadas no artigo do Capítulo II. Estudos futuros abordando a morfologia e 

dinâmica de espinhas dendríticas (Yang et al., 2013), associados à análise de 

expressão gênica, mostram grande potencial para testar nossa hipótese. Nesta linha 

de pesquisa, destaca-se a investigação do papel dos genes arc e zif268 dependente 

de sono REM, respectivamente na massiva poda de espinhas dendríticas (Bramham 

et al., 2010; Nakayama et al., 2015; El-Boustani et al., 2018), e na geração de LTP e 
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potencialização de poucas e seletas sinapses (Jones et al., 2001; Ravassard et al., 

2016), capazes de adicionar novas informações sem prejudicar a estabilidade de 

redes neurais que carregam informações através do neurodesenvolvimento até a 

idade adulta (Yang et al., 2009).  

Outro fator importante a se destacar é o possível papel cognitivo da atividade 

neural e dendrítica durante o sono REM, que transcende o seu papel supostamente 

apenas passivo de promover o ambiente para a plasticidade. As evidências de que há 

reativação neuronal e dendrítica, verificadas por eletrofisiologia e imageamento por 

cálcio (Poe et al., 2000; Booth e Poe, 2006; Niethard et al., 2016; Niethard et al., 2017; 

Seibt et al., 2017), somadas a nossos achados sobre a interação entre o HPC e o 

RSC durante o sono REM com relevância para a memória (Capítulo III), sugerem que 

o sono REM tem papel ativo na consolidação e corticalização. Mais ainda, é notável 

principalmente a evidência de interação funcional entre o HPC, ACA e RSC que se 

reflete na vigília e especialmente durante o sono REM (Greicius et al., 2009; Lu et al., 

2012; Chow et al., 2013; Jing et al., 2017), com possível implicação para a atividade 

onírica (Siclari et al., 2017).  

Considerações Finais 

Por todos esses fatores, acreditamos que o presente trabalho apresenta 

relevância e ineditismo, avançando no entendimento sobre os mecanismos pelos 

quais o sono, e mais especificamente o sono REM, influenciam no processamento da 

memória.  

Mas não só isso, nosso trabalho também adiciona evidências que estão 

alinhadas às recentes implicações do envolvimento do HPC, principalmente do RSC 

para a atividade onírica. É possível que a consolidação de memória e a atividade 

onírica andem de mãos dadas, sejam expressões dos mesmos fenômenos biológicos 

subjacentes. Enfim, é possível que o rio Lete, o rio do esquecimento na mitologia 

grega, realmente represente um dos principais papéis do sono, apagar o 

desnecessário e abrir caminho para o novo. Porém, a representação de Morfeu, deus 

grego dos sonhos, como protetor do sono de Hipnos (deus do sono) pode ser uma 

ótima encenação de um papel ainda incipientemente demonstrado empiricamente; o 

de que sonho pode auxiliar a integrar aquilo que as águas do rio Lete não levaram, e, 

no processo, gerar novos insights e descobertas.  
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Para que possamos avançar nos estudos sobre isso, é preciso repetir: que 

Morfeu nos proteja! 
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4.28.1 Introduction

The intimate link between sleep and memory processing has been extensively investigated in the past decades (Smith and Peters,
2011; Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Rasch and Born, 2013). There is now ample evidence that sleep facilitates learning across
a variety of tasks and domains, after as well as before training (Fishbein and William, 1971; Fishbein et al., 1974; Smith et al.,
1974, 2004; Stickgold et al., 2000; Walker et al., 2002; Wagner et al., 2004; Diekelmann et al., 2011; Yoo et al., 2007). The prelearn-
ing benefits of sleep are likely explained by increased brain detoxification (Xie et al., 2013), metabolite replenishment (Holst and
Hans-Peter, 2015; VanItallie, 2006; Porkka-Heiskanen et al., 2011), and a rescaling of synaptic weights that further enables long-
term potentiation (LTP) and long-term depression (LTD) of individual synapses (Tononi and Cirelli, 2014). LTP and LTD (Bliss
and Lømo, 1973; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993) are said to be associative or Hebbian because they, respectively, require the presence
or absence of concurrent presynaptic inputs, as predicted by Hebbian theory (Hebb, 1949). An explanation for the postlearning
benefits of sleep, on the other hand, must involve the engagement of Hebbian and/or non-Hebbian plasticity mechanisms able
to strengthen, erase, or modify memories (Ribeiro, 2012), as shown in Fig. 3.

Given the importance of cognition for neuroscience in particular and for society in general, it is not surprising that major efforts
have been invested in the discovery of the mechanisms underlying the cognitive role of sleep. In the past 40 years, research in animal
models and humans produced a large body of evidence partially or fully compatible with two alternative models of memory pro-
cessing during sleep. One modeldthe synaptic homeostasis hypothesisdposits that slow-wave sleep (SWS) causes generalized
non-Hebbian synaptic rescaling (Tononi and Cirelli, 2003; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008) capable of boosting learning due to a subsequent
downselection of weak synapses (Nere et al., 2013; Tononi and Cirelli, 2014).

The competing model proposes that sleep triggers a combination of non-Hebbian rescaling and Hebbian potentiation of
synaptic weights in complementary circuits, leading to synaptic embossing of memory traces in a process also known as active
systems consolidation (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Poe et al., 2010; Ribeiro et al. 1999, 2002, 2004, 2007; Calais et al., 2015;
Blanco et al., 2015; Yang et al., 2014; Ravassard et al., 2009; Aton et al., 2009; Ribeiro, 2012).

Rather than contrasting these competing theories, the emphasis in this chapter is to review and logically organize the various
kinds of mechanistic pieces of evidence related to the cognitive role of sleep. The focus will progress spatiotemporally, from
membrane-level changes in local field and action potentials within the millisecond range to calcium-triggered modifications of
the submembranic biochemical milieu, in the seconds to minutes range, to then encompass early and late gene expression in
the temporal scale of minutes to hours. Complex changes comprising translational regulation, epigenetic changes, morphofunc-
tional synaptic remodeling, neurogenesis, and apoptosis will be covered next. Finally, the chapter will examine correlational and
causal investigations of mechanistic coupling underlying sleep-dependent learning.

4.28.2 Electrical Reverberation: Oscillations and Spikes

Sleep is characterized bymajor variations in physiological and neuromodulatory regimes (Hobson andMcCarley, 1971; Noda et al.,
1969; Steriade et al., 1993). It comprises two major states: rapid eye movement (REM) sleep and non-REM (NREM) sleep. NREM
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Figure 1 Oscillations during different behavioral states and their relation with memory. (A) Concatenated SWS (slow-wave sleep) episodes of spike
activity of neurons from hippocampus (HP), primary visual cortex (V1), and primary somatosensory cortex (S1) before and after a novel object explo-
ration task in the dark. Panel shows the SWS reverberatory activity of S1 neurons. V1 neurons serve as negative control. (B) Spike time of hippo-
campal place cells from a rat running through a linear track. The colored windows show forward (yellow) and reverse (green) replay of the same
neurons spike sequence within sharp wave–ripple (SWR) episodes during rest before the subsequent run and after a run, respectively. (C) Top panel
shows the cross-covariance between the multiunit activity from medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and CA1 region in HP over a 5-s sliding window for
a 20-min recording of sleep with transitions across SWS-REM (rapid eye movement)-SWS. From top to bottom, following panels show multiunit
spike activity from CA1 and mPFC in 1-s bins, smoothed for 5-s windows; the theta over delta power ratio of the hippocampus; the power of the
mPFC field potential in the spindle band (7–15 Hz); and the density of SWR events within 5-s bins. Note the correlated increase in cortical spindle
and SWR, coinciding with episodes of cross-covariance higher intensity with time lags reflecting a precedence of CA1 activity over mPFC, during
SWS episodes. (D) Top left panel shows the protocol of transcranial current application at 0.75 Hz during sleep stages 2, 3, and 4 between learning
and recall of psychometric control tests. Bottom left panel shows the performance (mean � SEM) of recalled words in a paired-associate memory
task between groups with the stimulation described in the protocol and sham stimulation. Note that the stimulated group performed significantly
better (**P < .001). However, there was no difference in speed performance between groups on a nondeclarative procedural-motor skill task (bottom
center panel; mean � SEM). Right panel shows the power spectrum of a period of sleep stimulation-free intervals between psychometric tests appli-
cation showing increased power in the slow oscillation (0.5–1 Hz) and slow spindle (8–12 Hz) frequency bands (shaded areas) in frontal electroen-
cephalography electrodes in the stimulation group compared to sham group. This shows that stimulation with slow oscillations is followed by
increased power in the same frequency band, as well as in the spindle band, associated with improved declarative test performance. (E) Displaced
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sleep further subdivided in stages N1, N2, and N3, the latter also known as SWS (Iber, 2007; Stickgold and Walker, 2010). Most of
the evidence regarding the role of sleep in memory processing relates to SWS and REM sleep. SWS is characterized by decreased
muscle tone, large slow oscillations (<4 Hz) in the cerebral cortex and hippocampus, with transient spindles (10–14 Hz) in the
former and sharp wave–ripple (SWR) complexes in the latter (Buzsaki, 2006). REM sleep is defined by high-frequency low-
amplitude oscillations in the cerebral cortex, robust theta oscillations in the hippocampus, REMs, but otherwise nearly complete
muscle atonia (Iber, 2007; Stickgold and Walker, 2010).

In the hippocampus, the transition from waking to SWS decreases mean firing rates and cross-correlations, with down-states of
neuronal silence, and up-states of neuronal bursting that produce cross-correlation peaks (Steriade et al., 2001; Steriade, 2006;
Destexhe et al., 2007). During REM sleep the mean firing rates rebound to waking levels but the cross-correlations are even lower
than during SWS (Blanco et al., 2015). REM sleep has been shown to reduce subsequent firing variability through yet unknown
mechanisms (Grosmark et al., 2012).

Within a reactivated neuronal network, high firing rates and elevated cross-correlations (such as during waking) will bias
synaptic connections toward potentiation (Buzsáki, 1989; Steriade and Timofeev, 2003). For this reason, state-specific profiles of
firing rates across the sleep–wake cycle likely have an important impact onmnemonic processing (Steriade et al., 2001), as indicated
by computer simulations in which (1) memory patterns are erased in proportion to background firing rates (Blanco et al., 2015;
Olcese et al., 2010) and (2) synaptic weights are potentiated until saturation due to sustained periods of waking, when firing rates
are higher (Blanco et al., 2015; Vyazovskiy et al., 2008; Liu et al., 2010; Hashmi et al., 2013; Hobson and McCarley, 1971; Noda
et al., 1969; Olcese et al., 2010; Steriade et al., 1993).

As much as the normal ongoing variations in firing regime may impact memories, the cognitive role of sleep is more directly
associated with experience-dependent offline neural reactivation, able to “emboss” a particular pattern of electrical activity over
a background of unrelated activity. Since Donald Hebb’s seminal insight regarding the need for mnemonic reverberation at the
onset of memory consolidation (Hebb, 1949), the notion that synaptic plasticity is triggered by electrical reactivation during sleep
has become largely accepted (Diekelmann and Born, 2010; Rasch and Born, 2013; Carr et al., 2011). The technical revolution that
enabled the simultaneous large-scale recording of brain oscillations and neuronal action potentials (Buzsáki, 2004; Nicolelis and
Ribeiro, 2002; Stevenson and Kording, 2011) allowed researchers to verify that the electrical activity observed during sleep is highly
influenced by previous waking experience.

In offline mode, the sleeping brain reverberates recent patterns of activity, keeping memories alive in a very dynamic manner
(Fig. 1A). In most cases, sleep-dependent memory reverberation does not follow anatomical closed loops, as envisioned early
on (de Nó, 1938), but rather potentiates pathways of preferred activation. Offline memory reverberation (a.k.a. reactivation or
replay) is the earliest step in the process of sleep-dependent memory consolidation (Ribeiro and Nicolelis, 2004) and has been
extensively investigated since its first experimental demonstration (Pavlides and Winson, 1989). Use-dependent or experience-
dependent changes in electrophysiological activity are well documented for neuronal firing rates (Pavlides and Winson, 1989;
Hirase et al. 1999, 2001; Harris et al., 2002; Ribeiro et al., 2007), spiking cross-correlations (Wilson and McNaughton, 1994;
Qin et al., 1997; Euston et al., 2007), large-scale patterns of action potentials (Ribeiro et al., 2004; Tatsuno et al., 2006; Louie
and Wilson, 2001), slow-wave activity (0.5–4 Hz), which includes slow oscillations (<1 Hz) and delta activity (1–4 Hz) (Binder
et al., 2012; Tamminen et al., 2013; Landsness et al., 2009; Huber et al., 2008, 2007, 2004), spindle oscillations in the sigma range
(10–14 Hz) (Tamminen et al., 2013), and ripples (>140 Hz) (O’Neill et al., 2006). Reverberation occurs during waking rest (Diba
and Buzsáki, 2007; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011), peaks during SWS (Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Hirase et al., 2001; Ribeiro et al.,
2004, 2007), and appears during REM sleep as well (Pavlides and Winson, 1989; Hirase et al., 2001; Ribeiro et al., 2004; Poe et al.,
2000; Louie and Wilson, 2001). Experimental evidence of sleep-dependent reactivation has been gathered in rats (Pavlides and
Winson, 1989; Hirase et al., 2001; Ribeiro et al., 2004; Louie and Wilson, 2001), mice (Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011), monkeys
(Hoffman, 2002), and humans (Huber et al., 2004; Maquet et al., 2000), as well as songbirds (Dave and Margoliash, 2000). Reac-
tivation has been demonstrated using extracellular electrophysiology (Diba and Buzsáki, 2007; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011; Lee
and Wilson, 2002), electroencephalography (Huber et al., 2004), positron emission tomography (Maquet et al., 2000), and blood
oxygen level–dependent signal brain imaging (Rasch et al., 2007).

With regard to neuroanatomical distribution, reverberatory activity during sleep has been detected in the hippocampus (Fig. 1B;
Diba and Buzsáki, 2007; Louie and Wilson, 2001), primary sensory cortices (Fig. 1A; Ribeiro et al., 2004, 2007), medial prefrontal
cortex (mPFC) (Euston et al., 2007; Peyrache et al., 2009), dorsal striatum (Ribeiro et al., 2004), ventral striatum (Pennartz et al.,

=
object test used to show a causal relationship between REM sleep hippocampal theta rhythm and contextual memory. Optogenetic inhibition (orange
shade), during REM sleep of the projecting medial septum GABAergic neurons known to be necessary for the expression of natural hippocampal theta
rhythm, reduces theta power and impairs contextual memory (ArchT group – green), while laser stimulation of neurons lacking the light-gated outward
proton pump (ArchT) did not show reduced theta power or memory impairment (YFP control group – black). No memory impairment nor theta decrease
was found in control groups like ArchT neurons with no light (ArchT control group – blue) and light stimulation during non-REM (NREM) episodes (ArchT
REM control group – red). (A) Modified from Ribeiro, S., et al., 2007. Novel experience induces persistent sleep-dependent plasticity in the cortex but not
in the hippocampus. Front. Neurosci. 1 (1), 43–55; (B) modified from Diba, K., Buzsáki, G., 2007. Forward and reverse hippocampal place-cell sequences
during ripples. Nat. Neurosci. 10 (10), 1241–1242; (C) adapted from Wierzynski, C.M., et al., 2009. State-dependent spike-timing relationships between
hippocampal and prefrontal circuits during sleep. Neuron 61 (4), 587–596; (D) modified from Marshall, L., et al., 2006. Boosting slow oscillations during
sleep potentiates memory. Nature 444 (7119), 610–613; (E) adapted from Boyce, R., et al., 2016. Causal evidence for the role of REM sleep theta rhythm
in contextual memory consolidation. Science 352 (6287), 812–816.
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2004), thalamus (Ribeiro et al., 2004), and amygdala (Maquet et al., 1996; Nofzinger et al., 1997). Sleep-dependent reverberation
also occurs in neuromodulatory systems such as the noradrenergic locus coeruleus (LC) (Eschenko and Sara, 2008; Sara, 2009), and
the dopaminergic ventral tegmental area (VTA) (Valdés et al., 2015), in which the reactivation of reward-related neurons is coor-
dinated with hippocampal SWR (Gomperts et al., 2015; Valdés et al., 2015). In humans, the reactivation of specific networks by
olfactory (Rasch et al., 2007) or auditory (Hu et al., 2015) cueing during sleep is related to learning. Given the wide neuroanatomic
range of sleep-dependent reactivation, it likely impacts functions as diverse as perception, spatial navigation, episodic memory,
executive functions, motor coordination, attention, and reward.

Importantly, neuronal reverberation during sleep is greatly affected by novel experience and correlates with learning. Hippo-
campal place cells coactivated during waking remain coactivated during subsequent sleep (Wilson andMcNaughton, 1994), leading
to sequential reactivation either during both SWS (Lee and Wilson, 2002) or REM sleep (Louie and Wilson, 2001). In the hippo-
campus, reverberation occurs predominantly during SWR complexes (Kudrimoti et al., 1999; Csicsvari et al., 2000; O’Neill et al.,
2010). During rest, hippocampal SWR complexes harbor the forward and reverse replay of hippocampal place cell sequences,
respectively, before or after linear track runs (Fig. 1B; Diba and Buzsáki, 2007). Interestingly, hippocampal place cell sequences
recorded during rest are similar to the sequence of place cells activated in a subsequent novel linear track (Dragoi and Tonegawa,
2011), perhaps facilitating subsequent learning (Tse et al., 2007). The apparent dichotomy between preplay and replay may reflect
the existence of different subsets of cells that cooperate to integrate old and new memories based, respectively, on rigid (fast-firing)
and plastic (slow-firing) neurons (Grosmark and Buzsáki, 2016).

SWRs are increased during posttraining sleep only in rats that learned an odor–reward association (Eschenko and Sara, 2008). In
a multisession spatial discrimination task, an increase in SWR predicted an increase in memory performance in the following
session (Ramadan et al., 2009). The SWR reactivation of hippocampal neurons during postlearning sleep is correlated with perfor-
mance (Eschenko et al., 2008; Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel and Wilson, 2010; Jadhav et al., 2012; Ramadan et al., 2009) and
tends to coincide with cortical spindles (Fig. 1C; Siapas and Wilson, 1998; Wierzynski et al., 2009). Learning also increases the
occurrence of cortical spindles during postlearning sleep, and such increases are highly correlated with learning (Clemens et al.,
2011; Eschenko et al., 2006; Fogel and Smith, 2006, 2011; Gais and Born, 2004; Mölle et al., 2009; Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005;
Schabus et al., 2004, 2006; Tamaki et al., 2008, 2009; Wierzynski et al., 2009; Tamminen et al., 2010). Importantly, the selective
suppression of hippocampal ripples during postlearning sleep impairs spatial memory (Girardeau et al., 2009; Ego-Stengel andWil-
son, 2010; Jadhav et al., 2012). Furthermore, the decoupling between hippocampal ripples and cortical spindles also leads to
impaired memory consolidation (Novitskaya et al., 2016).

In the mPFC, electrophysiological reactivation occurs in transitory episodes, corresponding to the activation of distinct cell
assemblies (Euston et al., 2007). Such mnemonic replay dominates posttraining SWS and mostly coincides with hippocampal
sharp waves, being therefore linked to increased hippocampal–neocortical interactions (Benchenane et al., 2010). Most impor-
tantly, mPFC reactivation was only significant after changes in the task rule, i.e., it emerges only after the novel memory acquisition
(Peyrache et al., 2009).

In humans, learning is boosted by the artificial enhancement of slow oscillations during sleep, using either electrical (Fig. 1D;
Marshall et al., 2006) or auditory (Ngo et al., 2013) stimulation.

Theta rhythm is a very prominent senoidal oscillation present in the mammalian hippocampus during either exploratory
behavior or REM sleep (Buzsáki, 2002). Theta oscillations depend on intact interactions with the medial septum to be robust
(Goutagny et al., 2009), and their disruption by septal lesions impairs hippocampal-dependent learning (Fig. 1E; Mitchell et al.,
1982; Winson, 1978; Boyce et al., 2016).

In the prefrontal cortex (Nishida et al., 2009) and in the hippocampus (Fogel et al., 2009), theta power during REM sleep is
related to the processing of emotional memories. Theta coherence during REM sleep in the hippocampal–prefrontal–amygdalar
network is correlated with fear memory consolidation (Popa et al., 2010), adding to the evidence that REM sleep theta activity plays
an important role in the processing of emotional memories (Lesting et al., 2013; Hutchison and Rathore, 2015).

Despite the increasing evidence that theta rhythm during REM sleep is important for learning, a mechanistic explanation for this
association is still lacking (Rasch and Born, 2013). Studies on the relationship between waking theta rhythm and learning (Lisman
and Ole, 2013; Harris and Gordon, 2015) shed some light on the problem. Theta power in the hippocampus and coherence
between hippocampus and prefrontal cortex are related to spatial decision making (Belchior et al., 2014; Jones and Wilson,
2005) and learning (Benchenane et al., 2010). The low-gamma band (30–60 Hz) amplitude modulation by the theta phase is
another electrophysiological marker correlated with contextual learning in animals (Hölscher et al., 1997; Tort et al., 2009) and
episodic sequence memory in humans (Heusser et al., 2016). Furthermore, the size and distance from a place field can be inferred
by the theta phase of hippocampal place cell firing, based on the phenomenon known as phase precession (O’Keefe and Recce,
1993; Skaggs et al., 1996; Dragoi and Tonegawa, 2011). Segmentation of spatial experience relative to hippocampal theta phase
(Gupta et al., 2012) is in line with the notion of a neural code embedded in theta oscillation and probably related to gammamodu-
lation (Lisman and Ole, 2013).

Perhaps most importantly, LTP is preferentially induced by stimulation during the positive phase of the ongoing theta oscilla-
tion, while stimulation during the negative phase leads to LTD (Pavlides et al., 1988; Hyman et al., 2003; Hölscher et al., 1997). This
effect is in agreement with the discovery that hippocampal place cells corresponding to familiar places tended to fire at the trough of
the subsequent REM sleep theta rhythm, whereas place cells related to a novel context fired more at the peak (Poe et al., 2000; Booth
and Poe, 2006). Theta-phase modulation of the LTP/LTD balance is thus a likely mechanism for the cognitive role of theta rhythm
during REM sleep.
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4.28.3 N-Methyl-D-Aspartate Receptors and Calcium Influx

If memories required active electrical reverberation to ensure their long-lasting duration, mnemonic capacity would be greatly
limited by memory interference. Hebb’s solution for this conundrum is the morphological change able to convert active memory
traces into passive traces that remain latent until their subsequent reactivation (Hebb, 1949). This transformation begins with the
postsynaptic influx of calcium through N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors (NMDARs), which effectively couples electrophys-
iological and biochemical mechanisms. Importantly, in hippocampal neurons, these receptors are defined as one of the major
contributors to excitatory postsynaptic currents (Rauner and Köhr, 2011; Tovar et al., 2013; Silva et al., 1992a; Pettit et al., 1994).

Activation of NMDARs critically influences the processes underlying functional and structural plasticity in the adult brain. These
receptors act as glutamate-gated cation channels with high calcium permeability, responsible for the calcium-dependent LTP of glu-
tamatergic synapses (Paoletti et al., 2013; Watkins and Jane, 2006; Aton et al., 2009). While NMDAR-dependent LTP is the most
widely studied cellular model of learning and memory (Hernandez and Abel, 2011; Bliss et al., 2014), there is also evidence
that the opposite effect – LTD also depends on NMDAR activation (Lüscher and Malenka, 2012; Liu et al., 2013).

These receptors are activated by the combination of ligand binding and sustained membrane depolarization (Huang and
Bergles, 2004). Together with a-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid glutamate receptors (AMPARs) and kainate
receptors, NMDARs belong to a class of ionotropic glutamate receptors, which form cation-permeable ion channel receptors directly
involved in synaptic plasticity of excitatory transmission (Dingledine et al., 1999; Traynelis et al., 2010). In hippocampal pyramidal
neurons, synaptic release of glutamate triggers Ca2þ influx through NMDARs, which activates the autocatalytic Ca2þ/calmodulin-
dependent protein kinase II (CaMKII) (Silva et al., 1992a; Pettit et al., 1994), and is soon followed by the postsynaptic generation of
cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) (Blitzer et al., 1995).

The pharmacological blockade of NMDARs disrupts LTP as well as memory storage (Morris et al., 1986; Lüscher and Malenka,
2012). The early phase of LTP reflects the action of multiple second messengers that leads to an increase in the incorporation of new
AMPA-type glutamate receptors into the synapse, resulting in strengthened responses (Hayashi et al., 2000; Shi et al. 1999, 2001;
Granger et al., 2013; Malinow et al., 2000). The NMDA-dependent rise in postsynaptic Ca2þ levels triggers a wide range of signaling
pathways including the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and the a-calcium–calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IV
(a-CaMKIV), initiating changes in transcription that mediate further synaptic remodeling (Miyamoto, 2006; Zhou et al., 2007;
Scheetz et al., 2000; Lüscher and Malenka, 2012).

LTD may also be induced following the activation of NMDARs, involving the preferential activation of protein phosphatases
[protein phosphatase 1 (PP1) and calcineurin (CaN)] (Lüscher and Malenka, 2012; Lisman, 1989) that lead to the removal of
AMPARs from the postsynaptic membrane and therefore to a decrease in synaptic efficacy. Synaptic remodeling is indicated by
dendritic spine retraction and net decrease in spine F-actin (Tada and Sheng, 2006; Bosch and Hayashi, 2012). A moderate increase
in postsynaptic calcium will bias the synapse toward LTD, while a large increase in postsynaptic calcium will steer synaptic mech-
anisms toward LTP (Malenka, 1994; Malenka and Bear, 2004).

Many studies indicate the engagement of factors downstream of glutamatergic NMDAR activation during sleep (Frank et al.
2001, 2006; Aton et al., 2009; Gais et al., 2008). In studies of sleep deprivation, the subunit NR2A of the NMDAR is upregulated
in the hippocampal CA1 region, thereby leading to alterations in calcium signaling and synaptic plasticity (Kopp et al., 2006). The
coactivation of NMDARs and AMPA during SWS has been implicated with LTP in thalamocortical synapses (Chauvette et al., 2012).
Increased intracellular calcium levels lead to an upregulation of cAMP levels (Hofer and Hofer, 2012; Borodinsky and Spitzer,
2006), which are elevated after REM sleep (Fig. 2A; Luo et al., 2013). Importantly, sleep deprivation impairs cAMP signaling
and prevents LTP in the hippocampus (Luo et al., 2013; Vecsey et al., 2009).

4.28.4 Kinases and Phosphatases

Accumulation of calcium and cAMP in the postsynaptic terminal triggers the activation of crucial early regulators of synaptic plas-
ticity: protein kinases and phosphatases (Abeliovich et al., 1993; Bourtchuladze et al., 1994; Fukunaga et al., 1995; English and
Sweatt, 1996, 1997; McHugh et al., 1996; Miyamoto and Fukunaga, 1996; Liu et al., 1999; Ohmitsu et al., 1999; Kasahara et al.,
2001; Izquierdo et al., 2006). These second messengers are directly responsible for the fast postsynaptic modifications underlying
short-term memory and indirectly regulate immediate-early gene expression, which ultimately leads to long-term synaptic remod-
eling (Flavell and Greenberg, 2008). Protein kinases are multitask proteins that act broadly in the neuronal metabolism through
phosphorylation, enhancing the conductance of ionotropic receptors (Waldmeier et al., 2008; Carta et al., 2013; Jenkins and
Traynelis, 2012; Derkach et al., 1999; Lisman et al., 2012) and activating transcription factors (Deisseroth and Tsien, 2002; Bozon
et al., 2003). In the opposite direction, protein phosphatases regulate synaptic plasticity by removing phosphate from target
proteins and decreasing the activity of protein kinases (Thiels et al., 2000; Millward et al., 1999; Klann, 2002).

In area CA1 of the mouse hippocampus, there is a marked influence of circadian phase on the levels of cAMP, MAPK, protein
kinase A (PKA) (Fig. 2A), and cAMP response element–binding protein (CREB), with maximum activity around 12:00 when sleep is
most prevalent (Luo et al., 2013). This oscillation is regulated by the suprachiasmatic nucleus (Phan et al., 2011), and its interrup-
tion impairs the persistence of hippocampus-dependent memory (Eckel-Mahan et al., 2008). The underlying mechanism of this
oscillation is the upregulation during REM sleep of calmodulin-stimulated adenylyl cyclases (Luo et al., 2013). The MAPK
(a.k.a. ERK, extracellular signal–regulated protein kinase) cascade is required for associative behavior (Atkins et al., 1998; Walz
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Figure 2 Molecular markers of plasticity during sleep. (A) Mice were allowed to enter sleep–wake cycle according to group assignment: WK
(white), SWS (gray), and REM sleep (black). cAMP (cyclic adenosine monophosphate), pPKA, and pERK showed increased hippocampal levels
during REM sleep compared to WK and SWS groups. (B) Animals were submitted to 30 training trials on two-way active avoidance paradigm
(TWAA) with previous P-wave generator lesion (PWG-L, white); or sham lesion (S-L, black); or not submitted to training and no lesion (Control,
gray). After training, animals were then allowed to freely traverse the sleep–wake cycle for 1, 2, or 3 h. (C) After object exploration, rats were sleep-
deprived for 3 h, then allowed to traverse the sleep–wake cycle according to their group assignment, and sacrificed immediately after reaching
criterion for the state of interest. WK: no sleep; SWS: no REM sleep; REM: SWS þ REM sleep. Hippocampal levels of protein pCaMKIIa were
downregulated during SWS and upregulated during REM sleep in exposed animals. Zif 268 protein levels were similar across sleep–wake states.
Right panels show correlations between pCaMKIIa levels and cortical spindles count from rats belonging to SWS or REM sleep groups. REM group
showed a significant positive correlation between pCaMKIIa levels and cortical spindles. (D) Similar experimental design as in (C), except that animals
were sleep-deprived for 1 h after object exploration and sacrificed 30 min after reaching sleep criteria. Exposed animals allowed to enter REM sleep
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et al., 2000). After 6 h of sleep deprivation, rats show decreased levels of phosphorylated ERK, followed by major performance defi-
cits 24 h after training on the Morris water maze task (Guan et al., 2004).

PKA is also implicated in sleep–wake cycle regulation (Joiner et al., 2006; Hellman et al., 2010) and integrates the cAMP–PKA
signaling pathway that leads to the phosphorylation of CREB, a transcription factor required for the expression of immediate-early
genes related to neuronal plasticity and memory consolidation (Havekes et al., 2015; Kreutzmann et al., 2015). Transgenic mice,
with a negative dominant regulatory subunit of PKA in cortical and hippocampal neurons, show impairment of long-term
hippocampus-dependent memory consolidation (Hellman et al., 2010). These animals also show a reduced amount of GluR1
phosphorylation, SWS fragmentation, and more REM sleep compared to controls (Hellman et al., 2010). In hippocampal slices
obtained from sleep-deprived mice, cAMP signaling and PKA-dependent synaptic plasticity are severely disrupted (Vecsey et al.,
2009). The deficit is related to increased levels of cyclic nucleotide phosphodiesterase 4 (PDE-4), an enzyme that degrades
cAMP. Interestingly, the pharmacological inhibition of PDE-4 recovers sleep deprivation cAMP signaling and hippocampus-
dependent memory (Vecsey et al., 2009).

Complexes of PKA and binding proteins are thought to promote AMPA GluR1 phosphorylation, required for inclusion of the
AMPAR into the plasmatic membrane (Colledge et al., 2000). Sleep deprivation for 12 h in mice leads to reduced levels of phos-
phorylated AMPARs in the hippocampus, no difference in PKA or phosphatase CaN levels, but reduced levels of scaffolding mole-
cule A-kinase anchoring protein 150 (AKAP150), which forms a complex with PKA and partially controls PKA and CaN, so as to
regulate GluR1 phosphorylation (Hagewoud et al., 2010). An investigation of the possible interaction of the pontine wave generator
and the CA3 dorsal hippocampal region following training in a two-way active avoidance task found that rats treated with a post-
training intrahippocampal infusion of a PKA inhibitor did not improve performance 24 h later, in contrast with untreated animals
(Datta et al., 2009). There is growing evidence that the deficits in hippocampus-dependent learning caused by sleep deprivation are
related to an attenuation of cAMP–PKA signaling (Hagewoud et al., 2010; Kreutzmann et al., 2015; Havekes et al., 2015).

CaMKII is another key protein kinase involved in LTP and memory consolidation (Silva et al., 1992a,b; Mayford et al., 1996;
Frankland et al., 2001; Soderling and Derkach, 2000; Deisseroth and Tsien, 2002; Lisman et al., 2002). Phosphorylated CaMKII
promotes the phosphorylation of AMPA GluR1 subunits, increasing receptor conductance and leading to synaptic strengthening
(Derkach et al., 1999). It also leads to the downstream phosphorylation of CREB (Kornhauser et al., 2002) and to the trafficking
and anchoring of AMPARs at the postsynaptic density (Lisman et al., 2002). Mice lacking CaMKII display impaired LTP, despite
normal NMDAR functioning, normal hippocampal and cortical anatomy, and no significant alteration in behavior (Silva et al.,
1992a).

A central feature of CaMKII consists of its autocatalytic capability. Upon the elevation of calcium and calmodulin levels in the
postsynaptic terminal, phosphorylated CaMKII will phosphorylate its own catalytic site (threonine 286) (Giese et al., 1998). Such
autophosphorylation will enable CaMKII to be active even in the absence of calcium or calmodulin, sustaining further phosphor-
ylation for a protracted period of time (Glazewski et al., 2000; Griffith, 2004). Lisman et al. (2002) reviewed in detail the func-
tioning of the CaMKII protein in synaptic plasticity and memory. Altogether, CaMKII is fundamental not just for LTP induction
but also for its maintenance (Lisman et al., 2002; Miyamoto and Fukunaga, 1996).

=
showed significantly increased levels of mRNA of protein phosphatases (Ppp2r2d and Ppp2ca) in the hippocampus, in comparison with nonexposed
controls. (E) Rats were assigned into groups according to sleep criteria WK, SWS, intermediate sleep (IS) or REM, and exposure (þ) or not (�) to novel
objects. After novel object exploration, animals belonging to the SWS, IS, and REM groups were allowed to sleep freely for 3 h, were then restricted
according to their group assignment for 1 h, and were finally killed after entering the state of interest. Novel object exploration upregulated the mRNA
levels of Arc and Zif 268 mRNA in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex. Postexperience levels during SWS and IS were decreased in all areas of interest.
Importantly, Arc and Zif 268 were reinduced during REM sleep only in S1, not in V1 or HP (Ribeiro et al., 2007). (F) Protein levels were measured in rats
assigned to three groups: Control (PSC) not sleep-deprived, submitted to 72 h of REM sleep deprivation (disk-over-water) (PSD), or 72 h of REM sleep
deprivation plus 150 min period for REM sleep rebound (PSR). PSR animals showed increased Zif 268 levels in the dorsal and ventral hippocampus.
(G) In a protocol similar to (F), Fos and Arc mRNA levels were upregulated during PSR in the hippocampus (color shades from dark to light represent
detection methods: qPCR, microarray 1 and microarray 2, respectively). (H) Animals were assigned to three groups: Controls not sleep-deprived (NSD),
animals submitted to sleep deprivation (SD), or animals sleep-deprived with subsequent sleep rebound (SD þ R). SD group presented decreased
hippocampal protein levels of p-mTOR and mTOR, while NSD and SD þ R showed similar levels. mTOR, mammalian target of rapamycin; pCaMKII,
phosphorylated calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II; pCREB, phosphorylated cAMP response element binding; pERK, phosphorylated
extracellular signal–regulated protein kinase; pPKA, phosphorylated protein kinase A; REM, rapid eye movement; SWS, slow-wave sleep. Reproduced from
(A) Luo, J., et al., 2013. Increases in cAMP, MAPK activity and CREB phosphorylation during REM sleep: implications for REM sleep and memory
consolidation. J. Neurosci. Off. J. Soc. Neurosci. 33 (15), 6460–6468; (B) Datta, S., et al., 2008. Activation of phasic pontine-wave generator in the rat:
a mechanism for expression of plasticity-related genes and proteins in the dorsal hippocampus and amygdala. Eur. J. Neurosci. 27 (7), 1876–1892; (C)
Blanco, W., et al., 2015. Synaptic homeostasis and restructuring across the sleep-wake cycle. PLoS Comput. Biol. 11 (5), e1004241; (D) Calais, J.B., et al.,
2015. Experience-dependent upregulation of multiple plasticity factors in the hippocampus during early REM sleep. Neurobiol. Learn. Mem. 122, 19–27;
(E) Ribeiro, S., et al., 2007. Novel experience induces persistent sleep-dependent plasticity in the cortex but not in the hippocampus. Front. Neurosci. 1 (1),
43–55; (F) Ravassard, P., et al., 2015. Paradoxical sleep: a vigilance state to gate long-term brain plasticity? Neurobiol. Learn. Mem. 122, 4–10;
(G) Renouard, L., et al., 2015. The supramammillary nucleus and the claustrum activate the cortex during REM sleep. Sci. Adv. 1 (3), e1400177;
(H) Vecsey, C.G., et al., 2012. Genomic analysis of sleep deprivation reveals translational regulation in the hippocampus. Physiol. Genom. 44 (20),
981–991.
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Alpha-CaMKII is phosphorylated during REM sleep in proportion to the cortical spindles that mark the transition from SWS to
REM sleep (Fig. 2C; Blanco et al., 2015). Hybrid computational models comprising artificial neurons as well as spike data from rats
traversing the sleep–wake cycle were used to simulate the network consequences of implementing CaMKII-related LTP at the SWS/
REM boundary. Sleep without LTP invariably led to homeostatic rescaling toward the intermediate range of synaptic weights. In
contrast, LTP induction at the SWS/REM sleep transition produced a complex mixture of synaptic up- and downscaling, leading
to trace restructuring (Blanco et al., 2015). A detailed hippocampal–cortical model with both excitatory and inhibitory neurons
was then used to gain insight into rescaling and restructuring during sleep. Synaptic homeostasis was simulated by decreasing
potentiation and increasing depression, while synaptic embossing was modeled by eliciting LTP on specific synapses. Synaptic
homeostasis facilitated controlled synaptic restructuring, suggesting a mechanism for the cognitive complementarity of SWS and
REM sleep (Blanco et al., 2015).

Phosphorylation of protein kinases directly or indirectly leads to the downstream phosphorylation of CREB. Phosphorylated
CREB is an essential transcriptional factor that binds to DNA CRE sequence and regulates the transcription of several
immediate-early genes crucial for early and long-lasting synaptic plasticity (Sgambato et al., 1998; Davis et al., 2000; Waltereit
et al., 2001; Miyamoto and Fukunaga, 1996). As its upstream element/protein cAMP and MAPK (Fig. 2A), CREB levels are increased
during REM sleep in wild-type mice but not in mutants lacking calmodulin-stimulated adenylyl cyclases (Luo et al., 2013). This
transgenic strain learns well at the initial training but cannot consolidate hippocampus-dependent long-term memories (Luo
et al., 2013).

CaN, a Ca2þ/calmodulin-dependent protein phosphatase known to be involved in mammalian memory consolidation, consti-
tutes a heterodimer formed by two subunits CnA and CnB (Rusnak and Mertz, 2000). Increased CnA levels are related to LTD and
have a negative impact on memory consolidation (Tomita et al., 2011; Yakel, 1997). In Drosophila, the iRNA knockdown of CnA
isoforms induces hyperlocomotion and sleep loss. Treatment with active constitutive misexpressed CnA subunit lacking regulatory
sites (calmodulin-binding site and autoinhibitory portion) induces sleep (Tomita et al., 2011). In the same study, CnA knockdown
with iRNA led to olfactory memory impairment in flies tested 2 h after training (Tomita et al., 2011). CaN is the single phosphatase
that is sensitive to Ca2þ/calmodulin levels, and among other functions it regulates ions channels, e.g., dephosphorylates NMDARs,
dephosphorylates phospho-CREB (Tomita et al., 2011), and increases the activity of PP1 (Yakel, 1997; Mulkey et al., 1994). The
cytosolic levels of CaN are increased after 72 h of REM sleep deprivation in the hippocampus, following spatial memory impair-
ment (Wang et al., 2009).

The protein phosphatases, PP1 and PP2a, also have an important role in LTD (Norman et al., 2000; Thiels et al., 2000;
Lambrecht et al., 2013). In a recent study, Calais et al. combined electrophysiological recordings and real-time PCR to assess the
expression of plasticity-related genes during waking, SWS, and REM sleep recorded from animals previously exposed to novelty
during the waking period. The mRNA levels of protein phosphatases, Ppp2ca and Ppp2r2d, were upregulated in an experience-
dependent manner during REM sleep (Fig. 2D; Calais et al., 2015). These genes code for protein phosphatase PP2a subunits, which
are involved in LTD (Norman et al., 2000; Thiels et al., 2000).

4.28.5 Early and Late Genes

While the calcium-dependent balance of kinase and phosphatase activation governs short-term memory, the long-term storage of
memory traces depends critically on a further step of metabolic regulation, able to reach the nucleus and change gene expression
programs (Richter and Klann, 2009; Alberini, 2009; Bailey et al., 1996; Bliss and Collingridge, 1993). That sleep harbors major
changes in gene expression has been recognized early on, with the discovery that memory formation is blocked by RNA synthesis
inhibitors (Hernandez and Abel, 2008; Barondes and Jarvik, 1964; Cohen et al., 1966), and that newly synthesized RNA accumu-
lates in the brain during SWS (Giuditta et al., 1980).

The link between kinase/phosphatase events and genomic regulatory events is provided by the rapid transcriptional induction of
immediate-early genes (IEGs) that do not require de novo protein synthesis (Bahrami et al., 2016). IEGs encompass transcripts that
may be translated from preexisting mRNAs (Hermey et al., 2013). IEGs mostly comprise transcription factors that regulate late-
response genes, which are expressed during the late maintenance phase of LTP, and require de novo mRNA transcription and
protein synthesis (Saha and Dudek, 2013).

NMDAR-dependent LTP induction promotes the expression of IEGs such as Arc/Arg3.1 and Zif 268 (the same as Egr-1, NGFI-A,
Krox-24, and ZENK), which play important roles in synaptic plasticity and memory consolidation (Plath et al., 2006; Lanahan and
Worley, 1998; Davis et al., 2003; Xia et al., 1996). Furthermore, late-response genes are upregulated 6 h after the induction of
NMDAR-mediated LTP (Hong et al., 2004). They include genes involved in intracellular signaling, vesicle function, cell–cell adhe-
sion, cytoskeletal modulation, regulation of transcription, DNA synthesis, protein synthesis as well as RNA splicing, and stabiliza-
tion (Hong et al., 2004).

Zif 268 is crucially involved in memory consolidation. Knockout mice for Zif 268 show learning and LTP on the training day but
fail to show either upon testing 24 h later (Jones et al., 2001; Bozon et al., 2003). Zif 268 synthesis depends directly on binding of
transcription factors, CREB and Elk-1, at promoter regions CRE and serum response element, respectively (Changelian et al., 1989;
Tsai-Morris et al., 1988). Therefore, Zif 268 is an indirect target for many parallel plasticity-activated cascades (Wu et al., 2001;
Chaudhuri and Avi, 1997). Zif 268 codes for a zinc finger protein family that binds to CG-rich portions of DNA and acts as a tran-
scription factor for other effector genes, e.g., synapsins, essential for neurotransmission (Thiel et al., 1994). During SWS, Zif 268
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mRNA and protein levels are markedly downregulated (Pompeiano et al., 1994; Ribeiro et al., 1999). However, during REM sleep,
Zif 268 mRNA levels are significantly upregulated in the hippocampus, cerebral cortex, and amygdala of rats previously exposed to
novel sensorimotor experience (Ribeiro et al., 1999, 2007; Calais et al., 2015) or hippocampal LTP induced by high-frequency elec-
trical stimulation of the perforant path (Ribeiro et al., 2002). Importantly, cortical Zif 268 upregulation did not occur during REM
sleep when concurrent hippocampal activity was pharmacologically blocked (Ribeiro et al., 2002). Altogether, the results indicate
that Zif 268 expression spreads in a graded manner from the hippocampus to the cerebral cortex and amygdala as REM sleep recurs.
The results also suggest that cortical Zif 268 expression is controlled by the hippocampus during REM sleep.

Arc is considered an effector IEG, with a direct remodeling role at the synapse through interactions with actin and CaMKII that
altogether regulate AMPAR trafficking (Lanahan and Worley, 1998; Bloomer et al., 2007; Shepherd et al., 2006; Rial Verde et al.,
2006; Chowdhury et al., 2006; Tzingounis and Nicoll, 2006; Mokin et al., 2006; Ramírez-Amaya et al., 2005). Arc is transcription-
ally regulated by CREB, among other factors (Kawashima et al., 2009; Pintchovski et al., 2009). Arc mRNA is transported to the
activated dendrites and translated locally upon calcium influx (Lyford et al., 1995; Steward et al., 1998). The disruption of Arc
protein expression by intrahippocampal injections of Arc antisense oligodeoxynucleotides abolishes the long-term maintenance
of spatial memory and LTP (Guzowski et al., 2000).

There is evidence that Arc expression is sleep and experience dependent. Rats trained in the two-way active avoidance task
display upregulated levels of Arc, phosphorylated CREB, and brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) during posttraining
REM sleep in several regions of the brain, such as the dorsal hippocampus, amygdala, and frontal and occipital cortices. Of
note, these increases correlate with an enhanced density of the pontine waves that appear during REM sleep (Ulloor et al.,
2005). Also, sham p-wave generator (PWG)–lesioned rats trained in the same paradigm showed increased levels of Egr-1,
besides abovementioned genes. Rats with PWG lesion showed significantly decreased levels of phosphorylated cAMP response
element binding (Fig. 2B), Arc, BDNF, and Egr-1 compared to nontrained control and sham-lesioned trained group (Datta
et al., 2008). In agreement with this finding, rats exposed to novel objects show marked cortical upregulation of Arc mRNA
after 4 h of freely traversing the sleep–wake cycle, but not when selectively deprived of REM sleep (Fig. 2E; Ribeiro et al.,
2007). The positive correlation between Arc mRNA levels in the hippocampus and the density of spindles in the cerebral cortex
offers mechanistic insight into the coupling between electrical reverberation and the upregulation of molecular markers of plas-
ticity (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

The IEG c-fos, which reflects general neuronal activity (Herrera and Robertson, 1996; Kovács, 1998), is upregulated during spon-
taneous waking and sleep deprivation (Pompeiano et al., 1994). The c-fos gene encodes a transcription factor of the Fos protein
family, which together with protein c-jun forms a heterodimer complex named activator protein 1 (AP-1). This complex binds
to the AP-1 sequence at promoter and enhancer regions of multiple target genes (Hai and Curran, 1991; Zhang et al., 2002). c-
fos acts very broadly, from extracellular matrix modification during inflammation to nerve growth factor, tyrosine hydroxylase,
and choline acetyl transferase gene expression regulation (Cirelli and Tononi, 2000). Rats subjected to 72 h of sleep deprivation
show subsequent REM sleep hypersomnia, i.e., an increase in the amount of REM sleep following the deprivation. During such
REM sleep rebound, mRNA and protein levels of Zif 268 (Fig. 2F), c-fos, Arc, and BDNF are significantly increased in the CA1
and CA3 hippocampal regions (Ravassard et al., 2015). These results were corroborated by a follow-up study in which REM sleep
hypersomnia led to a marked increase in the number of neurons labeled for BDNF, Fos, and Arc mRNA (Fig. 2G) in the hippo-
campal dentate gyrus, the claustrum, the cortical amygdaloid nucleus, and the medial entorhinal and retrosplenial cortices. Retro-
grade labeling combined with Fos staining and neurochemical lesions indicated that the supramammillary nucleus and the
claustrum provide the ascending projections responsible for corticohippocampal activation during REM sleep (Renouard et al.,
2015). Another study employed only 1 h of sleep deprivation between novel object exploration and sleep. Within this experimental
design, the hippocampal mRNA levels of Arc, Fos, and Zif 268 (Egr-1) were upregulated in an experience-dependent manner during
REM sleep, i.e., upregulation was observed in rats previously exposed to novel objects but not in unexposed rats. However, BDNF
mRNA levels in exposed animals did not differ from unexposed controls (Calais et al., 2015). This likely reflects the major differ-
ences in sleep deprivation duration among these studies (72 h vs. 1 h).

BDNF is an important neurotrophin (Binder and Scharfman, 2004) widely expressed in the peripheral and central nervous
system as well as vital organs (Lommatzsch et al., 1999; Conner et al., 1997). In the brain it is mainly found in the basal forebrain,
hippocampus, and cortex (Yamada and Nabeshima, 2003; Radiske et al., 2015; Bekinschtein et al., 2014). Among other functions,
BDNF plays a role in LTP (Kang and Schuman, 1995; Korte et al., 1995, 1996; Patterson et al., 1996; Kang et al., 1997; Xu et al.,
2003) and has been implicated in activity-dependent synaptic plasticity, memory, and learning (Yamada and Nabeshima, 2003;
Radiske et al., 2015; Slipczuk et al., 2009; Bekinschtein et al., 2008a,b, 2007; Datta et al., 2009). BDNF expression is also regulated
by CREB and has its expression increased in an activity-dependent manner as an effector IEG (Zheng and Wang, 2009; Shieh et al.,
1998). Upon neuronal activity, BDNF protein is released and acts on TrKB receptors at postsynaptic terminals, stimulating biochem-
ical cascades that upregulate its expression (Ohira and Hayashi, 2009; Kohara et al., 2001; Aloyz et al., 1999; Zheng and Wang,
2009). A relevant feature is that BDNF modulates NMDAR activity through the PKC (protein kinase C) and MAPK/ERK phosphor-
ylation pathways (Slack et al., 2004). It also promotes GluR1 and GluR2 phosphorylation through interactions with TrKB receptors,
PKC, and CaMKII (Caldeira et al., 2007), and stimulates axonal growth and dendritic branching by actin remodeling (Yoshii and
Constantine-Paton, 2007; Penzes et al., 2001; Alsina et al., 2001). BDNF is upregulated in the hippocampus after contextual
learning (Hall et al., 2000), and animals display spatial memory deficits whenever BDNF is somehow disturbed (Hall et al.,
2000; Alonso et al., 2002) or absent (Linnarsson et al., 1997), or when its receptor TrKB is not functional (Linnarsson et al.,
1997; Minichiello et al., 1999; Saarelainen et al., 2000a,b; Binder and Scharfman, 2004).
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BDNF has been linked to sleep regulation (Grønli et al., 2014). Rats injected with BDNF unilaterally in the cerebral cortex
showed increased slow-wave activity during SWS without affecting REM sleep (Faraguna et al., 2008). In humans, a Val66Met poly-
morphism in the BDNF gene leads to deficits in activity-dependent dendritic trafficking and in the mature secretion of protein
BDNF. In addition, it has been shown that these subjects present less basal slow-wave activity following a long period of sleep depri-
vation (Bachmann et al., 2012) and deficits in verbal working memory (Egan et al., 2003; Ninan, 2014). More recently, it was shown
that subjects with the Val66Met polymorphism present no relation between sleep quality and subsequent learning capacity, in
hippocampal-dependent tasks, while Val66Val subjects present a positive association of sleep quality and performance (Gosselin
et al., 2016).

A study of the impact of short-term REM sleep deprivation on neurotrophin levels found that BDNF and NGF (nerve growth
factor) are differentially affected across brain regions after 6 h of REM sleep deprivation. NGF levels did not change in the cere-
bellum and brainstem but showed a decrease in the hippocampus. BDNF levels showed the opposite profile, remaining unchanged
in the hippocampus but decreasing in the cerebellum and brainstem (Sei et al., 2000).

The mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) is another important regulator of synaptic plasticity. BDNF activates mTOR and
mediates memory consolidation through GluR1 expression regulation (Slipczuk et al., 2009). The mTOR pathway initiates tran-
scription required for sleep-dependent in vivo synaptic plasticity, such as the maturation of ocular dominance in cats (Seibt
et al., 2012; Seibt and Frank, 2012). Inhibition of mTOR impairs sleep consolidation with no effect on waking synaptic plasticity.
Overall, the available data indicate a role of mTOR in the transcriptional and translational regulation of sleep-dependent synaptic
plasticity (Seibt et al., 2012; Seibt and Frank, 2012). The impact of sleep deprivation has been broadly investigated by genome-wide
analysis, which has identified more than 500 genes whose expression is altered in the mouse hippocampus following sleep depri-
vation (Vecsey et al., 2012). Importantly, the analyses revealed a downregulation of translation, likely linked to impaired mTOR
activity. Furthermore, CREB and mTOR were downregulated after 5 h of sleep deprivation, strengthening the notion that the detri-
mental effect of sleep deprivation on memory consolidation is mediated by decrease in mTOR levels (Fig. 2H; Vecsey et al., 2012).

The levels of IEG Homer1, which plays an important role in dendritic remodeling and synaptic protein interactions (Hayashi
et al., 2010), are upregulated by sleep deprivation in many brain areas (Terao et al., 2006; Conti et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2010;
Mackiewicz et al., 2007). Homer1 interacts with a range of other proteins, including the group 1 and 5 metabotropic glutamate
receptor (Xiao et al., 1998; Tronson et al., 2010; Ango et al., 2000). Homer1a is a short isoform that is activity dependent, while
Homer1b and Homer1c are long forms that are constitutively expressed (Shiraishi-Yamaguchi and Furuichi, 2007). Homer1c
has been implicated in synaptic plasticity and plays a role in LTP synapse stabilization (Meyer et al., 2014). Homer1a acts as a domi-
nant negative, blocking the binding of Homer1b andHomer1c to its ligands. Homer1a impairs dendritic morphogenesis (Sala et al.,
2003), and its brain upregulation during sleep deprivation is a likely mechanism for the deficits in memory consolidation caused by
sleep deprivation.

An investigation of LTP and late plasticity-related gene expression used gene microarray hybridization to identify 28 upregulated
genes, of which 13 showed increase after REM sleep irrespective of previous LTP, 4 genes were upregulated by LTP regardless of
sleep, and 11 genes were selectively upregulated due to both LTP and REM sleep, including the albumin D-site–binding protein,
transcription factor that modulates neuronal excitability and ERK expression in the hippocampus (Schmitt, 2005). Overall, the
results indicate that LTP causes complex modifications in gene expression related to dendritic remodeling (Romcy-Pereira et al.,
2009). Yet, it is important to bear in mind that, at the gene expression level, the ensuing effects at different timescales become
much more complex and may not necessarily be interpretable as clear-cut correlates of LTP or LTD (Davis et al., 2003; Knapska
and Kaczmarek, 2004; Korb et al., 2013; Okuno et al., 2012).

4.28.6 Translational and Posttranslational Regulation

The highly dynamic process of memory formation includes the regulation of protein translation related to the development, matu-
ration, and maintenance of synapses (Hernandez and Abel, 2011; Benito and Barco, 2010; Sutton et al., 2006). The control of
mRNA translation within postsynaptic compartments allows for spatial and temporal regulation of protein synthesis in response
to various conditions. Early studies showed that the inhibition of protein synthesis disrupts long-term memory formation in
mice (Flexner et al., 1963) and goldfish (Agranoff and Klinger, 1964). The importance of translational control for neuronal plasticity
is revealed by experiments showing that hippocampal extracellular application of BDNF induces local protein synthesis in axonal as
well as dendritic compartments (Kang et al., 1996).

The first evidence that synaptic activity can induce protein synthesis at dendrites came from the observation that ribosomes
concentrate at the base of dendritic spines (Steward and Levy, 1982; Jiang et al., 2002; Byrne et al., 2014). Eventually, it became
clear that most of the molecules that comprise the translational machinery, including ribosomal proteins, mRNA, tRNA, and trans-
lation factors are present in axons and dendrites, allowing neurons to adapt their response quickly to environmental stimulation by
changing their proteomic profile locally, through bursts of synaptic protein synthesis (Martin, 2004; Eberwine et al., 2001; Wu et al.,
2016). This is the case of Arc, for instance (Steward et al., 1998; Waung et al., 2008).

The translation of mRNA proceeds in three main steps, whichmark (1) the recruitment of mRNA to the ribosome, (2) elongation
of the nascent polypeptide chain, and (3) termination. Initiation in eukaryotes is the rate-limiting step of translation, and under
most circumstances this is the most tightly regulated phase of translation, targeted by several mechanisms able to stimulate or
abolish mRNA translation (Mathews et al., 2007). Translation initiation is a process catalyzed by at least 12 elongation factors
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(eIFs), which ensure that the methionyl-initiator tRNA is brought in the P-site of the ribosome to the initiator AUG of an mRNA. It
comprises several stages to reach the formation of 48S ternary ribosomal preinitiation complex, with established codon–anticodon
base pairing in the P-site of the 40S ribosomal subunits, and the joining of 48S complexes with 60S subunits (Jackson et al., 2010).
After the formation of the translational initiation complex, the polypeptide chain is formed through elongation phase, as the ribo-
some moves along the mRNA and the peptidyl tRNA is translocated from A-site to the P-site by eukaryotic elongation factor 2
(eEF2) (Browne and Proud, 2002; Kenney et al., 2016). This mechanism is not fully understood in relation to translation of Arc
and CaMKII, but it is known that the levels of these molecules are upregulated under conditions of eEF2 phosphorylation (Scheetz
et al., 2000; Chotiner et al., 2003; Soulé et al., 2006; Park et al., 2008), affecting learning, memory, and plasticity (Park et al., 2008;
Im et al., 2009; Gildish et al., 2012; Laeger et al., 2014).

In rats, SWS is correlated with increased protein synthesis (Cajigas et al., 2012; Ramm et al., 1990; Nakanishi et al., 1997).
In vitro experiments show the importance of protein synthesis for the stabilization of LTP and LTD (Klann and Dever, 2004),
such as in the sleep-dependent maturation of ocular dominance columns in the primary visual cortex (Aton et al., 2009). In
sleep-deprived mice, total and phosphorylated mTOR levels are decreased in the hippocampus, indicating that mTOR-
dependent protein synthesis may partially mediate sleep-dependent memory consolidation (Fig. 2H; Vecsey et al., 2012).

In the order of minutes, protein expression in the brain can be changed by the spontaneous alternation of sleep–wake states
(Vazquez et al., 2008). Sleep is associated with the upregulation of genes encoding translation initiation factors (eIF4b; eIF5;
eIF3 subunits 3, 8, and 12) and eEF2 (Cirelli et al., 2004; Mackiewicz et al. 2007, 2008). In this sense, at least two broad cate-
gories of regulation of initiation are recognized: those that impact eIFs (or ribosomes) and therefore affect virtually all
scanning-dependent initiation events; and those that impact on the mRNA itself, either through sequence-specific RNA-
binding proteins or through microRNAs (miRNAs), and are therefore potentially selective for certain mRNAs (Hershey
et al., 2012).

There is mounting evidence that miRNA can impair mRNA stability and promote mRNA translational inhibition and degrada-
tion (Huntzinger and Izaurralde, 2011). A subset of all miRNAs are specifically expressed within the central nervous system (Davis
et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2003), and there is evidence of a widespread involvement of these molecules in neurogenesis, dendritic spine
morphogenesis, synaptic plasticity, and sleep regulation (Schratt et al., 2006; Gao et al., 2010; Fiore et al., 2009; Siegel et al., 2011;
Khudayberdiev et al., 2009).

miRNAs are evolutionarily conserved small regulatory noncoding RNAs with approximate 21–23 nucleotides that contribute to
fine-tuning regulation of gene expression by mRNA destabilization and/or translational repression. The basic mechanism of action
is through the link of this molecule by base pairing to complementary sequences in the 30-untranslated region, called seed region, of
target mRNAs, causing a physical interference on translation that inhibits protein expression (Bartel, 2004; Filipowicz et al., 2008;
Huntzinger and Izaurralde, 2011). Up to now, there are three extensively studied miRNAs (miR-132, miR-134, and miR-138)
related with the complex regulatory roles of local protein synthesis involved in synaptic plasticity (Bicker et al., 2014; Aksoy-
Aksel et al., 2014; Ye et al., 2016). The first dendritic miRNA identified as a promoter of reduction in dendritic spine size of hippo-
campal neurons was miR-134, which has a potential role in NMDAR-dependent LTD and homeostatic synaptic plasticity (Schratt
et al., 2006; van Spronsen et al., 2013). Additionally, miR-132 has been implicated in neuronal morphogenesis and sleep regulatory
mechanisms (Edbauer et al., 2010; Magill et al., 2010; Lambert et al., 2010; Hansen et al., 2012; Davis et al., 2011). The biogenesis
of this molecule, specifically the expression of pri-miR-132, is affected by the activation of NMDAR, CaMK, and MAPK–ERK path-
ways (Wibrand et al., 2010).

Posttranslational modifications and protein trafficking are key in the regulation of LTP (Rosenblum et al., 2002). They depend
on enzymatic modifications of the structure of proteins chains, also encompassing proteolytic processing and folding processes
necessary for a protein to mature functionally. Examples of posttranslational modifications are the addition of phosphate (phos-
phorylation), acetate (acetylation), and methyl (methylation) groups, as well as the conjugation of ubiquitin-like protein NEDD8
(neddylation), and the small ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) proteins covalently attached to specific lysine residues of target
proteins (SUMOylation) (Levenson and Sweatt, 2006). In this chapter, phosphorylation and dephosphorylation are discussed
on section Kinases and Phosphatases and acetylation and methylation are presented on section Epigenetic Changes.

4.28.7 Epigenetic Changes

Many of the signaling pathways and molecules used by the nervous system for neurodevelopmental and neuroplasticity processes
are modulated by the molecular mechanism defined as epigenetics (Khalaf and Gräff, 2016). The term epigenetics, which literally
means above conventional genetics, is used to describe “the study of mitotically and/or meiotically heritable changes in gene func-
tion that cannot be explained by changes in DNA sequence” (Russo et al., 1996). Thus, the general consensus is that epigenetic regu-
lation, occurring through DNA methylation, histone modification, or noncoding RNAs, can modulate both transcriptional and
translational events due to changes in chromatin states and in the accessibility of appropriate DNA regulatory sequences to tran-
scription factors (Bird, 2002).

Epigenetic changes can be stimulated by chemical factors, arise by influence of the environment, and occur in waves that may
reflect the establishment of transient and persistent memory trace (Waddington, 1940; Issa, 2000; Jähner et al., 1982; Zovkic et al.,
2013). Epigenetic events have been shown to be actively and transiently regulated by learning in postmitotic neurons of adult
rodents, honeybees, sea slugs, and fruit flies (Levenson and Sweatt, 2005; Chwang, 2006; Roth et al., 2015; Lubin et al., 2008; Miller
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et al., 2008, 2010; Gupta et al., 2010; Lockett et al., 2010; Kramer et al., 2011; Maddox and Schafe, 2011; Monsey et al., 2011;
Biergans et al., 2012).

Despite the progress made in the characterization of epigenetic changes across the sleep–wake cycle, a direct association with
sleep-dependent learning remains tenuous. Indirect evidence of epigenetic regulation during sleep came from studies of acute sleep
deprivation, showing increased expression of DNAmethyltransferases and members of the methionine transferase complex, as well
as regulation by DNA methylation of genes whose expression is related to the sleep–wake cycle through CLOCK/BMAL1 (Massart
et al., 2014; Ventskovska et al., 2014; Doi et al., 2006).

In the rats, epigenetic regulation of chromatin in the hippocampus underlies the cognitive deficits induced by sleep deprivation,
with a decline in H3 and H4 acetylation levels that contributes to a reduction in BDNF expression and impairs its signaling path-
ways (Duan et al., 2016). In humans, sleep deprivation induces significant changes in the genome-wide methylation profile, mainly
involving Notch and Wnt signaling (Nilsson et al., 2016).

4.28.8 Synaptic Remodeling

Long-lasting learning is ultimately supported by synaptic remodeling, which comprises the establishment of new synapses, the loss
of preexisting synapses, and the strengthening or weakening of previously formed synapses (Straub and Sabatini, 2014; Caroni et al.,
2014; Van Harreveld and Fifkova, 1975; Hofer et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2009; Muñoz-Cuevas et al., 2013; Moczulska
et al., 2013; Lai et al., 2012). LTP is linked to synaptic strengthening and the formation of new synapses, whereas LTD reflects
synaptic weakening or the loss of preexisting synapses (De Roo et al., 2008; Holtmaat and Svoboda, 2009; Nägerl et al., 2004;
Wiegert and Oertner, 2013; Kandel, 2001; Malenka and Bear, 2004).

The first direct demonstration that sleep facilitates synaptic remodeling came from motor learning research in mice. Animals
subjected to a taxing change in a habitual motor task showed sleep-dependent induction of branch-specific dendritic spines
(Yang et al., 2014). REM sleep deprivation did not affect the results significantly, leading the authors to conclude that NREM sleep
is solely responsible for the effect. However, REM sleep deprivation was only partial, with 6.9 � 1.1 min versus 32.1 � 4.0 min of
REM sleep in the deprived and control groups, respectively, for a total of 7 h of recordings. This pioneering study opens the way for
further studies of how sleep affects the late maturation of memories, encoded no longer as active electrical or metabolic traces, but as
latent patterns of synaptic connectivity.

4.28.9 Neurogenesis and Apoptosis

In the world of neuronally encoded memories, neurogenesis and apoptosis in the adult are the ultimate learning steps, the
most extreme changes that a memory can endure. The generation of new functional neurons from precursors cells creates
a population of naïve cells ready for new learning (Mueller et al., 2013; Christian et al., 2014; Ming et al., 2011), while pro-
grammed cell death permanently removes some neurons from the pool of cells able to encode memories (Ming et al., 2011;
Yuan et al., 2000; Chambers et al., 2004; Lledo et al., 2006). This neuronal turnover represents a special form of plasticity,
normally associated with stress responses and the pathophysiology of psychiatric disorders, but also with cognition (Okouchi
et al., 2007).

Neurogenesis comprises cell proliferation, differentiation, maturation, migration, survival, as well as the functional integration
of adult-born neurons into the existing brain circuits (Abrous, 2005; Ming et al., 2011). Originally thought to be confined to
a discrete developmental period of embryonic development, postnatal neurogenesis was first observed in rats (Altman and Das,
1965) but became widely recognized when discovered in songbirds (Nottebohm, 1989). Adult neurogenesis has been demon-
strated in all mammalian species assessed so far, including humans (Lledo et al., 2006; Ming and Song, 2005; Gage, 2000). At least
two brain regions are responsible for spatially restricted active postnatal and adult neurogenesis. In the subgranular zone (SGZ) of
the dentate gyrus, new granule cells are generated throughout life from a population of continuously dividing progenitor cells and
tend to migrate into the granule cell layer (Hastings and Gould, 1999). In the subventricular zone of the lateral ventricles, newly
generated neurons migrate through the rostral migratory stream to the olfactory bulb to form granule and periglomerular neurons
(Gage, 2000; Eriksson et al., 1998; Kornack and Rakic, 2001).

So far, investigation of the relationship between neurogenesis and sleep has mostly focused on the hippocampus, which is highly
sensitive to sleep deprivation (Kreutzmann et al., 2015; Abel et al., 2013; Meerlo et al., 2009). Sleep deprivation abolishes learning-
induced neurogenesis (Hairston et al., 2005). Newly generated neurons contribute to hippocampal function and as such are
thought to play a role in learning and memory formation (Doetsch et al., 2005; Toni et al., 2008; Gould et al., 1999; Hairston
et al., 2005; Leuner et al., 2006; Deng et al., 2010).

The link of apoptosis with sleep and memory is incipient but growing (Shors et al., 2001; Mueller et al., 2013). REM sleep depri-
vation affects neuronal cytomorphology and structural proteins that lead to neuronal apoptosis through a noradrenaline-related
mechanism (Somarajan et al., 2016; Majumdar and Mallick, 2005; Biswas et al., 2006; Ranjan et al., 2010). More recently, a persis-
tent apoptosis rate in the SGZ of mice was associated with 72 h REM sleep deprivation (Soto-Rodriguez et al., 2016).
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4.28.10 Sleep Promotes the Corticalization of Synaptic Changes

One important feature of electrical reverberation during sleep is the fact that its persistence differs substantially across brain regions.
While sleep-dependent changes in hippocampal firing rates fade within less than 30 min (Ribeiro et al., 2007; Wilson and
McNaughton, 1994), firing rate changes in the cerebral cortex can persist for several hours during both SWS and REM sleep that
follow the exploration of novel objects (Ribeiro et al., 2007). An assessment of firing rate dynamics within and across brain regions
using Pearson correlations calculated between the period of object exploration and subsequent postexploration periods revealed
significant correlations only for REM sleep (Ribeiro et al., 2007). Within-region correlations showed opposite dynamics for hippo-
campus and cerebral cortex. Hippocampal rate changes during object exploration predicted ensuing hippocampal rates only within
the first postexploration hour (R2 ¼ 0.75). In contrast, cortical correlations increased substantially from the first to the third post-
exploration hour, indicating that cortical rate modulation during object exploration is highly predictive in the long term, but not in
the short term (R2 ¼ 0.92). The most interesting results came from rate correlations calculated between hippocampus and cerebral
cortex. Cortical changes during exploration were quite correlated with hippocampal rates in the first (R2 ¼ 0.78) and second
(R2 ¼ 0.67) postexploration hours, but not in the third hour. On the other hand, hippocampal changes during object exploration
failed to predict cortical changes in the first and second postexploration hours, but were quite predictive (R2 ¼ 0.78) of cortical firing
rates during REM sleep that occurred within the third postexploration hour (Ribeiro et al., 2007).

The electrophysiological evidence of memory corticalization during REM sleep is in agreement with the evidence that IEG upre-
gulation decreases in the hippocampus and increases in the cerebral cortex over time, during post-LTP (Ribeiro et al., 2002) or post-
exploration (Ribeiro et al., 2007) REM sleep. The interval between waking stimulation and sleep seems to play a key role in the
neuroanatomical pattern of activation: at 1 h with a single REM sleep episode, the IEG upregulation is restricted to the hippocampus
(Calais et al., 2015); at 2 h with a single REM sleep episode, IEG upregulation occurs both in the hippocampus and cerebral cortex
(Ribeiro et al., 1999); while at 4 h with an average of 28 episodes of REM sleep, significant IEG upregulation is exclusively cortical
(Fig. 2E; Ribeiro et al., 2007). Altogether, these findings support the notion that cortical circuits are progressively engaged as sleep
cycles recur, to the detriment of hippocampal circuits, which show gradual disengagement. The results are also compatible with
recent evidence that REM sleep promotes calcium-dependent cortical plasticity in the developing brain of cats (Dumoulin Bridi
et al., 2015).

4.28.11 Plasticity During Sleep Is Experience Dependent

The available evidence indicates that memories might have quite distinct fates due to sleep, depending on whether a sleep episode
was or not preceded by the learning of new percepts, associations, or skills. In the absence of previous learningdeither as novel
experience due to spontaneous exploration of the environment or as incremental training in a laboratory taskdsleep will be
concomitant with a generalized downregulation of LTP-related mechanisms, including kinase dephosphorylation, phosphatase
activation, IEG transcriptional arrest, decreased efficacy of electrical transmission, and synaptic downscaling at the morphological
level (Tononi and Cirelli, 2003, 2014). Such generalized depotentiation should lead to the erasure of all but the strongest synaptic
connections, generating a non-Hebbian increase in signal-to-noise ratios of memory encoding due to synaptic downselection (Nere
et al., 2013; Hashmi et al., 2013).

Sleep will have very different consequences when preceded by learning. Electrophysiological reactivation will reverberate rele-
vant patterns of neuronal coactivation during SWS, and REM sleep will trigger the entire cascade of activity-dependent factors
that encompasses calcium influx, kinase phosphorylation, and the transcriptional upregulation of early and late genes (Ribeiro,
2012). This process will lead to Hebbian plasticity in the activated pathways, while nonactivated pathways should display the
same effects observed in whole brain when animals are unexposed to novel experience, i.e., synaptic downscaling. Combined, these
mechanisms should generate a milieu of homeostatic downscaling that may serve as a non-Hebbian background for the embossing
of memory traces by Hebbian, LTP-related processing during sleep.

4.28.12 Perspectives

The sleep and memory field will soon celebrate one century (Jenkins and Dallenbach, 1924), and its maturation brought together
a wide span of mechanisms related to synaptic plasticity (Fig. 3). Yet, many of its central questions remain open. Is there a true
specialization of sleep states according to memory type, i.e., SWS for declarative memories and REM sleep for procedural/emotional
memories? At present the evidence is mixed (Plihal and Born, 1997; Stickgold et al., 2000; Griessenberger et al., 2012; Walker et al.,
2002, 2003; Rasch et al., 2007; Stickgold, 2013; Schabus et al., 2004; Hoedlmoser et al., 2014; Payne et al., 2012; Bennion et al.,
2015). Are the experience-dependent changes observed during sleep more robust when training is more taxing or more emotionally
intense? This is suggested by the fact that theta rhythm attenuation during REM sleep completely erases novel object place recog-
nition (mild memory) but only partially impairs contextual fear conditioning (strong memory) (Boyce et al., 2016). Another
important topic is the sleep-related facilitation of psychological insight (Wagner et al., 2004). Is LTP during sleep conducive to
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Figure 3 Synaptic plasticity and memory consolidation: An overview of basic electrophysiological, molecular, and genetic aspects across the sleep–
wake cycle. (A) Representative traces of electrocorticogram (ECoG), local field potentials (LFPs) from hippocampus, and electromyogram (EMG)
recordings across the sleep–wake cycle. Waking state oscillations are fast with low amplitude, while slow-wave sleep is characterized by slow, large-
amplitude waves. REM sleep is marked by the occurrence of theta rhythm in the hippocampus, accompanied by muscle atonia. Memory consolida-
tion occurs across successive transitions between behavioral states, as represented in the right panel, following the physiological order WK to SWS,
SWS to REM, and REM to WK. (B and C) Mounting evidence indicates that the different sleep states play different, complementary roles in memory
consolidation. Memories are processed in several levels: circuits that were recruited for encoding during waking are selectively reactivated during
SWS (reverberation) and subsequently lead to plasticity-related molecular changes during REM sleep. Ultimately, successive sleep–wake cycles
would lead to network restructuring, allowing for long-term memory consolidation. Colors on schematic drawing represent as follows: red, calcium-
dependent pretranscriptional processes and modulation of recently acquired synaptic changes; green, plasticity-related transcriptional regulation. (D)
Molecular events regarding sleep-dependent memory consolidation are listed for each state. The mechanisms are illustrated on schematic representa-
tions of neurons. During encoding, waking experience (LTP-like event) is represented by presynaptic stimulation of glutamatergic synapses, following
rapid calcium influx in the postsynaptic terminal via NMDA receptors, which promote activation of multiple kinases and signaling cascades (e.g.,
PKA, CaMKII, ERK) that can modulate the transcription factor cAMP response element–binding protein (CREB), thus triggering immediate-early gene
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generalized synaptic potentiation, or rather to a selective up- and downscaling able to implement not only memory strengthening
but also memory restructuring (Blanco et al., 2015)?

For every level of plasticity mechanism reviewed earlier, are the observed effects truly specific of any given sleep state? Electrical
reverberation peaks during SWS, but molecular mechanisms of plasticity are mostly related to REM sleep. What sort of mechanistic
synergy exists between SWS and REM sleep? Attempts to answer these questions face the difficulty of truly eliminating REM sleep
without overstressing the experimental subjects. For instance, the first demonstration of experience-dependent synaptic remodeling
during sleep attributed all the effects to NREM sleep because mice deprived of REM sleep continued to show synaptic remodeling
(Yang et al., 2014). However, the deprived group still displayed a substantial amount of REM sleep (�21% of the amount observed
in nondeprived animals). This is particularly meaningful in light of the discovery that a few seconds of REM sleep, either sponta-
neous (Ribeiro et al., 2007) or pharmacologically induced (Soulé et al., 2012), are sufficient to upregulate IEG levels.

Several facts support the notion that the transition from SWS to REM sleep is an all-or-none trigger for the upregulation of IEG
levels: (1) lack of correlation between IEG levels and total REM sleep duration, (2) positive correlation between IEG upregulation
and cortical spindles at the transition SWS/REM, (3) cortical spindles facilitate cortical LTP (Rosanova and Ulrich, 2005), (4) very
short (seconds-long) REM sleep episodes in reptiles (Shein-Idelson et al., 2016) and birds (Low et al., 2008), (5) low correlation
between learning and total time spent in REM sleep (Gais and Born, 2004; Plihal and Born, 1999; Siegel, 1995, 2001), etc. Research
in this direction must clarify the role of different potential mechanisms for sleep-dependent IEG upregulation, such as neurotrans-
mitter profile (acetylcholine, dopamine, or noradrenaline) (Novitskaya et al., 2016), theta rhythm (Boyce et al., 2016), and specific
patterns of theta-gamma phase-amplitude comodulation (Bikbaev and Manahan-Vaughan, 2007, 2008, 2016).

Another standing question regards the mechanisms underlying the hippocampocortical dynamics of sleep-dependent memory
processing (Ribeiro et al., 2002, 2007; Dumoulin Bridi et al., 2015). Are these dynamics dependent on specific molecular factors,
such as Zif 268, which has been hypothesized to promote an anterograde propagation of synaptic changes at every sleep–wake cycle
(Ribeiro and Nicolelis, 2004)? The coordination of memory consolidation across distant brain regions also demands further
research, particularly in face of the evidence that the LC (Eschenko and Sara, 2008; Sara, 2009) and the VTA (Valdés et al.,
2015), small deep nuclei with global influence on cortical and subcortical processing, show experience-dependent reactivation
during sleep.

In addition to targeted Hebbian plasticity, sleep harbors global, untargeted non-Hebbian plasticity with yet unknown causes.
The discovery that the glymphatic clearance of toxic metabolites such as b-amyloid oligomers is promoted by sleep itself (Xie
et al., 2013) or by sleep posture (Lee et al., 2015) raises the intriguing possibility that such clearance causes non-Hebbian plasticity
during sleep.

Finally, there must be an articulation of the multiple causal levels related to sleep and dreaming, spanning the molecular,
cellular, systems, and psychological levels. Dreaming with a taskdbut not thinking about it during wakingdenhances subsequent
performance (Stumbrys et al., 2016; Wamsley et al., 2010a,b), possibly due to the coordination of sensorimotor memory reverber-
ation with reward and attention systems reactivation (Valdés et al., 2015; Eschenko and Sara, 2008; Sara, 2009). In this regard, it
should be noted that neurological patients with VTA-related lesions maintain REM sleep but lack dreaming (Solms, 2000). Dreams
may therefore reflect more than the mere reactivation of memories, for they simulate purposeful goal seeking behaviors, acts that
have consequences in the real world and may allow the reinforcement of adaptive behaviors and the negative selection of malad-
aptive behaviors (Revonsuo and Antti, 2000; Cheyne, 2000; Ribeiro and Nicolelis, 2007).

See also: 2.31 The Cognitive Psychology of Sleep and Memory. 4.03 Long-Term Potentiation: A Candidate Cellular Mechanism for
Information Storage in the CNS. 4.06 mRNA Trafficking to Synapses and Memory Formation. 4.15 Translational Control Mechanisms
in Synaptic Plasticity and Memory. 4.16 Transcriptional Regulation of Memory Formation. 4.29 Neural Synchrony and Memory In and
Out of Sleep.

=
expression (e.g., Arc, Zif-268, Bdnf, and others). Memory formation requires transcription- and translation-dependent mechanisms to modify synaptic
connectivity, like polymerization of actin involved in the remodeling of spines. SWS harbors global synaptic downscaling and restorative biosynthesis.
Hippocampal sharp wave–ripples (SWRs) and thalamocortical sleep spindles have been directly implicated with memory consolidation. During REM sleep,
the transcription of plasticity-related genes (e.g., Arc, Zif-268, Bdnf, Camk4, Fos, and others) is reinduced. CREB is a target of microRNA modulation,
which interferes with hippocampus-dependent memory storage. CREB regulates gene transcription by promoting the binding of transcriptional machinery
to target genes and by making target genes more accessible to transcriptional machinery by altering chromatin structure. Chromatin remodeling is linked
to long-term changes, for instance, histone acetylation facilitates access to the Bdnf promoter. CaMKII, calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II;
cAMP, cyclic adenosine monophosphate; CREB, cAMP response element–binding protein; ERK, extracellular signal–regulated protein kinase; LTP, long-
term potentiation; NMDA, N-methyl-D-aspartate; PKA, protein kinase A; REM, rapid eye movement; SWS, slow-wave sleep. Adapted from (A) Ribeiro, S.,
et al., 2004. Long-lasting novelty-induced neuronal reverberation during slow-wave sleep in multiple forebrain areas. PLoS Biol. 2 (1), E24; (B) Grønli, J.,
et al., 2014. Sleep and protein synthesis-dependent synaptic plasticity: impacts of sleep loss and stress. Front. Behav. Neurosci. 7. http://dx.doi.org/10.
3389/fnbeh.2013.00224; (C) Bicker, S., et al., 2014. MicroRNA-132, -134, and -138: a microRNA troika rules in neuronal dendrites. Cell. Mol. Life Sci. 71
(20), 3987–4005; (D) Govindarajan, A., Kelleher, R.J., Tonegawa, S., 2006. A clustered plasticity model of long-term memory engrams. Nat. Rev.
Neurosci. 7 (7), 575–583; Duan, R., et al., 2016. Histone acetylation regulation in sleep deprivation-induced spatial memory impairment. Neurochem. Res.
41 (9), 2223–2232.
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Electrophysiological Evidence That the Retrosplenial Cortex
Displays a Strong and Specific Activation Phased with
Hippocampal Theta during Paradoxical (REM) Sleep
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It is widely accepted that cortical neurons are similarly more activated during waking and paradoxical sleep (PS; aka REM) than during
slow-wave sleep (SWS). However, we recently reported using Fos labeling that only a few limbic cortical structures including the retro-
splenial cortex (RSC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACA) contain a large number of neurons activated during PS hypersomnia. Our aim
in the present study was to record local field potentials and unit activity from these two structures across all vigilance states in freely
moving male rats to determine whether the RSC and the ACA are electrophysiologically specifically active during basal PS episodes. We
found that theta power was significantly higher during PS than during active waking (aWK) similarly in the RSC and hippocampus (HPC)
but not in ACA. Phase–amplitude coupling between HPC theta and gamma oscillations strongly and specifically increased in RSC during
PS compared with aWK. It did not occur in ACA. Further, 68% and 43% of the units recorded in the RSC and ACA were significantly more
active during PS than during aWK and SWS, respectively. In addition, neuronal discharge of RSC but not of ACA neurons increased just
after the peak of hippocampal theta wave. Our results show for the first time that RSC neurons display enhanced spiking in synchrony with
theta specifically during PS. We propose that activation of RSC neurons specifically during PS may play a role in the offline consolidation
of spatial memories, and in the generation of vivid perceptual scenery during dreaming.

Key words: anterior cingulate cortex; gamma; hippocampus; retrosplenial cortex; sleep; theta

Introduction
Paradoxical sleep (PS) is characterized by muscle atonia, rapid
eye movement (REM), and cortical and hippocampal activation

(Jouvet and Michel, 1959). Spectral analysis of electroenceph-
alogram (EEG) and local field potential (LFP) recordings have
shown that theta and gamma oscillations are preeminent in the
prefrontal, somatosensory and parietal cortices and in the hip-
pocampus (HPC) both during PS and waking (WK) but not dur-
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Significance Statement

Fifty years ago, Michel Jouvet used the term paradoxical to define REM sleep because of the simultaneous occurrence of a cortical
activation similar to waking accompanied by muscle atonia. However, we recently demonstrated using functional neuroanatomy
that only a few limbic structures including the retrosplenial cortex (RSC) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACA) are activated during
PS. In the present study, we show for the first time that the RSC and ACA contain neurons firing more during PS than in any other
state. Further, RSC neurons are firing in phase with the hippocampal theta rhythm. These data indicate that the RSC is very active
during PS and could play a key role in memory consolidation taking place during this state.
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ing slow-wave sleep (SWS; Maloney et al., 1997; Montgomery et
al., 2008; Sirota et al., 2008; Scheffzük et al., 2011). Unit record-
ings confirmed that the discharge rate of neocortical neurons is
higher both during PS and WK than during SWS (Steriade et al.,
2001; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). Further, it has been shown that
part of the neurons located in the somatosensory and prefrontal
cortices synchronize their firing with theta and gamma during
PS (Sirota et al., 2008). On the other hand, we recently showed
that the anterior cingulate cortex (ACA), retrosplenial cortex
(RSC), and medial entorhinal cortex as well as the dentate gyrus
of the HPC contain a large number of Fos-labeled neurons after
PS hypersomnia (Renouard et al., 2015). These results suggest
that these four limbic cortical structures are the only cortical
structures containing a large number of neurons specifically ac-
tivated during PS. However, a direct electrophysiological demon-
stration that neurons of these structures are highly active
specifically during basal PS episodes was still lacking. Further, the
relationship between the pattern of discharge of these neurons
with that of hippocampal and local oscillations remained to be
determined. In this context, we extracellularly recorded action
potentials and LFPs from two of these neocortical areas (RSC and
ACA) during naturally occurring sleep–wake states and corre-
lated firing activities with hippocampal theta activity.

Materials and Methods
Animals. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (3– 4 months old, 250 –300 g, n � 12,
RRID:RGD_5508397) were supplied by Javier Labs and Charles River
Laboratories and upon arrival, individually housed in controlled envi-
ronment (temperature 21 � 1°C and humidity at 75%) under a 12 h
light/dark cycle (lights on 07:00 A.M.). Standard rodent food and water
were available ad libitum throughout the experiments. Experimental
protocols were approved by the institutional animal care and use
committee of the University of Lyon 1 and the French Ministère de
l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche and were in accordance
with the French and European Community guidelines for the use of
animals in research as well as the Ethical Committee on Animal Use of
the Federal University of Rio Grande do Norte, Brazil (no. 025/2014).

Multielectrode implantation. Electrophysiological signals were ob-
tained using customized multielectrode arrays chronically implanted un-
der isoflurane anesthesia (induction: 5%; maintenance: 1.5–2%). Each
array consisted of 8 –32 tungsten microwires covered with polyamide (35
�m diameter; with �100 –350 k� impedance; California Fine Wire) and
spaced by 200 –250 �m in a rectangular-shaped arrangement. A total of
60 deep electrodes were stereotaxically placed in the dorsal HPC (AP:
3.0 – 4.4; DV: 3.8; ML: 1.1–2.6, in mm), ACA (AP: 0.5–2.0; DV: �3.1;
ML: 0.1–1.6 mm), and RSC (AP: 6.5– 8.0; DV: 2.2; ML: 1.2–2.9; angle:
13°; Paxinos and Watson, 1997). Animals were also implanted with two
stainless steel screws over the right frontal and left parietal cortices
for monitoring electrocorticographic activity (ECoG). Two additional
spherical electrodes were placed in the nuchal muscles for recording the
EMG. An additional screw was placed over the cerebellum and served as
a common reference for all electrodes. Arrays were fixed to the skull with
acrylic cement using extra screws as anchors. In some animals (6 of 12),
RSC arrays were fixed to a nanodrive (Cambridge NeuroTech), allowing
dorsoventral movements. After surgery, rats received a nonsteroidal
anti-inflammatory drug (5 mg/kg carprofen, i.p.) and antibiotics to at-
tenuate pain and reduce infection. The animals were allowed to recover
at least 7 d after surgery, with constant monitoring of the general behav-
ior and body weight to monitor their health.

Electrophysiological recordings. After the recovery period, the animals
were handled for 3 d before the beginning of the experiments to habituate
them to the recording chamber. After 7–10 d, they were briefly anesthe-
tized with isoflurane and connected to the recording system. The record-
ings began after a 1–2 h interval to allow the wash out of the anesthetics.
Power spectrum analyses were compared for all states during the first and
the last hours of recordings to verify that there was no residual effect of

the anesthetic on EEG and LFP activities. The headstage was connected to
a shielded cable attached to a motorized swivel to allow free movement of
the animal within the recording chamber. Continuous electrophysiolog-
ical recordings were made throughout the experiment. We focused the
analysis on the period between 10:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. Electrophysio-
logical recordings were performed using a multichannel acquisition
processor (MAP System, Plexon). Signals were preamplified (VLSI head-
stages, 20� gain, Plexon), filtered (LFP: 0.1–500 Hz and spike wave-
forms: 0.3– 40 kHz), amplified (20 –100�), and digitalized (LFP: 2 kHz;
multiunit activity: 40 kHz). Spike waveforms (56 points, 1.4 ms) and
their corresponding timestamps, as well as continuous LFP, were re-
corded continuously.

Data analysis. All LFP and spike data were analyzed using customized
scripts running in MATLAB (MathWorks, RRID:SCR_001622). Five
second windows of synchronous LFP, ECoG, and EMG data were used to
score vigilance states into five different states: active wake (aWK), quiet
wake (qWK), SWS, intermediate sleep (IS), and PS, according to classical
criteria (Maloney et al., 1997; Boissard et al., 2002). The aWK state was
differentiated from qWK by the presence of theta oscillation and move-
ments (i.e., large amplitude, nonstationary EMG). Ambulation and ex-
ploration of the cage were observed during aWK but not during qWK. To
remove from aWK sampling, microarousals occurring in between SWS
or in between PS and SWS episodes, we included in our analysis only
aWK episodes lasting at least 15 s. The same criterion was applied to SWS
and PS episodes to exclude transitional periods. Channels containing
putative waveforms identified online were manually processed off-line
for spike waveform separation and classification, when appropriate, us-
ing Offline Sorter v3 (Plexon, RRID:SCR_000012). Spike waveform pa-
rameters, such as trough-to-peak latency and peak asymmetry index
were used to classify narrow and wide spikes (Sirota et al., 2008). Only
units recorded in channels located within the target structure and with
stable waveforms across the entire recording session were considered for
further analysis (Fig. 4D). For each unit, we computed the mean firing
rate and the mean interspike interval (ISI) during each vigilance state for
the entire recording session. Such approach allowed the identification of
firing patterns across aWK, SWS, and PS. ANOVA and paired t test were
used to determine whether firing rates of each neuron was statistically
different between the three main states investigated (aWK, SWS, and PS).
Power spectral density for ECoG and LFP signals were calculated using
Welch’s method ( pwelch function) for each 5 s period scored previously.
For each period, normalization of the power spectrum was obtained by
dividing the absolute power of each frequency value by the total power.
Mean relative power was obtaining by averaging all 5 s periods for
each state for each animal. Grand averages were calculated for all
animals and for each state. For statistical analysis, relative power
integrated over different frequency bands (delta: 0.5– 4 Hz, theta:
4 –12 Hz, gamma: 40 –100 Hz, and fast gamma 100 –160 Hz) was calcu-
lated. Hilbert-transformation (hilbert function) of the filtered (see be-
low) frequency bands was used to extract the instantaneous phase and to
determine the preferred phase of unit activity.

Granger causality analysis. To characterize directionality and strength
of information between the hippocampus and the retrosplenial cortex
during PS and aWK, Wiener–Granger causality (WGC) statistics were
performed (Bressler and Seth, 2011). Such test calculates to which extent
one time series improves the prediction of another time series compared
with the prediction obtained using its own past values alone. Granger
causality was computed between pairs of previously selected HPC and
RSC LFP signals using the MVGC toolbox (Barnett and Seth, 2014). Such
approach to WGC uses advanced vector autoregressive model theory to
enhance accuracy and to facilitate the computation of causality in the
frequency domain. First, raw, simultaneously recorded LFPs from the
HPC and RSC were decimated to 200 Hz. No LFP filtering was performed
because it may hazard causalities estimates (Bressler and Seth, 2011).
Concatenate aWK and PS episodes were analyzed separately. Model or-
der was initially based on the cross-correlation peak-to-peak interval and
heuristically set to 40. Although higher values did not improve WGC
calculations (i.e., yielded similar results), it dramatically increased
computational time. For each animal, statistical significance of the
Granger causality in the frequency domain was assessed by time-
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shifting one LFP beyond the analytic window (between 1 and 2 s
uniformly distributed lags). WGC peak and peak frequency values in
the theta range (4 –12 Hz) were compared using paired t test (direc-
tionality: HPC¡RSC vs RSC¡HPC; state: aWK vs PS) Bonferroni-
corrected for multiple comparisons.

Phase–amplitude coupling. To quantify the phase–amplitude coupling
between different frequency oscillations, a modulation index (MI) was
calculated (Tort et al., 2010). After extracting the amplitude time series of
a given high-frequency oscillation and the simultaneous phase time se-
ries of a given low-frequency oscillation, the MI was defined as the nor-
malized Kullback–Leibler distance of the amplitude distribution across
all phases from a uniform distribution. Hippocampal phase and ampli-
tude information were obtained from signals recorded from the pyrami-
dal layer of CA1. Low-frequency oscillations were restricted to theta band
range (4 –12 Hz), whereas high-frequency oscillations were subdivided
into gamma (40 –100 Hz) and fast gamma (100 –160 Hz) frequency
bands. Comodulogram maps were made by calculating the MI between
the phase of frequencies ranging from 2 to 20 Hz (1 Hz bandwidth) and
amplitudes ranging from 40 to 250 Hz (5 Hz bandwidth). No overlap was
used for phase or amplitude. LFP data were filtered using a linear finite
impulse response filter coded in the eegfilt MATLAB function from the
EEGLAB toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004; RRID:SCR_007292).
Phases and amplitudes of filtered data were obtained using the Hilbert
transform. We used 18 phase equal bins ranging from �� to � radians to
project the distribution of mean amplitudes per bin. Unit firing modu-
lation by brain oscillations was calculated with the same protocol as for
phase–amplitude coupling, but using the distribution of the firing prob-
ability across slow-oscillation phases instead of the fast-oscillation am-
plitude (Fig. 5B).

Histology. At the end of the recordings, rats were overdosed with pen-
tobarbital (100 mg/kg, i.p.) and transcardially perfused through the left
ventricle with ringer lactate, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde solution.
Brains were removed and stored successively in 4% paraformalde-
hyde and 30% sucrose both for at least 24 h, then frozen, and sec-
tioned in a cryostat (Microm). The final positions of the electrode
tips were determined based on a rat atlas (Paxinos and Watson, 1997)
after examination of frontal sections counterstained with neutral red
(Fig. 1A).

Statistical analysis. Sleep data, LFPs, and unit data were analyzed using
one-way ANOVA. Post hoc analyses were conducted using paired and
unpaired t tests. Pearson’s correlation coefficient ( R) was used to deter-
mine the linear dependency between two variables. Significance was set at
5% and Bonferroni correction was applied when multiple comparisons
were made. Data are reported as mean � SEM.

Results
Localization of the electrodes in the RSC and ACA
The position of the electrodes was verified on coronal sections
(Fig. 1A). In the RSC, electrodes were localized in the agranular
and granular subdivisions, mostly ��5.4 mm from bregma. In
ACA, electrodes were located mostly at �1.6 mm anterior to
bregma (Fig. 1A). In HPC, electrodes were distributed over CA1,
CA3, and the DG. Analyses were made specifically from the elec-
trodes localized in dorsal CA1. All electrodes were positioned in
regions in which Fos-positive neurons were previously observed
(Renouard et al., 2015).

Analysis of the LFPs in the HPC, RSC, and ACA
Recording sessions (n � 23) from all animals (N � 12) were
analyzed during 4 or 8 h between 10:00 A.M. and 6:00 P.M. (total:
147 h of recording; average 6.39 � 0.49 h/session). Sleep archi-
tecture is summarized in Table 1. During aWK (Fig. 1B, left), in
contrast to qWK (not illustrated), phasic movements and HPC
theta oscillations (Fig. 1B,C,E,F) were observed. Theta/delta ra-
tio and EMG power were indeed significantly higher during aWK
than during qWK (theta/delta ratio: 2.38 � 0.62 vs 1.73 � 0.35;
p 	 0.05 and EMG-RMS: 0.068 � 0.009 vs 0.038 � 0.007 �V 2;

p 	 0.001, for aWK and qWK, respectively). During SWS
(NREM sleep), the EEG and LFPs showed mostly delta waves
(0.5– 4 Hz) and reduced muscle tone (Fig. 1B, middle). Fi-
nally, during PS (aka, REM sleep), the ECoG and LFPs showed
low-voltage fast activity associated with sustained occurrence
of theta oscillation and the complete absence of muscle tone
(Fig. 1B, right).

LFPs in HPC, RSC, and ACA showed the same global pattern
as the ECoG, during SWS (Fig. 1C). Indeed, quantitative analysis
showed that delta (0.5– 4 Hz) and theta (4 –12 Hz) power were
not different between structures during SWS (Fig. 1D,E). In con-
trast, relative theta power was very high during PS both in HPC
and RSC, whereas it was much lower in ACA (Fig. 1C). Quan-
titative analysis of theta power confirmed that it was signifi-
cantly increased during PS compared with SWS and aWK in
HPC and the RSC but not in ACA (Fig. 1 E, F ). Theta peak
frequency in HPC was also significantly higher during PS
(6.80 � 0.09 Hz) than during aWK (6.4 � 0.11 Hz; p 	 0.02,
paired t test).

Cross-correlation and Granger causality between HPC, RSC,
and ACA
We computed cross-correlations between pairs of raw LFPs
recorded in HPC, RSC, and ACA during all vigilance states
(Fig. 2A). HPC and RSC showed a strong synchronization in the
theta range during PS and to a minor extent during aWK (Fig. 2A,
middle). The cross-correlation also revealed the existence of a
lower synchronization between ACA and RSC during PS and
aWK (Fig. 2A, right), and an even weaker correlation between
HPC and ACA (Fig. 2A, left). During SWS, correlations were also
observed although no oscillatory pattern emerged. For all pairs,
the lag was close to 0. It was not statistically different between PS
and aWK (PS and aWK: HPC-RSC: �3.92 � 3.12 ms vs 1.33 �
6.37 ms, HPC-ACA: 9.17 � 9.17 ms vs �15.17 � 18.64 ms,
ACA-RSC: 5.67 � 19.6 ms vs �4.67 � 3.83 ms). Averaged cross-
correlations including all animals at zero-lag showed significantly
increased theta synchronization between HPC and RSC during
PS compared with aWK and SWS (Fig. 2B). Other pairs of struc-
tures did not show significantly different cross-correlations be-
tween behavioral states (Fig. 2B).

We then tested whether the increased synchrony between the
HPC and the RSC during PS resulted from enhanced strength
and information flow from HPC to RSC or the other way around.
We observed significant (p 	 0.001, compared with shuffled
data) Granger causality values within the theta range during both
aWK and PS states (Fig. 2C). The causality values were signifi-
cantly higher for HPC¡RSC than RSC¡HPC, during both aWK
(paired t test, p 	 0.05) and PS (paired t test, p 	 0.02; Fig. 2D).
Granger causality peak frequency was not different for either
directionality (HPC¡RSC vs RSC¡HPC) and state (aWK vs PS;
Fig. 2E).

Phase–amplitude coupling
To determine whether RSC and ACA activity was influenced by
theta recorded in HPC, we analyzed the phase–amplitude cou-
pling between slow (	20 Hz) HPC and fast (
40 Hz) HPC, RSC,
and ACA oscillations. Because previous data suggested a differ-
ential behavior of low- and high-frequency gamma during sleep
(Scheffzük et al., 2011), gamma was separated into two frequency
bands, named gamma (40 –100 Hz) and fast gamma (100 –160
Hz; Fig. 3A). Quantitative analysis of the two frequency bands
was made during each vigilance state for HPC, RSC, and ACA
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(Fig. 3B). No significant difference in the power of the two
gamma bands was observed between states in the HPC, except
between qWK and aWK (not illustrated). Gamma power in the
RSC was significantly higher during PS and aWK compared with
SWS and qWK (not illustrated). No significant difference was
observed in the RSC for fast gamma between states although it

showed the same trend than gamma (Fig. 3B). In ACA, gamma
and fast gamma power was not significantly different between
vigilance states excepting for fast gamma between aWK and PS
(Fig. 3B). Finally, power spectrum analysis showed that frequen-
cies 
160 Hz were higher in all structures during aWK compared
with PS (Fig. 3B).

Figure 1. Analysis of LFPs and ECoG reveals increased theta power in the RSC during PS. A, Schematic coronal sections from the Paxinos and Watson (1997) atlas showing electrode locations in
all animals. Anterio-posterior localizations related to bregma are shown above each drawing. B, Representative LFPs recorded in HPC, RSC, and ACA during aWK, SWS, and PS. Together with ECoG
and EMG, these recordings were used to score the sleep–wake cycle and to generate the hypnograms. C, Grand-average power spectral density for each state in ECoG, HPC, RSC, and ACA. Note the
presence of theta oscillation (�7 Hz) during PS, and to a lesser extent, during aWK. D, E, Quantification of delta (D) and (E) theta power in each structure. Note the significant increase in theta power
in HPC and RSC during PS compared with the other states. *p 	 0.05, paired t test. F, Grand-average relative theta power during aWK (left) and PS (right) binned according to the state duration
(30 s bins). Note that relative theta power is not influenced by state duration.

Table 1. Analysis of the sleep architecture during recordings

State aWK qWk SWS IS PS

Time spent in each state, % 23.9 � 2.8 8.2 � 0.9 51.4 � 2.3 2.3 � 0.2 13.5 � 1.0
No. of episodes 139 � 12 165 � 18 133 � 12 31 � 3 29 � 3
Average episode duration, s 39.9 � 3.3 11.2 � 0.6 94.4 � 4.5 17.3 � 0.6 123.3 � 10.0
Average episode frequency, episode/min 2.02 � 0.16 5.64 � 0.28 0.83 � 0.03 3.58 � 0.13 0.55 � 0.03
No. of persistent episodes, duration 
5 min 3.5 � 0.5 0.1 � 0.1 6.8 � 0.9 0 0.4 � 0.2
Percentage of “persistent” state, % 2.7 � 0.4 0.04 � 0.03 5.3 � 0.7 0 5.4 � 0.4

Data represent mean � SEM. IS, Intermediate sleep.
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Interestingly, an increase in fast gamma power centered on
131 Hz was clearly visible during PS compared with aWK in the
power spectrum of the RSC but not in that of the HPC and ACA
(Fig. 3B, arrow). Further, raw and filtered traces suggested that
fast gamma activities in RSC and HPC were specifically coupled
with HPC theta during PS (Fig. 3A). We therefore further quan-
tified the coupling between HPC theta phase and HPC and RSC
fast oscillations amplitude during the two theta rich states (PS
and aWK) in all structures (Fig. 3C,D). We found that coupling
specifically occurred between gamma (centered at 86 � 7 Hz)
and fast gamma (centered at 131 � 3 Hz) amplitudes and theta
(centered at 6.7 � 0.1 Hz) phase during PS but not during qWK,
aWK, and SWS both in HPC and RSC (Fig. 3C). The coupling was
similar when calculating it between RSC theta phase and RSC fast
oscillations both during PS and aWK (Fig. 3 E). Such coupling
did not occur in ACA for any of the vigilance states (Fig. 3C,D).
Vigilance states with weak theta power (qWK and SWS) also
lacked phase–amplitude coupling in the frequency bands studied
(not illustrated). The strength of the coupling, as measured by the
MI, was higher for the fast gamma than for gamma (Fig. 3D). The
increase in comodulation occurred near the peak of the theta
phase in the HPC (Fig. 3F, top) and just after the peak (60°) in the
RSC (Fig. 3F, bottom).

Units firing in the ACA and RSC during each vigilance state
All electrodes displaying units were localized in the ACA and RSC
based on the analysis of their positions in coronal sections (Fig.
1A). Strict criteria were used to isolate the units from background
activity such as a signal-to-noise ratio superior to 100 (RSC:
250 � 14, n � 35, from 12 rats; ACA: 276 � 17, n � 23; from 6
rats) and peak to valley amplitude 
60 �V (RSC: 113 � 7; ACA
136 � 13 �V). A hyperplane was used to separate two clusters of
waveforms (narrow and wide spikes) in the scatter diagram of the
trough-to-peak latency and spike peak asymmetry (Fig. 4C). It

has been suggested that repolarization of inhibitory neurons is
faster than excitatory ones and the latency between the trough
and the following peak could be used in extracellularly recorded
units to classify them in two physiologically relevant entities
(Sirota et al., 2008). This approach revealed that 18 of 35 and 8 of
23 units from the RSC and ACA, respectively, could be classified
as putative inhibitory neurons (PIN, narrow spikes; Fig. 4C). To
control for spikes waveform variability across time, we also com-
pared their morphology and amplitude during the entire dura-
tion of the recording and found no significant difference (Fig.
4D). In addition, ISI histograms were used to guarantee that ab-
solute refractory period was always preserved (Fig. 4B; average
mode of ISI in RSC: 12.4 � 2.5; in ACA: 9.8 � 1.4 ms). The
normalized and smoothened firing rate profiles of representative
RSC and ACA units are shown in Figure 4E.

RSC units showed a wide distribution in terms of averaged
discharge rate, ranging from 0.06 to 21.5 Hz (Fig. 4F). Thus, we
normalized their averaged firing to compare their activity across
states (Fig. 4G). The normalized firing rate of all individual units
was significantly higher during PS (124 � 7%) and aWK (114 �
5%) compared with SWS (78 � 3%; Fig. 4H). To determine
whether neurons in a given structure all display the same pattern
of activity with regards to the vigilance state, we further examined
them individually. We found that 24 of 35 recorded RSC units
(68.4%) showed a significantly higher firing during PS than dur-
ing any other states. For clarity, these units will be referred as PS�
units (Fig. 4H; Table 2). The spike waveforms of one representa-
tive PS� unit is shown in Figure 4A. Among the PS� units, 14
were of putative inhibitory neurons (PIN) and 10 of putative
excitatory neurons (PEN) (putative excitatory neurons, wide
spikes in Fig. 4C) types. In addition, 10 RSC units (28.6%)
showed a significantly higher activity during aWK than during
the two other states and were thus classified as aWK�. Four of
these units were PIN and 6 were PEN. Only one single unit was

Figure 2. Increased synchrony in the theta frequency band and asymmetrical directionality between HPC-RSC during PS. A, Mean normalized cross-correlations between pairs of recordings from
HPC, RSC, and ACA during aWK, SWS, and PS. B, Averaged cross-correlation coefficients at lag close to zero shows significantly increased synchronization between HPC and RSC specifically during PS.
C, Averaged Granger causality spectra between HPC and RSC during aWK (left) and PS (right) shows significant bidirectional interactions in the theta range. Mean and SEM are represented as thick
lines and shaded areas. D, Peak Granger causality values and (E) peak frequency in the theta frequency range demonstrate stronger interaction in HPC¡RSC than RSC¡HPC direction, mainly during
PS. *p 	 0.05, paired t test (n � 6 for HPC-ACA and ACA-RSC; n � 10 for HPC-RSC).
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significantly more active during SWS than during the other states
(Table 2). Interestingly, PS� and aWK� unit activity was not
positively linked with the EMG root mean square (RMS) during
aWK (PS�: r � 0.18 � 0.03; aWK�: r � 0.17 � 0.06; p 
 0.05,
Pearson’s correlation). Finally, a minority of RSC units (5 PS�
and 2 aWK�) showed a bimodal ISI histogram with one sharp
peak between 2–10 ms, specifically during SWS, suggesting
that they display bursts during this state (not illustrated).

We recorded 23 units in the ACA (6 rats) during all vigilance
states. As for RSC, these units showed a wide distribution in term
of discharge rate, ranging from 0.3 to 28.5 Hz (Fig. 4F). The
normalized firing rate of these neurons was significantly higher
during aWK (117 � 7%) than SWS (91 � 4%) but not to PS. No
difference was observed between SWS and PS (112 � 8%). We
then classified individually the units based on their firing during
each vigilance state. Ten of the ACA units (43.4%; Table 2)
showed a higher activity during PS than during the two other
states (PS� units). Four of these units were PIN and six were
PEN. The increased activity of a representative PS� unit during
PS compared with the other states is illustrated in Figure 4E. Eight

units (35%) showed a significantly higher activity during aWK
than during the two other states (aWK� units; Table 2). One unit
was PIN and seven were PEN. As observed for RSC, the PS� and
aWK � ACA units also did not show a positive correlation with
the EMG RMS during aWK (PS�: r � 0.21 � 0.05; aWK�: r �
0.20 � 0.05; p 
 0.05, Pearson’s correlation). In addition, none
of the ACA units showed a bimodal distribution in the ISI
histogram during any states suggesting that they do not dis-
charge in bursts (not illustrated). Finally, five ACA units
(21.7%) discharge more during SWS than during the two
other states (Table 2).

We next investigated whether RSC and ACA cortical units
showed ON and OFF periods of activity in six animals (Fig. 5).
OFF periods were defined when all recorded neurons (regardless
of their location in the cortex) were silent for at least 50 ms, as
described previously (Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). OFF periods
mostly occurred during SWS (Fig. 5A,D) and lasted significantly
longer compared with those occurring during aWK and PS (Fig.
5E). The onset of the OFF periods during SWS occurred in phase
with the delta waves (Fig. 5B). Interestingly, the duration of the

Figure 3. Phase–amplitude coupling (PAC) between hippocampal theta and gamma oscillations in HPC, RSC, and ACA. A, Raw and filtered LFPs recorded in HPC, RSC, and ACA during aWK and
PS in one representative animal. B, Power spectra of fast oscillations during aWK and PS. C, Pseudocolor-coded averaged cross-frequency coupling maps between hippocampal theta phase and
gamma amplitude in HPC, RSC, and ACA during aWK and PS (color bar is set the same for all panels, warm colors indicate strong coupling). D, PAC quantification shows that theta phase modulation
of gamma (40 –100 Hz) and fast gamma (100 –160 Hz) is significantly higher during PS than during aWK in HPC and RSC but not in ACA. *p 	 0.05, paired t test. E, PAC is similar when calculating
it using theta from HPC or RSC. F, Time-frequency plot of averaged gamma amplitude (Z-score) distribution time-locked to the theta peak (0 s) in the HPC (top) and RSC (bottom) during PS (n � 10).
Hippocampal averaged theta cycles during PS are superimposed on plot traces.
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OFF period was positively linked with the amplitude of the delta
waves (Fig. 5C).

Phase locking of unit firing with theta
We determined whether ACA and RSC unit activity during aWK
and PS showed any relation with hippocampal rhythms by ana-
lyzing the phase locking of RSC and ACA units to theta oscilla-
tion. Raster plot and raw and filtered LFP traces showing the
firing of a representative unit and the theta wave during PS sug-
gested that it is discharging more just after the peak of the theta
wave (Fig. 6A). The firing probability distribution of this unit in
relation to the theta phase clearly reveals a nonuniform distribu-

tion both during aWK and PS (Fig. 6B). The maximum rate is
observed 60° after the theta peak while the minimum rate occurs
60° after the theta trough. Quantification of the phase preference
of aWK� and PS� units, i.e., the phase with the highest firing
probability, shows that most RSC units fire after the peak of theta
(Fig. 6D). Phase preference of the ACA units is highly variable
compared with RSC ones (Fig. 6D; phase variance: 26.9° for RSC
and 50.5° for ACA during PS). The MI significantly increased
specifically during PS for the PS� units of the RSC (p � 0.02;
paired t test) but not for those in ACA ( p � 0.65; paired t test;
Fig. 6C).

Discussion
In the present report, we studied the neuronal activity in HPC,
RSC and ACA during the sleep–wake cycle. We showed that theta
power was higher during PS than during aWK both in HPC and
RSC but not in ACA. Further, cross-correlation analysis revealed
a strong synchronization in theta specifically during PS between
HPC and RSC. In addition, specific cross-frequency coupling
occurs between hippocampal theta phase and gamma during PS
in HPC and RSC but not in ACA. In addition, 68% and 43% of
the units recorded in RSC and ACA show a higher firing rate
during PS compared with all other states including aWK, respec-
tively. Finally, we report that RSC but not ACA units discharge

Figure 4. ACA and RSC unit activity increases specifically during PS. A, Spike waveforms of two representative units in RSC and ACA. B, ISI histograms of the units shown in A. C, Spike waveform
asymmetry and spike width are calculated to separate the neurons in two classes with narrow (PIN, above the dashed line) and wide (PEN, below the dashed line) spikes. D, Spike amplitude stability
over the recording session. E, Smoothed spike train of the units shown in A and B convolved with a Gaussian function (STD � 5 s; top) aligned with the hypnogram (middle) and the theta-delta ratio
(bottom). Note that both units are more active during PS than the other states, notably the RSC one. F, Color-coded mean firing rates of all individual units across vigilance states (colors are defined
by SWS mean firing rate, warm colors represent higher firing rates) and (G) normalized population firing rates of all ACA and RSC units during aWK, SWS, and PS. *p 	 0.05, nonparametric paired
t test. H, Relationship between individual unit firing rates during PS (x-axis), and aWK ( y-axis, top), or SWS ( y-axis, bottom) in the RSC (left) and ACA (right). Units below the line are more active
during PS than aWK or SWS (see Table 2 for further statistical comparisons).

Table 2. Units ranked according to their discharge rate during each vigilance states

No. of
neurons Neurons, %

Units State comparison ACA RSC State comparison ACA RSC

aWK� aWK 
 SWS 
 PS 5 5 aWK 
 SWS 
 PS 21.7 14.3
aWK 
 PS 
 SWS 3 5 aWK 
 PS 
 SWS 13.0 14.3

SWS� SWS 
 aWK 
 PS 3 1 SWS 
 aWK 
 PS 13.0 2.9
SWS 
 PS 
 aWK 2 0 SWS 
 PS 
 aWK 8.7 0.0

PS� PS 
 aWK 
 SWS 9 20 PS 
 aWK 
 SWS 39.1 57.1
PS 
 SWS 
 aWK 1 4 PS 
 SWS 
 aWK 4.3 11.4
Sum 23 35 Total 100.0 97.2
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after the peak of HPC theta. Altogether, these results indicate
that most RSC neurons show a highly selective activation dur-
ing PS linked with hippocampal theta oscillation. Below, we
discuss our results with regards to previous findings before
proposing a functional role of RSC neuronal activation occur-
ring during PS.

Our study constitutes the first report on the activity of the
ACA and RSC neurons during the sleep–wake cycle. There is only
one previous report showing an increase in theta power in the
RSC during PS compared with SWS (Funk et al., 2016). Interest-
ingly, we further report that the increase in theta power during PS
in the RSC was similar to that recorded in HPC (our results and
Montgomery et al., 2008). In addition, theta was strongly corre-
lated and synchronized between the RSC and HPC as indicated
by the cross-correlation analysis. In contrast, theta power was low
and not significantly increased in ACA during PS in agreement
with a previous study (Sirota et al., 2008). It was also previously
reported that theta power monotonically decreases with distance
from the HPC and that phase lag increases as a function of dis-
tance from the source (Sirota et al., 2008; Lubenov and Siapas,

2009). The theta power decrease observed in the ACA is in line
with such observations. In contrast, the presence of theta in the
RSC during PS with a power similar to that seen in HPC and the
nonzero cross-correlation lag suggests that it might be generated
locally (Lachaux et al., 1999). Further, phase locking of units
within the RSC suggests that theta oscillation is locally expressed
rather than being just volume conducted from the hippocampus.
One possibility is that theta recorded in the HPC and the RSC is
driven by a common subcortical source. This is very likely be-
cause it has been recently shown that medial septum GABAergic
neurons generating theta during PS (Borhegyi et al., 2004; Lee et
al., 2005; Boyce et al., 2016) directly project to GABAergic in-
terneurons both in CA1 and RSC (Unal et al., 2015). Theta activ-
ity in the RSC could also be driven by the GABAergic neurons in
the stratum radiatum of CA1, which also projects to RSC in-
terneurons (Miyashita and Rockland, 2007) and fire in burst
phase-locked to the descending phase of CA1 pyramidal theta
oscillation (Jinno et al., 2007). However, electrolytic HPC lesion
reduces theta activity in the RSC but does not affect theta rhyth-
micity of RSC neurons (Talk et al., 2004).

Figure 5. OFF periods occur mainly during SWS. A, Hypnogram and dynamics (occurrence and duration) of OFF periods during the different vigilance states. B, LFP in the RSC and simultaneously
recorded unit activities in the RSC during SWS showing an example of an OFF period with the corresponding delta wave (shaded area). C, Averaged LFP in the RSC signal, locked to the onset of the
OFF period (dashed line) sorted by the duration of the OFF period during SWS. D, Incidence and (E) average duration of OFF periods according to the behavioral state (n � 6 rats). *p 	 0.05, paired
t test.
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We further found that a coupling occurs between theta and
gamma during PS and not during aWK in HPC and RSC but not
in ACA. Such a result has not been reported before for the RSC.
Nevertheless, frequency coupling during PS between HPC theta
and neocortical fast gamma was previously reported (Sirota et al.,
2008; Scheffzük et al., 2011). Interestingly, HPC–RSC coupling
occurred mostly at the same frequency (131 Hz) than in the su-
perficial layers in the HPC (e.g., pyramidal layer of CA1) rather
than at lower frequency (�80 Hz), as observed at the level of the
stratum radiatum/lacunosum-moleculare of CA1 (Sirota et al.,
2008; Scheffer-Teixeira et al., 2012). This observation suggests
that theta fast-gamma coupling may share similar mechanisms in
the HPC (principal layer of CA1) and the RSC, which might be
important for information processing and integration across
multiple distant networks (Womelsdorf et al., 2007; Canolty and
Knight, 2010).

In addition, we found that 68% of the RSC and 43% of the
ACA units show a significantly higher firing rates during PS com-
pared with all other states. Most of the other units recorded in the
two structures were more active during aWK than the other
states. To our knowledge, our results constitute the first report
showing that a neocortical structure contains a majority of neu-
rons significantly more active during PS than during the other
states. Indeed, previous unit recordings of neurons located in the
somatosensory cortices showed that the discharge rate of neocor-
tical neurons is similar during PS and aWK, and higher than

during SWS (Steriade et al., 2001; Vyazovskiy et al., 2009). These
results as well as ours are in line with our previous findings that
the RSC and to a minor extent the ACA contain a large number of
Fos-labeled cells after PS hypersomnia, in contrast to the somato-
sensory cortices containing only a few neurons (Renouard et al.,
2015). They corroborate the indirect demonstration using Fos
that these two structures and, in particular the RSC, contain neu-
rons specifically and strongly active during PS. Such high activity
in the RSC and the ACA contrasts with recent reports showing the
presence of slow waves (Funk et al., 2016) and decreased unit
activity in the somatosensory cortices during PS compared with
aWK (Niethard et al., 2016). We further showed that 83% of the
RSC but none of the ACA neurons mostly discharge after the peak
of theta. Interestingly, such coupling has been previously de-
scribed during PS for only 5– 40% of the neurons recorded in
the primary somatosensory and prefrontal cortices (Sirota et al.,
2008). In contrast, 80% of the pyramidal cells and 90% of the
interneurons in CA1 are significantly phase-locked to theta oscil-
lations (Csicsvari et al., 1999). Therefore, our results indicate that
the synchrony of neurons with theta during PS is as strong in the
RSC as in the HPC. In summary, our results indicate for the first
time that the RSC contains neurons specifically active during PS
phase-locked with theta oscillations.

What could be the function of the activation of RSC and ACA
neurons during PS? Both cortices have been involved in spatial
learning in rodents (Cho and Sharp, 2001; Frankland et al., 2004;

Figure 6. Modulation of units firing by hippocampal theta. A, Example of a representative RSC unit firing (raster plot), hippocampal LFP (black: raw trace; green: 4 –12 Hz bandpass
filtered), and theta phase during PS. Instantaneous phase of the filtered trace was obtained using Hilbert transformation. B, Distribution of the firing probability of the same RSC unit
during aWK (left) and PS (right). Dashed vertical lines represent the circular mean of the preferred phase (in this case, �60° during aWK and PS). C, Mean � SEM of the MI for all units
in the RSC (top) and ACA (bottom) during aWK and PS. *p 	 0.05, paired t test. D, Polar histogram plot in polar coordinates of the preferred phase for aWK� and PS� units with
nonuniform distribution ( p 	 0.05; Rayleigh z test) in RSC (top; n � 30/36) and ACA (bottom; n � 16/23) during aWK (left) and PS (right). Arrows point to the circular mean of the
preferred phase during each state.
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Katche et al., 2013) and in the genesis and recall of complex and
coherent scenes or events in humans (Maddock, 1999). It has
also been shown that human RSC display transient theta high-
frequency oscillation coupling during autobiographical memory
retrieval (Foster et al., 2013). Further, RSC and the ACA are
densely interconnected with the majority of cortical and subcor-
tical brain structures involved in spatial navigation such as the
HPC, medial entorhinal cortex, subiculum, and anterior tha-
lamic nuclei (Wyss and Van Groen, 1992). Humans with RSC
damage also show impairment in navigational and episodic
memory (Maeshima et al., 2001). Lesion and inactivation exper-
iments in rats and mice confirmed that the RSC and ACA play a
role in spatial learning (Frankland et al., 2004; Czajkowski et al.,
2014). The firing properties of RSC neurons in behaving animals
are also consistent with such hypothesis. Indeed, subpopulations
of RSC neurons exhibits head-direction tuning preferences (Cho
and Sharp, 2001) and map the conjunction of internal and exter-
nal spaces (Alexander and Nitz, 2015). In view of all these and our
results, the activation of RSC neurons during PS and their phase-
locked activity to theta oscillation could be involved in contextual
memory consolidation. Supporting such hypothesis, LTP and LTD,
classical electrophysiological correlates of memory, are preferentially
elicited by stimulation during the peak and the trough of an
ongoing theta oscillation, respectively (Hyman et al., 2003).
Moreover, optogenetic inhibition during PS of GABAergic neu-
rons in the medial septum projecting to the HPC and RSC,
strongly decreased theta power and induced contextual memory
impairment (Boyce et al., 2016). To confirm such a hypothesis, it
is now necessary to determine whether RSC neurons are activated
both during learning tasks and subsequent PS episodes. It re-
mains also to be shown that their inactivation specifically during
PS impairs learning consolidation. Finally, to the extent that the
vividness of oneiric images implies the existence of neocortical
neurons highly active during PS, dreaming is another phenome-
non possibly related to the activity of RSC PS� neurons.

In summary, our results indicate that a substantial number of
ACA and the majority of RSC neurons are strongly and specifi-
cally activated during PS and tightly linked to theta rhythm. Such
activation may play a significant role in the consolidation of spa-
tial and emotional memories and in the generation of dreams.
Additional experiments are needed to test these hypotheses.
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Apêndice C – Aparato de privação seletiva de sono em ciclo fechado 

Uma vez que o desenvolvimento de equipamentos não faz parte do escopo 

principal do presente trabalho, o que segue abaixo é uma descrição sucinta da 

estrutura e funcionamentos básico do equipamento desenvolvido para privação 

seletiva de sono e que ficará à disposição do SidartaLab. 

Descrição 

A fim de promover a privação seletiva de fases específicas do sono de roedores 

em experimentação, desenvolvemos um aparato capaz de utilizar os dados colhidos 

via sistema de registro eletrofisiológico em tempo real para determinar estados 

comportamentais específicos durante o sono e trazer o animal de volta à vigília. O 

sistema trabalha com plataformas opensource e pode ser modificado a fim de atender 

às necessidades de cada experimento. O sistema foi desenhado para apresentar 

características semelhantes à caixa onde os animais habitam normalmente, com 

estruturas de acrílico e maravalha comum, associado a comida e água ad libitum. O 

sistema de perturbação do sono é baseado na movimentação do piso onde o animal 

está assentado por diversas vezes, em uma tentativa de fazer do estímulo o mais 

naturalístico possível e evitar a interferência humana durante os períodos de privação.  

 

Estrutura 

1. Caixa de Privação 

A caixa onde o animal fica posicionado foi construída em madeira e acrílico. Ela 

é constituída de 3 partes: a barreira, a base e o piso (Figura 1). A barreira é um cercado 

retangular feito de por 4 lâminas de acrílico com 6 mm de espessura coladas em forma 

retangular a fim de evitar que o animal saia do aparato durante o procedimento. Ela 

possui 42 cm de altura, 40 cm de comprimento e 24 cm de largura, vazada em cima e 

em baixo para facilitar o posicionamento. Há um pequeno furo em uma das paredes 

laterais onde fica posicionado o bebedouro por onde o animal hidrata-se.   

O piso é uma bandeja feita também de acrílico, porém com 2 mm de espessura, 

colado a uma plataforma de madeira de 38 x 20 cm. Abaixo da plataforma, foram 

afixados dois tarugos de nylon de 4 cm de comprimento (hastes macho) que servem 

como guia para evitar a mobilização em qualquer outra direção que não a vertical 

durante as perturbações ao sono do animal. Na parte de madeira do piso, encontram-
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se dois pequenos furos onde encaixam-se as ponteiras dos solenoides da base que 

são a força motriz na mobilização vertical do piso. 

Já a base é toda feita de madeira. Comunica-se com o piso através de 2 hastes 

(fêmeas) feitas também de tarugos de nylon torneados que servem como guia para 

as hastes do piso, através de assentos manufaturados com EVA (2 mm de espessura) 

colados sobre a madeira pra minimizar o ruído do choque quando o piso cai sobre a 

base, e por último, através das ponteiras dos solenoides em seus respectivos furos 

na base de madeira do piso. Os solenoides são da marca ZonHen (part nº ZHO-

1364S-36A13), alimentados com 12 a 36V e capazes de levantar até 3200g cada, por 

até 2,5 cm. Os solenoides foram fixados na base de madeira e, ao serem acionados 

empurram verticalmente o piso por ~ 2cm, contando com o peso do animal, piso, 

comida e maravalha. Da base, sai um conjunto de fios que controlam a ação dos 

solenoides e vão em direção à caixa de controle. 

2. Caixa de Controle 

A caixa de controle possui carcaça feita em folhas de zinco e apresenta os 

seguintes componentes externos: 

• 1 teclado alfanumérico 4 x 4 [0 – 9, A – D, além de ∗ (apagar) e # 

(confirmar)]; 

• 1 display LCD (16 x 2); 

• 1 botão de acionamento manual dos solenoides; 

• 1 botão traseiro para ligar e desligar o equipamento; 

• 1 fio para aterramento; 

• 1 entrada de alimentação traseira de 24V; 

• 1 saída USB para comunicação em tempo real com o computador via 

TTL; 

• 1 saída de cabos para acionamento dos solenoides; 

• 1 saída p2 para output do TTL a fim de comunicar ao sistema de registro 

no início de cada perturbação; 

• 1 porta lateral miniUSB para programação do Arduino central. 
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Figura 1. Estrutura básica do aparato de privação seletiva de sono. 

A parte interna da caixa de controle contém, em resumo: 

• 1 Arduino UNO – módulo de comunicação com o computador via USB 

pelo sistema padrão Firmata, que permite o recebimento e envio de TTL em tempo 

real; 

• 1 Arduino DUE – módulo de controle central do painel, recebimento de 

programação via teclado, acionamento dos relés, e comunicação com o sistema de 

registro, operando assim com o mesmo nível lógico em 3,3V. 

• 1 módulo RTC DS1307 (real time clock), a fim de controlar o tempo de 

forma otimizada; 

• 1 sistema com 2 relés acionadores, a fim de fazer o acionamento dos 

solenoides em 24V, tensão muito superior à tensão de operação do sistema (3,3 

ou 5V); 

• Sistema de associação de capacitores e filtros supressores de ruído (RC 

filters Full Gauge 5w) a fim de evitar ruídos e danos do sistema por sobrecarga; 
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Funcionamento 

O equipamento funciona em conjunto com um sistema de registro 

eletrofisiológico da Intan Technologies (RHD2000), associado ao software de leitura e 

registro opensource OpenEphys GUI rodando em Windows 10, que permite a 

adaptação do setup de registro de acordo com a necessidade experimental em 

programação por blocos operacionais divididos em (sources – fonte, taxa de 

amostragem e parâmetros iniciais de aquisição do sinal, filters – modificações no sinal; 

e sinks – como os dados serão registrados ou vistos na tela). Devido a dificuldades 

na confecção do setup de processamento dos sinais eletrofisiológicos com os blocos 

disponíveis no OpenEphys GUI (default version), fizemos o download da versão de 

desenvolvedor do sistema e modificamos alguns blocos de filtro através de 

programação C++ no Visual Studio (Microsoft®), a fim de otimizar os critérios 

utilizados para determinar a privação seletiva de estados comportamentais durante o 

sono.  

Para que tenhamos um sistema de checagem dupla das perturbações, a cada 

TTL enviado pelo software de registro ao equipamento via USB, o equipamento 

devolve um TTL ao sistema de registro (Figura 2). O nosso aparato funciona 

atualmente em 2 modalidades descritas abaixo e detalhadas no código do Arduino 

DUE disponibilizado abaixo. O algoritmo com o passo-a-passo para programação 

destas modalidades segue descrito na Figura 3. 

 

Figura 2. Exemplo da tela do software de registro durante a detecção e perturbação 

do sono REM. 
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1. Protocolo de Habituação 

Este protocolo serve à habituação do animal ao aparato e às mobilizações 

verticais destinadas a acordá-lo quando necessário. Ela funciona de forma 

intermitente, com 1 h de perturbações alternada com 1 h de repouso. Durante a hora 

de perturbação, os animais são perturbados aleatoriamente a cada 5 – 6 min. Cada 

perturbação consiste em uma quantidade aleatória de pulsos (3 – 8) espaçados de 1s. 

A perturbação inicia com a elevação do piso, seguido de queda do mesmo após 1s, e 

depois re-elevação após 100ms. Todos estes parâmetros são ajustáveis. 

 

Figura 3. Algoritmo básico utilizado na programação do equipamento. 
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2. Protocolo de Privação Seletiva 

O protocolo de privação seletiva está atualmente programado de acordo com 

critérios para privar o animal dos sonos REM ou NREM. Devido à dificuldade de 

acordar animais que estão por longo tempo sob privação, os protocolos de privação 

seletiva determinam aleatoriamente entre 10 e 15 pulsos cada vez que os critérios de 

REM ou NREM são atingidos e o software de registro envia um TTL ao equipamento. 

Atualmente os critérios para definição destes estados comportamentais é realizada 

através de 2 critérios: 1) Movimentação do animal medida pelo acelerômetro de 3 

eixos (presente no headstage usado para registro eletrofisiológico e preso à cabeça 

do animal) menor que um limiar definido empiricamente que representa o animal 

durante o sono. 2) Razão entre as potências das oscilações teta (4 – 10 Hz) e delta 

(0.1 – 4 Hz), acima (para definir REM) ou abaixo (para definir NREM) de um limiar 

definido empiricamente. 

a. Privação de sono REM 

No caso de privação de sono REM, o sistema fica aguardando um TTL do 

sistema de registro e determina perturbações assim que o recebe, sinalizando o 

sistema de registro também com um TTL via porta digital. 

b. Privação de sono NREM 

 Quando o sistema é acionado para perturbar o sono NREM, é preciso mais 

uma etapa de programação, ou seja, a determinação de créditos. Isto foi definido por 

que a privação completa de sono NREM é dificilmente praticável, uma vez que é o 

principal estado comportamental em roedores em termos de duração e prevalência 

(Rasch e Born, 2013). Para fazer a perturbação de sono NREM com o número de 

perturbações semelhante ao sono REM, desenvolvemos um sistema de crédito onde 

o intervalo médio entre perturbações necessário para perturbar o sono REM é utilizado 

para acrescentar um crédito. Assim, para que haja perturbação no sono NREM é 

preciso que, além de atingir os critérios definidos que caracterizam o estado, que o 

animal tenha “crédito em caixa”. A cada perturbação durante o sono NREM, um crédito 

é debitado e um período refratário é iniciado onde novas perturbações são proibidas, 

a fim de que o animal possa ter um período mínimo de sono NREM seguido de REM 

e a privação possa ser dita realmente seletiva. Para o experimento descrito no 

Capítulo IV, foi utilizado um intervalo de tempo fixo de 4 min para o período refratário. 

Porém, como mostrado na Figura 3G (Capítulo IV), o número de perturbações do 
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grupo privado de sono REM foi ligeiramente maior que o grupo NREMd, embora não 

significante. Por esse motivo, o protocolo foi atualizado (anexo) e o período refratário 

máximo foi definido como 10 min, caso o animal não tenha crédito. A cada crédito 

ganho, o animal terá período refratário inversamente proporcional à quantidade de 

créditos, seguindo a operação abaixo: 

𝑃𝑒𝑟í𝑜𝑑𝑜 𝑅𝑒𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑡á𝑟𝑖𝑜 (𝑠) =
600

𝑛ú𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑜 𝑑𝑒 𝑐𝑟é𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑜𝑠 + 1
 

Conclusão 

Apesar de ter apresentado funcionamento bastante satisfatório durante os 

experimentos descritos no Capítulo IV, o equipamento será melhor avaliado no futuro, 

inclusive com avaliação do nível de estresse gerado nos animais, via medição de 

cortiscosterona plasmática. 

O equipamento é promissor, perfeitamente moldável às necessidades 

experimentais, pode ser replicado com relativa facilidade e, como melhor atributo, é 

gratuito e desenvolvido com softwares opensource. As investigações vindouras sobre 

sono e suas diferentes fases certamente beneficiar-se-ão do equipamento e seus 

atributos.  

 

Código do Módulo Central (Arduino DUE) 

/* 

  created by Rafael Pedrosa 

  and Daniel Almeida Filho until v.4 

  Modifications by Daniel Almeida Filho V.4 to v.10.1  

  Dez 2018 

  V.8 1) Added selective sleep deprivation of NREM sleep (Nov/2018) 

  2) Added flexible interval between pulses for habituation 

  V.9 1) Implement countdown (Nov/2018) 

  v.10 1) correct synch between clock and pulses in Habituation 

  v.10.1  1) put refractory period for NREM disturbance dependent on credit amount. 

   

*/ 

#include <LiquidCrystal.h> // declara a utilização da biblioteca LiquidCrystal 

#include <Keypad.h> 

#include "Wire.h" 

#define DS1307_ADDRESS 0x68 

byte zero = 0x00; //workaround for issue #527 

 

const byte ROWS = 4;  // teclado matricial 

const byte COLS = 4; //  teclado matricial 

 

int hour = 0; 

int minute = 0; 

int second = 0; 
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int timeToSet[] = {0,0,0}; 

int contador = 1; 

int secatu = 0; // segundo atual 

int minatu = 0; // minuto atual 

int houratu = 0; // hora atual 

int hourant = 0; // hora anterior 

int hourToken = 0; //define qual o tipo de condição (ativo = 0 / inativo =1) 

int hourTokenBefore = 0; //define qual o tipo de condição (ativo = 0 / inativo =1) 

int c = 0; 

const int intervalToPulse_Habituation[2] = {300, 360}; //in seconds 

int pulseTime = 1; 

#define Luz_Fundo  34  

 

//cria um objeto tipo LiquidCrystal que chamei de "lcd" nos pinos citados: 

LiquidCrystal lcd(30, 32, 28, 26, 24, 22); 

const int ledPin =  13;      // saída digital para o relé 1 

const int ledPin2 =  12;      // saída digital para o relé 2 

const int StateDetectIn = 52; // pino que recebe a informação se o animal está em REM 

const int interruptPin = 49; //resets the amplifier when detects problems in the firmata or too few REM event  

const int pulsePin = 48; //sends a TTL everytime a pulse is triggered 

int actual_time = 0; 

int Pulse_time = 0; 

int PreviousPulse_time = 0; 

int start_time = 0;; 

char key = '#'; //protocol type 

char DeprState_Key = '#'; // behavioral state to be deprived 

String timeInHHMMSS[3]; 

 

 

int lagToFinish; 

int delayToStart; 

int finalDelay; 

bool gate = LOW; 

int last_credit_time = 0; 

int credit = 0; 

String stateLabel[2] = {" REM","NREM"}; 

bool refractory; // refractory flag after NREM pulse 

int lastOut = 0; 

int days = 0; 

int lstTime = 0; 

bool token = HIGH; 

bool isToPrint = LOW; 

String StringToPrint[4]; 

 

bool IsState = LOW; // records if the  animal is in REM 

 

 

//// Select the Slowclock source 

//RTCDue rtc(RC); 

 

const char* daynames[] = {"Sun", "Mon", "Tue", "Wed", "Thu", "Fri", "Sat"}; 

 

char keys[ROWS][COLS] = { 

  {'1','2','3','A'}, 

  {'4','5','6','B'}, 

  {'7','8','9','C'}, 

  {'*','0','#','D'} 

}; 

byte rowPins[ROWS] = { 9, 8, 7, 6 }; 

byte colPins[COLS] = { 5, 4, 3, 2 }; 

long randNumber; // random delay between disturbances 

long randNumber2;  // number of disturbances 

 

// Create a Keypad object 

Keypad kpd = Keypad( makeKeymap(keys), rowPins, colPins, ROWS, COLS ); 
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void setup() { 

  Wire.begin(); 

  setDateTime(); //MUST CONFIGURE IN FUNCTION 

  randomSeed(analogRead(0)); 

  Serial.begin(9600); 

  lcd.begin(16, 2); // Initiating object "lcd" with 2 rows and 16 columns 

  pinMode(Luz_Fundo, OUTPUT); //defines pin as output 

  digitalWrite(Luz_Fundo, HIGH); // Turns on display light 

  pinMode(StateDetectIn, INPUT); // defines pin as input 

  digitalWrite(StateDetectIn,LOW); //defines pin value as no REM 

  pinMode(ledPin, OUTPUT); 

  pinMode(ledPin2, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH); 

  digitalWrite(ledPin2, HIGH); 

  pinMode(interruptPin, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(interruptPin, LOW);  

  pinMode(pulsePin, OUTPUT); 

  digitalWrite(pulsePin, LOW);  

} 

 

 

void loop() { 

   

introduction(); 

   

  if (key=='A') 

    { 

      lcd.clear() ; 

      setDateTime(); //MUST CONFIGURE IN FUNCTION   

      String getDuration[2] ={"Protoc. duration","in min.: "}; 

      lagToFinish = getInputNumber(getDuration).toInt()*60; 

      String getDelayToStart[2] ={"Delay to start","in min.: "}; 

      delayToStart = getInputNumber(getDelayToStart).toInt()*60; 

      StringToPrint[0]=" "; 

      StringToPrint[1]="starts    "; 

      StringToPrint[2]="protocol "; 

      StringToPrint[3]=String(key); 

      while (delayToStart>0){ 

        printTime(HIGH,delayToStart,StringToPrint); 

        delayToStart = countDown(delayToStart); 

        //Serial.println(delayToStart); 

      } 

      pulse(); 

      StringToPrint[0]="    "; 

      StringToPrint[1]="    "; 

      StringToPrint[2]="Habituation (A)"; 

      StringToPrint[3]=" "; 

      start_time = updateTimelapseRTC(); 

      while (key=='A' && lagToFinish>0) 

      { 

        printTime(HIGH,lagToFinish,StringToPrint); 

        lagToFinish = countDown(lagToFinish); 

//        Serial.println(randNumber2); 

//        //Serial.println(IsState); 

//        IsState = digitalRead(StateDetectIn); 

//        Serial.println(IsState); 

//        char key2 = kpd.getKey(); 

//        Serial.println(key); 

         

 

//        delay(500); // interval between displaying time. 

        /*getTimeInfo(); 

        secatu = second ; 

        minatu = minute; 
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        houratu = hour;*/ 

        houratu = lagToFinish/3600; 

 

        hourToken = houratu%2; 

        if ((hourToken-hourTokenBefore)==-1){ 

            pulse(); 

        } 

        hourTokenBefore = houratu%2;     

         

        if (pulseTime == lagToFinish && hourToken == 0){ 

          pulse() ; 

//          Serial.print("Pulse");  // mostra na porta serial (tela do PC) os momentos de pulso 

//          Serial.print("   "); 

//          getTimeInfo(); 

//          Serial.print(hour, DEC); 

//          Serial.print(":"); 

//          Serial.print(minute, DEC); 

//          Serial.print(":"); 

//          Serial.println(second, DEC); 

       } 

    } 

  }  

  if (key=='B'){ 

    setDateTime(); //MUST CONFIGURE IN FUNCTION 

    lcd.clear() ; 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // sets cursor to: (column = 0, row = 0) 

    lcd.print("Press to depriv."); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); // sets to row 1, i.e., bottom row 

    lcd.print("1 = REM/2 = NREM"); // escreve os segundos passados. 

    //Serial.println("enteredB"); 

    DeprState_Key = kpd.waitForKey(); 

    if (DeprState_Key == '2'){ 

        //Serial.println("enteredIfB"); 

        //getIntervalBweenPulses(); 

        String messageToGetCredit[2] = {"Delay for Credit","in sec.: "}; 

        finalDelay = getInputNumber(messageToGetCredit).toInt();; 

    } 

    String getDuration[2] ={"Protoc. duration","in min.: "}; 

    lagToFinish = getInputNumber(getDuration).toInt()*60; 

    String getDelayToStart[2] ={"Delay to start","in min.: "}; 

    delayToStart = getInputNumber(getDelayToStart).toInt()*60; 

    StringToPrint[0]=" "; 

    StringToPrint[1]="starts    "; 

    StringToPrint[2]="protocol "; 

    StringToPrint[3]=String(key); 

    while (delayToStart>0){ 

      printTime(HIGH,delayToStart,StringToPrint); 

      delayToStart = countDown(delayToStart); 

    } 

    pulse(); 

    String CreditInString = String(credit); 

    String DeprState_KeyString = String(DeprState_Key); 

    if (DeprState_Key == '2'){StringToPrint[0]=" Cred.=";} 

    else { 

      StringToPrint[0]=""; 

      StringToPrint[1]=""; 

      } 

    StringToPrint[1]=CreditInString; 

    StringToPrint[2]="Sel. Depriv."; 

    StringToPrint[3]=stateLabel[DeprState_KeyString.toInt()-1]; 

    //StringToPrint[4]={" Cred.=",CreditInString,"Sel. Depriv.",stateLabel[String(DeprState_Key).toInt-1]}; 

    start_time = updateTimelapseRTC();   

    while (key=='B' && lagToFinish>0) 

    { 

      //Serial.println(DeprState_Key); 
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      //printTime(); 

      printTime(HIGH,lagToFinish,StringToPrint); 

      lagToFinish = countDown(lagToFinish); 

      /*if (key=='B' & DeprState_Key == '2'){} 

      else {lcd.println("           ");}*/ 

      actual_time=updateTimelapseRTC();  

      actual_time=actual_time-start_time;    

      processCredit(); 

//      Serial.println(actual_time); 

//      Serial.println(randNumber2); 

//      Serial.println(IsState); 

//      Serial.println(key); 

      IsState = digitalRead(StateDetectIn); 

      if (DeprState_Key == '2' & IsState==HIGH){ 

         processGate(); 

//         Serial.println(gate); 

         if (gate==LOW){ 

            IsState=LOW; 

         } 

      } 

      if (IsState==HIGH) { 

         PreviousPulse_time = Pulse_time; 

         Pulse_time=actual_time;      

         pulse(); 

         //Serial.println(IsState); 

      } 

 

//      if ((Pulse_time - PreviousPulse_time) < 10 & (Pulse_time - PreviousPulse_time) > 0){ 

//         interrupt(); 

//      } 

      if ((actual_time - Pulse_time) > 1800){ 

         //interrupt(); 

         PreviousPulse_time = Pulse_time; 

         Pulse_time=actual_time;      

         pulse(); 

         if (DeprState_Key == '2'){credit--;} 

      } 

      //Serial.println(IsState); 

      //lcd.print(" Cred.="); 

      //lcd.setCursor(15, 1); 

      //lcd.print(credit); 

      //Serial.print("Credit = "); 

     // Serial.println(credit); 

    //  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

     // lcd.print("Sel. Depriv."); // Mostrando o protocolo no LCD 

      //lcd.print(stateLabel[DeprState_Key-49]); 

      //Serial.println(stateLabel[DeprState_Key-49]); 

//      delay(500); 

      String CreditInString = String(credit); 

      String DeprState_KeyString = String(DeprState_Key); 

      if (DeprState_Key == '2'){StringToPrint[1]=CreditInString;} 

      else {StringToPrint[1]="";} 

      StringToPrint[3]=stateLabel[DeprState_KeyString.toInt()-1]; 

    } 

  } 

} 

 

 

void introduction(){ 

  // Show  

  lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // seta o cursor para: (coluna = 0, linha = 0) 

  lcd.print("SleepDeprivation"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); // seta para linha 1, ou seja, a linha de baixo 

  lcd.print(""); 

  lcd.print("  App - SidLab  "); // escreve os segundos passados. 
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  delay(3000); 

  lcd.clear() ; 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 0); 

  lcd.print("Press a letter->"); // escreve os segundos passados. 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); // seta para linha 1, ou seja, a linha de baixo 

  lcd.print(""); 

  lcd.print("start a protocol"); // escreve os segundos passados. 

  key = kpd.waitForKey(); 

} 

 

 

void transformToHHMMSS(int timeDur){ 

  int hh,mm,ss; 

  hh = timeDur/3600; 

  mm = (timeDur-(hh*3600))/60; 

  ss = timeDur-(hh*3600)-(mm*60); 

  timeInHHMMSS[0] = hh; 

  timeInHHMMSS[1] = mm; 

  timeInHHMMSS[2] = ss; 

} 

 

void printTime(bool CD, int timeCD,String toPrintLine2[4]){ // print  actual time 

  int hh, mm, ss; 

  if (timeCD%2==0 & token==HIGH){ 

     isToPrint=HIGH; 

     token=LOW;  

  } 

  if (timeCD%2==1 & token==LOW){ 

    isToPrint=HIGH; 

    token=HIGH;  

  } 

  if (CD==LOW){ 

    getTimeInfo(); 

    hh = hour; 

    mm = minute; 

    ss = second; 

  } else { 

    transformToHHMMSS(timeCD); 

    hh = timeInHHMMSS[0].toInt(); 

    mm = timeInHHMMSS[1].toInt(); 

    ss = timeInHHMMSS[2].toInt(); 

  }  

  if (isToPrint==HIGH){ 

    lcd.clear() ; 

    lcd.print(hh, DEC); 

    lcd.print(":"); 

    lcd.print(mm, DEC); 

    lcd.print(":"); 

    lcd.print(ss, DEC); 

    lcd.print(toPrintLine2[0]); 

    lcd.print(toPrintLine2[1]); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

    lcd.print(toPrintLine2[2]); 

    lcd.print(toPrintLine2[3]); 

//    if (key=='B' & DeprState_Key == '2'){} 

//    else {lcd.println("           ");} 

    Serial.print("   "); 

    Serial.print(hh, DEC); 

    Serial.print(":"); 

    Serial.print(mm, DEC); 

    Serial.print(":"); 

    Serial.println(ss, DEC); 

    Serial.println(toPrintLine2[0]); 

    Serial.println(toPrintLine2[1]); 

    Serial.println(toPrintLine2[2]); 
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    Serial.println(toPrintLine2[3]); 

    Serial.print(lagToFinish); 

    Serial.println(pulseTime); 

    isToPrint=LOW; 

  } 

} 

 

void pulse(){ 

     

  // sends a TTL to warn a pulse///// 

  digitalWrite(pulsePin, HIGH); 

  delay(50); 

  digitalWrite(pulsePin, LOW);  

  ///////////////////////////// 

 

  int interv = intervalToPulse_Habituation[1] - intervalToPulse_Habituation[0] + 1; 

  if (key=='A'){ 

      randNumber = random(1,interv); // random number between 0 and 60 seconds 

      randNumber2 = random(4,8);  // random number between 3 and 8 shakes 

      pulseTime = lagToFinish - intervalToPulse_Habituation[0] - randNumber; 

  } 

  else { 

      randNumber2 = random(10,15);  // random number between 3 and 8 shakes 

  } 

 

  lcd.clear() ; 

  lcd.print("Disturbing sleep"); 

  lcd.setCursor(0, 1); 

  lcd.print("with "); 

  lcd.print(randNumber2); 

  lcd.print(" pulses"); 

   

   

  for (int stepp = 1; stepp <= randNumber2; stepp += 1) 

  { 

     digitalWrite(ledPin, LOW);  // relay 1 starts 

     digitalWrite(ledPin2, LOW);  // relay 2 starts 

     delay(1000);                                                

     digitalWrite(ledPin, HIGH);  // relay 1 ends 

     digitalWrite(ledPin2, HIGH);  // relay 2 ends 

     delay(100);                                                

  } 

  lcd.clear() ; 

    

} 

 

String getInputNumber(String message[]){ 

    String setDelay; 

    lcd.clear() ; 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // sets cursor to: (column = 0, row = 0) 

    lcd.print(message[0]); 

    lcd.setCursor(0, 1); // sets to row 1, i.e., bottom row 

    lcd.print(message[1]); 

    char inputDelay = kpd.waitForKey(); 

    while (inputDelay != '#'){ 

      inputDelay = kpd.waitForKey(); 

      setDelay = setDelay += inputDelay; 

      if (inputDelay == '*'){ 

        setDelay = ""; 

        lcd.clear() ; 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 0); // sets cursor to: (column = 0, row = 0) 

        lcd.print(message[0]); 

        lcd.setCursor(0, 1); // sets to row 1, i.e., bottom row 

        lcd.print(message[1]); 

      } 
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      lcd.setCursor(10, 1); // sets to row 1, i.e., bottom row 

      lcd.print(setDelay); 

    } 

    return setDelay; 

} 

 

void processCredit(){ 

  int actualDelay = actual_time - last_credit_time; 

  if (actualDelay >= finalDelay){ 

    credit++; 

    last_credit_time = actual_time; 

  } 

} 

 

 

void  processGate(){ 

    gate=LOW; 

    processRefractory(); 

    /*Serial.print(credit); 

    Serial.print("  "); 

    Serial.println(refractory);*/ 

    if (credit > 0 & refractory == LOW) { 

      gate=HIGH; 

      credit--; 

    } 

} 

 

void processRefractory(){ //processes the refractory period between NREM pulses 

  refractory = LOW; 

  int refDelay = 600/(credit+1); //If no credit, wait 10 minutes to allow new pulse. If credit number is high, delay is shorter. 

  if ((actual_time - Pulse_time) < refDelay){ 

    refractory = HIGH; 

  }   

} 

 

//void interrupt(){  //interrupts the signal by bringing channels to zero 

//  digitalWrite(interruptPin, HIGH); 

//  delay(50); 

//  digitalWrite(interruptPin, LOW);  

//} 

 

void setDateTime(){ 

 

  byte second =      timeToSet[2]; //0-59 

  byte minute =      timeToSet[1]; //0-59 

  byte hour =        timeToSet[0]; //0-23 

  byte weekDay =     5; //1-7 

  byte monthDay =    5; //1-31 

  byte month =       4; //1-12 

  byte year  =       18; //0-99 

 

  Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS); 

  Wire.write(zero); //stop Oscillator 

 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(second)); 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(minute)); 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(hour)); 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(weekDay)); 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(monthDay)); 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(month)); 

  Wire.write(decToBcd(year)); 

 

  Wire.write(zero); //start  

 

  Wire.endTransmission();  
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} 

 

int updateTimelapseRTC(){ 

  getTimeInfo(); 

  int out[3] = {hour,minute,second}; 

  int hh, mm, ss; 

  //hour to seconds 

  //if (timeToSet[0] > out[0]){out[0] = out[0]+24;}  

  hh = (out[0] - timeToSet[0])*3600; 

  //minutes to seconds 

  //if (timeToSet[1] > out[1]){out[1] = out[1]+60;}  

  mm = (out[1] - timeToSet[1])*60; 

  //seconds treating 

  //if (timeToSet[2] > out[2]){out[2] = out[2]+60;}  

  ss = out[2] - timeToSet[2]; 

  if (out[0] < lastOut){ 

    days++; 

  } 

  lastOut = out[0]; 

  int timeLapse = hh + mm + ss + days*3600; 

  return timeLapse; 

} 

 

int countDown(int delayToStart){ 

    int actTime;  

    actTime = updateTimelapseRTC(); 

    if (actTime-lstTime>0){ 

        delayToStart--;  

    } 

    lstTime = actTime; 

    /*Serial.print(actTime); 

    Serial.print("  "); 

    Serial.println(lstTime);*/ 

    return delayToStart; 

     

} 

 

byte decToBcd(byte val){ 

// Convert normal decimal numbers to binary coded decimal 

  return ( (val/10*16) + (val%10) ); 

} 

 

byte bcdToDec(byte val)  { 

// Convert binary coded decimal to normal decimal numbers 

  return ( (val/16*10) + (val%16) ); 

} 

 

void getTimeInfo(){ 

  // Reset the register pointer 

  Wire.beginTransmission(DS1307_ADDRESS); 

  Wire.write(zero); 

  Wire.endTransmission(); 

 

  Wire.requestFrom(DS1307_ADDRESS, 7); 

 

  second = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  minute = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  hour = bcdToDec(Wire.read() & 0b111111); //24 hour time 

  int weekDay = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); //0-6 -> sunday - Saturday 

  int monthDay = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  int month = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

  int year = bcdToDec(Wire.read()); 

} 
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Anexo A – Aprovação no Comitê de Ética 
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Anexo B – Atividades de Ensino e Extensão 

Ensino 

Professor Assistente nas Disciplinas: 

 

DADOS DO COMPONENTE CURRICULAR  

Curso: Ciências e Tecnologia  

Componente curricular: NEUROETOLOGIA (30h) – ICE1019  

Departamento: ICE – Instituto do Cérebro  

Semestre: 2017.2 

 

Extensão 

Palestrante na semana do cérebro da UFRN nos anos de 2015, 2017 e 2018. 

 

Composição e apresentação de pôster no CIENTEC-UFRN 2017, sobre 

DISCALCULIA 

DADOS DO COMPONENTE CURRICULAR  

Curso: Ciências e Tecnologia  

Componente curricular: ANÁLISE DE SINAIS CONTÍNUOS (60h) – 
ICE1011 

Departamento: ICE – Instituto do Cérebro  

Semestre: 2015.2 
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Bases Neurais da Polarização Política, Fake News e Pós-Verdade 

Como doutorando em neurociências, participei da semana do cérebro do ano 

de 2017. Já vinha percebendo há algum tempo a dificuldade que as pessoas tinham 

em compreender e, mesmo compreendendo, aceitar evidências científicas, 

principalmente quando elas engrossavam argumentos contrários às crenças ou 

posições políticas de cada um. Como interesse paralelo ao meu projeto de doutorado, 

estudei um pouco sobre as bases neurais e até filosóficas que poderiam levar a este 

fenômeno. As projeções que fiz em minha mente sobre a que ponto isto poderia 

chegar foram criativas e obscuras, mas não imaginava que poderiam chegar ao ponto 

que chegaram atualmente. Imaginei àquele tempo, há 2 anos, que poderia cumprir um 

papel social e de extensão ao compartilhar esse conhecimento com a sociedade, 

tentando sensibilizar as pessoas quanto às minhas impressões particulares que 

sugeriam um risco que a democracia institucional poderia sofrer, caso não se desse 

mais atenção à democracia das ideias. Foi com esse intuito que preparei um texto 
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(segue abaixo) no qual abordo um pouco questões históricas, filosóficas e científicas 

sobre a dificuldade que os seres humanos em geral têm em discutir política. O texto 

acabou sendo publicado na Revista Carta Capital em uma versão resumida (além de 

replicado em outras mídias), e foi esse texto que foi apresentado na semana do 

cérebro daquele ano de 2017. A apresentação foi polêmica e prolífica, pois acabei 

sendo convidado para apresentá-la em outros lugares, descritos abaixo, com 

pequenas modificações. 

Na semana do cérebro no início do ano eleitoral de 2018, tentei mais uma vez 

fazer um trabalho nesta linha e apresentei uma palestra sobre Fake news e pós-

verdade, também falando sobre bases biológicas e buscando trazer a audiência a uma 

reflexão mais crítica e cientificamente embasada. 
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Domando nosso Elefante Político (2017) 

O que os estudos do cérebro e do comportamento humano nos dizem sobre a 

defesa de posições políticas e como minimizar o problema 

M.Sc. Daniel Gomes de Almeida Filho  

 

É inegável a capacidade do Homo Sapiens de conseguir recursos, crescer, 

manipular o ambiente e subjugar outras espécies. Enfim, em muitos aspectos somos 

a espécie dominante no planeta, e um dos atributos mais importantes para 

conseguirmos ter chegado até aqui é a nossa capacidade de nos unir em grandes 

sociedades. Para que tais sociedades floresçam e perdurem, é importante que seus 

componentes comunguem de uma visão de mundo, de crenças, que lutem por algum 

objetivo comum, etc. Por muito tempo, esta visão comum foi definida por reis e 

grandes líderes, e não requeria necessariamente uma justificativa por parte dos 

mesmos; quando requeria, o que era dito pelo ente dominante tinha um peso enorme 

naquilo que era decidido como crença ou ação do grupo.  

Porém, com a maior dispersão do conhecimento e o empoderamento de partes 

da sociedade até então subordinadas, o debate entre ideias diferentes no sentido de 

definir as crenças e ações de um grupo, tornou-se cada vez mais importante. Não que 

prescindamos ainda de líderes (se é que um dia existirão sociedades sem eles). Suas 

opiniões continuam tendo um peso maior, porém a capacidade de se manter aberto a 

mudanças de crença através da influência de seus pares é um atributo que tem sido 

crescentemente necessário para evitar que os debates virem brincadeira do ego, só 

reforcem crenças pré-estabelecidas e polarizações, gerando por fim estagnação e 

ruptura. Os exemplos disto variam em escala, desde um casamento até a organização 

de sociedades complexas. Será que isso nos lembra de algo do nosso mundo 

contemporâneo?  

 

Como zebras em covil de leões  

Kaplan e colaboradores publicaram há algumas semanas um trabalho [1] na 

revista Scientific Reports do grupo Nature intitulado, “Correlatos Neurais da 

manutenção de crenças políticas em face de evidências contrárias”. Embora haja 

limitações (todo trabalho científico tem, mas ultimamente tem sido mais importante 

lembrar), o trabalho foi muito bem feito e cuidadosamente desenhado, trazendo 

insights importantes. Um dos principais achados, que inclusive corrobora trabalhos 
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anteriores, é o de que é mais difícil mudar a opinião política de alguém sobre um 

assunto específico (por exemplo, “As leis que regulam porte de arma nos Estados 

Unidos deveriam ser mais restritivas.”), do que sobre questões não-políticas (“Tomar 

multivitaminas diariamente melhora a saúde.”). Mas, o mais interessante é que, 

quando confrontados com evidências contrárias a suas crenças, houve, no cérebro 

destas pessoas, uma modulação da atividade de regiões cerebrais relacionadas com 

a reflexão sobre si mesmo e suas questões morais (Rede de modo padrão – DMN em 

inglês) e uma maior ativação da ínsula e da amígdala, regiões classicamente 

relacionadas a processamento de emoções, principalmente associadas a percepções 

de ameaça, incerteza e ansiedade.  

Em resumo, o artigo sugere que as evidências contrárias a suas crenças são 

recebidas pelas pessoas como ameaça a sua definição de si mesmo. Isso faz muito 

sentido. Tentarei deixar claro por que.  

Nossa consciência sobre o que somos e como deveríamos agir em situações 

distintas é definida pela nossa moral particular, que em muitos aspectos é um reflexo 

da moral do meio no qual vivemos. Esta última é definida pelo contexto: educação, 

cultura, padrões, costumes, religião, etc. É a classificação de tudo aquilo que 

consideramos próprio e impróprio. Obviamente não são definições estanques, são 

construções dinâmicas e complexas do nosso dia-a-dia de relações entre os agentes 

sociais, sejam eles pessoas e/ou instituições. Saber que são dinâmicas é importante 

para reforçar a possibilidade de transformação dessa moral. Voltaremos a isso mais 

a frente.  

E o que a política tem a ver com isso? Nossas visões políticas são intimamente 

relacionadas à nossa moral, a como enxergamos o mundo.  

Jonathan Haidt, eminente psicólogo social, e colaboradores definiram 

fundamentos transculturais inatos da moral, como cuidado, justiça, autoridade, 

lealdade, etc., sobre os quais se constroem as diferentes morais das diversas culturas 

[2]. Em seus trabalhos, Haidt mostra também que as visões políticas mais comuns nos 

Estados Unidos (liberais e conservadores, que em termos de polarização, são 

equivalentes aos espectros de esquerda e direita no Brasil, respectivamente) são 

dependentes de combinações diferentes dos mesmos fundamentos morais [3]. Se 

visão política se constrói sobre bases morais e nossa moral nos define, nossa visão 

política também faz parte daquilo que somos.  
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Fomos moldados evolutivamente, assim como outros animais, em um ambiente 

onde era essencial saber reconhecer ameaças a nossa integridade física. Em um 

mundo onde boa parte da vida relacional é vivida através de um meio virtual, a ameaça 

física pode passar a ter menos importância do que uma ameaça à imagem. Uma 

simples evidência que contrarie nossa visão política pode sim ativar nossos sensores 

de ameaça e ser entendida como um ataque a nós.  

A internet e as redes sociais têm vantagens sem fim e são um caminho sem 

volta, mas como tudo na vida, têm suas limitações e trazem novos desafios. Um deles 

é o fato de que, em um ambiente onde somos bombardeados o tempo todo com 

evidências (mentirosas ou não) contrárias àquilo que acreditamos, biologicamente 

estamos como zebras em covil de leões. Nos sentimos acuados e tendemos a 

procurar uma zona de conforto, um lugar comum, conhecido, onde nos sintamos 

seguros, enfim, um lugar onde nossas crenças se confirmem. Não é de se espantar 

que, em um contexto deste tipo, tendências políticas/morais extremistas, embasadas 

muito mais em questões emocionais (ódio, raiva, paixão, idolatria, etc.) que racionais, 

ganhem força. Além disso, as redes sociais ainda ajudam a juntar pessoas que 

pensam de forma semelhante independente da distância; e elas reforçam suas 

crenças entre si através da repetição incessante de evidências que justificam aquilo 

que já acreditam, e geralmente com o mínimo de preocupação em relação à fonte, 

qualidade da evidência ou justeza das conclusões. Basta confirmar o que eu acredito 

ou negar o que meu oposto acredita que tá valendo publicar! Daniel Kahnemann, 

psicólogo e pesquisador de economia comportamental, além de ganhador do Prêmio 

Nobel de Economia, falou disso desta forma: “Um jeito confiável de fazer as pessoas 

acreditarem em afirmações falsas é repetição frequente, por que a familiaridade não 

é facilmente distinguida da verdade. Instituições autoritárias e “marqueteiros” sempre 

souberam disso [4]. De fato Joseph Goebbels, ministro da Propaganda de Adolf Hitler 

na Alemanha Nazista, dizia isso de forma mais pop, “uma mentira repetida mil vezes 

torna-se verdade”.  

Como resultado, temos uma sociedade polarizada, idólatra, com paixão cega a 

líderes e ódio aos “inimigos” que pensam diferente; tudo isso baseado em emoções e 

muito pouco em razão; até por que, nossas decisões morais são muito mais intuitivas 

que racionais. Parece até que estamos voltando à Idade das Trevas. Para atacarmos 

o problema, é preciso entendê-lo e saber por que as abordagens tentadas até então 

não funcionaram.  
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Somos mais intuitivos que racionais  

Grande parte da filosofia antiga até boa parte do século XX foi construída sobre 

a premissa de que, por sermos seres racionais, julgamos baseados nesse atributo. 

Porém, parece que não é bem assim. Kahnemann sistematizou um conjunto de 

evidências em seu livro chamado “Rápido e devagar”, onde ele classifica as duas 

formas de pensar do ser humano [4]. A primeira, chamada de Sistema 1, é intuitiva, 

rápida, automática, subconsciente e emocional. O Sistema 2 é lento, lógico, racional, 

consciente e requer esforço. O que podemos tirar deste livro para nossa discussão é 

que, ao contrário do que pensamos, o Sistema 1 (intuitivo) é “o chefe”. Veja os trechos 

abaixo do livro “Rápido e Devagar”:  

“O Sistema 1 tem sido moldado pela evolução para fornecer uma 

avaliação contínua dos principais problemas que um organismo precisa 

resolver para sobreviver: Como estão as coisas? Existe uma ameaça ou 

uma grande oportunidade? Está tudo normal? Devo me aproximar ou 

evitar? As questões são talvez pouco urgentes para um humano no 

ambiente metropolitano comparado a uma gazela na savana, mas nós 

herdamos os mecanismos neurais que evoluíram para nos disponibilizar 

avaliação contínua do nível de ameaça, e eles não foram desligados...[ 

]...Vigilância contínua não é necessariamente bom, e é certamente 

impraticável. Questionar constantemente nosso próprio pensar seria 

bastante tedioso, e o Sistema 2 é muito lento e ineficiente para servir 

como um substituto do Sistema 1 em fazer decisões rotineiras...[ 

]…Seguir nossas intuições (Sistema 1) é mais natural, e de alguma 

forma mais prazeroso do que agir contra elas...[ ]...As pessoas podem 

superar alguns dos fatores superficiais que produzem a ilusão de 

veracidade quando fortemente motivadas para tal. Na maioria dos 

casos, contudo, o „lerdo‟ Sistema 2 (consciente) vai adotar as sugestões 

do Sistema 1 e continuar.”  

 

Em seu trabalho seminal, “O cão emocional e sua cauda racional: Uma 

abordagem Social Intuicionista do Juízo Moral” [5], Jonathan Haidt, traz essa visão 

para o campo de nosso interesse neste texto. Ele explica por que o modelo racional 

clássico em que a razão é a causa das decisões morais, não é mais adequado frente 
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às novas evidências. Ele propõe em seu lugar o modelo Social Intuicionista, nas 

mesmas bases do que foi proposto por Kahneman, onde o juízo moral é 

primordialmente consequência da intuição (Sistema 1), não da razão (Sistema 2). 

Devido às características previamente descritas, de que as crenças políticas e morais 

fazem parte de como nos vemos, o juízo moral/político parece ser ainda mais 

dependente da intuição do que outras decisões. A razão, na maioria das vezes, é 

usada apenas para uma justificação a posteriori daquilo que já foi decidido a priori 

intuitivamente. No próprio artigo, ele diz que a razão assume muito mais uma função 

de advogado construindo uma peça de defesa a fim de convencer seus pares do que 

de juiz tentando descobrir a verdade, este último é o que erroneamente o senso 

comum ainda acha que prevalece.  

Pois bem, chegamos em uma parte do problema onde é importante perguntar: 

E agora? Estamos fadados a decisões pouco racionais? Nunca chegaremos a 

consensos? Calma! Com o esforço do Sistema 2, a gente consegue resolver muitos 

problemas. Como falado acima, é preciso uma relativa plasticidade das crenças para 

que possam também ser moldadas pela influência de nossos pares, a fim de que as 

polarizações morais, políticas e ideológicas não minem a nossa objetividade e 

resultem em inércia/retrocessos políticos e, nos casos mais graves, ruptura social, 

quiçá guerra.  

 

Comunicação Ineficiente  

Um ponto chave de tudo isso é a comunicação. Para garantir a influência mútua 

entre pares, nossa comunicação deve ser eficiente; e ela definitivamente não tem sido. 

Dentre outros componentes da comunicação, para o nosso caso, destaco 

especialmente três: mensagem (conteúdo), codificação/decodificação e 

emissor/receptor.  

1. Mensagem (conteúdo): Devido a nossa sociedade ter sido construída sobre 

o modelo racionalista, temos a ideia de que, quanto melhor a evidência, maior o poder 

de convencimento; o que não deixa de ser verdade. Temos então focado 

excessivamente na mensagem como componente mais importante da comunicação e 

do processo de persuasão. Quando vemos aquele artigo científico maravilhoso ou um 

textão cheio de lógica e citações corroborando tudo que a gente acredita, ficamos com 

o dedo coçando pra compartilhar com aquele amigo que vive falando besteira política 

na internet. Não me entendam errado. É extremamente importante uma mensagem 
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clara, objetiva, bem escrita, com evidências muito bem fundamentadas e conclusões 

na medida, que não sejam nem extravagantes e nem superficiais. Porém, não adianta 

apresentar uma linda e robusta peça de defesa de um ponto de vista, se o juiz já 

decidiu pelo outro lado. De fato, evidências [6] mostram que isso pode gerar um efeito 

de “tiro pela culatra”, ou seja, a pessoa que você está tentando persuadir pode 

inclusive reforçar suas crenças ao invés de admitir as evidências que provam o 

contrário. Logo, continue produzindo e/ou compartilhando bons artigos, mas é bom 

usar do bom senso (intuição) quando decidir compartilhar ou marcar aquele amigo 

que pensa diametralmente e emocionalmente oposto a você. Continuar fazendo isso 

depois de formar opinião que coadune com o presente texto, será um exercício de 

hábito ou ego. Em qualquer das hipóteses, um alento, o Sistema 2 pode te ajudar a 

minimizar isso, mas é preciso esforço.  

2. Codificação/Decodificação: Tudo que queremos dizer é codificado pelo 

emissor em alguma linguagem, a fim de que possa ser transmitida e decodificada pelo 

receptor, para então cumprir seu papel comunicativo. Boa parte das pessoas acredita 

que o que falou/escreveu foi suficientemente claro para ser entendido. Quem ouve/lê 

geralmente também assume que entendeu o que foi comunicado. Há pouca 

preocupação em atentar para o contexto de quem vai ler seu texto ou ouvir o que você 

diz. Há também pouca empatia do ouvinte/leitor em tentar entender o que quer ser 

comunicado. O que acontece grande parte das vezes é uma codificação autocentrada, 

onde quem codifica só se preocupa em falar e quem decodifica só se preocupa em 

rebater. Kahneman chama os seres humanos de máquinas de “jumping to 

conclusions” (saltar para as conclusões). O comum é não buscarmos entender melhor 

alguém antes de falar, e não buscarmos responder o que foi perguntado, mas contra-

atacar; o que não raro é fruto de conclusões precipitadas e equivocadas. Algo bastante 

normal em um ambiente onde sempre estamos nos sentindo acuados, ameaçados. É 

muito chato e requer esforço (Sistema 2) tentar moldar sua escrita a quem vai ler ou 

usar da empatia para tentar entender. Porém, partindo do pressuposto que você está 

escrevendo para comunicar e quem está te ouvindo quer entender; se essa 

preocupação não existir, a comunicação não se processa. Ah! Mas eu quero falar mal 

mesmo! Quero é desmascarar esses pilantras!! Só estou falando a verdade!! Etc e tal. 

É um direito seu! Tranquilo! Mas não diga que você está querendo o bem do país com 

isso. Que só quer mostrar a verdade a quem não vê. Fale aos quatro ventos que seu 

intuito é só parecer que você é inteligente, moral, de bem, etc. A verdade encontra-se 
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exatamente na oposição e melhoramento de ideias. John Stuart Mill (1859), filósofo 

britânico, colocou isso de forma bastante interessante:  

"Aquele que conhece apenas o seu próprio lado do caso sabe pouco do 

caso. Seus argumentos podem ser bons, e ninguém pode ter sido capaz 

de refutá-los. Mas se ele é igualmente incapaz de refutar os argumentos 

do lado oposto, se ele não sabe quais são, ele não tem embasamento 

para preferir qualquer opinião...[ ]...Nem é suficiente ouvir as opiniões dos 

adversários através de seus próprios professores, apresentadas como 

eles as declaram, e acompanhadas pelo que eles oferecem como 

refutações. Ele deve ser capaz de ouvi-las de pessoas que realmente 

acreditam neles...[ ]...ele deve conhecê-los em sua forma mais plausível 

e persuasiva.” 

 

 Outra coisa interessante sobre codificação é que, do ponto de vista objetivo, o 

significado das palavras entre as pessoas que falam uma determinada língua é 

relativamente o mesmo. Embora haja algumas diferenças nesse significado objetivo 

para pessoas diferentes, elas geralmente não comprometem o entendimento da 

mensagem passada, principalmente por que temos outras formas de ganhar clareza 

no que está sendo dito; o contexto, a prosódia (entonação das palavras), as 

expressões corporais, etc. nos ajudam muito nesse trabalho. No nosso mundo atual 

nos comunicamos por “memes”; grande parte das vezes por mensagens escritas, 

onde prosódia e expressões corporais estão ausentes; onde alguns aplicativos só 

permitem uma comunicação com 140 caracteres e onde o imediatismo e a pressa têm 

imperado. Tudo isso é um caldeirão cheio para a baixa eficiência de comunicação. 

Quando a mensagem não já é diretamente agressiva, o receptor tem tido menos pistas 

para entender o que realmente está sendo comunicado. Uma zebra na savana vai se 

assustar com qualquer pequeno movimento em um arbusto (erro de decodificação). 

Similarmente, mesmo que a mensagem seja codificada da forma mais respeitosa, 

equilibrada e clara possível, é possível que outras pessoas entendam de forma 

totalmente deturpada. Paciência! Teremos que lidar com isso. O intuito do texto é 

buscar minimizar esses problemas, resolver talvez seja tarefa da utopia. Resumindo, 

na codificação valem também as sugestões do tópico anterior, principalmente a 

clareza e objetividade. Textos curtos (insuficientes) e obscuros dão margem a 

interpretações errôneas. É também importante evitar discutir questões polêmicas 
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(políticas/morais) onde o risco de ineficiência comunicativa é alto. Ao falar/escrever, é 

importante buscar ser entendido, se possível confirmando. Ao ouvir/ler, deve-se estar 

atento e buscar, se possível, inclusive entender por que a pessoa pensa daquela 

forma e quais seriam as implicações se aquilo que ela fala for verdade. Sua resposta, 

se necessária, será muito mais efetiva se você entender bem quais os pontos fracos 

do que está sendo comunicado; assim como, se você achar os pontos fortes muito 

bons, talvez esteja na hora de usar um pouco do Sistema 2 e ponderar uma mudança 

de opinião. Dói um pouco, mas é que nem injeção, a dor passa e a saúde fica. Melhor 

do que “ter aquela velha opinião formada sobre tudo”.  

3. Emissor/Receptor: Acredito que não preciso aprofundar nos conceitos de 

emissor e receptor da mensagem, pois eles são autoexplicativos. Juntei os dois em 

um só tópico por que ambos são a mesma entidade (ser humano) em posições 

distintas. Considero esta talvez a parte mais importante quando o assunto é eficiência 

de comunicação, porém é geralmente a que tem tido menor atenção, provavelmente 

por que é muito difícil e exige muito esforço mudar a si mesmo. Daqui em diante, 

usarei uma metáfora que gosto muito e que é utilizada por Haidt para descrever os 

Sistemas 1 e 2 no ser humano. Para ele, é como se fôssemos um condutor (Sistema 

2) montado em um elefante (Sistema 1). Embora nos reconheçamos como o ente 

consciente (condutor), quem determina boa parte das vezes os nossos caminhos é o 

elefante. Este animal enorme, forte e pesado foi escolhido exatamente para ilustrar 

como é difícil montá-lo e guiá-lo. Trazendo esses conceitos para nosso debate, o que 

importa reforçar aqui é que não podemos continuar apelando apenas ao condutor 

(razão) para estabelecer uma comunicação e exercer influência. Como disse antes, 

quanto mais desafiamos as crenças de nosso interlocutor, mais o elefante dele fica 

indócil, dificultando o entendimento. Quando ele rebate, geralmente sem nem ter 

entendido o que você disse, seu elefante também começa a dar piruetas. Como então 

lidar com essas entidades? Destaco alguns vieses inerentes a essa relação que são 

importantes para o que estamos discutindo aqui.  

a. Viés Emocional: Acredito já ter falado o suficiente sobre o que emoções 

exacerbadas podem e estão causando socialmente. Na dimensão individual, a 

emoção descontrolada é um elefante desgovernado, sofrendo efeito manada, indo 

junto de outros elefantes que foram construídos com morais parecidas, sem nem se 

dar conta de que tem um condutor em cima. Domar o elefante é uma tarefa hercúlea, 

mas pode ser facilitada. A atenção é uma tarefa do condutor (Sistema 2) e um ótimo 
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aliado para esse trabalho. É como se o condutor tivesse um antolho (peça que 

restringe a visão do animal parcialmente) em mãos para colocar no elefante. O que 

ele pode fazer é restringir os estímulos a que o elefante será submetido e tentar, neste 

período, praticar atividades que regulem suas emoções. Assim, quando o elefante for 

novamente submetido a situações que o levariam ao descontrole, ele terá maior 

capacidade de suportar as pressões durante e resiliência para sair do ciclo de 

emoções exacerbadas quando as pressões passarem. Em resumo, o Sistema 1 

(elefante) por ser automático, age diretamente ou intui baseado em seu estado atual. 

Os momentos onde os estímulos que ativam estados disfuncionais não estão 

presentes devem ser usados para modular lentamente o Sistema 1 através do esforço 

do Sistema 2. Algumas alternativas pra isso são atividades artísticas, meditação, 

terapia e, em casos mais graves, medicações psicotrópicas. Destas, chamo atenção 

à meditação, especialmente a do tipo mindfulness. Primeiro por que, uma vez 

aprendida, pode ser usada gratuitamente o quanto quiser, segundo por que não tem 

efeito colateral, terceiro por que o crescente número de estudos tem mostrado eficácia 

da meditação, especialmente da mindfulness, na regulação emocional, inclusive com 

modulação das regiões citadas no artigo acima (DMN, ínsula e amígdala), de um modo 

relacionado a aspectos emocionais e cognitivos sempre positivos. Melhor memória, 

autoestima, empatia, regulação emocional, e da pressão arterial; redução de 

ansiedade, depressão e dor crônica. Enfim, a lista é interminável [7, 8]. A empatia 

inclusive nos ajudaria muito na capacidade de entender melhor aquilo que os outros 

querem dizer, ou seja, seria um atributo muito útil para decodificação.  

b. Efeito Halo: É um viés cognitivo, cujo nome foi cunhado pelo psicólogo 

americano Edward Thorndike. Ele refere-se à tendência de gostarmos ou 

desgostarmos de tudo de uma coisa ou pessoa, sendo que conhecemos apenas uma 

parte dela. Isso se reflete na política através das frases: “Vem da esquerda, já sei que 

não é coisa boa.” ou “O que a direita pode propor de bom?”. Também, boa parte da 

direita e esquerda extremas são incapazes de autocrítica e de crítica a seus maiores 

ícones. Sendo assim, como poderão ao menos ouvir, quiçá entender o que lhes é dito 

que contraria sua visão política? Não será sempre dado um rótulo antes mesmo de o 

emissor abrir a boca? Sim, mas também podemos usar o efeito halo a nosso favor. 

Todos temos outros atributos além da posição política. Se reforçarmos esses atributos 

antes de apresentar uma ideia, podemos minimizar esse efeito. É como se 

chegássemos para o elefante do outro com um punhado de amendoim e um pouco 
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de água. Do ponto de vista prático, se formos gentis, respeitosos, prestativos, etc. 

acabamos por gerar no outro um conflito cognitivo onde duas intuições do Sistema 1 

competem. Como ele pode ser tão gentil e ser de esquerda? Esse é um 

questionamento geralmente inconsciente, mas não raro isso vira prática. Muitas 

pessoas discriminam o outro em grupos e/ou atividades, tendo como principal 

informação apenas a posição política. Já o receptor também pode agir ao tentar 

buscar em seu interlocutor, por pior que ele pareça, atributos positivos. Se você não 

consegue pensar em duas míseras qualidades que o outro tenha, você certamente 

está sofrendo de efeito halo negativo. Sei que pra alguns é difícil não ser irônico com 

alguma abobrinha que o outro falou. Para alguns, é difícil não rir ou até humilhar 

publicamente alguém que apresenta uma ideia infantil. Tudo isso exigirá um enorme 

trabalho de adestramento do seu elefante pelo condutor (Sistema 2). Aqui uma 

observação é importante. Não quero cercear a manifestação de ninguém ou dizer o 

que é certo ou o que é errado. Acho que já deixei claro que acredito que o 

desenvolvimento vem exatamente das ideias opostas. O que busco é mostrar o que 

as evidências sugerem quanto à eficiência comunicativa, esclarecer como podemos 

ser enganados por vieses cognitivos e emocionais e dar sugestões de como evita-los. 

O que fazer com essa informação vai de cada um. Por último, cabe aqui também uma 

advertência. Quando você percebe que exerce um efeito halo sobre outras pessoas 

e, ao invés de estimular que elas dediquem-se a domar seus elefantes, usa isso só 

para incitar que elas sigam sua manada, você estará contribuindo para a manutenção 

de todo esse status quo disfuncional que vivemos atualmente.  

c. Efeito de Enquadramento: Este é outro viés cognitivo importante. Diz 

respeito ao fato de enquadrarmos nossa atenção a atributos específicos de um 

assunto que favorecem nosso ponto de vista. Uma vez estabelecido o canal de 

comunicação, essa é uma cilada que caímos com frequência. Por exemplo, se o 

debate é sobre aborto, os conservadores tenderão a focar o discurso na defesa de 

que o aborto é o ato de ceifar uma vida, dizer que a vida começa na concepção, etc. 

Por outro lado, os mais liberais tratarão de focar suas justificativas nas mães pobres 

que abortam em locais insalubres, com aumento de morbidade e mortalidade, etc. No 

livro de Kahneman, ele diz que “só o Sistema 2 é capaz de dúvida, pois mantem 

conhecimentos opostos”. Se você contradiz alguém sobre algum assunto e ele retruca 

com uma certeza pétrea, é bem provável que ele esteja sendo guiado primordialmente 

pelo Sistema 1 e nem tenha ouvido/entendido direito o que você falou. Mais uma vez, 
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é importantíssima a utilização do Sistema 2 a fim de conciliar intuições ou 

conhecimentos díspares e chegar a uma conclusão ponderada e, portanto, mais perto 

da verdade ou da melhor solução.  

Qual o principal aprendizado em tudo isso? O elefante (Sistema 1) é geralmente 

quem toma as decisões por nós, não raro, desastradas. Porém, independente dos 

problemas de comunicação, vieses emocionais ou cognitivos, somos nós (Sistama 2) 

que domamos o elefante. Mais uma vez, parafraseio Kahneman quando ele diz que 

“o melhor que podemos fazer é um compromisso: aprender a reconhecer situações 

nas quais enganos são prováveis e nos esforçar mais para evitar erros significantes”. 

Como se pôde perceber, a tentativa neste texto foi exatamente essa. Todas as 

sugestões feitas aqui exigem um compromisso enorme de cada um de nós, 

condutores de enlouquecidos elefantes políticos, em domar nossas feras particulares. 

Contraditoriamente, nossos esforços têm sido sempre no sentido de tentar reclamar 

que o elefante do outro não está domado, quando você nem tentou dominar o seu. 

Talvez seja tão doloroso mexer em suas próprias crenças, talvez dê tanto medo se 

desconstruir, que a frase “política não se discute” já virou até ditado popular. Mas a 

chave está exatamente em mudar o foco para nós mesmos. Talvez essa frase tenha 

sido construída no afã de evitar a briga entre amigos, mas é exatamente entre amigos 

que os debates têm maior chance de resultar em algo mais acertado e funcional. Não 

há pretensões aqui de uma sociedade perfeita, mas de fomentar um ambiente de 

redução de incertezas; de estimular que o debate evolua a ponto de se basear em 

evidências, não em mentiras, xingamentos e entendimento do outro como inimigo. 

Todos nós queremos o melhor para o país e o mundo, só diferimos no método por que 

entendemos os problemas de formas diferentes. Logo, a solução está mais na 

conciliação e cooperação do que na competição. Tudo isso depende principalmente 

desse esforço de nós sobre nós mesmos. Não estou dizendo novidade alguma. O 

comportamento de defesa de sua forma de ver o mundo e a desconstrução do mundo 

alheio, é transcultural e milenar; assim como o é a informação de que a transformação 

começa individualmente. Muitos ditos sábios, filósofos e cientistas já trataram do 

assunto. Aqui só estamos usando uma parafernalha científica para tentar explicar de 

outra forma. “Tudo já foi dito, mas como ninguém escuta, é preciso dizer novamente” 

[9]. Resta agora saber o que faremos com isso. Seremos condutores passivos, 

guiados pelo líder da manada e arrastados por nossos elefantes políticos, como 
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verdadeiros animais irracionais; ou humildemente reconheceremos nossa condição e 

nos esforçaremos para domar nossos elefantes?  
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